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Preface
The 25th European Conference on Genetic Programming (EuroGP
2022) took place at the Complutense University of Madrid, Madrid,
Spain, during April 20–22, 2022. Due to the travel restrictions caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic, the conference was held in a hybrid mode
to allow both in-person and online attendance.

Genetic programming (GP) is a unique branch of evolutionary
computation that has been developed to automatically solve design
problems, in particular the computer program design, without
requiring the user to know or specify the form or structure of the
solution in advance. It uses the principles of Darwinian evolution to
approach problems in the synthesis, improvement, and repair of
computer programs. The universality of computer programs, and their
importance in so many areas of our lives, means that the automation of
these tasks is an exceptionally ambitious challenge with far-reaching
implications. GP has attracted a signi�icant number of researchers and a
vast amount of theoretical and practical contributions are available, as
shown by consulting the GP bibliography.1

Since the �irst EuroGP event in Paris in 1998, EuroGP has been the
only conference exclusively devoted to the evolutionary design of
computer programs and other computational structures. In fact,
EuroGP represents the single largest venue at which GP results are
published. It plays an important role in the success of the �ield, by
serving as a forum for expressing new ideas, meeting fellow
researchers, and initiating collaborations. It attracts scholars from all
over the world. In a friendly and welcoming atmosphere authors
present the latest advances in the �ield and GP-based solutions to
complex real-world problems.

EuroGP 2022 received 35 submissions from around the world. The
papers underwent a rigorous double-blind peer review process, each
being reviewed by multiple members of an international Program
Committee.

Among the papers presented in this volume, 12 were accepted for
full-length oral presentation (34% acceptance rate) and seven as short
talks. In 2022, papers submitted to EuroGP could also be assigned to
the “Evolutionary Machine Learning Track”. Among the 35 submissions,
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the authors of eight papers indicated their papers �it the track, with two
accepted for full-length oral presentation and four as short talks.
Authors of both categories of papers also had the opportunity to
present their work in poster sessions to promote the exchange of ideas
in a carefree manner.

The wide range of topics in this volume re�lects the current state of
research in the �ield. The collection of papers covers interesting topics
including developing new variants of GP algorithms, synthesizing
computer programs with GP, and evolving neural networks using GP, as
well as exploring GP-based explainable or interpretable methods and
applying GP to address complex real-world problems.

Together with three other co-located evolutionary computation
conferences (EvoCOP 2022, EvoMUSART 2022, and EvoApplications
2022), EuroGP 2022 was part of the Evo* 2022 event. This meeting
could not have taken place without the help of many people. The
EuroGP Organizing Committee is particularly grateful to the following:

SPECIES, the Society for the Promotion of Evolutionary Computation
in Europe and its Surroundings, which aims to promote evolutionary
algorithmic thinking within Europe and wider, and more generally to
promote inspiration of parallel algorithms derived from natural
processes.
The high-quality and diverse EuroGP 2022 Program Committee. Each
year the members give freely of their time and expertise in order to
maintain high standards in EuroGP, providing constructive feedback
to help the authors to improve their papers.
Nuno Lourenço (University of Coimbra, Portugal) for his dedicated
work with the submission system.
João Correia (University of Coimbra, Portugal), Ignacio Hidalgo
(Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain), and Francisco Chicano
(University of Málaga, Spain) for their great work on the Evo*
publicity, social media service, and website.
Sérgio Rebelo (University of Coimbra, Portugal), João Correia
(University of Coimbra, Portugal), and Tiago Martins (University of
Coimbra, Portugal) for their important graphic design work.
The local organizing team, in particular Iñaki Hidalgo (Universidad
Complutense Madrid, Spain) for his proactivity in getting us a new
venue for the conference. We also thank Federico Divina
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(Universidad Pablo de Olavide, Spain) as the original local organizing
chair for Seville, Spain, but unfortunately the conference had to be
moved due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Our invited speakers, Gabriela Ochoa and Pedro Larrañaga, who gave
inspiring and enlightening keynote talks.
Finally, we express our continued appreciation to Anna I. Esparcia-
Alcázar (Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain), from SPECIES,
whose considerable efforts in managing and coordinating Evo*
helped towards building a unique, vibrant, and friendly atmosphere.

Eric Medvet
Gisele Pappa

Bing Xue
April 2022
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Evolving Adaptive Neural Network
Optimizers for Image Classi�ication

Pedro Carvalho1  , Nuno Lourenço1   and Penousal Machado1

CISUC, Department of Informatics Engineering, University of
Coimbra, Polo II - Pinhal de Marrocos, 3030 Coimbra, Portugal

Pedro Carvalho (Corresponding author)
Email: pfcarvalho@dei.uc.pt

Nuno Lourenço
Email: naml@dei.uc.pt

Penousal Machado
Email: penousal@dei.uc.pt

Abstract
The evolution of hardware has enabled Arti�icial Neural Networks to
become a staple solution to many modern Arti�icial Intelligence
problems such as natural language processing and computer vision.
The neural network’s effectiveness is highly dependent on the
optimizer used during training, which motivated signi�icant research
into the design of neural network optimizers. Current research focuses
on creating optimizers that perform well across different topologies
and network types. While there is evidence that it is desirable to �ine-
tune optimizer parameters for speci�ic networks, the bene�its of
designing optimizers specialized for single networks remain mostly
unexplored.

In this paper, we propose an evolutionary framework called
Adaptive AutoLR (ALR) to evolve adaptive optimizers for speci�ic neural
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networks in an image classi�ication task. The evolved optimizers are
then compared with state-of-the-art, human-made optimizers on two
popular image classi�ication problems. The results show that some
evolved optimizers perform competitively in both tasks, even achieving
the best average test accuracy in one dataset. An analysis of the best
evolved optimizer also reveals that it functions differently from human-
made approaches. The results suggest ALR can evolve novel, high-
quality optimizers motivating further research and applications of the
framework.

Keywords Neuroevolution – Adaptive Optimizers – Structured
Grammatical Evolution

1 Introduction
Arti�icial Neural Networks (ANN) are an essential part of modern
Arti�icial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML). These systems
are popular as solutions in a variety of different tasks such as computer
vision [5, 11], and natural language processing [8, 12].

ANN’s design is loosely inspired by the workings of the biological
brain. Like their biological counterpart, ANNs are comprised of several
inter-connected units called neurons. Each connection has an
associated value called weight which determines the strength of the
connections between neurons. When using an ANN for a speci�ic task, a
suitable set of weights is necessary to solve the problem. The process
through which these weight are found is called training. Proper training
is vital for ANN performance, motivating extensive research into how
ANNs should be trained [1, 6, 9, 10, 14, 20]. As a result, several
methodologies and hyper-parameters were developed to tune the
training process.

One vital hyper-parameter is the Learning Rate (LR), a numeric
value that scales changes made to the weights during training. The
choice of LR value has a profound impact on the effectiveness of
training, motivating the researchers to create various solutions (known
as optimizers) to optimize the size of the changes made during training.
While optimizers vary in their complexity and effectiveness [1, 6, 10,
14], one aspect most optimizers share is their generality. Since training
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is ubiquitous across most applications of ANNs, optimizers are
designed to be effective on a wide variety of problems and ANN
architectures. This general approach has led to the creation of
optimizers that are effective and easy to apply, but it also raises the
question: Can optimizers be pushed further if we specialize them for
speci�ic problems?

To answer this question, we must �irst establish a way to specialize
optimizers for a speci�ic problem. It is challenging for humans to
understand all the dimensions required for manual specialization
because ANNs comprise many interdependent components and
parameters. However, it is possible to use a search algorithm to perform
this specialization automatically. Evolutionary algorithms (EA) are
strong candidates for this task; these heuristic algorithms can navigate
complicated problem spaces ef�iciently through biologically inspired
procedures (e.g., crossover, mutation, selection). Using an EA, it is
possible to test several different optimizers and combine the best
performing ones to achieve progressively better results. The bene�its of
specialization can then be assessed by comparing the evolved
optimizers with standard, human-made optimizers.

This work uses an evolutionary framework to create optimizers for
speci�ic ML problems. The resulting evolved optimizers are
benchmarked against state-of-the-art hand-made optimizers. Finally,
the applicability of evolved optimizers to different problems is also
tested. The results suggest that the evolved optimizers can compete
with the human-made optimizers developed over decades of research.
Additionally, one of the evolved optimizers, ADES, remains competitive
even when applied to tasks that were not addressed during evolution,
suggesting EAs may be used to create generally applicable optimizers.
Finally, ADES does not function like human-made optimizers; hinting
that the evolutionary approach can �ind creative solutions undiscovered
by humans.

The structure of this paper is the following: In Sect. 2 we give
historical background on the human-made optimizers created over the
years. In Sect. 3 we describe how Adaptive AutoLR, the evolutionary
framework, is used to evolve ANN optimizers. The components
developed for this work are also presented and discussed. In Sect. 4 we
present the experiments performed and discuss the results. The
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evolutionary parameters used are presented as well as the resulting
optimizers. In this we section also compare the evolved optimizers with
human-made solutions in performance and ability to generalize. In
Sect. 5 we review the work presented in this article and summarizes
our contributions.

2 Background
In a typical training procedure, after each training epoch, the system
compares the ANN’s output with the expected output and calculates the
error. Based on this error, back-propagation [19] is used to calculate the
changes that should be made to each weight (known as the gradient).
The gradient, often scaled by the LR, is frequently use to dictate the
direction and size of weight changes.

The original LR optimizer, SGD [1], simply sets the new weight ( )
to be the difference between the old weight ( ) and the product of
the learning rate (lr) with the gradient ( ), shown in Eq. 1.

(1)

Traditionally, a single LR value is used for the entirety of the training. In
this case, all the tuning must be done before the training starts. The
problem with this approach is that one is often forced to rely on
experience and trial-and-error to �ind an adequate static LR. Research
also suggests that different LR values may be preferable at different
points in training [20], meaning a single, static LR is rarely ideal.

These limitations led to the creation of dynamic LRs which vary the
LR value as training progresses. Dynamic approaches are frequently
used [7, 22] because they are easy to implement and usually
outperform static LRs [20]. However, these approaches are limited
because they only change the size of changes based on the training
epoch. This is shortcoming motivated the development of the more
sophisticated adaptive optimizers.

Adaptive optimizers are variations of SGD that use long-term
gradient information to adjust the changes made. In adaptive
optimizers, the LR is a static value combined with weight-speci�ic
auxiliary variables. While it is possible to utilize gradient information to
adjust a single LR value, most adaptive optimizers use different rates
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for each weight. The result is an ANN optimizer that allows each weight
to be updated at a different rate. The most straightforward adaptive
optimizer is the momentum optimizer [9], shown in Eq. 2. The auxiliary
variable is a momentum term ( ) that increases the size of
adjustments made to weights that keep changing in the same direction.
Two constants accompany this term: the learning rate (lr) is
responsible for directly scaling the gradient, the momentum constant
(mom) dictates how strong the effect of the momentum is.

(2)

A variation of the momentum optimizer, known as Nesterov’s
momentum [14] is presented in Eq. 3. Nesterov’s momentum varies
from the original because the gradient is calculated for the weight plus
the momentum term. As a result, the optimizer can look-ahead and
make corrections to the direction suggested by the momentum. The
look-ahead is bene�icial because the momentum term is slow to change
which may hinder the training process.

(3)

RMSprop [6] is an unpublished optimizer that divides the LR by a
moving discounted average of the weights’ changes. This optimizer will
decrease the LR when the weight changes rapidly and increase it when
the weight stagnates. This LR annealing simultaneously helps the
weights converge and prevents them from stagnating. In Eq. 4,  is the
moving average term, and  is the exponential decay rate used for this
same average. The root moving average is then used in  to scale the
LR and gradient.

(4)

The �inal optimizer we will be discussing is Adam [10]. Adam is similar
to RMSprop, but it attempts to correct the bias of starting the moving
average at 0 using a new term ( ). Adam also calculates a range where
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it expects the gradient to remain consistent ( ). In Eq. 5  and 
are both moving averages;  and  are exponential decay rates for
the averages (similar to  in Eq. 4).

(5)

3 Adaptive AutoLR
AutoLR is an open-source [16] framework developed to evolve ANN
optimizers. This framework has previously been used to evolve
dynamic LR policies [2]. In this work, we propose Adaptive AutoLR
(ALR), an implementation of the framework capable of evolving the
more complex adaptive ANN optimizers. This framework is used to
create optimizers specialized for speci�ic tasks to assess the bene�its of
optimizer specialization and the potential of evolved optimizers.

For this work, ALR is used to create, evaluate, and improve
optimizers during the evolutionary phase. A separate benchmark
phase is performed, where the evolved optimizers are fairly compared
with the human-made solutions. In the following sections, we will
describe the grammar used to determine the structure of the
optimizers and the �itness function utilized to quantify the quality of
the evolved solutions.

3.1 Grammar
Adaptive optimizers are comprised of a few functions that calculate a
set of auxiliary variables and adjust the weights of the ANN. This
de�inition is expansive, creating a complex problem space that demands
many evaluations during evolution. The grammar must account for the
problem’s dif�iculty, enabling diversity while promoting a smooth
evolutionary process.
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A consequence of the adaptive optimizer’s broad de�inition is that
the majority of possible solutions cannot train the ANN. It is possible to
counteract this issue through a restrictive grammar that limits the
types of functions that can be evolved. However, we are interested in
promoting novel optimizers as much as possible and will avoid such
restrictions as a result. The complete grammar used for ALR cannot be
included due to space restrictions, but an abridged version is presented
in Fig. 1 (full version is available in [15]).

Fig. 1. CFG for the evolution of ANN optimizers.

Individuals in ALR are made up of 4 functions, named: , 
,  and . Functions x through z work as

the auxiliary functions found in human-made adaptive optimizers;
these functions have an associated result stored between epochs (e.g., 

). By default, the previous iteration result is included in the function,
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as shown in Eq. 6, but this behavior can be unlearned using the
grammar provided. These stored values are a staple of adaptive
optimizers as they are essential to implement mechanisms such as
momentum.

(6)

When the training algorithm calls the optimizer, the individual utilizes
its functions to calculate the new weight values. The auxiliary functions
are called �irst; the role of these functions is to calculate and store
relevant information based on the gradient changes. These functions
are executed sequentially, starting with x and ending with z. The order
is essential because each auxiliary function has access to the result of
those that precede it. After all auxiliary functions have been executed,
the weight function is called with access to all the results. The result of
the weight update function, , is then used as the weight
for the next epoch.

There are some aspects of the grammar design that must be
discussed. It should be noted that several productions in the grammar
used are identical, but they are not combined in order to keep the
genotype of each function isolated. The operations and constants were
chosen for their presence in human-made adaptive optimizers. The
grammar also includes some bias to facilitate evolution. The weight
function is not allowed to use the gradient; this encourages the use of
auxiliary functions. Auxiliary functions’ terminals are biased in favor of
the gradient, so it is picked more often. Additionally, the expr
productions are biased to facilitate the removal of the function’s
previous iteration from the calculations.

3.2 Fitness Function
ALR is usable in any ML application that employs gradient-based
training. In this work, we focus on applying ALR to image classi�ication
as there is a vast backlog of research on the topic that provides proven
models and datasets. Speci�ically, we chose Fashion-MNIST as it is a
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good balance between an easy dataset (e.g., regular MNIST) and a
harder one (e.g., CIFAR-10). The ANN used in ALR can be found in [18].
This ANN is compatible with the Fashion-MNIST dataset and trains
quickly as it has a small number of weights.

The objective of ALR is to create solutions that maximize the
accuracy of the ANN’s predictions. As a result, the �itness function
(shown in Algorithm 1) will utilize the evolved optimizer to train an
ANN and use its accuracy after training and �itness.

However, additional measures are implemented to ensure the
�itness value accurately measures the solution’s actual quality.
Speci�ically, the data used by the �itness function is split into three sets.
The evolutionary training set is used to train the ANN; this is the only
data that interacts with the optimizers directly. The evolutionary
validation set is used to calculate validation metrics to track training
progress. An early stop mechanism also monitors the validation loss,
aborting the training when the validation loss stagnates. The early stop
mechanism helps prevent over-�itting and saves computational
resources. After training is complete, the ANN is used to classify the
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third set of data, the �itness assignment set. We consider that the
accuracy of the ANN in this �inal dataset is an accurate measure of the
optimizer’s �itness. We refer to this process of training and calculating
the accuracy of the ANN as an evaluation. It is worth noting that there
are other desirable optimizer features that this �itness function does
not account for, such as convergence speed and hyper-parameter
sensitivity.

We found that some solutions were inconsistent, producing very
different �itness values when repeating the same evaluation.
Consequently, we consider that multiple evaluations should be used to
calculate the �itness. Speci�ically, the optimizers are trained and
evaluated up to �ive times. While �ive evaluations is insuf�icient to
perform any statistical analysis, we found that it was enough to nurture
the evolution of stable solution. The evolutionary training data is split
among the evaluations, forcing the solutions to train using different
data each time. Since each evaluation is computationally expensive and
it is desirable to minimize the number of evaluations. As a result, we
de�ine a minimum acceptable accuracy. If the accuracy achieved in the
�itness assignment set is below this threshold, the optimizer is not
considered a viable solution, and the rest of the evaluations are
canceled. This mechanism signi�icantly reduces the resources used to
evaluate low-quality solutions. We consolidate all the results into a
single �itness value using the worst accuracy across all evaluations as
this further incentivizes the system to produce consistently good
solutions.

4 Experimental Study
This section documents the experiments performed to validate ALR. In
Sect. 4.1 we detail the con�iguration used for the evolutionary process,
going over the parameters used to con�igure ALR and train the ANN. In
Sect. 4.2 we present and analyze the results of evolution. The typical
progress of an evolutionary run is discussed, and the most notable
evolved optimizers are showcased. In order to properly compare the
quality of the evolved optimizers to human-made solutions, additional
experiments are performed to benchmark their quality; this procedure
is documented in Sect. 4.3. Benchmarks are performed on two different
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problems. In Sect. 4.4 we present and discuss the performance of the
optimizers in the problem used in evolution, Fashion-MNIST. In
Sect. 4.5 we conduct the same analysis in a different image
classi�ication task, CIFAR-10.

4.1 Evolutionary Runs
ALR has a set of evolutionary parameters that must be con�igured for
experimentation. The parameters used in our experiments are
presented in Table 1. The search space posed in this problem is vast; as
a result, we found it adequate to use a high number of generations and
a small population. This combination of parameters is likely to stagnate
the population, so a large tournament size is used to reduce selective
pressure.

Table 1. Experimental parameters.

SGE Parameters Value

Number of runs 9

Number of generations 1500

Number of individuals 20

Tournament size 5

Crossover rate 0.90

Mutation rate 0.15

Dataset Parameters Value

Dataset Fashion-MNIST-Training (60000 instances)

Evolutionary Training set 53000 instances, 10600 instances per evaluation

Evolutionary Validation set 3500 instances

Fitness set 3500 instances

Early Stop Value

Patience 5

Metric Validation Loss

Condition Stop if Validation Loss does not improve in 5 consecutive epochs

ANN Training Parameters Value

Batch Size 1000

Epochs 100
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SGE Parameters Value

Metrics Accuracy

Fashion-MNIST is the dataset used to evolve the optimizers, and it is
comprised of training (refer to as Fashion-MNIST-Training) and test
(Fashion-MNIST-Test) data. We will only use Fashion-MNIST-Training
(60000 examples) in the evolutionary runs, splitting it into the
evolutionary training set, evolutionary validation set, and �itness
assignment set with 53000, 3500, and 3500 examples, respectively. The
53000 evolutionary training examples are split evenly among the
evaluations (resulting in 10600 training examples per evaluation). The
Fashion-MNIST-Test is deliberately excluded from the evolutionary
process; it is essential to reserve a set of data that the evolved solutions
never interact with to draw fair comparisons with human-made
optimizers later. Additionally, the early stop mechanism interrupts
training when the validation loss does not improve for 5 consecutive
epochs (controlled by the Patience parameter). Each evaluation trains
the ANN for a maximum of 100 epochs using a batch size of 1000. We
empirically found that using these parameters with a human-made
optimizer was suf�icient to train competent networks.

4.2 Evolutionary Results
Figure 2 shows the averages of the best solution and average
population quality across all runs throughout the evolutionary process.
The typical behavior of the runs can be described as follows. In an early
stage, the population is dominated by individuals that utilize the
gradient directly to adjust the weights, without an LR or any type of
adaptive components. While these individuals can train ANNs
adequately occasionally, they fail to replicate their success across
different evaluations. Nevertheless, these individuals play a vital role in
the evolutionary process as they identify the importance of including
the gradient. In most runs, this genetic material is used in more robust
optimizers that can consistently train competent ANNs leading to an
increase in solution quality.
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Fig. 2. Progression of average �itness and best �itness throughout evolution. Plot shows the
average and standard deviation across all runs.

The best and most robust evolved optimizers employ simple,
familiar mechanisms like a static LR or a simple momentum term.
However, two evolved optimizers stood out as worthy of a focused
study and further experimentation. Since evolved optimizers have a
considerable amount of unused genetic material that hurts readability
(e.g., complex auxiliary functions that are not used in calculating the
weights), we will be presenting simpli�ied versions of the optimizers to
improve clarity.

The �irst notable individual was the best performing optimizer
across all runs; a simpli�ied version of this optimizer is shown in Eq. 7;
in the instance produced in evolution . This optimizer is
unusual in a few ways. The gradient is never used directly, only its sign.
As a result, this optimizer always changes the weights by a �ixed
amount. We named this optimizer the Sign Optimizer. The size of the
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changes proposed in the evolved instance of this optimizer is small,
likely leading to successive small changes that steadily improve the
ANN until a local optimum is reached. This strategy allows for a lengthy
training procedure even with the early stop mechanism. Early stop only
interrupts training if the validation loss does not improve. The
magnitude of improvements is not considered, favoring optimizers that
improve the ANN by a small margin many times. Additionally, the use of
the sign operation adjusts the direction of the gradient before it is
applied to the weights. As far as we know, this strategy is not used in
any human-made optimizers, and it is challenging to understand its
implications completely. While changing the direction of the gradient
seems undesirable, this approach may make the optimizer more
resistant to the common vanishing/exploding gradient problems that
can occur during training. The Sign optimizer does not exhibit any
adaptive components; since adaptive optimizers were the main object
of this system, we also selected the best optimizer with adaptive
features for benchmark.

(7)

The best adaptive evolved optimizer is presented in Eq. 8. As far as we
know, this individual is a novel adaptive optimizer. Speci�ically, this
solution’s unique aspect is the presence of a squared auxiliary variable
that was not found in human-made approaches. This optimizer is
named Adaptive Evolutionary Squared (ADES) after its de�ining
characteristic; in the instance produced in evolution 

. ADES is considerably more complex than
the Sign optimizer, so assessing how and why it functions is
challenging. Since ADES does not operate similarly to human-made
optimizers, we cannot relate its operations to familiar components.
Nevertheless, we empirically observed that this optimizer employs a
momentum-like mechanism that increases the magnitude of changes
when moving in the same direction. However, we consider that
thoroughly dissecting ADES and understanding the role of all its
components is outside the scope of this work as it requires signi�icant
study outside the �ield of evolutionary computation.

(8)
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4.3 Benchmark
The evolved optimizers performed well during evolution, but this may
not be representative of their actual quality. During evolution,
optimizers were evaluated using a limited set of data and an early stop
mechanism. Furthermore, training was restricted to 100 epochs at
most, possibly limiting the quality of ANNs created. In order to
determine the actual quality of evolved solutions, it is essential to
benchmark them with human-made optimizers.

Benchmarks use three sets of data with distinct roles: training,
validation, and test. Training data, as the name suggests, is used to train
the ANN. The validation data is used to monitor the ANN’s ability to
generalize as training progresses. The test data is used to make a �inal
assessment of the ANN’s performance. Furthermore, every benchmark
is comprised of two phases. In the �irst phase (tuning phase), Bayesian
optimization [13] tunes the hyper-parameters of all optimizers. While
Bayesian optimization is often used to search for optimizer and
network parameters [21], we believe it remains an adequate solution
when applied in this smaller scope. Bayesian optimization tunes all
parameters between 0 and 1. Speci�ically, the algorithm performs 100
function evaluations with 10 restarts and each optimizer’s default
parameters are used as a probe to help guide the search. During the
tuning phase, ANNs are trained using the selected optimizer and
parameters during 100 epochs. The Bayesian optimization procedure is
guided by the best validation accuracy obtained during training. In the
second phase (trial phase), the best set of hyper-parameters (i.e., the
values that achieved the highest validation accuracy) found for each
optimizer through the tuning process are used to train the ANN. In this
phase, training is performed for 1000 epochs. After training, the best
weights (i.e., the weights that achieved the highest validation accuracy
during training) are used to test the ANN on the test data for a �inal
accuracy assessment. Trials are repeated 30 times, and all results
presented show the average and standard deviation of these trials. No
early stop is used at any point during benchmarks.
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The evolved optimizers are compared with three human-made
optimizers previously presented: Nesterov’s momentum, RMSprop and
Adam on two different benchmarks. The �irst benchmark compares the
evolved optimizers with the human-made adaptive optimizers in
Fashion-MNIST (the task used in evolution). The second benchmark
performs the comparison on CIFAR-10, a different dataset and network
architecture (Keras-CIFAR [3], available in [17])), but the task is still
image classi�ication.

4.4 Fashion-MNIST
In this benchmark, we test the optimizers in the network architecture
(Keras-MNIST [4], available in [18]) and dataset (Fashion-MNIST) used
in evolution. Additional measures are necessary to ensure fair
comparisons in this environment, since evolved optimizers have an
unfair advantage if evaluated on the data used during evolution. As
previously mentioned, the Fashion-MNIST-Test was deliberately
excluded from evolution to enable just comparisons in this phase.
Consequently, it is possible to make fair comparisons between evolved
and human-made optimizers as long as the Fashion-MNIST-Test data is
used to evaluate the �inal accuracy. As a result, Fashion-MNIST-Training
is used for training (53000 instances) and validation (7000 instances),
and Fashion-MNIST-Test is only used for the �inal accuracy assessment
(10000 instances).

The results of the tuning phase (best hyper-parameter values) and
the trial phase (validation and test accuracy) are presented in Table 2.
All optimizers performed similarly in this benchmark. The exception is
the Sign optimizer that performed about 1.5% worse than its peers. We
believe the odd way the Sign optimizer changes weights is particularly
effective at avoiding the early stop mechanism used during evolution.
While the Sign optimizer thrives in the evolutionary system’s speci�ic
evaluation conditions, when moved into a more traditional training
environment, it cannot compete with the other optimizers. Despite
weaker results, the Sign optimizer exhibits the smallest accuracy drop
between the validation and test sets.

Table 2. Trial results of all optimizers in Fashion-MNIST. The parameters tuned for each
optimizer, as well as the best values found through Bayesian optimization are also presented.
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Optimizer Parameter Validation Accuracy Test AccuracyOptimizer Parameter Validation Accuracy Test Accuracy

ADES beta_1 beta_2 93.53 ± 0.11% 92.87 ± 0.16%

0.87621 0.76132

Sign lr 92.08 ± 0.13% 91.29 ± 0.25%

0.0009

Adam lr beta_1 beta_2 93.46 ± 0.10% 92.69 ± 0.20%

0.00127 0.07355 0.78162

RMSprop lr rho 93.61 ± 0.08% 92.80 ± 0.17%

0.00097 0.85779

Nesterov lr momentum 93.41 ± 0.14% 92.82 ± 0.15%

0.09999 0.86715

Notably, ADES has the best test accuracy in Fashion-MNIST,
suggesting ALR succeed in its objective of specialization. While it is
expected that the evolved optimizer would perform well in its native
task, it is still remarkable that this automatically generated solution can
empirically outperform human-made optimizers. It must be noted that
the human-made optimizers are the culmination of many years of
research into this subject and ADES competes with these methods
despite being automatically generated. Nevertheless, it must be
acknowledged that the differences in performance between the four
best optimizers are minimal. Performing a Mann-Whitney U test for the
null hypothesis comparing the two best solutions: “ADES and Nesterov
are equal” with a signi�icance level of 0.05, we are unable to reject the
null hypothesis ( ).

4.5 CIFAR-10
This benchmark was designed to test the ability of the evolved
optimizers to generalize to a different problem within the same
domain. The dataset chosen was CIFAR-10, a common problem used to
evaluate image classi�ication approaches. CIFAR-10 also has training
(CIFAR-10-Training) and test (CIFAR-10-Test) sets, similar to Fashion-
MNIST. Following the procedure outlined in the previous section,
CIFAR-10-Training is used for training (43000 instances) and validation
(7000 instances), while CIFAR-10-Test (10000 instances) is used to
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make the �inal test accuracy assessment. The architecture used was the
Keras CIFAR-10 architecture [3] (available in [17]).

The best parameter values found using Bayesian optimization, and
the trial phase results are presented in Table 3. Once again, despite its
weak performance overall, the Sign optimizer is the most resistant to
the dataset change, even slightly improving its performance when
moved to the test set. While this may seem unusual, consider that the
validation accuracy is only used to select the best weights for testing.
Additionally, note that the Sign optimizer does not strictly follow the
direction of the gradient when adjusting weights, possibly making Sign
resistant to over�itting.

Table 3. Trial results of all optimizers in CIFAR-10. The parameters tuned for each optimizer,
as well as the best values found through Bayesian optimization are also presented.

Optimizer Parameter Validation Accuracy Test Accuracy

ADES beta_1 beta_2 82.04 ± 0.20% 81.85 ± 0.29%

0.92226 0.69285

Sign lr 74.97 ± 0.40% 75.09 ± 0.50%

0.0009

Adam lr beta_1 beta_2 81.93 ± 0.21% 81.56 ± 0.26%

0.00163 0.81344 0.71023

RMSprop lr rho 80.97 ± 0.27% 80.65 ± 0.45%

0.00085 0.64813

Nesterov lr momentum 82.45 ± 0.25% 82.03 ± 0.25%

0.00907 0.98433

However, the most notable result in this benchmark is that ADES
remains one of the best solutions, outperforming Adam and RMSProp
in both validation and test accuracy. While the difference in accuracy is
not massive, it is essential to acknowledge that an evolved optimized
can compete with state-of-the-art solutions even outside its native task.
Considering that the supposed advantage of an evolved optimizer is
that it is �ine-tuned for the task it is evolved in, this result is remarkable.

Additionally, the fact that ADES can be successfully used in other
image classi�ication tasks motivates research into other applications of
the optimizer. What other datasets, architectures and ML problems can
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ADES succeed in? Further research is necessary to fully understand the
contribution of ADES to ML.

However, the success of ADES in this benchmark also highlights the
value of ALR. A vital characteristic of ADES it is competitive with
human-made optimizers using a novel way of changing weights. Even if
future work reveals that ADES is not widely applicable, understanding
its unique features and why it succeeds in speci�ic tasks may provide
helpful insights for creating better human-made optimizers. Specially
because adaptive optimizers historically retool or adjust ideas from
older solutions to create new, better optimizers. ALR’s ability to create
unique, competitive, evolved optimizers may help researchers improve
human-made optimizers.

It is also worth highlighting that the evolutionary conditions did not
incentivize the creation of an optimizer that performed well outside its
native task. ALR created ADES while evaluating optimizers strictly
based on their performance in the Fashion-MNIST dataset but the
optimizer still operates successfully in a different task. We consider that
this result motivates research into other applications of ALR.
Speci�ically, it may be interesting to use ALR with a �itness function that
evaluates optimizers based on their performance on several tasks,
promoting general applicability. The evolutionary setup used also
enforced minimal limitations on the solutions created. While this led to
the creation of a novel solution, it is relevant to investigate the potential
of ALR when using additional rules that guarantee evolved optimizers
are closer to strong, established human-made optimizers. In fact, it
could be interesting to utilize ALR starting from the population of
human-made optimizers. Evolving solutions closer to human-made
optimizers may work as an alternative to hyper-parameter
optimization, where the entire optimizer is tuned for a speci�ic task.

5 Conclusion
This work presents an adaptive implementation of the AutoLR
framework. This framework is capable of producing novel, specialized
ANN optimizers through an EA. Speci�ically, the framework [2] is used
to evolve optimizers for an image classi�ication task. The setup used
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included no incentive to imitate traditional optimizers as solution were
rated solely based on their performance.

Some of the optimizers evolved under these circumstances can
compete with the established human-made optimizers. This optimizer,
called ADES, showed other exciting properties. Despite being evolved in
a speci�ic task, this optimizer could compete with human-made
optimizers even in a different task. As such, the results obtained with
ADES indicate that the AutoLR framework could create new general
ANN optimizers that can be employed on a breadth of problems. To
summarize, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

– The proposal of ALR, an implementation of AutoLR capable of
producing adaptive ANN optimizers.

– The evolution, benchmark, and analysis of two new ANN optimizers.
– The discovery of ADES, an automatically-generated adaptive ANN

optimizer capable of competing with state-of-the-art human-made
optimizers in two relevant image classi�ication tasks.

The results obtained in this work also warrant further study into a
few topics. The evolved optimizer ADES remained competitive with
human-made solutions when moved outside of its native task. However,
all tasks considered are image classi�ication problems. It is vital to
understand whether ADES retains its utility when applied to different
problems. Furthermore, in this work we only compared optimizers
based on their �inal test accuracy. However, there are other properties
that are desirable in optimizers such as convergence speed and
sensitivity to hyper-parameters. Studying evolved optimizers in this
lens may reveal additional advantages and disadvantages to this
approach. Finally, the success of ADES outside its native task suggests
ALR may serve as a tool for the creation of optimizers in other
applications. In this work, the experiments were designed to explore
the bene�its of specializing optimizers, however we found that the
applicability of the solutions produced were also interesting. It would
be relevant to study the bene�its of using ALR to create generally
applicable optimizers (e.g., by assigning optimizer �itness based of their
performance in several different tasks).
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Abstract
Geometric semantic genetic programming (GSGP) is a well-known
variant of genetic programming (GP) where recombination and
mutation operators have a clear semantic effect. Both kind of operators
have randomly selected parameters that are not optimized by the
search process. In this paper we combine GSGP with a well-known
gradient-based optimizer, Adam, in order to leverage the ability of GP to
operate structural changes of the individuals with the ability of
gradient-based methods to optimize the parameters of a given
structure.
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Two methods, named HYB-GSGP and HeH-GSGP, are de�ined and
compared with GSGP on a large set of regression problems, showing
that the use of Adam can improve the performance on the test set. The
idea of merging evolutionary computation and gradient-based
optimization is a promising way of combining two methods with very
different – and complementary – strengths.

1 Introduction
Genetic Programming (GP) [13] is one of the most prominent
evolutionary computation techniques, with the ability to evolve
programs, usually represented as trees, to solve speci�ic problems given
a collection of input and output pairs. Traditionally, operators in GP
have focused on manipulating the syntax of GP individuals, like
swapping subtrees for crossover or replacing subtrees for mutation.
While simple to describe, these operations produce an effect on the
semantics [25] of the individuals that can be complex to describe, with
small variations in the syntax that may signi�icantly affect the
semantics. To address this problem, semantic operators were
introduced. In particular, geometric semantic operators, �irst
introduced in [15], have been used for de�ining Geometric Semantic GP
(GSGP), a new kind of GP where crossover and mutation operators have
a clear effect on the semantics. While in the original formulation GSGP
was only of theoretical interest, due to the size of the generated
individuals, the algorithm introduced in [24] provided a way for
implementing GSGP ef�iciently.

While the introduction of GSGP helped in establishing a clear effect
of recombination and mutation operators, also improving the quality of
the generated solutions, there is still a largely untapped opportunity of
combining GSGP with local search methods. In particular, we can
observe that, give two GP trees  and , their recombination is given
by , and the mutation of one of them is given by 

, where  and  are two random trees. As we can
observe, there are three parameters, , , and ms that are
either �ixed or randomly selected during the evolution process. As long
as each function used in the generation of the individuals is derivable,
we can compute the gradient of the error with respect to the
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parameters used in crossover and mutation. Thus, we can employ a
gradient-based optimizer to update the parameters of each crossover
and mutation.

In this paper, we propose a way to combine GSGP and Adam, a well-
known gradient-based optimizer. In some sense, by combining GSGP
with a gradient-based optimizer, we are leveraging the strengths of
each of the two methods: GSGP (and GP in general) is good at providing
structural changes in the shape of the individuals, while gradient-based
methods are perfect for optimizing a series of parameters of the
individuals that the evolutionary process has dif�iculty in optimizing.

We experimentally show that the proposed method can provide
better performance with respect to plain GSGP, thus suggesting that a
combination of local search (via Adam) with GSGP is a new promising
way to leverage knowledge from other areas of arti�icial intelligence:
Adam and the gradient-based optimizers are well-studied in the area of
neural networks, representing the main tool to perform the learning
process in a neural network.

This paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 provides an overview of
the applications of local search to evolutionary methods and GP in
particular. Section 3 recalls the reliant notions of GSGP (Sect. 3.1) and
the Adam algorithm (Sect. 3.2). Section 3.3 introduces the proposed
hybridized algorithms combining GSGP and the Adam algorithm. The
experimental settings and the dataset used in the experimental
validation are described in Sect. 4 and the results of the experimental
campaign are presented in Sect. 5. Section 6 summarizes the main
contributions of the paper and provides directions for further research.

2 Related Works
The combination of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) and local search
strategies received greater attention in recent years [5, 6, 17]. While
EAs can explore large areas of the search space, the evolutionary search
process improves the programs in a discontinuous way [20]. On the
other hand, when considering local optimizers, the solutions can be
improved gradually and steadily in a continuous way. Thus, as stated by
Z-Flores et al. [7], a hybrid approach that combines EAs with a local
optimizer can result in a well-performing search strategy. Such
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approaches are a simple type of memetic search [5], and the basic idea
is to include within the optimization process an additional search
operator that, given an individual, searches for the local optima around
it. Thanks to the possibility of fully exploiting the local region around
each individual, memetic algorithms obtained excellent results over
different domains [5, 17], and they outperform evolutionary algorithms
in multimodal optimisation [18]. Despite these results, the literature
presents a poor number of contributions dealing with GP [23], thus
indicating that the GP community may have not addressed the topic
adequately. Some examples are the works of Eskridge [8] and
Wang [26] that are domain-speci�ic memetic techniques not addressing
the task of symbolic regression considered in this work. Muñoz et
al. [16], proposed a memetic algorithm that, given a regression (or
classi�ication) problem, creates a new feature space that is
subsequently considered for addressing the underlying optimization
problem. The algorithm, by maximizing the mutual information [12] in
the new feature space, shows superior results with respect to other
state-of-the-art techniques.

Focusing on the use of gradient descent in GP, the existing
contributions are focused on particular tasks or particular components
of the solutions. For instance, Topcyy et al. [22] analyzed the
effectiveness of gradient search optimization of numeric leaf values in
GP. In particular, they tuned conventional random constants utilizing
gradient descent, and they considered several symbolic regression
problems to demonstrate the approach’s effectiveness. Zhang et al. [27]
applied a similar strategy to address object classi�ication problems and,
also in this case, better results were obtained compared to the ones
achieved with standard GP. Graff et al. [9] employed resilient
backpropagation with GP to address a complex real-world problem
concerning wind speed forecasting, showing improved results. In [21],
the authors used gradient-descent search to make partial changes of
certain parts of genetic programs during evolution. To do that, they
introduced weight parameters for each function node, what the authors
call inclusion factors. These weights modulate the importance that each
node has within the tree. The proposed method, which uses standard
genetic operators and gradient descent applied to the inclusion factors,
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outperformed the basic GP approach that only uses standard genetic
operators (i.e., without gradient descent and inclusion factors).

The aforementioned contributions are related to syntax-based GP. In
the context of semantics-based GP [25], the integration of a local search
strategy into GP was proposed by Castelli et al. [4] with the de�inition of
a speci�ic semantic mutation operator. Experimental results showed
excellent performance on the training set, but with a severe
over�itting [3]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only attempt to
integrate a local optimizer within semantic GP.

In this paper, we follow a different strategy, and, to create a hybrid
semantic GP framework, we rely on gradient descent optimization.

3 Gradient Descent GSGP
This section will discuss the two tools that will be combined later in
this work. First, Geometric Semantic GP is described. Later, Adam, one
of the most powerful gradient descent optimizers, is introduced and
discussed. Afterward, the main contribution of this paper, i.e., the �irst
integration of a gradient descent optimizer within GSGP, is presented.

3.1 Geometric Semantic GP
Traditional genetic programming investigates the space of programs
exploiting search operators that analyze their syntactic representation.
To improve the performance of GP, recent years have witnessed the
integration of semantic awareness in the evolutionary process [25]. The
semantic of a solution can be identi�ied by the vector of its output
values calculated on the training data. Thus, we can represent a GP
individual as a point in a real �inite-dimensional vector space, the so-
called semantic space. Geometric Semantic Genetic Programming
(GSGP) is an evolutionary technique originating from GP that directly
searches the semantic space of the programs. GSGP has been
introduced by Moraglio and coauthors [15], together with the de�inition
of the correspondent Geometric Semantic Operators (GSOs). These
operators replace traditional (syntax-based) crossover and mutation,
inducing geometric properties on the semantic space. GSOs induce on
the training data a unimodal error surface for any supervised learning
problem where input data has to match with known targets. More
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precisely: given two parents functions , , Geometric
Semantic Crossover (GSC) generates the real function 

, where  is a random real
functions whose output range in the interval [0, 1]. Similarly, given a
parent function , Geometric Semantic Mutation (GSM)
generates the real functions  where 
and  are random real functions whose output range in the interval
[0, 1] and ms is a parameter called mutation step. This means that GSC
generates one offspring whose semantics stands on the line joining the
semantics of the two parents in the semantic space, while GSM
generates an individual contained in the hyper-sphere of radius ms
centred in the semantics of the parent in the semantic space. An
intrinsic GSGP’s problem is that this technique leads to larger offsprings
with respect to their parents. Due to this issue, the algorithm becomes
excessively unbearably slow generation after generation, making it
unsuitable for real-world applications. In [2, 24], Vanneschi and
coauthors introduced a GSGP implementation that solves this problem
and consists in storing only the semantic vectors of newly created
individuals, besides storing all the individuals belonging to the initial
population and all the random trees generated during the generations.
This improvement turn the cost of evolving g generations of n
individuals from  to . The same idea was subsequently
adopted to reconstruct the best individual found by GSGP, thus allowing
for its usage in a production environment [1].

3.2 Adam Algorithm
Adam (Adaptive Moment Estimation) [11] is an algorithm for �irst-
order gradient-based optimization of stochastic objective functions,
based on adaptive estimates of lower-order models. Adam optimizer is
ef�icient, easy to implement, requires little memory usage for its
execution, and is well suited for problems dealing with a vast amount of
data and/or parameters. The steps performed by the Adam optimizer
are summarized in Algorithm 1. The inputs required for this method
are the parametric function , the initial parameter vector , the
number of steps N, the learning rate , the exponential decay rate of
the �irst momentum , the one for the second momentum , and ,
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set by default at . At every iteration, the algorithm updates �irst
and second moment estimates using the gradient computed with
respect to the stochastic function f. These estimates are then corrected
to contrast the presence of an intrinsic initialization bias through the
divisions described in line 7 and 8, where  stands for the element-
wise exponentiation. For further details about the implementation of
the Adam optimizer and the demonstration of its properties, the reader
can refer to [11].

3.3 GSGP Hybridized with Gradient Descent
The idea introduced in this work is to combine the strength of the two
methods presented above, i.e., GSGP and the Adam optimizer.
Geometric semantic GP, thanks to the geometric semantic operators,
allows big jumps in the solution space. Thus, new areas of the solution
space can be explored, with GSOs also preventing the algorithm to get
stuck in a local optimum. Adam optimizer, on the other hand, is a
gradient-based optimization technique. Thus, it performs small shifts in
the local area of the solution space. A combination of these techniques
should guarantee a jump in promising areas (i.e., where good-quality
solutions lie) of the solution space, thanks to the evolutionary search of
GSGP and subsequent re�inement of the solution obtained with the
Adam algorithm. Let’s describe in more detail how to implement this
combination. Let us consider an input vector  of n features, and the
respective expected scalar value output y. By applying GSGP, an initial
random population of functions in n variables is created. After
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performing the evolutionary steps involving GSM and GSC, a new
population  of N individuals is obtained. The
resulting vector T is composed of derivable functions, as they are
obtained through additions, multiplications, and compositions of
derivable functions. At this point, to understand for which parameter
we should differentiate T, it is necessary to introduce an equivalent
de�inition of the geometric semantic operators presented in Sect. 3.1. In
particular let us rede�ine the Geometric Semantic Crossover as 

, where , and the Geometric
Semantic Mutation as , where .
As the values of  and m are randomly initialised, we can derive T with
respect to ,  and m. Therefore, the Adam optimizer
algorithm can be applied, considering as objective function  the
generation considered, while the parameter vector becomes 

. Thus, GSGP and Adam optimizer can be applied together
to �ind the best solution for the problem at hand. We propose and
investigate two ways to combine them:

– HYB-GSGP: the abbreviation stands for Hybrid Geometric Semantic
Genetic Programming. Here, one step of GSGP is alternated to one
step of the Adam optimizer.

– HeH-GSGP: the abbreviation stands for Half et Half Geometric
Semantic Genetic Programming. Here, initially, all the GSGP genetic
steps are performed, followed by an equal number of Adam
optimizer steps.

In the continuation of the paper, we will refer to these two methods
using the abbreviations just introduced.

4 Experimental Settings
This section describes the datasets considered for validating our
technique (Sect. 4.1) and provides all the experimental settings
(Sect. 4.2) to make the experiments completely reproducible. The code,
for the complete reproducibility of the proposed experiments, is
available at https:// github. com/ gpietrop/ GSGP-GD [19].
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4.1 Dataset
To assess the validity of the technique proposed in Sect. 3.3, real-world,
complex datasets, ranging from different areas, have been considered
and tested. All of them have been widely used as benchmarks for GP,
and their properties have been discussed in [14]. Table 1 summarizes
the characteristics of the different datasets, such as the number of
instances and the number of variables. The objective of the �irst group
of datasets is the prediction of pharmacokinetic parameters of potential
new drugs. Human oral bioavailability (%F) measures the percentage
of initial drug dose that effectively reaches the system blood circulation;
Median lethal dose (LD50) measures the lethal dose of a toxin,
radiation, or pathogen required to kill half the members of a tested
population after a speci�ied test duration; Protein-plasma binding level
(%PPB) corresponds to the percentage of the initial drug dose that
reaches the blood circulation and binds the proteins of plasma. Also,
datasets originating from physical problems are considered: Yacht
hydrodynamics (yac) measures the hydrodynamic performance of
sailing yachts starting from its dimension and velocity; Concrete slump
(slump) measures the value about the slump �low of the concrete;
Concrete compressive strength (conc) measures values about the
compressive strength of concrete; Airfoil self-noise (air) is a NASA
dataset obtained from a series of aerodynamic and acoustic test of
airfoil blade sections.

Table 1. Principal characteristics of the considered datasets: the number of variables, the
number of instances, the domain, and the task request.

Dataset Variables Instances Area Task

%F 242 359 Pharmacokinetic Regression

LD50 627 234 Pharmacokinetic Regression

%PPB 627 131 Pharmacokinetic Regression

yac 7 308 Physics Regression

slump 10 102 Physics Regression

conc 9 1030 Physics Regression

air 6 1503 Physics Regression

4.2 Experimental Study
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For all the datasets described in Sect. 4.1, samples have been split
among train and test sets:  of randomly selected data has been
used as a training set, while the remaining  has been used as a test
set. For each dataset, 100 runs have been performed, each time with a
random train/test split.

To assess the performance of HYB-GSGP and HeH-GSGP, the results
obtained within these methods are compared to the ones achieved with
classical GSGP. The comparison with the performance achieved by
standard GP is not reported, because after some preliminary tests it has
been observed that standard GP is non competitive against GSGP. We
considered two hyperparameters settings to evaluate our methods’
performance with different values assigned to the learning rate of the
Adam algorithm. Both of them are compared against 200 generations of
standard GSGP. To make the comparison fair, the total number of �itness
evaluations must be equal for every method considered: 200
generations in the standard GSGP routine correspond to a combination
of 100 generations of GSGP plus 100 steps of Adam optimizer, both for
HYB-GSGP and HeH-GSGP.

The �irst learning rate value we considered is 0.1 and we will refer
to HYB-GSGP and HeH-GSGP where Adam optimizer used this
hyperparameter as, respectively, HYB-0.1 and HeH-0.1. The second
learning rate value we considered is 0.01 and we will refer to HYB-
GSGP and HeH-GSGP where Adam optimizer used this hyperparameter
as, respectively, HYB-0.01 and HeH-0.01. The population size for all the
considered systems is set to 50, and the trees of the �irst generation are
initialized with the ramped half and half technique. Further details
concerning the implementation of the semantic system and the Adam
optimization algorithm are reported in Table 2. The considered �itness
function is the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE).

Table 2. Experimental settings. A horizontal line separates the parameters belonging to GSGP
algorithm and the ones belonging to the Adam technique.

Parameter Value

Function Set , −, , //

Max. Initial Depth 6

Crossover Rate 0.9

Mutation Rate 0.3
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Parameter Value

Mutation step 0.1

Selection Method Tournament of size 4

Elitism Best individuals survive

Learing Rate - A ( ) 0.1

Learing Rate - B ( ) 0.01

Exponential Decay Rate - First Momentum ( ) 0.9

Exponential Decay Rate - Second Momentum ( ) 0.99

5 Experimental Results
Table 3. Training and testing �itness (RMSE) for the considered benchmark problems. Bold
font indicates the best results.

GSGP HYB-0.1 HYB-0.01 HeH-0.1 HeH-0.01

%F Train 38.08 37.74 36.80 39.61 40.60

Test 40.15 40.48 39.61 40.85 41.23

LD50 Train 2118.00 2086.56 2128.22 2144.27 2161.00

Test 2214.78 2203.25 2229.87 2221.72 2215.09

%PPB Train 30.15 27.00 24.32 34.79 33.26

Test 328.1 401.43 263.81 213.86 235.53

yac Train 11.83 11.92 12.48 12.28 12.31

Test 11.92 11.83 12.52 12.38 12.48

slump Train 4.56 3.47 2.92 5.19 4.41

Test 5.08 3.63 3.32 5.77 4.76

conc Train 9.62 8.86 8.50 10.59 10.05

Test 9.65 8.88 8.69 10.47 10.07

air Train 27.76 31.54 21.98 30.37 30.46

Test 27.94 31.71 21.97 30.15 30.53
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Fig. 1. Boxplots of Testing RMSE obtained over 100 independent runs of the considered
benchmark problems. (a) %F, (b) LD50, (c) %PPB, (d) yac, (e) slump, (f) conc, (g) air.
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Fig. 2. Median of training �itness over 100 independent runs for the considered benchmark
problems. (a) %F, (b) LD50, (c) %PPB, (d) yac, (e) slump, (f) conc, (g) air.
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Fig. 3. Median of testing �itness over 100 independent runs for the considered benchmark
problems. (a) %F, (b) LD50, (c) %PPB, (d) yac, (e) slump, (f) conc, (g) air.

As stated in Sect. 3.3, the goal of this study is to compare the
performance of GSGP against the one obtained by the proposed
methods.

For each problem, the median of the �itness (calculated over the 100
runs performed), for both the training and the validation sets, is
displayed in Table 3. The corresponding statistical analysis is reported
Fig. 1 (for the test set), thorough letter-value plots. Letter-value plots
are a particular kind of box-plots, introduced for the �irst time in [10].
We preferred them, over traditional box-plots, because they provide
information not only about the distribution of the data but also about
the tail behavior beyond the quartiles. Finally, the median �itness, at
each generation, for the training and validation set, is displayed,
respectively, in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3. Training results are reported for the
sake of completeness. Anyway, to compare the performance of the
proposed methods against GSGP, we focus our analysis on the results
achieved on the test set.

Table 3 shows that HYB-GSGP outperforms standard geometric
semantic GP, while, most of the time, the HeH-GSGP method produces
higher errors with respect to the two competitors.

Table 4. P-values returned by the Wilcoxon ran-sum test under the alternative hypothesis that
the median errors obtained from classical GSGP are smaller or equal than the median errors of
other methods considered, i.e. HYB-0.1, HYB-0.01, HeH-0.1, HeH-0.01

%F LD50 %PPB yac slump conc air

HYB-0.1 Train 0.01484 0.0 0.0 0.9512 0.0 0.0 1.0

Test 0.5978 0.4143 0.6716 0.9512 0.0 0.0 1.0

HYB-0.01 Train 0.5978 0.3820 0.0 0.8948 0.0 0.0 0.0

Test 0.0631 0.6862 0.2158 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

HeH-0.1 Train 0.9998 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9998 0.9998 1.0

Test 0.8384 0.5445 0.0018 1.0 0.9989 0.9992 1.0

HeH-0.01 Train 1.0 0.9984 1.0 1.0 0.4805 0.9573 1.0

Test 1.0 0.6923 0.0074 1.0 0.4805 0.9652 1.0
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Considering the %F dataset (Fig. 1(a)), it is possible to see that the
best results are achieved with the HYB-GSGP method in which the
learning rate of the Adam algorithm is 0.01. This performance
improvement is achieved after 25 epochs and is maintained throughout
all the epochs performed, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

With respect to the LD50 problem (Fig. 1(b)), HYB-GSGP
outperforms standard GSGP. In this case, the performance improvement
is achieved with a learning rate of 0.1. However, on this benchmark, all
the considered techniques perform similarly, with the �itness values on
the test set that do not differ signi�icantly.

Concerning the %PPB dataset (Fig. 1(c)), it is clear that all the
models are affected by over�itting. Hence, our expectation would
suggest that lower error on the training set should lead to higher error
on the test set. However, the HYB-GSGP method is able to perform
better than GSGP, both in the training and validation set. Thus, HYB-
GSGP seems to be capable of (slightly) reducing over�itting.

Taking into account the yac problem (Fig. 1(d)), the best results on
the test set are obtained with HYB-0.1 and, again, this method reaches
such a performance improvement in approximately 25 epochs. As
shown in Fig. 3(d), the test �itness of GSGP decreases linearly, while for
HYB-0.1 �itness decreases more rapidly, leading the hybrid method to a
faster converge.

For the slump dataset (Fig. 1(e)), the combination of GSGP and
Adam optimizer is successful, as HYB-GSGP outperforms standard
GSGP for both the considered learning rate values. Moreover, also HeH-
0.01 achieved better �itness values with respect to GSGP. Also in this
case, it is interesting to highlight that the performance improvement
provided by HYB-GSGP is achieved in a few epochs (Fig. 3(e)). A similar
behaviour can be observed for the conc dataset (Fig. 1(f)): HYB-GSGP
outperforms classical GSGP after a few epochs. Concerning the air
problem (Fig. 1(g)), the HYB-GSGP method with the Adam’s learning
rate of 0.01 leads to a signi�icant improvement in terms of test �itness.
On the other hand, the other hybrid methods introduced in this work
are characterized by some instability.

Table 4 reports a statistical signi�icance assessment of the result
achieved. In particular, Table 4 displays the p-values obtained from the
Wilcoxon rank-sum test for pairwise data comparison, with ,
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applied under the alternative hypothesis that the median errors
resulting from the considered techniques are smaller or equal than the
median errors obtained with classical GSGP. The statistical tests show
that, on the test set, the HYB method, in particular HYB-0.01, obtains
better results than GSGP on three benchmark problems.

While there is no clear superiority of one method with respect to
the others, it is interesting to note, especially in Fig. 1, how the
distribution of the results obtained by the hybrid methods is usually as
tight or tighter than the distribution produced by GSGP, showing
consistent results that are, in some cases, better than GSGP. Thus, it
appears that using half of the “evolutionary” iterations coupled with
local search via gradient-descent optimization can actually improve the
results.

6 Conclusions
This paper investigates the possibility of integrating a gradient-based
optimization method, the Adam algorithm, within a genetic
programming system, GSGP. The idea behind this work relies on the
possibilities of exploiting and combining the advantages of these two
methods to achieve faster convergence of the evolutionary search
process.

Two different ways of combining these methods have been
investigated. In the former, denoted as HYB-GSGP, a step of GSGP is
alternated to a step of Adam. In the latter, denoted as HeH-GSGP, �irst,
all the GSGP steps are performed, and, subsequently, the re�inement
with Adam is executed. The results achieved with these two methods
were compared against classical GSGP on eight real-world complex
benchmark problems belonging to different applicative domains. The
experiments were performed considering two different values of the
learning rate, which is the most relevant parameter of the Adam
algorithm.

Experimental results show that, in each of the considered
benchmarks, HYB-GSGP outperforms classic GSGP in both training and
test sets (with a statistically signi�icant difference on the test set on
three problems). These results corroborate our hypothesis: the
combination of GSGP with the Adam optimizer can improve the
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performance of GSGP. Moreover, HYB-GSGP converges to good-quality
solutions faster than classical GSGP. In more detail, HYB-GSGP requires
fewer epochs to converge, and the performance achieved by GSGP at
the end of the evolutionary process is worse than the one achieved by
the proposed hybrid method after a few �itness evaluations. On the
contrary, the HeH-GSGP does not outperform GSGP even if it generally
ensures good quality results on the test set. Thus, the results suggest
that a combination of one step of GSGP and one step of Adam is the best
way to mix these techniques.

This work represents the �irst attempt to create a hybrid framework
between GSGP and a gradient descent-based optimizer. Considering the
promising results obtained in this �irst analysis, this work paves the
way to multiple possible future developments focused on improving the
bene�its provided by this kind of combination.
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Abstract
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are prevalent in critical infrastructures
and a prime target for cyber-attacks. Multivariate time series data
generated by sensors and actuators of a CPS can be monitored for
detecting cyber-attacks that introduce anomalies in those data. We use
Signal Temporal Logic (STL) formulas to tightly describe the normal
behavior of a CPS, identifying data instances that do not satisfy the
formulas as anomalies. We learn an ensemble of STL formulas based on
observed data, without any speci�ic knowledge of the CPS being
monitored. We propose an algorithm based on Grammar-Guided
Genetic Programming (G3P) that learns the ensemble automatically in a
single evolutionary run. We test the effectiveness of our data-driven
proposal on two real-world datasets, �inding that the proposed one-
shot algorithm provides good detection performance.
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Keywords Ensemble learning – Grammar Guided Genetic
Programming – Speci�ication mining

1 Introduction
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) consist of large collections of mechanical
components controlled by software modules. Interactions between
software modules and physical world occur through the numerous
sensors and actuators that compose the CPS. Such systems are
prevalent in critical infrastructures and, consequently, have to be
considered as a prime target for cyber-attacks. A cyber-attack usually
introduces anomalies in the multivariate time-series data generated by
sensors and actuators, i.e., deviations from the data generated when the
CPS operates normally. De�ining which data instances have to be
considered normal and which ones anomalous is very complex, though,
because such a classi�ication requires a signi�icant amount of CPS-
speci�ic knowledge.

Signal Temporal Logic (STL) [10, 16] is a formal language for
describing properties of signals and, as such, can be used for specifying
and monitoring the behavior of a CPS. In this work we address the
problem of modeling the correct behavior of a CPS by means of STL
formulas learned automatically from data collected while the CPS is
working and not annotated in any way—CPS data is only assumed to be
attack-free and fault-free. Violations of the formulas can then be used to
identify anomalous behavior when it occurs. Our approach requires no
speci�ic domain knowledge and is template-free, i.e., we learn both
structure and parameters of STL formulas.

We frame the learning task as an optimization problem, employing
Grammar Guided Genetic Programming (G3P) [28]. We propose a one-
shot evolutionary algorithm that learns an ensemble of STL formulas in
a single evolution. Each formula tightly models the available data based
on a subset of the observed signals—in a sense, each formula de�ines a
CPS property discovered automatically. The voting scheme used for the
ensemble de�ines a data instance as an anomaly when that instance
violates an excessive amount of properties. We apply our technique on
two real-world case studies—the SWaT water treatment plant [8] and
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the N-BaIoT set of Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices [20]—and assess
the learned formulas on testing data that include real attacks.

2 Related Work
Speci�ication mining is the research �ield dealing with methods for
determining and formalizing the requirements of a target system based
on its observed behavior. An important line of research in speci�ication
mining for CPSs focuses on STL, in particular, on �inding STL formulas
satis�ied by the observed executions as much as possible. Template-
based methodologies [12, 13] rely on a speci�ic, user-de�ined template
formula, and limit the learning process to determining good parameters
for the template. Such methodologies usually assume that the available
data do not contain any anomalies and introduce a tightness metric to
favor STL formulas that satisfy the data as tightly as possible [12]. The
more challenging template-free approaches, on the other hand, learn
both the structure and the parameters of the STL formulas. Unlike our
proposal, template-free approaches usually require training data with
both normal and anomalous examples annotated as such [2, 6, 21].
Template-free STL mining with normal data only was proposed in [24],
that also exploited evolutionary computation (as [21] did): differently
than this work, the cited papers do not produce ensembles of STL
formulas, and are hence less suitable for CPSs where more properties
should be monitored at once for an effective anomaly detection.

Other kinds of artifacts, different from STL speci�ication, have been
used for anomaly detection in CPSs. A powerful method on the SWaT
testbed has been proposed in [7], based on data-driven mining of
invariants (i.e., relations between data instances) expressed with an ad-
hoc formalism. Anomaly detection on the same testbed has been
developed with Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [14, 15] and
Deep Neural Networks (DNN) [9, 11]. The anomaly criteria embedded
in the neural networks trained on the observed data, however, are
intrinsically much less interpretable than those resulting from an
ensemble of STL formulas.

Ensemble learning has been proposed as way for learning models
from data that collectively capture several properties of the underlying
system, hence improving the models effectiveness. There are several
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cases in which ensemble learning has been combined with evolutionary
computation and, in particular, with GP. The author of [27] proposed a
simple variant of standard GP that allows to learn an ensemble of
formulas for symbolic regression in a single evolutionary run, similarly
to our case. Forms of ensemble learning with GP have been proposed
also as the learning of different formulas on different partitions of the
training data—sequential covering [23] and separate-and-conquer [3,
19]. However, those approaches learn the formulas constituting the
ensemble sequentially and are thus intrinsically unable for a one-shot
framework.

3 Background: Signal Temporal Logic
Syntax and Semantics. We assume that the system under analysis can
be described by a set of n real-valued variables . We
de�ine a signal (or trace or trajectory)  a function ,
where  is the time domain, and denote by  the value of
the i-th variable of  at time . A signal describes the evolution of
the system over time.

The logical statements of STL consist of a combination of temporal
operators, Boolean connectives, and propositions, according to the
following syntax. Formally, an STL formula  is a string de�ined as:

(1)

where  is the true value, , , , and  are the negation,
conjunction, disjunction, and implication logical operators, 

 is an atomic proposition (an inequality of the form 
, with  and ), , , and  are

the Since, Once, and Historically temporal operators, and  is an
interval of the form , with  and .

For a given signal , the satisfaction of an STL formula  with
respect to the signal at a time t can be evaluated according to either
qualitative (Boolean) or quantitative (real-valued) semantics [16]. The
former states if a signal satis�ies a formula at time t; the latter outputs
the degree of satisfaction de�ined in a continuous range. Here, we
report only quantitative semantics; the reader may refer to [5, 16, 17]
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for more details. The quantitative satisfaction function  returns a value
 that quanti�ies the robustness (or

satisfaction) degree of an STL formula  with respect to a signal  at
time t, and is de�ined inductively as:

The sign of the robustness  provides a link to Boolean
semantics [4]. If , then  satis�ies  at t, denoted by 

; otherwise  does not satis�ies  at t, denoted by 
.

Tightness. Given two signals ,  over the same time domain
and a time t in that domain, the correctness property holds, stating that
if  and  then , where 

 is the in�inity norm. Intuitively, the correctness
property suggests that the value of  is an upper bound for
perturbations in a signal  for ensuring its satisfaction of .

Based on the correctness property, we de�ine the tightness of a
formula  with respect to a signal  as 

, where 
 is the robustness signal that

describes how  varies over time. Moreover, we say that a
formula  tightly models a signal  if its tightness is 

. Intuitively, this means that  is satis�ied by the
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signal , but it is not satis�ied by any other signal that is slightly
different than .

Finite Length Signals. Signals related to real systems are de�ined
on a limited time domain, i.e.,  instead of . It
follows that it is not possible to compute the robustness for certain STL
formulas on signals that are de�ined over a too short time domain. For
instance, the operator  cannot be evaluated on signals de�ined on 

 with .
For formalizing this requirement, we introduce the necessary

length [16] of a formula. The necessary length  of a formula 
, is de�ined inductively as:

Given a signal , we denote by  the signal length. The
robustness  of a formula  can be evaluated only for 

. As a consequence, if , the robustness
cannot be computed for any t and the degree of satisfaction is
undecidable.

In an ideal experimental setting,  holds and no
indecision arises; this condition is satis�ied by all our experimental
settings.

On Discrete Signals. In many practical cases, as, e.g., for CPSs, the
signal describing the evolution of the system is a multivariate time
series generated by querying, at regular intervals, the sensors and
actuators that constitute the system.

Particularly, we assume that the system is observed every 
seconds, and that interval bounds are expressed in units of . It
follows that the time domain is  and that the length of a time
interval corresponds to its cardinality—e.g., for , .
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Accordingly, the length of a signal is rede�ined as the cardinality of its
time domain.

The necessary length for formulas remains as above, with the
exceptions of  and , that are de�ined as .

4 Problem Statement
Let  be a signal describing the evolution of a discrete-time system
that operates normally—i.e., as intended, in absence of anomalies—in
the time interval . Let  be a signal describing the
behavior of the same system in a later time interval , with 

, for which it is not known whether the system is operating
normally or not normally. We are interested in �inding a way for
generating, based on , a collection  of one or more STL formulas
that can be used for �inding anomalies in , i.e., determining the
(possibly empty) subset  of  containing all and only the time
instants in which the system is not operating normally.

We assume that, given a collection  of STL
formulas and a threshold , the subset of time instants in which
the system is not operating normally is obtained as:

Intuitively, at each time instant t, we consider the proportion of
formulas not satis�ied by  at t and compare it against : if the
proportion is greater than the threshold, we say that the system is not
operating normally at t. The normality of the behavior at t is hence
based on a voting scheme based on  formulas. It should be noted that,
due to the constraints related to the necessary length of formulas, an
initial part of  cannot be evaluated.

We remark that we are stating the problem as an anomaly detection
problem, no observations are present in  that describe how the
system operates not normally; examples of anomalies are hence not
available for generating . Moreover, we remark that we implicitly
assume that, when anomalies occur, the system output, captured by 
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, differs from the output of the system under normal operation. If
this is not the case, detection of anomalous behavior is not possible.

5 Methodology
To address the challenging task of detecting anomalies, learning from
normal behavior only, we propose an evolutionary optimization
approach based on two key ideas. First, we learn ensembles of STL
formulas, instead of single formulas: the aggregation of the predictions
of many low-bias, high variance models can favor generalization [27].
Second, we look for STL formulas that tightly model the training signal 

, instead of just modeling it: since we have only observations of
the system operating normally, we are hence assuming that small
deviations from the observed behavior are anomalous. The
combination of these two key ideas and the voting scheme employed
when looking for anomalies corresponds to learning an ensemble of
STL formulas, each one tightly describing a speci�ic property of the
system, and to saying that an anomaly occurs when the behavior of the
system is not consistent with at least a given proportion of these
properties.

We use a grammar-based version of Genetic Programming
(Grammar-Guided GP, G3P) for performing the search in the space of
(ensemble of) STL formulas. G3P is naturally suited to our scenario,
since the language of formulas is de�ined by means of a context-free
grammar (see Eq. (1)). Moreover, GP has been recently shown to be
naturally suited for learning ensembles of models in an ef�icient and
effective way [27]. In fact, we propose a Complex Simultaneous
Ensemble Learning Algorithm (CESL-Alg) [27], that is, an algorithm that
obtains an ensemble of estimators in a single GP evolution, where we
exploit the fact that GP itself is a population-based technique and
naturally deals with ensembles of individuals. When doing our
evolutionary search each individual is a single STL formula, but the
overall outcome is an ensemble and the ensemble is learned in a single
evolution—i.e., we do one-shot learning of ensembles. In the next
sections, we describe the key components of our approach.

Solution Representation. During the evolutionary search, each
individual is a string of the language de�ined by the context-free
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grammar of Fig. 1. The grammar encodes numbers with a precision of
two decimals in the [0.00, 0.99] range and interval bounds with a single
digit precision in the [0, 9] range. Intervals are interpreted as 

. The grammar also de�ines the temporal
operators , , and , and the logical operators , , ,
and . For simplicity, and for the kind of problems we deal with in this
study, the grammar specify propositions that are in the form .

The grammar of Fig. 1 poses no explicit limit on the complexity of a
formula, allowing for formulas with very large necessary length
resulting from the nesting of many temporal operators. However,
during the evolution, we enforce a maximum depth to the derivation
trees of the formulas, which limits the nesting. Moreover, the range of
temporal operators is limited to [0, 9]. Other means could be used to
impact on the complexity of evolved formulas as, e.g., using a different
grammar for the same language with repeated production rules [22]—
as shown in [18], this could result in better evolvability.

Fig. 1. Our context-free grammar for a system with variables .

Fitness Function. We aim at de�ining a �itness function that
measures, for a given signal, (i) the tightness of a formula and (ii) the
overall length of time intervals when the formula is not satis�ied. For
both, the lower, the better. Thus, we measure the �itness  of a
candidate STL formula on a signal  as:

(2)
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where  is a parameter corresponding to a penalty for instants
when the signal does not satisfy the formula.

The proposed function reaches its minimum (zero) for formulas
that tightly model the signal , i.e., those having a robustness always
equals to 0. Additionally, the �itness function favors formulas with
positive robustness: by means of the parameter k, formulas with
robustness signal that assumes many negative values will be penalized.
A higher value of k will penalize formulas with negative robustness
more. This, in turn, favors solutions that better agree with the training
data, leading to fewer false positives: since we learn STL formulas from
normal data only and we consider instants with negative robustness as
anomalous, the parameter k can be interpreted as a penalty for false
positives on the training data, on the assumption that a positive instant
is an anomaly.

One-Shot Evolutionary Algorithm. Inspired by [27], we propose a
variant of G3P that produces an ensemble of STL formulas in a single
evolutionary run.

A key requirement for ensemble learning to be effective is that
models of the ensemble should be independent. While G3P, being a
population-based optimization algorithm, can very ef�iciently learn
many models at the same time, it might fall short in ensuring their
independency, due to the lack of diversity and premature convergence
that frequently af�lict GP [25]. In our proposal, we attempt to minimize
the risk of premature convergence as detailed below.

Our proposal employs iteratively a form of extinction to remove
individuals from the population once it has converged to a solution,
substituting them with random immigrants, randomly generated
individuals that introduce fresh genetic material and favor diversity.
Particularly, at each iteration we perform three phases.

– Population update. For each variable de�ined by the grammar, a group
including all the individuals (STL formulas) that contain said variable
is built. Individuals with multiple distinct variables will thus belong
to multiple groups. The best individual of each group is copied into
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the next generation, as a form of elitism. The offspring for the next
generation is completed by reproducing individuals from the current
generation—including elites and with no consideration for grouping
—using tournament selection with enforced-diversity (i.e., genetic
operators are applied on parents until the child is not present in the
population) and a non-overlapping generational model.

Since all groups propagate their best individual, the population
update promotes the presence of all variables at each iteration,
avoiding the utter predominance of a small percentage of variables
that may appear in �it individuals.

– Solutions update. If some individuals solve the problem (e.g., they have
), consider the groups these solutions belong to. All the

individuals belonging to these groups are removed from the
population (extinction) and added to the solutions ensemble. The
population is then re�illed with newly generated individuals (random
immigrants).

The solution update exploits individuals homogenisation to �ind
near-optimal solutions: once a solution is found, individuals
belonging to its groups are expected to have good—although sub-
optimal—performance whilst retaining some diversity. They can
thus be added to the solution ensemble and be replaced with new,
randomly generated individuals, to encourage exploration of other
areas of the search space.

Usually, not every individual of the population has variables in
common with individuals that currently solve the problem, and the
population is not entirely replaced with new individuals (which
would essentially be equivalent to restarting the evolutionary
process). This is especially true if many variables are involved. A
computational advantage over repeated standard G3P evolutions is
therefore expected.

– Stop condition. When  distinct variables have been solved (i.e., 
 distinct variables appear in formulas that solve the problem),

the stop condition is met.
The stop condition can be used to explore a greater amount of the

search space and act against premature convergence. It controls the
trade-off between performance and ef�iciency.
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We remark that in the context of anomaly detection for CPSs, it is
not “hard” to �ind a formula with a perfect �itness: a trivial case is the
one of a proposition  for a signal whose  for any t. On
one hand, this makes the solution update phase actually triggerable. On
the other hand, it makes the ability of the ensemble to discover
anomalies dependent on the number of variables occurring in the
formulas: for this reason, we use  as stopping criterion. Moreover,
since no pruning is performed on the ensemble, the ensemble size is
(indirectly) controlled by .

Algorithm 1 presents our one-shot G3P algorithm in detail. The
population update step (lines 6–14) builds the variable groups,
propagates the best individual for each group and �ills the population of

 individuals. In line 12, a single child individual is generated by the
selectAndReproduceWithEnfDiv procedure, using tournament
selection with enforced-diversity. In the solutions update step (lines 15–
25), the variables of the individuals that satis�ies the isSolution
condition are considered and added to the set of solved variables 
; all individuals that contain at least one of these variables are extracted
from the population and added to the solutions ensemble S. If
necessary, the population is re�illed with newly generated individuals
(lines 26–28). The stop condition (line 5) counts the number of distinct
variables in  and, stops the iterative algorithm if .
The algorithm returns the ensemble of solutions S.
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6 Experimental Evaluation
6.1 Datasets and Preprocessing
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We considered two real-world case studies to evaluate our proposal, to
investigate its performance in the anomaly detection task and its
ef�iciency in learning the ensemble of STL formulas.

The Secure Water Treatment (SWaT) [8] testbed is a scaled down
water treatment plant for research in the area of cyber security. Data
log is collected every  for 495000 s under normal operation (

) and for 449920 s with attack scenarios (
). The dataset consists of 24 sensors and 26 actuators

readings, for a total of 50 attributes. Sensor readings are numerical
variables, whilst actuator readings are ternary non-ordinal variables. In

 the dataset contains 36 attacks: attacks can affect a single
component of the testbed, or span across different components and
different stages of the water treatment procedure. A detailed
description of the attacks can be found in [8]. Actuators assume the
binary values on/off, and a third value corresponding to a short-lasting
transition state [26]; we convert actuator variables to binary variables,
replacing the transition state with the state towards which the
transition is headed.

N-BaIoT is a suite of nine datasets originally proposed in [20]
obtained by monitoring nine commercial IoT devices, operating both
under normal and anomalous conditions. Benign data and attack data
under several attack conditions is collected; particularly, the devices are
infected with Mirai and BASHLITE, two well known IoT malware that
can be used to perform botnet attacks. Botnet attacks aim at the
creation of a network of infected devices, to perform distributed
attacks. The attacks are described in greater detail in [20]. Separately
for each device, the datasets collect 115 traf�ic statistics every,
extracted from raw network traf�ic, ; all attributes are
numerical. Considering all datasets, a total of 555937 benign and
7329517 malign observations is collected. Similarly to [20], we used
2/3 of the benign observations as the training set, and concatenated the
remaining benign observations and the attack observations to build the
test set. Considering median values across the nine datasets, 

 and .
In accordance with the grammar of Fig. 1, we rescaled numerical

features to [0.00, 0.99], using min-max normalization, and converted
binary states  to numerical variables . It should
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be noted that we perform rescaling on the training set only.
Consequently, test observations can assume values outside [0.00, 0.99]
on numerical variables. This is consistent with the proposal of
modeling normal behavior, where values outside the normal ranges
may suggest anomalous behavior. Additionally, this choice makes online
anomaly detection feasible, since the rescaling of a test observation
does not require the entirety of the test set.

6.2 Procedure and Evaluation Metrics
We investigated both the ef�iciency of our one-shot G3P and the
effectiveness in detecting anomalies of the evolved STL. In particular,
we were interested in verifying that (i) our one-shot G3P learns STL
ensembles faster than a set of executions of plain G3P and (ii) the
evolved ensembles are better in detecting anomalies than single STL
formulas.

For putting the results of one-shot G3P in perspective, we
considered a baseline consisting in a serial execution of 30 runs, with
different random seeds, of a plain version of G3P with the same
representation, genetic operators, and �itness function (along with
other key parameters) of our one-shot G3P. By taking the ensemble
composed of the best individuals (all those with perfect �itness) at the
last generation of n of the 30 runs, we were able to compare our one-
shot G3P against a baseline that evolves few STL formulas (with )
or with a G3P-based ensemble learning technique that is not one-shot
(with ). In other words, in this baseline n allows to control the
ef�iciency-effectiveness trade-off, on the assumption that the larger the
ensemble, the better the detection effectiveness and the longer the
learning. We call this baseline multi-run G3P.

In our one-shot G3P, we used , Eq. (2) with  as the
�itness function, and  as the  condition. In both
our proposal and the baseline we used the ramped half-and-half
initialization with derivation trees depth in [3, 20], a population size of
200 individuals, a maximum tree depth of 20 when applying genetic
operators, a tournament size of 5. We used standard G3P mutation and
crossover for producing, respectively, 20% and 80% of the offspring.
When enforcing diversity, we did a maximum of 100 applications of the
genetic operators.
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Concerning the thresholds , we set it in such a way that 20 and 1
not satis�ied formulas, respectively for SWaT and N-BaIoT, suf�ice for
raising an anomaly. We set these values after exploratory analysis.

We implemented1 our proposal in the Java programming language,
building on the tool of [24] which in turns employ the STL monitoring
tool Moonlight [1].

For both one-shot G3P and the baseline, we used the trailing 20% of
 as a validation signal. We computed the �itness on the leading

80% and, at the end of the evolution, we discarded STL formulas that
resulted in  on the validation set.

Effectiveness and Ef�iciency Metrics. We evaluated the anomaly
detection effectiveness by means of the True Positive Rate ( ), the
False Positive Rate ( ), and the Area Under the Curve (AUC),
obtained by varying  at prediction time. We adopt the convention that
positive denotes anomalous instants and negative denotes normal (i.e.,
not anomalous) instants.

Concerning learning ef�iciency, since in G3P the largest proportion
of the computational effort lies in determining the �itness of a solution,
we use the number of �itness evaluations  to measure ef�iciency.

6.3 Results
Table 1 presents a comparison of the multi-run G3P and our one-shot
G3P over the 10 problems. For the multi-run approach, a single
ensemble was produced out of 30 runs for each dataset. For the one-
shot algorithm, instead, median values across 10 runs are reported.

The one-shot approach compares favorably with the multi-run one,
reaching higher AUC in 6 out of 10 datasets. The one-shot algorithm
performs markedly better in N-BaIoT-4 and N-BaIoT-8, where the
multi-run baseline ensemble detects no anomaly. Moreover, the one-
shot G3P requires signi�icantly fewer , resulting in a substantial
ef�iciency improvement. It should however be noted that the one-shot
G3P results in larger ensembles: on SWaT, the median ensemble size is
934 with one-shot and 82 with multi-run—for both, no ensemble
pruning was performed.

Table 1. Comparison of multi-run and one-shot G3P. For each dataset, the highest AUC and the
lowest  between the two approaches are highlighted.
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Multi-run G3P (30 runs) One-shot G3P ( )

Dataset TPR FPR AUC TPR FPR AUC

Multi-run G3P (30 runs) One-shot G3P ( )

Dataset TPR FPR AUC TPR FPR AUC

SWaT 0.6648 0.0005 0.8321 43243 0.6571 0.0007 0.8401 11767

N-BaIoT-1 0.9981 0.0000 0.9990 47152 0.8952 0.0011 0.9475 3297

N-BaIoT-2 0.9996 0.0016 0.9989 355696 1.0000 0.0422 0.9998 5732

N-BaIoT-3 0.9949 0.0000 0.9974 51979 0.9596 0.0076 0.9739 5965

N-BaIoT-4 0.0000 0.0002 0.4998 298158 0.9272 0.0025 0.9632 35811

N-BaIoT-5 0.6152 0.0012 0.7681 156033 0.7492 0.0010 0.8742 7898

N-BaIoT-6 0.7192 0.0011 0.8594 371358 0.6807 0.0023 0.8387 12235

N-BaIoT-7 0.7070 0.0000 0.8534 269708 0.6896 0.0009 0.9072 16736

N-BaIoT-8 0.0000 0.0000 0.5000 1015286 0.4166 0.0027 0.7050 88921

N-BaIoT-9 0.7812 0.0005 0.8905 260259 0.7440 0.0011 0.8702 13696

If we consider an attack scenario as detected when at least one
instant during anomalous behavior is labeled as anomalous, then the
one-shot approach detects a median of 9 on 36 attacks on SWaT and all
attacks on N-BaIoT.

Figure 2 presents an alternative comparison between the baseline
and the one-shot approach. The results are displayed in terms of 
vs. AUC, with the optimum being located in the top left corner (i.e., few
�itness evaluations—denoting high ef�iciency—and high AUC). The
results show that reducing the number of runs for building ensembles
in multi-run G3P monotonically increases ef�iciency, but reduces
effectiveness as well. Single run ensembles learned with G3P have a
tendency to produce solutions with  which, in this case,
usually denotes STL solutions that are always satis�ied by the test set
and that identify no anomalies. This, in retrospective, motivates the
ensemble learning approach, since the results show that a single
standard G3P run does not reliably produce useful formulas.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of multi-run and one-shot ensembles, ef�iciency ( ) vs. performance
(AUC).

Formulas Complexity. Figure 3 considers all the STL formulas
generated with either the standard G3P approach or our one-shot
algorithm. Limiting the analysis to SWaT, we investigate the complexity
of the formulas—in isolation, regardless of the ensemble they belong to
—in terms of the number of distinct variables, and the necessary
length. The latter can be used as a measure of temporal complexity.

Fig. 3. Complexity of STL formulas obtained with standard G3P and one-shot algorithm on
SWaT, in terms of number of variables and necessary length.

With regards to the number of variables, the standard G3P runs
produce signi�icantly simpler formulas, with more than 60% of the
formulas containing a single variable. The one-shot algorithm, instead,
produces a larger percentage of solutions with more variables, with
some STL formulas containing more than 20 variables. With regards to
the necessary length, the one-shot algorithm produces, once more,
formulas that are signi�icantly more complex. In fact, approximately
35% of standard G3P formulas have unitary necessary length: this
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indicates that they do not contain temporal operators, but rather
consist of (combinations of) atomic propositions.

For the standard G3P approach, the large percentage of formulas
with small number of variables and small necessary length suggests
that premature convergence may indeed be a problem: the evolutions
typically converge to temporally simple formulas that consider only few
variables. Each of these solutions perfectly model the training set in
terms of �itness, but is not able to capture actual anomalous behaviors,
since it considers only few aspects of the CPS.

Comparison with Literature. We can perform a qualitative2

comparison of our results and the existing literature. [14] and [15]
perform anomaly detection on the SWaT testbed using Generative
Adversarial Networks (GAN), whilst [11] uses Deep Neural Networks
(DNN). These approaches reach comparable  but, when speci�ied,
suffer from higher :  and  for [14], 

 and  for [15], and  and
 for [11]. [7], instead, performs signi�icantly better

than our proposal, reaching  with comparable ,
using invariant-based anomaly detection. The N-BaIoT dataset is used
in [20] employing Deep Autoencoders, where all anomalies are
detected with low .

Thus, our proposal is competitive on SWaT, whilst it compares
unfavourably on N-BaIoT, where it reaches a perfect detection rate only
on N-BaIoT-2. However, as mentioned, on N-BaIoT at least one
anomalous instant for each attack is correctly identi�ied, and all attacks
might thus be considered as identi�ied.

With regards to interpretability and explainability, however, our
proposal is potentially better than GANs, DNNs, and Deep
Autoencoders. Crucially, approaches based Neural Networks result in
black-box models, where an in-depth investigation on the detected
anomalies is usually impossible. Our approach is, to a degree, both
interpretable and explainable, since the STL expressions that cause the
detection of an anomaly could be singled out and investigated, and are
human-readable. These considerations suggest that, in cases where our
proposal is bested by more performing approaches, it could be used as
a complementary tool, offering insights on the detection process.
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7 Conclusions
We proposed a one-shot GP algorithm for ensemble learning, evaluating
its performance on an anomaly detection task. We compared our
proposal with ensembles obtained by repeated evolutions of a standard
GP implementation. We deem our results satisfactory and we can
summarize the merits of our proposal as follows: (i) it obtains an
ensemble of STL formulas more ef�iciently than repeated independent
GP runs, whilst reaching comparable detection performance, (ii) it
competes with some of the results available in literature and, when
surpassed by more performing but less interpretable methods, can still
be useful to gain insights on the detection procedure.

In the future, this work could possibly be extended by an analysis of
the role of  in the trade-off between performance and ef�iciency,
and, additionally, by the implementation of techniques to reduce the
size of the one-shot ensembles, to improve explainability and
interpretability.
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1

2

Footnotes
The code is publicly available at https:// github. com/ pindri/ OneShot-ensemble-learning-

anomaly-detection-MTS.

For the SWaT testbed, different versions of the dataset exist. Thus, no direct quantitative
comparison can be made.
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Abstract
Genetic Programming (GP) based symbolic regression is prone to
generating complex models which often over�it the training data and
generalise poorly onto unseen data. To address this issue, many pieces
of research have been devoted to controlling the model complexity of
GP. One recent work aims to control model complexity using a new
representation called Adaptive Weighted Splines. With its semi-
structured characteristic, the Adaptive Weighted Splines representation
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can control the model complexity explicitly, which was demonstrated to
be signi�icantly better than its tree-based counterpart at generalising to
unseen data. This work seeks to signi�icantly extend the previous work
by proposing a multi-objective GP algorithm with the Adaptive
Weighted Splines representation, which utilises parsimony pressure to
further control the model complexity, as well as improve the
interpretability of the learnt models. Experimental results show that,
compared with single-objective GP with the Adaptive Weighted Splines
and multi-objective tree-based GP with parsimony pressure, the new
multi-objective GP method generally obtains superior fronts and
produces better generalising models. These models are also
signi�icantly smaller and more interpretable.

Keywords Genetic Programming – Symbolic Regression – Multi-
objective Optimization – Generalisation

1 Introduction
As a regression technique, Genetic Programming (GP) for symbolic
regression (GPSR) [14] aims to learn a mathematical function that best
represents the underlying relationship between the given input
features X and an output target y, where X and y are drawn on the
assumption of a joint probability distribution P(X, y). Different from
traditional and numerical regression methods [15], GPSR has the
capability to learn both the model structure and the model parameters
simultaneously with few assumptions on the model structure or the
data distribution. Due to the symbolic nature of its solutions and the
�lexible representation ability, GPSR is typically good at learning
complex underlying relationship in the data. However, it also has the
downside of leading to over-complex models which not only bring
unnecessary computational costs but also have poor interpretability.
Moreover, these over-complex models often over�it the training data
thus have poor generalisation ability.

The model evaluation measure is also another component in GPSR
which often leads to over-complex models. The GP individual in the
population that best minimises/maximises an objective function, i.e. the
�itness function, is selected as the �inal model. Traditionally selecting
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individuals is guided through the Empirical Risk Minimisation (ERM)
principle, giving propagation rights to individuals that have the lowest
training error. However, chasing a lower training error without
suf�icient regularization often leads GPSR to generate over-complex
models which learn spurious patterns from the training data;
consequently, poorly generalising to the unseen data. This is
particularly the case when learning from noisy data or in the low data
regime when there are few instances available to train on.

Recent work presented in [21, 23] attempted to regulate the
problem of poor generalisation by introducing a new representation for
GPSR called Adaptive Weighted Splines (AWS). The AWS representation
is a semi-structured representation that has some of the symbolic
properties of traditional tree-based GP. It has the additional bene�it of
more explicit control over the model complexity through the use of
splines. Preliminary experimental results into GP with the AWS
representation has shown promising generalisation performance,
consistently outperforming its tree-based counterpart on a diverse set
of regression tasks. However, the limitation of ERM, which is a key
driving force behind over complex GPSR models, has not been
considered in GPSR with the AWS representation [23].

1.1 Research Objectives
Multi-objective optimisation in traditional tree-based GP [16], which
minimises both the training error and the model complexity has been
shown to result in better generalization and more interpretable models
[8, 9], while there has been no such similar work yet in regard to using
the proposed AWS representation in GP [23]. Therefore, the overall goal
of this work is to develop a new multi-objective GP method with the
AWS representation which will �ill this void and further enhance the
generalisation ability and model interpretability of GPSR. Explicitly, this
work aims to achieve the following four research objectives:

1.
Develop a multi-objective GP-AWS method to minimise both the
training error and the number of features used in the model.

2. Evaluate the performance of the proposed method by comparing its
performance against both single-objective and multi-objective GP
methods.
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3.
Investigate whether the new multiobjective GP method can lead to
the development of more parsimonious and better generalising
symbolic regression models.

4.
Perform a visual interpretation of the models generated by the
multi-objective GP-AWS method, as well as providing feature
importance analysis regarding the number of mutually shared
features and their corresponding feature weights.

2 Background
2.1 Model Complexity and Generalisation
Many papers have been devoted to improving the generalisation of the
GPSR models via regulating the model complexity [1, 6, 16, 22]. These
contributions can broadly be partitioned into two distinct categories,
i.e. regulating the structural complexity and the functional model
complexity.

Structural Complexity of GP Models – Research into regulating
the structural complexity of GP models usually involves examining the
size and/or the structure of the trees. Typical examples include
counting the number of structural elements such as the number of
nodes, layers/depth, then applying the Minimum Description Length
(MDL) i.e. Occam’s razor principle [4], to prefer simpler models. Other
structure-based approaches include Operator Equalization [24] which
controls the distribution of individual sizes in the population and
explicit feature selection [5] to avoid incorporating less informative
features to thus reduce the unnecessary structural complexity.

Regulating the structural complexity tends to be easy to implement
and applicable to many different domains. However, many of these
approaches are relatively ineffective at eliminating over�itting since the
structural complexity has limited correlation with the generalisation
ability of the models. GP individuals can be simpli�ied numerically [13]
and/or algebraically [27], such that the structural complexity is
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decreased signi�icantly, but the functional complexity and
generalisation performance remains the same.

Functional Complexity of GP Models – The functional complexity
of a GP model is measured by the behavior of model over a possible
input space. Some examples of regulating functional complexity for
improving generalisation in GPSR are summarized as follows:
Vladislavleva et al. [26] use the Order of Nonlinearity of a Chebyshev
polynomial approximation of GP individuals to perform multi-objective
optimisation on the error and the model complexity. Chen et al. [7]
develop GP with Structural Risk Minimisation methods which measure
the behavioral complexity of GP models via their Vapnik-Chervonenkis
dimensions. Raymond et al. [9, 22] introduce the Rademacher
Complexity, which is a data dependent complexity measure and
considers the distribution of the training data, into GPSR to
approximate the complexity of GP individual and penalise individuals
which �it the Rademacher variable.

Regulating functional complexity tends to be more effective at
enhancing generalisation due to being more closely related to
over�itting. However, measuring the functional complexity of an
unstructured function is not trivial, as getting a reliable approximation
of the model complexity is often very computational expensive [7].

2.2 Genetic Programming with Adaptive Weighted Splines
Seeking new more well behaved representations is an alternative
choice for controlling model complexity. Previous work in [23]
proposed a new representation for GP named Adaptive Weighted
Splines (AWS), which is a semi-structured representation that concedes
some of the symbolic properties of GP in order to offer more explicit
control over the complexity of the models through the use of splines.
The AWS representation and the relevant components are introduced
in the following sections.

Individual Representation – When using the AWS representation,
given the inputs space X which has p features, a GP model f is
represented by an aggregation of p feature splines as shown in Eq. (1).
Each feature spline models one feature in the input space X. Each spline
consists of three components: a smoothing spline S, a primary coef�icient

 and a secondary coef�icient . The smoothing spline  has a degree
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k, and it is composed of m smoothing spline knots. The two coef�icients 
 and  simulate the processes of embedded feature selection and

feature weighting. This has the bene�it of making the in�luence of each
feature on the �inal predictions of f quantitative and explicit. The p
splines are linearly combined using the weighted summation operation
to predict y.

(1)

With AWS, a GP individual is conveniently represented using a
continuous vector which consists of the two coef�icients and a knot
vector of the smoothing spline knots points for each of the feature
spline components. Figure 1 shows an example of GP-AWS model with
two features splines which are both modelled by a cubic i.e. k = 3
smoothing spline, de�ined by six smoothing spline knots i.e. m = 6, and
with no smoothing penalty applied i.e.  = 0.

Fig. 1. A GP-AWS model to the bi-variate regression problem: 
, where  is random noise.
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Smoothing Splines – A smoothing spline is de�ined by a smoothing
spline knot vector. It consists of a sequence of m points , 

, , , a degree k and a smoothing penalty . To
reduce the number of parameters, all knots in  are placed equispaced
along . Larger values of m will lead to models with higher variance
and lower bias, while a smaller m leads to higher bias and lower
variance of the model. The smoothing penalty  controls the trade-off
between closeness and smoothness of �it. The larger , the more
smoothing of the model. Moreover, to simplify implementation of the
representation, min-max scaling is applied to all the training features X
and targets y. The scaling process allows the feature splines to be
represented using continuous vectors with values sitting between the
interval of (0, 1).

Primary Coef�icient for Feature Selection – The primary
coef�icient  takes a discrete value of either 0 or 1, which controls
whether or not the respective feature spline is used in the model. The
value is represented as a continuous value between 0 and 1, but is
rounded to the nearest integer when the model is evaluated.
Incorporating the coef�icient  in AWS emulates embedded feature
selection, as only a subset of the original features are used in
constructing the �inal model.

Secondary Coef�icient for Feature Weighting – The secondary
coef�icient  in the feature spline of AWS takes on a continuous value
between 0 and 1.  controls the amount of in�luence made by the
respective feature splines to the prediction of the model. This simulates
a feature weighting process, whereby more important features are
associated with larger weights, compared to less important features
which are associated with smaller weights.

Learning Process – The learning process in GP with the AWS
representation follows a very prototypical implementation of a genetic
algorithm, using the standard genetic operators of crossover, mutation
and elitism as well as selection. For the selection operator, the
commonly used tournament selection samples a prede�ined number
(i.e. tournament size) of individuals and selects the best individual
which best minimises some typical regression loss function, such as the
Mean Squared Error (MSE) or Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). For
termination criteria, either a prede�ined number of maximum
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generations can be set or termination can occur when there is a
stagnation in the performance.

3 Proposed Method
Research into the AWS representation has thus far been treated as a
single-objective optimization problem [23]. This approach is limited
though, as the ERM principle only prioritizes the training performance
when performing reproduction (selection, crossover, mutation etc.). A
promising avenue of research to improve the generalisation capabilities
of GPSR models is to consider the model complexity as a separate
objective. An important principle related to improving the
generalisation of a regression model is the bias-variance trade-off,
which asserts that a model with good generalisation capabilities should
balance under�itting and over�itting. More speci�ically, the optimal
model should be expressive enough to express the underlying patterns
in the training data, while remaining simple enough to avoid �itting
spurious patterns which will cause a degradation in performance on
unseen data. One promising direction in traditional tree-based GP has
been the use of multi-objective optimization [1] to regulate under�itting
and over�itting by minimizing both the training error and some model
complexity penalty simultaneously.

3.1 Multi-objective Fitness Function
In this section a new multi-objective method for GPSR is developed,
which is called Genetic Programming with Adaptive Weighted Splines
and Parsimony Pressure (GP-AWS-PP). Similar to the baseline single-
objective GP-AWS method [23], the new GP method will continue to
learn the parameters of the AWS representation, which is conveniently
internally encoded as a  length continuous vector. However,
instead of only minimizing a single objective  in GP-AWS, such as the
Mean Squared Error (MSE), where y and  are the true and predicted
output values respectively, and n is the number of instances.

(2)
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An additional objective is also minimised simultaneously which is the
total number of active features  used by the model, made explicit by
the primary coef�icients .

(3)

This is also equivalent to minimizing the number of active parameters
in the AWS representation (i.e.  regularization), as a  value of 0 will
turn the corresponding  feature spline into an inactive component,
i.e. an intron, which can be discarded when presenting the �inal model
at inference time.

Incorporating this additional objective  is expected to improve
both the generalisation and interpretability of the solutions generated
by GP. With respect to generalisation, minimizing the number of
active/selected features can reduce the tendencies of a regression
model to learn spurious patterns in features that are not relevant to the
target y, or are redundant if the signal is captured by another related
feature. In regard to interpretability, a model that uses fewer features is
easier to communicate and understand, as the set of features that
composes the model is smaller [5].

3.2 Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II
To optimise the multiple objectives in this work, the popular algorithm
non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [10] is used
instead. NSGA-II is a computationally fast and elitist algorithm based on
the key ideas of non-dominated sorting, which involves sorting
individuals into ordered fronts based on their �itness. Additionally, in
NSGA-II a unique selection operator is used that generates the next
generation of individuals by taking the union of the parent and
offspring populations and selecting only the best individuals with
respect to their �itness and crowding distance, which ensures that the
population is composed from a high performing set of diverse
solutions.

Compared with the single objective GP-AWS method which requires
tuning of a weighting parameter to balance the training performance
with the model complexity, the newly proposed multi-objective GP-
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AWS-PP method utilizes the advantage of the population-based
mechanism in GP to attain a wide set of pareto non-dominated
solutions with strong performance in each objective with only a single
execution of the entire algorithm.

3.3 Combining Multi-objective Optimization
with the Adaptive Weighted Splines
In traditional tree-based GPSR, many papers have been devoted to
improving the generalisation performance as well as the
interpretability of models through the use of multi-objective
optimization on both the error and the structural complexity, which are
often referred to as GP with Parsimony Pressure [17–19]. These
methods have shown some limited success, often making the models
noticeably smaller (fewer parameters). However, they have been shown
to be relatively ineffective at improving generalisation, as the
performance is greatly restricted by the tree-based representation
which can be both algebraically [27] and numerically [13, 28]
simpli�ied. This makes the structural complexity in tree-based GP
necessarily only a loose proxy for how the model will behave.

Fortunately, one of the key bene�its of the new AWS representation
is its semi-structured �ixed-length representation, which avoids the use
of overly verbose sub-components by enforcing structure into the
representation. Therefore, by minimising the number of active features
in multi-objective AWS, which by association will also minimise the
number of effective parameters in the model, and by upfront de�ining
the desired �lexibility of the splines through the number of smoothing
spline knots m, it is possible to explicitly control the bias-variance
trade-off in AWS as well as increase the interpretability. This is
quanti�ied by the number of active feature used by the learnt models.

4 Experiment Settings
4.1 Benchmark Methods
To examine the generalisation capabilities and interpretability of the
proposed method GP-AWS-PP, comparisons are performed against a
multi-objective parsimony pressure GP method using the traditional
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tree-based representation which also treats the model complexity as an
independent objective. This is intended to highlight the bene�its of the
AWS representation over the traditional tree-based representation for
GPSR. In addition, experiments are also conducted to compare against
two baseline single-objective GP methods, which are utilized to
demonstrate the bene�its of considering both the training error and the
model complexity as two separate objectives. More speci�ically, the
three benchmark methods are as follows:

– Genetic Programming with Parsimony Pressure (GP-PP): a multi-
objective GP method, which introduces parsimony pressure into GP
by simultaneously minimizing both the training MSE as well as the
the number of nodes, i.e. the model size, via NSGA-II.

– Genetic Programming (GP): a standard implementation of GPSR,
which uses the traditional tree based representation to minimise the
single-objective of the training MSE.

– Genetic Programming with Adaptive Weighted Splines (GP-
AWS): a single-objective GPSR method which uses the AWS
representation to minimise the training MSE [23].

4.2 Benchmark Problems
In this work, the newly proposed method as well as the three
benchmark methods are evaluated on a number of regression datasets
of varying characteristics and sizes. The datasets selected are
summarized in Table 1. There are eight real-world datasets which have
been selected from previous GPSR research [20, 22–24]. The following
datasets Concrete Compressive Strength, Diabetes, Red Wine, Boston
Housing, Automobile and Communities and Crime were taken from the
University of California Irvine’s (UCI) Machine Learning Repository
[11]. The remaining real-world dataset Pollution and Tecator can be
found in the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) StatLib dataset archive
[25].

Table 1. Benchmark Datasets

Dataset Number of Number of Instances

Features Total Training Testing

Concrete Strength 8 1030 309 721
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Dataset Number of Number of Instances

Features Total Training Testing

Diabetes 10 442 132 310

Red Wine 11 1599 480 1119

Boston House 13 506 152 354

Pollution 15 60 18 42

Automobile 75 205 61 144

Communities Crime 122 1994 199 1795

Tecator 124 240 72 168

In regard to the partitioning of the datasets, for pre-partitioned
datasets, the original partitioning was preserved, while for those that
did not come pre-partitioned, following previous research [22], they
were split into training and testing sets using a 30:70 partitioning. The
number of training instances was deliberately made small to simulate
the real-world situations where there are often very few instances
available, resulting in supervised learning methods being highly prone
to over�itting, which is one of the primary areas of interest in this work.

4.3 Parameter Settings
To ensure a fair comparison is made between the four tested methods,
identical parameters have been used where possible. For all the
methods, the population size has been set to 512 and has been evolved
over 100 generations to optimise for the MSE. To evolve the individuals,
the following genetic operator rates were used: crossover = 0.75,
mutation = 0.2 and elitism = 0.05. Selection of individuals from the
population was performed using a standard tournament based
selection method, where the tournament was of size 2. Note that
further experiments were conducted using larger tournament sizes to
ensure that GP was not being systematically disadvantaged, the results
showed no statistically signi�icant differences. The remaining settings
for the two groups of GPSR methods using the different representations
are presented as follows:

– GP and GP-PP using the tree-based representation: Similar to
previous research into GP for symbolic regression [22], the function
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set contains the following operators:  and the terminal
set contains all features in the respective dataset, i.e. 

, as well as ephemeral constants which have random
values between the range of . As for initialization, Ramped
Half and Half was chosen to generate the initial population. In regard
to the genetic operators the popular One Point Crossover and Uniform
Mutation is used.

– GP-AWS and GP-AWS-PP using the AWS representation: Following
previous work [23], the following AWS parameters were selected:
the number of smoothing spline knots , the smoothing penalty

 which means no smoothing, and a degree k of 3 is used. In
regard to the genetic operators the  Crossover and 
Mutation presented in [23] is used.

To investigate the performance of the newly proposed method, 100
independent executions of GP, GP-PP, GP-AWS and GP-AWS-PP are
performed on each of the eight real world datasets.

5 Results and Analysis
The effectiveness of GP-AWS-PP on enhancing the generalisation and
the interpretability of the learnt GPSR models is shown in this section.
It involves a comparison of the hypervolume values between the two
multi-objective GP methods, which is intended to highlight the bene�its
of incorporating EMO and the AWS representation against into GP
compared to the traditional tree-based representation. A detailed
analysis on the front obtained by the four GP methods is also included.
Note that for single-objective GP methods, a “front” is obtained by
considering the performance and the number of nodes in the best
models for an easy comparison. A demonstration and analysis on the
interpretability of the GPSR models in GP-AWS-PP is also presented.

5.1 Comparisons of Hypervolume Indicator
Comparing the performance of GP-AWS-PP to its tree-based
counterpart GP-PP, the hypervolume indicator is employed. The mean
and standard deviation hypervolume values shown in Table 2 are
computed using the popular JMetalPy python library [3, 12], which
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calculates the hypervolume values of the 100 training and testing fronts
based on the MSE and the number of parameters. Additionally, the
statistical signi�icance based on the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-
test [2] with a signi�icance level of 0.01 is shown in the column titled SS.
Where a “+” indicates that the respective method has achieved a
signi�icantly better result compared to the opposing method, a “−”
indicates that the respective method has achieved a signi�icantly worse
results than the opposing method, and �inally a “=” indicates that both
methods are similar in their performance. Examining the training
hypervolume results it is observed that GP-AWS-PP performs
statistically signi�icantly better as quanti�ied by the hypervolume
indicator on 5 of the 8 datasets tested when compared to GP-PP. On the
remaining datasets GP-AWS-PP performs equivalently to GP-PP on the
Red Wine dataset, and on the Tecator and Communities and Crime
datasets GP-PP performs better then GP-AWS-PP. In regard to the
testing hypervolume results, the results remain largely consistent with
the training hypervolume results seen previously. The only difference
observed is on the Red Wine dataset, where GP-PP now shows
marginally better hypervolume results compared to GP-AWS-PP on
average.

Table 2. Training and Testing Hypervolume Values based on the MSE and the Number of
Parameters.

Dataset Method Training SS Testing SS

Avg ± Std Avg ± Std

Concrete GP-PP 0.8116 ± 0.0181 − 0.8102 ± 0.0214 −

GP-AWS-PP 0.9402 ± 0.0034 + 0.9353 ± 0.0042 +

Diabetes GP-PP 0.2760 ± 0.2598 − 0.2989 ± 0.2703 −

GP-AWS-PP 0.8850 ± 0.0024 + 0.8441 ± 0.0029 +

Red Wine GP-PP 0.9790 ± 0.0015 = 0.9787 ± 0.0021 +

GP-AWS-PP 0.9794 ± 0.0001 = 0.9778 ± 0.0003 −

Boston GP-PP 0.9532 ± 0.0081 − 0.8576 ± 0.0228 −

GP-AWS-PP 0.9819 ± 0.0004 + 0.9317 ± 0.0061 +

Pollution GP-PP 0.9852 ± 0.0024 − 0.9831 ± 0.0037 −

GP-AWS-PP 0.9917 ± 0.0000 + 0.9884 ± 0.0004 +

Automobile GP-PP 0.8823 ± 0.0249 − 0.7766 ± 0.0996 −
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Dataset Method Training SS Testing SS

Avg ± Std Avg ± Std

GP-AWS-PP 0.9374 ± 0.0077 + 0.8909 ± 0.0148 +

Crime GP-PP 0.4557 ± 0.0542 + 0.3864 ± 0.0669 +

GP-AWS-PP 0.3806 ± 0.0224 − 0.3303 ± 0.0248 −

Tecator GP-PP 0.9711 ± 0.0089 + 0.9722 ± 0.0086 +

GP-AWS-PP 0.9122 ± 0.0090 − 0.9111 ± 0.0091 -

Analysis of the hypervolume results reveals that in the majority of
cases GP-AWS-PP is able to achieve better hypervolume values
compared to GP-PP. The experimental results also show that GP-AWS-
PP typically has much higher mean and far smaller standard deviation
hypervolume values compared to GP-PP, suggesting that GP-AWS-PP
learns superior fronts compared to GP-PP on average.

Note that in two cases GP-PP achieved better hypervolume values.
This was primarily due to the ability of tree-based GP-PP to more
effectively minimise the number of nodes/parameters when compared
to GP-AWS-PP (as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 analysed in the following
section). Most importantly, GP-AWS-PP consistently generates better
performing solutions with respect to the primary objective of the MSE,
which is the more salient of the two considered objectives.

5.2 Analyses of Fronts
The �inal training and testing fronts extracted from 100 independent
runs in GP-PP and GP-AWS-PP are shown in Fig. 2 and 3 respectively.
The fronts are computed by taking the union of 100 independent
executions and taking the best MSE values ( ) at each discrete
increment with respect to the number of nodes/parameters ( ) and
removing all dominated solutions, thus giving the best non-dominated
front. Additionally, to compare the performance of the multi-objective
GP methods with the single-objective GP methods, the non-dominated
best-of-run models for GP and GP-AWS from 100 independent runs are
shown.

Analyses of Training Fronts – Comparing the training plots of the
two GP methods with the AWS representations shown in Fig. 2, it is
observed that the solutions generated by GP-AWS-PP typically have a
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slightly higher training MSE than GP-AWS method on all datasets. These
results are to be expected since the GP-AWS method exclusively aims to
optimise for the training error, while GP-AWS-PP also optimises for the
complexity of the models (i.e. the number of active features) which is a
con�licting objective with minimizing the training error.

Comparing the training results of GP-AWS-PP with the two tree-
based GP methods, it is observed that GP-AWS-PP is far more effective
at minimizing the training MSE on all the datasets tested excluding for
Communities and Crime, which is consistent with the �indings in [23].
This further supports the claim that the AWS representation for GPSR is
highly competitive and often superior to the traditional tree-based
representation, in both single and multi-objective scenarios.

Fig. 2. Best Non-dominated fronts of the Training MSE and the Number of Parameters.

Analyses of Test Fronts – As shown in Fig. 3, the testing fronts
show that GP-AWS-PP generally obtains very promising generalisation
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performance, which is notably better than the two GP methods using
the tree-based representation in seven of the eight tested datasets
except for Red Wine. The superior generalisation performance of GP-
AWS-PP over GP and GP-PP con�irms the bene�its of the semi-
structured representation at regulating model functional complexity.

Fig. 3. Best Non-dominated Fronts of the Testing MSE and the Number of Parameters.

Compared with the single-objective GP-AWS, the pattern is very
different from that in the training set. GP-AWS typically constructs
highly complex solutions (denoted by the number of
parameters/features used) which outperforms GP-AWS-PP on the
training sets but poorly generalises onto the unseen testing set. More
speci�ically, it is observed that on Concrete Compressive Strength,
Diabetes, Boston Housing, Pollution, Automobile, Communities and
Crime and Tecator GP-AWS-PP obtains superior generalisation
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performance with respect to the testing MSE by also considering the
model complexity as a separate objective.

Furthermore, this superior generalisation performance of GP-AWS-
PP is often achieved using only a small fraction of the full feature set.
This is especially noticeable on Pollution, Automobile and Tecator,
where superior generalisation performance is achieved with less then
half the number of features used compared to single-objective GP-AWS
method. This clearly demonstrates the performance gain of the
proposed multi-objective method GP-AWS-PP over its single objective
counterpart GP-AWS to learn both highly parsimonious and
interpretable regression models, that also generalise well onto unseen
data.

5.3 Visualizations and Analyses of GPSR Models in GP-
AWS-PP
To further understand the effects of using evolutionary multi-objective
optimization in collaboration with the AWS representation, this section
provides a brief analysis of four non-dominated models shown in Fig. 4.
These models were sampled from a single execution of GP-AWS-PP on
the Concrete Compressive Strength dataset. Each model displays all the
active feature splines (where ) and their corresponding 
feature weights. The feature splines are additionally ordered from
strongest in�luence (large  value) to weakest in�luence (smallest 
value) to aid in the interpretation.
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Fig. 4. Four non-dominated models generated from a single execution by GP-AWS-PP on the
Concrete Compressive Strength dataset. Testing MSE and number of active is displayed below
each of the respective sub-�igure.

From Fig. 4, it can be observed that each model has a differing
number of features, . Consequently, the models that have
more active features are required to have better predictive performance
(i.e. lower MSE) since only non-dominated solutions form the
approximated Pareto front by de�inition. For features that have been
selected, it is found that concrete age  has consistently shown to be
the most important feature, as it has the highest feature weight  in
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models (a), (c) and (d) and the second height weight in (b), with a
weighting of 45% to the �inal prediction. A similar pattern occurs for
the second most important feature cement quantity  (in kgs), which
shows the second highest feature weight  in models (a), (c) and (d)
and highest in (b), with a weight of 55% to the �inal prediction.

One bene�it of AWS over traditional tree-based GP is that features
can easily be inspected by themselves comparably in some respects to
what can be done in a linear model. This is useful as it allows one to
interpret the effects of a single feature in isolation with respect to the
�inal predicted value. For example, examining  which represents the
age of the concrete in days it is observed that in models (a), (b), (c) and
(d) the output y value which represents concrete compressive strength
is initially very low. This make sense as the concrete is still drying, and
requires more time to fully harden and achieve full strength. As age
increases it is observed that the compressive strength of the concrete
peaks at around 75 before gradually dropping off (there is some
variation between models past 150 days due to low data density
showing below the plot).

6 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has conducted the very �irst investigation into applying
evolutionary multi-objective optimization techniques to a semi-
structured representation (i.e. the AWS representation) for GPSR. The
comparisons against traditional tree-based GP methods using both
single-objective and multi-objective learning frameworks highlights the
highly performant generalisation capabilities of both the single-
objective GP-AWS and the newly proposed GP-AWS-PP. Moreover, the
experimental investigations also con�irms that the models learnt by the
new multi-objective GP method have much better interpretablity,
compared to the originally single-objective GP-AWS method. A number
of interesting �indings have also been found regarding interpreting
features used in the learnt models highlights some potential future
work into utilizing the AWS representation for enhancing the
interpretability of many learning algorithms.
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Abstract
We present SLUG, a method that uses genetic algorithms as a wrapper
for genetic programming (GP), to perform feature selection while
inducing models. This method is �irst tested on four regular binary
classi�ication datasets, and then on 10 synthetic datasets produced by
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GAMETES, a tool for embedding epistatic gene-gene interactions into
noisy datasets. We compare the results of SLUG with the ones obtained
by other GP-based methods that had already been used on the
GAMETES problems, concluding that the proposed approach is very
successful, particularly on the epistatic datasets. We discuss the merits
and weaknesses of SLUG and its various parts, i.e. the wrapper and the
learner, and we perform additional experiments, aimed at comparing
SLUG with other state-of-the-art learners, like decision trees, random
forests and extreme gradient boosting. Despite the fact that SLUG is not
the most ef�icient method in terms of training time, it is con�irmed as
the most effective method in terms of accuracy.

Keywords Feature Selection – Epistasis – Genetic Programming –
Genetic Algorithms – Machine Learning

1 Introduction
Epistasis can generally be de�ined as the interaction between genes,
and it is a topic of interest in molecular and quantitative genetics [7]. In
machine learning (ML), several types of epistatic interactions have been
studied. In evolutionary computation, epistasis has traditionally been
interpreted as the interaction between characters, sets of characters or,
generally speaking, parts of the chromosome representing solutions.
This type of epistatic interaction has attracted the interest of
researchers mainly because of its effect on �itness landscapes and,
consequently, problem hardness. The topic has been studied since the
early 90s (see for instance [8, 30]), and one of the most popular
outcomes of those studies was the NK-landscapes benchmark [2], in
which the amount of epistasis is tunable by means of two parameters, N
and K. This benchmark has been used in several circumstances for
testing the performance of genetic algorithm (GA) variants (see for
instance [1, 5, 22, 23, 28, 37], just to mention a few), and more recently
it has also been extended to genetic programming (GP) [41]. An in-
depth, although not very recent, survey of studies of epistasis in GA can
be found in [31], while in [13] the effect of epistasis on the performance
of GA is critically revised, highlighting the dif�iculty of GA in optimizing
epistatic problems. In [19], epistasis was used to select the appropriate
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basis for basis change space transformations in GA, and in the same
year [3] proposed a method to decipher the exact combinations of
genes that trigger the epistatic effects, focusing on multi-effect and
multi-way epistasis detection. Recently, a new benchmark was
proposed [24] where epistasis-tunable test functions are constructed
via linear combinations of simple basis functions. A different way of
interpreting epistasis in ML is by studying the interactions between
features in data. The problem of attribute interdependency is well
known in ML. It has been studied in several approaches, using for
instance several types of correlation [11] or mutual information [26].

In this paper, we tackle a rather different type of problem: we want
to be able to deal with datasets where, among many variables, only a
very limited number of them are useful and able to explain the target,
and they must be used together for the model to be accurate. In other
words, all the few “important” variables must be selected, while the
many “confounding” ones must be left out. Furthermore, these few
important variables are not necessarily correlated between each other,
or have any other relationship of interdependency. This type of
behavior can be observed, for instance, in some of Korn’s benchmark
problems proposed in [15], or in some medical problems, where
�inding epistasis can be crucial to identify the association between
disease and genetic variants, and consequently be able to develop
medical treatments and prevention [29]. It is of common intuition that,
for problems characterized by such a typology of data, feature selection
plays a crucial role, and the objective of this work is to propose a
feature selection strategy that, integrated in a very natural way with the
modelling algorithm, could be appropriate for working with epistatic
datasets. The epistatic datasets studied in this paper have been
generated using the GAMETES algorithm, introduced in [38], and have
already been used in [16] as a benchmark to validate the M4GP
classi�ication method. Similar types of datasets have also been studied
in [36], where a GP-based pipeline optimization tool (TPOT-MDR) was
proposed to automatically design ML pipelines for bioinformatics
problems. For tackling problems characterized by this type of data,
Urbanowicz and colleagues recently presented RelieF-based feature
selection [40], a unique family of �ilter-style feature selection
algorithms that are sensitive to feature interactions and that can be
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applied to various types of problems, including classi�ication and
regression. In [16] this method has been coupled with M4GP, achieving
state-of-the-art results on the GAMETES datasets.

Our proposal consists of using GA for feature selection. The idea,
presented for instance in [4, 17, 21], is framed in a well established
research track, and surveys can be found in [12, 43]. With the
proliferation of data and the consequent development of ML, the use of
GA for feature selection increased in the last decade. Numerous recent
contributions can be found, for instance, aimed at improving the
method in presence of vast amounts of data [6, 18], or applying the
method in several different real-world scenarios, including
medicine [42], economy [34], image processing [33] and sociology [10],
just to mention a few. However, we match GA with another evolutionary
algorithm, Genetic Programming (GP), obtaining an integrated, and
purely evolutionary, method that is able to perform feature selection
and at the same time induce good models using the selected features.
The GA part acts as a wrapper to the GP part, that is the learner. We call
our approach SLUG, and compare it to both standard GP and other GP-
based algorithms already used on the GAMETES datasets, such as
M3GP [25] and M4GP [16]; we also compare it with other GA-wrapped
ML classi�iers that also perform feature selection, such as decision
trees, random forests and XGBoost. In [35], the authors propose an
opposite methodology to SLUG, were they GP for feature selection and
GA for feature construction, in an iterative away as opposed to our
wrapped approach.

2 SLUG
Our method, feature SeLection Using Genetic algorithms and genetic
programming (SLUG), uses a cooperative approach between these two
evolutionary algorithms, where the quality of each GA individual is
assessed by running GP with the features selected by GA. A schematic
showing the behavior of the full SLUG pipeline can be seen in Fig. 1,
with the evaluation of the individuals being detailed in Fig. 2.

After splitting the data into training and test sets, a standard GA is
applied to the training set (Fig. 1). The individuals of this GA are binary
strings of length equal to the number of features in the data. Each bit of
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the chromosome represents one feature, where 1 or 0 mean that the
respective feature is selected or not, respectively. After initializing such
a population, it is evaluated. The evaluation of each GA individual
requires a complete run of standard GP, using the same training set as
the GA but seeing only the features selected by the GA individual. The
best �itness achieved in the GP run is the �itness of the GA individual
(Fig. 2). Once every GA individual has been evaluated, a new GA
population is formed by applying selection and the genetic operators,
and after a number of generations the GA �inishes and returns both the
chromosome with the best selected features and the GP model that
achieved the best results when given those features (Fig. 1). Finally, the
best GP model is then evaluated using the GA selected features of the
test dataset.

Naturally, the GP model does not have to use all the GA selected
features, since it also performs its own feature selection. In fact, this is
one of the strengths of SLUG for epistatic datasets. On the one hand, the
number of useful features on the GAMETES datasets is so low that not
even a method like GP, that is so well equipped with feature selection
abilities, can isolate them from the numerous other ones. On the other
hand, the GA only has to reduce the number of features that GP can
potentially use, so its task is facilitated. In other words, the strength of
SLUG is that the feature selection step does not need to be accurate: as
long as the right features are among a reasonable number of selected
ones, GP can do the rest of the job.
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Fig. 1. A graphical representation of the SLUG pipeline.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the way the GA individuals are evaluated by running GP with only the
selected features. The best �itness of the GP run is the �itness of the respective GA individual.
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3 Data
We test our method on two distinct sets of problems. For the �irst set,
we use four standard binary classi�ication problems: HRT (Heart) [9];
ION (Ionosphere) [9], PRK (Parkinsons) [9] and SON (Sonar) [44].
Details regarding the composition of these datasets can be found in
Table 1.

Table 1. Number of features, observations and negative/positive ratio on each dataset.

Datasets HRT ION PRK SON

Features 13 33 23 61

Observations 270 351 195 208

Neg/Pos Ratio 45/55 65/35 75/25 46/54

For the second set, we use GAMETES datasets, which are produced
by a tool for embedding epistatic gene-gene interactions into noisy
genetic datasets [39]. We use 10 different problems that vary according
to two measures of dif�iculty: number of features (10, 100, 1000) and
signal-to-noise ratio (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4). For each problem, a two-way
epistatic interaction is present that is predictive of the disease
classi�ication, but this is masked by the presence of confounding
features and noisy disease classi�ications. Due to computational and
time constraints, we did not perform experiments on all the possible
combinations of number of features and signal-to-noise ratio. The 10
selected datasets are (with simpli�ied names in the format
features_ratio): , ,  and ; , , 

 and ;  and . All the gametes datasets
are balanced.

4 Methods
Besides standard GA and standard GP, which are part of the SLUG
method, we also compare our results with the following GP-based
methods:

M3GP: M3GP stands for multidimensional multiclass GP with
multidimensional populations [25]. Originally designed for multiclass
classi�ication, in M3GP each individual is composed of a mutable
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number of trees, also called dimensions, from which we extract a set of
hyper-features that are then given to a classi�ier. Along with the
standard crossover and mutation operators, M3GP includes an
additional crossover, which swaps dimensions between individuals, and
two additional mutations, which add/remove dimensions to/from an
individual. The �itness of each individual is calculated by running a
classi�ier on the hyper-feature space created by the trees of the
individual. On the original implementation of M3GP, this is by default
the Mahalanobis distance classi�ier.

M4GP: While the M3GP uses a tree-based structure for the
individuals, M4GP, the successor of M3GP, uses a stack-based structure,
which naturally provides support for multiple outputs. Regarding
genetic operators, M4GP uses stack-based operators that are equivalent
to the ones used by M3GP. For selection, M4GP uses lexicase selection,
which out-preformed standard tournament selection, and age-�itness
Pareto survival selection in experiments [16].

M4GP+EKF: Expert knowledge �ilter (EFK) is a preprocessing
feature selection algorithm from the RelieF family [14]. In M4GP+EKF it
is used to reduce the dataset to the top 10 features before giving it to
the M4GP algorithm [16]. From now on we will call this variant M4GP-
E.

As part of the discussion, we also present some results obtained by
replacing the GP part of SLUG with other ML methods, namely, decision
trees (DT), random forests (RF) and extreme gradient boosting, better
known as XGBoost (XGB).

5 Experimental Setup
We run SLUG for 50 generations of the GA, using a population of 100
individuals. The GP populations also have 100 individuals, but they
evolve for only 30 generations, which our initial experiments revealed
to be suf�icient to evaluate the quality of the selected features. GP uses
the traditional binary arithmetic operators  and no random
constants. Fitness is the overall accuracy in the training set, measured
after transforming the real-valued outputs of GP into class labels. The
best �itness of each GP run is passed to the GA as the �itness of each
individual, as explained in Sect. 2, and therefore the GA (and therefore
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SLUG) also uses the overall accuracy as �itness (as do all the other GP
and non-GP methods used here). Both GA and GP select the parents of
the next generation using tournaments of size 5. Regarding the genetic
operators, GP uses the standard subtree crossover and mutation with
50% probability each. GA also uses standard crossover that swaps
same-sized blocks between 2 chromosomes with probability of 70%,
and standard mutation that performs bit-�lip on the chromosome with
probability of 1/n (where n is the population size) and each bit has
probability of 1/m of being �lipped (where m is the length of the
chromosome, i.e., the number of features of the problem). Both GA and
GP use some elitism: GP guarantees that the best individual of one
generation survives into the next; GA does not guarantee the survival of
the best chromosome from one generation to the next, to avoid
diversity loss, but it keeps track and returns the best chromosome (and
respective GP model) that was ever achieved during the entire run.

Standard GP, M3GP and both M4GP variants all use populations of
500 individuals evolving for 100 generations and, like SLUG, they all use
tournaments of size 5. For more speci�ic details on the M3GP and M4GP
implementations and settings, the reader should consult Sect. 4 and the
papers cited therein. The implementation of the GP methods will be
available for download once the paper is accepted.

The STGP and M3GP implementations we use in this work can be
found here1.

Regarding the methods DT, RF and XGB mentioned in the
discussion, we use the implementations provided by Scikit-learn [27].
We perform hyperparameter optimization by means of grid search with
5-fold cross-validation on the entire dataset, for each of the three
methods. For DT we optimize the split criterion and maximum depth;
for RF we optimize the split criterion, number of estimators and
maximum depth; for XGB we optimize the learning rate, maximum
depth and number of estimators. The GA runs with the exact same
parameters as SLUG. In all cases, we randomly split the datasets 30
times, one for each run, into 70% training and 30% test.

6 Results
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We measure the overall accuracy of the methods and present the
results as boxplots (training and test) of the 30 runs and tables with the
(test) medians. To assess the statistical signi�icance of the results, we
perform one-way non-parametric ANOVA analysis by means of Kruskal-
Wallis with Holm correction, using 0.05 as the signi�icance threshold.
The Appendix contains the Holm-corrected p-values obtained in all the
datasets.

6.1 Regular Classi�ication Tasks
Taking into consideration the results presented in Table 2, Fig. 3 and
Appendix Table 4, we can see that our approach performs well, on par
with the other GP methods such as M3GP and M4GP. Compared to the
baseline of standard GP, SLUG performs better on both HRT and PRK
datasets, and presents no signi�icant differences on the remaining two.
Regarding the M3GP and M4GP baselines, the results are also positive,
with SLUG outperforming both methods on one problem, presenting no
signi�icant difference on two others, and being outperformed in the
remaining problem. Lastly, regarding M4GP-E, this method outperforms
SLUG in one problem, and no signi�icant difference was found between
them in the remaining problems. Finally, we could not help but notice
one thing that appears to be different between SLUG and the other
methods, that is the consistently lower dispersion of the results on
training.

Table 2. Median test overall accuracy of the different methods on the non-gametes binary
classi�ication tasks. Best results for each problem are identi�ied in  , more than one when
there are no statistically signi�icant differences.

HRT PRK ION SON

GP 0.778 0.831 0.698

M3GP 0.790

M4GP 0.784

M4GP-E

SLUG 0.730
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Fig. 3. Performance on the non-gametes binary classi�ication datasets. Each plot contains, for
each method, the results on the training (left) and test (right) sets.

6.2 Gametes Classi�ication Tasks
Taking into consideration the results presented in Table 3, Fig. 4 and
Appendix Table 5, the �irst thing to notice is the fact that the standard
GP baseline was one of the best methods on the 10-feature gametes
problems. It outperformed both M4GP and M4GP-E on the 
dataset, M4GP-E on , and all except SLUG on 2. We
hypothesize that, on these easier problems, the exploration of different
dimensional feature spaces that M3GP and M4GP perform is not helpful
to the search, preventing the exploitation of better solutions.

Regarding our approach, the results were again highly positive, with
SLUG invariably being one of the top performing methods in all
problems. The GA of SLUG is able to �ilter out most, if not all, of the
redundant features, which are then further �iltered by the standard GP
populations, also producing a ready to use model to apply to the
problem.
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On the  dataset, SLUG produced results signi�icantly worse
than M4GP-E. We attribute this to the default parameterization of SLUG,
which always uses very small populations of 100 individuals.
Particularly in the GA, this is too small to appropriately explore the
search space on the 1000-feature problems, and therefore the method
is not fully capable of �iltering out the redundant features. To con�irm
this hypothesis, we ran SLUG with a larger GA population of 200
individuals. Although this is the double of the previous population size,
it is still a very low number of individuals for such a large search space
(however, further increasing the size of the population becomes
computationally demanding, an issue that is discussed later). We
named this variation SLUG Large (SLUG-L). As it can be seen on Fig. 5,
particularly on the  dataset, SLUG-L is slightly improved,
enough to be signi�icantly better than the other solutions, and not
signi�icantly worse than M4GP-E.

Once again we notice that SLUG exhibits a much lower dispersion of
results than most other methods (Fig. 4), this time not only on training
but also on test. This remarkable stability is shared by M4GP-E,
although not so strongly.
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Fig. 4. Performance on the gametes datasets. Each plot contains, for each method, the results
on the training (left) and test (right) sets.

Fig. 5. Performance of different SLUG variants on the two higher dimensional gametes
datasets. Each plot contains, for each variant, the results on the training (left) and test (right)
sets.

Table 3. Median test overall accuracy of the different methods on the gametes tasks. Best
results for each problem are identi�ied in  , more than one when there are no statistically
signi�icant differences.

GP 0.663 0.521 0.535 0.509 0.510 0.502 0.495

M3GP 0.692 0.513 0.637 0.680 0.537 0.490 0.507

M4GP 0.617 0.692 0.561 0.661 0.681 0.759 0.500 0.511

M4GP-
E

0.613 0.665 0.699 0.709 0.692

SLUG 0.753

SLUG-
L

- - - - - - - -

7 Discussion
From the previous results we can state that SLUG is a powerful method
that performs feature selection while inducing high-quality models. On
the set of four regular problems, it was one of the best methods in three
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of them. On the set of 10 gametes problems, it was always one of the
best methods, although it required a larger population size on one of
them. On this one exception, one of the hardest problems, the other
winner besides SLUG-L was M4GP-E. Published results on M4GP [16]
had already shown that wrapping a feature selection method around a
powerful classi�ier can improve the results signi�icantly, and here we
con�irm that indeed, M4GP-E is often signi�icantly better than M4GP.
Reminding that SLUG is also the product of wrapping a feature selection
method (GA) around a powerful classi�ier (GP), our results recon�irm
the advantages of such an approach, since SLUG is very often
signi�icantly better than standalone GP.

Naturally, we are interested in searching for the best match between
wrapper and learner, and we begin by exploring why SLUG performs so
well; which of its parts is more important, the GA wrapper of the GP
learner. On the one hand, we observe that M4GP is in general a stronger
learner than GP; on the other hand, M4GP-E is not stronger than SLUG.
Therefore, GA seems to be a better wrapper than the EKF used in
M4GP-E, and the main responsible for the success of SLUG. While the
combination of GA with M4GP seems like a promising match to explore
in the future, for now we try to answer a simple question: is GA such a
good wrapper that it can improve also the performance of other ML
methods, arguably less powerful than the GP-based ones, like DT, RF
and XGB? This question is not only academically interesting, but also
important from a practical point of view. Two evolutionary algorithms
nested in each other is never an ef�icient solution in terms of
computational effort, so it is not a surprise that SLUG is... sluggish. Any
of the three other mentioned ML methods runs much faster than GP, so
wrapping GA around any of them could result in a much faster SLUG.
Furthermore, like GP, these methods can also perform feature selection
on their own, on top of the preselection made by GA. Therefore, we
experiment with alternative variants of SLUG where GP is replaced by
DT, RF and XGB. The problem chosen to test these variants is the
gametes , coincidentally the one problem where SLUG-L was
required because SLUG was not one of the best methods (see Sect. 6).
We chose this particular problem because it has already been used in
previous studies [16, 32] where the standalone versions of DT, RF and
XGB were unable to solve the problem.
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The obtained results are shown in Fig. 6 and reveal that, even when
wrapped with GA, these methods are not able to solve the problem, and
this means that GP is also essential for the success of SLUG. Since the
other methods also perform feature selection, the reason why GP is
essential is not clear, particularly after observing that in one of the 30
runs the DT method, which is undoubtedly the less powerful one, was
able to obtain a high-quality model (highest outlier in test, Fig.  6), and
it did so after only 17 generations.

Fig. 6. Performance of different SLUG variants using DT, RF, XGB and GP (the original SLUG) on
the gametes  problem. Each plot contains, for each variant, the results on the training
(left) and test (right) sets.

8 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented SLUG, a method for feature selection using genetic
algorithms (GA) and genetic programming (GP). SLUG implements a co-
operative approach between these two evolutionary algorithms, where
the quality of each GA individual is assessed by doing a GP run with the
features selected by GA. The GA acts like a wrapper, selecting features
for GP, the learner. At the end of the process, both the set of GA selected
features and the best GP induced model are returned, and therefore
SLUG comprises the entire pipeline from data preprocessing to
predictive modeling. No efforts are put into the optimization of the
model, as this is not the main purpose of our research.
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We tested SLUG on four regular binary classi�ication datasets, and
on 10 synthetic datasets produced by GAMETES, a tool for embedding
epistatic gene-gene interactions into noisy datasets. We compared the
results of SLUG with the ones obtained by standard GP and other GP-
based methods like M3GP and two different M4GP variants, one of them
also wrapped by the EKF algorithm for feature selection. SLUG obtained
the best results in practically all the problems, with special relevance
for the good results obtained on the epistatic datasets, whose dif�iculty
was the driver for this research in the �irst place.

We discussed the merits and weaknesses of SLUG and the parts that
compose it. Its slowness is its obvious limitation, as it requires
considerable computational effort to run two evolutionary algorithms
nested in each other. We experimented with alternative
implementations, replacing the GP backbone of SLUG with faster
methods like decision trees, random forests and XGBoost, all wrapped
with GA for feature selection. However, even with tuned parameters,
none of them was able to catch up with SLUG.

From the above, we conclude that SLUG is a powerful method that
performs feature selection while inducing high-quality models, even
without putting any efforts on model optimization. In the future, we
intend to address the main limitation of SLUG, by reducing its
computational demands and therefore making it less sluggish. Many
other improvements and extensions are possible, like the ones
described below.

The backbone of SLUG is currently standard GP, which is not
appropriate for multiclass classi�ication. However, it can be replaced by
other methods. The ones we tried did not produce good models,
however other options exist, including M3GP and M4GP themselves,
which are some of the best GP-based multiclass classi�ication methods
available today. Replacing GP with M3GP would give us the added
�lexibility of being allowed to plug any learning algorithm to the
pipeline to work with the hyper-features evolved by M3GP. Instead of
GA GP, we would have a GA M3GP  pipeline, where GA
preselects the features, M3GP uses them to build hyper-features
tailored to classi�ier, and classi�ier �inally induces an optimized
predictive model, with the added advantage that the classi�ier can be
whatever method best suits the needs of the domain application.
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Naturally, the same rationale can be used for regression instead of
classi�ication.

Regarding the improvement of the wrapper, the main issue with GA
is, and has always been, the delicate balance between exploration and
exploitation, here with an intense concern regarding computational
demands. On the one hand, we want to make GA converge faster to a
good subset of selected features, also to save computational effort; on
the other hand, it must be able to properly explore the search space,
particularly on the most dif�icult higher dimensional problems, but
without requiring large populations which would increase the
computational time. We �inalize by presenting some ideas on how to
deal with this.

In order to accelerate convergence, GP (or any other backbone SLUG
is using) could inform GA of what features are actually being used, from
the ones preselected. In case the backbone does not perform feature
selection itself, it can probably still inform what features are more
important. This way, the GA could use more information from the
learner than just the �itness achieved with each subset of features,
increasing the cooperation between the two methods. It is reasonable
to think that, in this case, the GA binary chromosomes would become
real-valued ones, where each bit would now contain a sort of
probability of selecting each feature, that the learner could use to build
its own models. In order to promote the exploration of the search space
without having to increase the population size, and particularly when
adding measures for faster convergence, our idea is to use novelty
search [20] on the GA in order to increase the bias towards yet
unexplored subsets of features.
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Appendix
Table 4. Holm corrected p-values using Kruskal-Wallis for the regular classi�ication problems.

Table 5. Holm corrected p-values using Kruskal-Wallis for the gametes problems.
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Parkinson’s disease is one of the most common neurological conditions
whose symptoms are usually treated with a drug containing levodopa.
To minimise levodopa side effects, i.e. levodopa-induced dyskinesia
(LID), it is necessary to correctly manage levodopa dosage. This article
covers an application of cartesian genetic programming (CGP) to assess
LID based on time series collected using accelerators attached to the
patient’s body. Evolutionary design of reduced precision classi�iers of
LID is investigated in order to �ind a hardware-ef�icient classi�ier
together with classi�ication accuracy as close as possible to a baseline
software implementation. CGP equipped with the coevolution of
adaptive size �itness predictors (coASFP) is used to design LID-
classi�iers working with �ixed-point arithmetics with reduced precision,
which is suitable for implementation in application-speci�ic integrated
circuits. In this particular task, we achieved a signi�icant evolutionary
design computational cost reduction in comparison with the original
CGP. Moreover, coASFP effectively prevented over�itting in this task.
Experiments with reduced precision LID-classi�ier design show that
evolved classi�iers working with 8-bit unsigned integer data
representation, together with the input data scaling using the logical
right shift, not only signi�icantly outperformed hardware characteristics
of all other investigated solutions but also achieved a better classi�ier
accuracy in comparison with classi�iers working with the �loating-point
numbers.

Keywords Cartesian genetic programming – Coevolution – Adaptive
size �itness predictors – Energy-ef�icient – Hardware-oriented – Fixed-
point arithmetic – Levodopa-induced dyskinesia – Parkinson’s disease

1 Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is one of the most common neurological
conditions affecting approximately 1% of the population over 65 years
of age [1, 6]. PD is of unknown cause, and there is no known cure.
Patient care consists primarily of suppressing symptoms and thus
maintaining the quality of life for as long as possible. The key clinical
features of PD comprise bradykinesia, rigidity, tremor and postural
instability, which result from dopamine de�iciency in part of the brain
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called substantia nigra. These symptoms are often treated with the
dopamine-replacement drug levodopa. The right dosage is very
important in order to suppress PD symptoms and sign and, at the same
time to avoid the drug’s troublesome side effects, including involuntary
and often violent muscle spasms, i.e. levodopa-induced dyskinesia (LID).
Easy and accurate detection of motor abnormalities that people with
PD experience, such as bradykinesia and dyskinesia, is thus crucial for
suf�icient dosage adjustment. A small low-power solution that could be
implemented directly into a home wearable device would enable long-
term continuous monitoring of people with PD in their own homes and
allow clinicians accurate assessment of their patient’s condition and the
advised adjustment of levodopa dosage.

Many studies are concerned with a determination of motor
dif�iculties that people with PD experience, including bradykinesia,
tremor or LID, while focused mainly on the accuracy of classi�iers [1].
Thus, approaches using extracted high-level features, spectral analysis
and arti�icial neural networks are common.

Efforts at designing energy-ef�icient solutions are then usually
focused on the low power design of sensor units sending data to other
devices for additional evaluation [2, 5, 8]. Zhu et al. [14] proposed an
energy-ef�icient solution for tremor detection that considers the power
estimation of individual features and uses �ixed-point arithmetic
together with a decision tree. However, this solution involves an
invasive source of data, in the form of a local �ield potential recordings
from deep brain stimulation lead implanted to patients.

Lones et al. [6] introduced an approach consisting in the use of
genetic programming (GP) and symbolic classi�ier models based upon
low-level features of the movement data (e.g. raw acceleration values)
contrary to the use of neural networks and higher-level features (e.g.
signal energy and spectral powers over frequency ranges). They
developed a non-invasive wearable monitoring system for assessing
dyskinesia in people with PD. Sensing modules comprised a tri-axial
accelerometer and tri-axial gyroscope, and stored data in local memory.
In clinical studies, the data was downloaded to a computer for further
processing.

We have adopted their work with the goal to evolve LID-classi�iers
with respect to hardware implementation. The subject aspects include
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area on a chip, delay and power consumption. Our target is a highly
optimized energy-ef�icient implementation of a trained classi�ier that
could easily be instantiated in an application-speci�ic integrated circuit
(ASIC) along with the classi�ication accuracy as close as possible to a
baseline software implementation.

In order to consume less energy, we replace standard �loating-point
operations with arithmetic operations with reduced precision in the
�ixed-point representation because they are less energy demanding. Sze
et al. [13] illustrate an impact of using 8-bit �ixed point on energy and
area: An 8-bit �ixed-point add consumes 3.3 times less energy and 3.8
times less area than a 32-bit �ixed-point add, considering that the
energy and area of a �ixed-point add scale approximately linearly (of a
�ixed-point multiply approximately quadratically) with the number of
bits of operands. Moreover, reducing the precision also reduces the
energy and area cost for storage. The energy and area of memory scale
approximately linearly with the number of bits.

To develop candidate LID-classi�iers, we use cartesian genetic
programming equipped with coevolution of adaptive �itness predictors
(CGPcoASFP) [3] in order to accelerate classi�ier evolution. Formerly
CGPcoASFP was applied in a symbolic regression task where coevolved
predictors were used to estimate a �itness function in terms of score
and in the image �ilter design task where an estimated �itness was peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [3]. Thus the evolution of classi�ier
employing the AUC-based (i.e. Area Under the receiver operating
characteristics Curve) �itness function can be seen as a new application
for CGPcoASFP.

2 LID-Classi�ier Design
2.1 Clinical Study Data

Table 1. Number of examples of each dyskinesia grade (according to UDysRS) collected from
the two studies [6].

LID grade  Study 1  Study 2

0 (normal, no dyskinesia) 2939 1747

1 (slight dyskinesia) 1227 971

2 (mild dyskinesia) 1688 652
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LID grade  Study 1  Study 2

3 (moderate dyskinesia) 681 183

4 (severe dyskinesia) 64 361

In this work, we adopt two clinical studies that are used by Lones et
al. [6] and that were conducted at Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust,
UK. Ethics approval was granted and all participants gave written
informed consent. Participants were recruited from the Neurology
clinics if they had a con�irmed diagnosis of PD and also objective
evidence of LID. In both studies, sensing modules containing
accelerometers and gyroscopes, each able to record movement data in
the three spatial and three rotational planes at a sample rate of 100 Hz,
were �itted to the patient’s legs, arms, torso, head and trunk. At the
same time, a camera was used to record patients’ movements. Then
trained clinicians analysed the video to mark up periods of LID while
using the standard UDysRS (Uni�ied Dyskinesia Rating Scale) scoring
system. This scoring system grades LID from 0 (no dyskinesia) to 4
(severe dyskinesia). A summary of data collected from the studies is
shown in Table 1. Moreover, marked periods contain information about
patients movement activities, e.g. (patient is) sitting at rest, walking,
drinking from cup, talking, etc.

2.2 Data Preprocessing
The clinical studies provide the data sampled using a triaxial
accelerometer and a triaxial gyroscope. There are six values (i.e. three
spatial and three rotational values) at each time index. Each data item
also contains a LID grade determined by clinicians as described above.

For further processing, the acceleration values at each time index
are modi�ied, as well as in [6], by calculating the magnitude, using the
formula:

(1)

As the proposed solution should be suitable for an ASIC, it is suggested
to use a �ixed-point representation (FX) contrary to a �loating-point
representation (FP). Hence, we propose to employ the following data
representations: signed 8-bit integer (FX-8s), unsigned 8-bit integer
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(FX-8u), signed 16-bit integer (FX-16s) and unsigned 16-bit integer (FX-
16u). The range of values, calculated using Eq. 1, is between 23.33 and
7064.46 for spatial records, which �its only FX-16s and FX-16u data
representations when these values are rounded down. However, it is
necessary to scale the values to the ranges required for FX-8s and FX-
8u. In our initial experiments, we used a formula for scaling to the 8-bit
ranges:

(2)

where  denotes the original (FP) value in the set of all
magnitude values M calculated using Eq. 1, and values  and 
represent the maximum, and the minimum respectively, values in M.
Values  and  are the maximum, and the minimum of,
respectively, possible target values. In our experiments, we use scaling
to  and [0, 127] to evolve LID-classi�iers with FX-8s and
scaling to [0, 255] for FX-8u.

Although the use of Eq. 2 has shown promising results (see Fig. 4a),
an alternative method based on a bit shift operation, which is easier to
implement in hardware than Eq. 2, is examined in further experiments.
As the logical right shift by �ive bits is very close to the result of Eq. 2
(i.e. division by around 28), the examined data scaling consists in
binary input value shifting right by 3 up to 8 bits, i.e. three up to eight
least-signi�icant bits of the classi�ier input values are lost.

2.3 Classi�ier Model
In order to automatically design LID-classi�iers, we have adopted the
classi�ier model introduced by Lones et al. [6], except the training
algorithm. As each record of patient’s movements is cut into periods, of
different lengths, according to the UDysRS LID grade it characterizes,
each period (i.e. a time series) is used as a single �itness case for LID-
classi�ier training.

A �itness case consists of L calculated magnitudes of acceleration.
The �itness case is processed during classi�ication in the following way: 

 overlapping windows of length 32 (0.32 s) generate 
vectors for the classi�ier inputs. The classi�ier generates an output for
each of the  vectors, and the resulting response from the
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classi�ier is then expressed as the mean of output values. The resulting
response determines the LID grade (i.e. one of �ive classes) by applying
a threshold to the response range of the classi�ier. The procedure of
�itness case classi�ication is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. LID-classi�ier model. The resulting response determines the LID grade by applying a
threshold to the response range of the classi�ier.

2.4 Classi�ier Training
For the automated design of LID-classi�ier, we propose to use GP, which
is suitable for searching for executable structures, such as classi�iers.
We employ a variant of GP, the cartesian genetic programming (CGP)
[10], which has been repeatedly used in solving problems of prediction
and classi�ication while achieving very good results [9]. In addition,
CGP was successful in various related topics, such as the design of
ef�icient digital circuits [7] and medical applications [12]. Many
variants and improvements of CGP are summarized in [11]. In previous
research, Lones et al. [6] employed implicit-context CGP to train LID-
classi�iers. We experience standard CGP representation [10] and the
CGP equipped with the coevolution of adaptive size �itness predictors
(CGPcoASFP) [3] in order to accelerate classi�ier evolution.

As the considered classi�iers operate over a sliding window
consisting of 32 samples, each candidate classi�ier can utilise up to 32
inputs, i.e. , of the following data representations: FP, 8-bit FX,
and 16-bit FX. These data representations are also used in a classi�ier
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response in a form of single value, i.e. , and in the set of functions
, working over two operands  and . Classi�ier evolution is

operated using a simple ( ) evolutionary algorithm.
As a �itness function determining the quality of classi�iers we use

AUC (Area Under the receiver operating characteristics Curve), which
allows accurate assessment of the ability to distinguish classes without
de�ining a threshold value. Algorithm 1 provides a pseudo-code of AUC-
based �itness calculation procedure.

Besides standard CGP, we employ CGPcoASFP in this task to
accelerate the time demanding �itness evaluations. Drahosova et al. [3]
developed a combination of �itness prediction with coevolution in CGP
to reduce the number of expensive full �itness evaluations. The method
replaces some of the objective �itness evaluations with an estimated
�itness calculated using only a small part of training set and thus
accelerates the training process.

In the CGPcoASFP algorithm, candidate programs are evolved using
the usual ( ) evolutionary strategy together with a population of
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�itness predictors evolved with a simple genetic algorithm. Two
archives of the best solutions supplement these two populations. An
archive of the best �itness predictor is used for the �itness evaluation of
candidate programs. An archive called �itness trainers with the best
candidate programs, partially �illed with random programs, is used for
predictors evaluation. In addition, these �itness predictors adapt their
size, i.e. the number of �itness cases they use for �itness estimation,
using a heuristic method proposed in [3]. The variable size of �itness
predictor helps to evaluate classi�iers on the proper amount of input
data, i.e. to �ind a good trade-off between the time and quality of
evaluation.

3 Experimental Setup
Training Data Set: In order to train classi�iers, we use solely the �irst
data set, i.e. clinical study 1 described in Sect. 2.1, where, due to the size
of sliding window, only data items with a minimal length of 32 samples
are employed. As described in [6], only data of LID grade 0, understood
to be LID negative (N), and merged grades 3 and 4, understood to be
LID positive (P), are used for training. The reason is that it is easier to
generate robust classi�iers when grades 1 and 2 are not involved during
training, as described in [6]. It means that the training set consists of
2939 �itness cases with target class N and 745 �itness cases with target
class P. Therefore, the resulting classi�ier is binary. The severity of LID
(see Table 1), i.e. one of �ive classes, is then decided by applying a
threshold to the response range of the classi�ier according to LID grades
that occurred in clinical study 1.

Table 2. Groups of data items from clinical study 2 structured to evaluate classi�iers by LID
grades and patient’s activities separately. Due to the sliding window size (i.e. 32 samples), data
items (from the two clinical studies, Table 1) of a length lower than 32 samples are excluded for
training and evaluation.

Group LID grade
class N

number of data
items N

LID grade
class P

number of data
items P

LID 1 0 1588 1 895

LID 2 0 1588 2 628

LID 3 0 1588 3 179
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Group LID grade
class N

number of data
items N

LID grade
class P

number of data
items P

LID 4 0 1588 4 361

Walking 0 90 3, 4 21

Sitting-at-
rest

0 733 3, 4 170

Test Data Set: Classi�iers are evaluated using the second data set,
i.e. clinical study 2 described in Sect. 2.1, in order to obtain an
evaluation on unseen data. The second data set is divided into four
groups, each containing the data items of grade 0 and data items of one
of the remaining grades, see Table 2. This allows measuring the quality
of LID-classi�ier (in terms of AUC) for each LID grade separately. As
each data item in the clinical studies contains information about patient
movement activity, two additional groups of data items of walking and
sitting-at-rest patient activities are utilised. These groups contain only
data of LID grades 0, as class N, and merged grades 3 and 4, as class P.

3.1 Experiments
In order to evolve LID-classi�iers that can be easily implemented in an
ASIC, we applied CGP to design classi�iers working with FX-16u, FX-16s,
FX-8u, and FX-8s. To evaluate the proposed approach, the following
experiments are investigated:

Experiment E1: All examined LID-classi�iers are designed using
standard CGP and CGP equipped with the coevolution of adaptive size
�itness predictors (CGPcoASFP). These approaches are compared in
terms of the quality of evolved classi�iers (AUC) and the time of
evolutionary design. This experiment aims to examine CGPcoASFP in a
new task, i.e. the classi�ier design employing the AUC-based �itness
function.

Experiment E2: In order to investigate the possibility of evolved
LID-classi�iers with reduced precision along with classi�ication
accuracy as close as possible to a baseline software implementation, we
compare the AUC of LID-classi�iers working with 8-bit and 16-bit FX
with the AUC of evolved classi�ier working with 32-bit FP. In our
experiments, we consider the following �ive data representations: 1) FP,
2) FX-8u, 3) FX-8s, 4) FX-16u, and 5) FX-16s.
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In addition to these experiments, we examine two ways of input
values scaling for 8-bit processing: (1) using Eq. 2, as described in
Sect. 2.2, and (2) using the bit-shift operation, i.e. scaling of binary
input value using shifting right by 3 up to 8 bits (SR-3, SR-4, SR-5, SR-6,
SR-7, SR-8). These experiments aim to assess the impact of the data
scaling on the ability to classify LID correctly.

Experiment E3: Three evolved LID-classi�iers working with FX are
selected according to their AUC on the training set, test set respectively,
and synthesised using a standard design �low. Then, their hardware
characteristics, i.e. area on the chip, delay, power consumption, and
power delay product (PDP), are compared.

3.2 CGP Setup
The initial parameters of CGP were based on the results of work [6], i.e.
the grid size of 6 6 with the set of functions 

. However, our search for
suitable parameters shows that the grid size of  together with
the L-back of 36 leads to faster convergence. Next, the 
evolutionary strategy and the Goldman mutation operator [4] is used to
produce a new generation.

3.3 CGPcoASFP Setup
The coevolution setup is based on [3] and customized for this task
according to our initial experiments. The setup of CGP while coevolving
with predictors is the same as the setup of standard CGP in Sect. 3.2.

Our preliminary experiments with different settings of predictor
evolution reveal that six �itness trainers in the archive and eight �itness
predictors in the predictor population are enough to produce a
satisfactory predictor. The evolution of �itness predictors is conducted
using a simple GA, where one-point crossover and mutation with
probability 0.01 per gene operators are used. A new generation of
predictors consists of three top-ranked predictors from the previous
generation, one randomly generated predictor and four offspring
whose parents are selected using a 2-tournament selection. Previous
experiments [3] have revealed that a frequent interaction (generation
to generation) between populations does not lead to programs with
desired quality in a reasonable time because of very fast changes in
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involved populations. Hence, one generation in the predictor evolution
executed each 30 generations of program evolution is enough to
produce satisfactory predictors in this task.

The size of �itness predictor is initialized with 300 �itness cases,
which is around 8% of the original training set. The length of �itness
predictors is then based on the detected phase of evolution and
adjusted when a new �itness predictor is being evolved after �inding a
new candidate program with the best subjective �itness or after a
prede�ined number of generations. Decision conditions and their
priority for updating the size of predictor are used the same as in [3],
except the prediction error threshold ( ) parameter. This parameter
depends on the �itness function. We have found that the error threshold
of  is suitable for our task, particularly it leads to the rapid
convergence of CGP utilising the AUC-based �itness function.

3.4 Time of Stabilization of LID-Classi�ier Evolution
For evaluation of proposed approaches, we propose the time of
stabilization of LID-classi�ier evolution. Time of stabilization denotes a
time of evolution in which most of the runs (of proposed approach) are
able to adapt the evolved LID-classi�ier on the training set. We de�ine
the time of stabilization, , as the moment in which median �itness
increase stagnation (out of 100 runs) is detected together with 95%
con�idence interval narrowing, i.e. 0.0001 (for next 10 s)
and 0.005, where  is the difference
between median �itness values in  and  s and  is
the width of con�idence interval in .

4 Results
All presented results are based on one hundred independent runs for
each of algorithm settings. All experiments are performed on the
Barbora supercomputer, part of IT4Innovations National
Supercomputing Center, where the nodes used for the calculations are
equipped with a pair of Intel Cascade Lake 6240 processors. CGP and
CGPcoASFP employed the same amount of resources.
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Table 3. For each data representation, the mean AUC of LID-classi�iers evolved using CGP and
CGPcoASFP (shortly ASFP in this table) on the training set and on the test set (for signi�icant
dyskinesia - LID 3, 4) after 60 s of evolution and at the time of stabilization . In this table, FX-
8u LID-classi�iers work with data scaled using SR-5, FX-8s using Eq. 2. For comparison of CGP
and CGPcoASFP, the higher AUC is marked in bold font for each data representation. The mean
training set size (�itness predictor size) in  is shown in the last row.

Data
representation

FP FX-16u FX-8u FX-16s FX-8s

Algorithm CGP ASFP CGP ASFP CGP ASFP CGP ASFP CGP ASFP

Time of 48 25 1189 65 63 50 549 65 421 27

stabilization  [s]

Training
set

Mean
AUC

0.899 0.902 0.899 0.899 0.898 0.908 0.903 0.904 0.896 0.894

in 

Mean
AUC

0.899 0.903 0.851 0.899 0.898 0.908 0.846 0.904 0.817 0.898

in 

 s

Test set Mean
AUC

0.889 0.889 0.872 0.895 0.915 0.926 0.894 0.893 0.871 0.878

in 

Mean
AUC

0.888 0.888 0.834 0.893 0.916 0.926 0.826 0.893 0.750 0.889

in 

 s

Mean training set 100 1.52 1.35 1.21 1.26 1.32

size [%] in 

4.1 Experiment 1: Comparisons of CGP and CGPcoASFP
We compare the design of classi�iers using standard CGP and its
extended variant CGPcoASFP. Table 3 summarizes mean AUC of LID-
classi�iers evolved using proposed approaches on the training set and
the test set after 60 s of evolution and at the time of stabilization . It
can be seen that CGPcoASFP achieves the stabilisation of evolution
approximately nine times faster, together with comparable or better
mean AUC, than CGP on both training and test data. Mean AUC
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improvement occurs even if we compare it after 60 s of evolution. Next,
CGP evolving FX-16u, FX-16s and FX-8s LID-classi�iers need
signi�icantly more time than other proposed combinations to achieve
satisfactory �itness. Boxplots showing AUC on the test groups at the
time of stabilization of evolution, , are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Median AUC on the training set (red line) and on the test groups of FX-8u (SR-5) LID-
classi�iers evolved using CGP and CGPcoASFP during evolution. The graph is obtained out of
100 runs with highlighted 95% con�idence interval. Red vertical lines show the determined .
(Color �igure online)
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Fig. 3. Box plots of AUC on the test groups at the time of stabilization of evolution, . These
�igures show the AUC of LID-classi�iers working with all investigated data representations
evolved using CGP and CGPcoASFP. Investigated data representations include FP, FX-16u, FX-8u
(SR-5), FX-16s and FX-8s (Eq. 2 [–128, 127]).

The mean training set size, i.e. the �itness predictor size, in the
moment of stabilization of evolution, , is shown in Table 3. In
comparison to the initial 8%, CGPcoASFP uses approximately 1.33% of
the original training set in .

Figure  2 shows the median AUC on the training set (red line) and
on the test groups of FX-8u LID-classi�iers evolved using CGP (Fig. 2a)
and CGPcoASFP (Fig. 2b) during evolution. In order to determine AUC
on the test groups, the top-ranked LID-classi�ier from each generation
is (after evolution) re-evaluated using the test groups to show the
ability to generalize on unseen data. It can be seen that using CGP
over�itting on the training set occurs during the evolution, especially on
the walking data group, while CGPcoASFP has not over�itted the �irst
data set.

4.2 Experiment 2: Comparisons of Data Representations
Figure  4a shows the median AUC on the test set of evolved LID-
classi�iers working with investigated data representations during the
evolution. Notice that LID-classi�iers are evolved using the training set.
After the evolution, the top-ranked LID-classi�ier from each generation
is re-evaluated using the test set to show the ability of evolved LID-
classi�ier to generalize on unseen data, in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b. For the FX-
8u data representation, the data are scaled using Eq. 2 to the range [0,
255] and for FX-8s using Eq. 2 to the ranges [–128,127] and [0,127], in
Fig. 4a. It can be seen that FX-8s LID-classi�ier with the input data in the
range [0,127] cannot achieve a satisfactory AUC and together with FX-
8s LID-classi�ier with the input data in the range [–128,127] converges
slower in comparison with other investigated data representations. FX-
16s, FX-16u and FP achieved a very comparable AUC on the test set
while differing in convergence speed. FX-8u surprisingly overcame all
other investigated data representations both in the target AUC and the
convergence speed. A signi�icant difference is con�irmed by the Mann-
Whitney U test with a signi�icance level of 0.05.
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Fig. 4. Median AUC (in the course of evolution) on the test set of LID-classi�iers evolved using
CGPcoASFP obtained out of 100 runs with highlighted 95% con�idence interval: (a) shows AUC
during the evolution of classi�iers working with investigated data representations; (b) shows
AUC during the evolution of FX-8u classi�iers with the use of investigated scaling methods.

Figure  4b shows the median AUC on the test set during the
evolution of FX-8u LID-classi�ier working with the input data scaled
using Eq. 2, SR-3, SR-4, SR-5, SR-6, SR-7, and SR-8. SR-5 is very close to
the result of Eq. 2 (i.e. division by around 28). Our experiments have
shown that the logical right shift by �ive bits is a more suitable data
scaling method in this task than using Eq. 2.

Proposed solutions utilising both CGP and CGPcoASFP for designing
FP LID-classi�iers achieve mean AUC comparable with the approach
presented in [6], see Table 4. Comparisons of the FX-8u (SR-5) LID-
classi�ier (evolved using CGPcoASFP) and the existing solution
presented in [6] in Table 4 shows that the proposed method achieves
slightly better mean AUC across the test groups and the signi�icantly
better mean AUC = 0.85 for the test group walking compared to Lones
et al. [6] mean AUC = 0.73, despite the fact that the proposed classi�iers
are working with the reduced precision.

Table 4. Mean AUC presented in [6] and mean AUC out of 100 runs for standard CGP with FP,
CGPcoASFP with FP, standard CGP with FX-8u (SR-5) and CGPcoASFP with FX-8u (SR-5). For
each test group, the best result is marked in bold font.

LID 1
 [AUC] 

LID 2
 [AUC] 

LID 3
 [AUC] 

LID 4
 [AUC] 

Sitting-at-
rest [AUC]

Walking
[AUC]

CGP FP 0.55 0.69 0.85 0.93 0.92 0.75
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LID 1
 [AUC] 

LID 2
 [AUC] 

LID 3
 [AUC] 

LID 4
 [AUC] 

Sitting-at-
rest [AUC]

Walking
[AUC]

CGPcoASFP FP 0.56 0.69 0.85 0.93 0.92 0.76

CGP FX-8u
(SR-5)

0.56 0.71 0.89 0.95 0.95 0.84

CGPcoASFP FX-8u
(SR-5)

0.56 0.71 0.89 0.96 0.95 0.85

Lones et al. [6] 0.56 0.69 0.85 0.93 0.92 0.73

Results of Experiment E2 suggest that it is easier to �ind signi�icant
discriminatory patterns using FX-8u processing together with SR-5 data
preprocessing than using other investigated approaches, see Fig. 3. The
most evident AUC increase is for the test group walking. It is possible
that limiting the precision shaves off some noise and hence the
over�itting tendencies. This denotes the suitability of this model for
long-term home monitoring, as patients go through their daily
activities, which should be a subject of further study.

4.3 Experiment 3: Hardware Characteristics of Evolved
Classi�iers
Three LID-classi�iers, evolved using CGPcoASFP and working with the
FX representation, are selected for a hardware implementation. The
�irst classi�ier C1 works with FX-8u and data scaled using SR-5, see
Fig. 5a. The second classi�ier C2 (Fig. 5b) and third classi�ier C3 (Fig. 5c)
are evolved to operate FX-16u and the original data.

Classi�iers C1 and C2 are chosen based on their �itness on training
data. Classi�ier C3 is an expensive solution because it contains area-
demanding components contributing to the higher AUC on the test set.
Table 5 shows the AUC of selected classi�iers on the test data groups.

Fig. 5. LID-classi�iers used for hardware characteristics evaluation.

Table 5. AUC of the selected LID-classi�iers on the test groups.
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LID 1 LID 2 LID 3 LID 4 Walking SittingLID 1 LID 2 LID 3 LID 4 Walking Sitting

C1 (8-bit) 0.57 0.72 0.89 0.96 0.82 0.95

C2 (16-bit) 0.55 0.68 0.84 0.92 0.75 0.91

C3 (16-bit) 0.55 0.69 0.85 0.94 0.76 0.93

Classi�iers C2 and C3 are also successfully veri�ied to give
comparable AUC results even with an unsigned 32-bit FX (FX-32u). In
order to determine the hardware cost, Synopsys Design Compiler
targeting 45 nm ASIC technology is employed as a synthesis tool.

Table 6 shows the hardware characteristics of presented classi�iers
working with various data representations. We can immediately see
that the classi�ier C2 (utilising simpler functions such as maximum,
minimum, and subtraction) has signi�icantly better characteristics than
the classi�ier C3 utilising expensive multiplication and division
operations.

Table 6. Hardware characteristics of synthesized LID-classi�iersfor for a 45 nm technology.

LID-Classi�ier Area on chip Delay Power PDP 

C1: FX-8u 258.58 0.94 0.17 0.16

C2: FX-16u 901.53 3.36 0.36 1.20

C2: FX-32u 1936.80 6.63 0.80 5.28

C3: FX-16u 6417.68 40.54 2.78 112.77

C3: FX-32u 27156.98 179.69 10.32 1854.11
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Fig. 6. The ROC curves: (a) of the classi�ier C1 on LID grades; (b) of the top-ranked FP classi�ier
and classi�ier C1 on walking and sitting-at-rest test groups to allow comparisons of FP and FX-
8u (SR-5) classi�iers.

In Table  6, it can be seen 7.54 times lower energy consumption of
classi�ier C1 in comparison with the classi�ier C2 working with 16-bit
and 709  lower in comparison with classi�ier C3 working with 32-bit.

Figure  6a shows receiving operating curve (ROC) of the classi�ier
C1, which is the best evolved (in terms of AUC on the training set) for
test groups LID 1, LID 2, LID 3 and LID 4. The classi�ier C1 outperforms
all of the other investigated classi�iers in terms of AUC on the test
groups as well as in terms of hardware characteristics. Figure 6b
compares ROCs of classi�ier C1 and the best evolved software
implementation (operating with �loat) for test groups sitting-at-rest
and walking, where the improvement of classi�ier quality is evident.
Notice that the best-evolved and energy-ef�icient LID-classi�ier is a very
simple solution as it contains only three function instances (see Fig. 5a).

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have shown that cartesian genetic programming
equipped with the coevolution of adaptive size �itness predictors is able
to design classi�iers that can be used to determine presence and the
severity of levodopa-induced dyskinesia. The method was applied to
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designing classi�iers working with �ive various data representations.
This approach outperformed the original CGP in terms of
computational cost in all of the investigated experiments and effectively
prevented over�itting when evolving FX-8u LID-classi�iers.

We have investigated the design of an LID-classi�ier working with a
reduced precision in order to �ind a hardware ef�icient classi�ier with a
classi�ication accuracy as close as possible to a baseline software
implementation (using �loat data representations). We have observed
that classi�iers working with FX-8u, together with input data
preprocessing using the logical right shift by �ive bits, achieved better
classi�ier accuracy (AUC) than classi�iers working with FP or FX-16u
and FX-16s. Moreover, the FX-8u LID-classi�ier signi�icantly
outperformed the hardware characteristics of all other investigated
solutions.

We will analyse why such a simple solution works and exploit this
analysis in developing even better classi�iers. We plan to extend this
approach, to evolve classi�iers of other movement abnormalities, such
as bradykinesia. Hence, we think of developing a method in which
hardware properties, i.e. area on chip, delay and power consumption,
will be included and utilised directly during the design process
performed by genetic programming.
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Abstract
Denoising Autoencoder Genetic Programming (DAE-GP) is a novel
neural network-based estimation of distribution genetic programming
(EDA-GP) algorithm that uses denoising autoencoder long short-term
memory networks as a probabilistic model to replace the standard
mutation and recombination operators of genetic programming (GP).
At each generation, the idea is to �lexibly identify promising properties
of the parent population and to transfer these properties to the
offspring where the DAE-GP uses denoising to make the model robust
to noise that is present in the parent population. Denoising partially
corrupts candidate solutions that are used as input to the model. The
stronger the corruption, the stronger the generalization of the model.
In this work, we study how corruption strength affects the exploration
and exploitation behavior of the DAE-GP. For a generalization of the
royal tree problem (high-locality problem), we �ind that the stronger
the corruption, the stronger the exploration of the solution space. For
the given problem, weak corruption resulting in a stronger exploitation
of the solution space performs best. However, in more rugged �itness
landscapes (low-locality problems), we expect that a stronger
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corruption resulting in a stronger exploration will be helpful. Choosing
the right denoising strategy can therefore help to control the
exploration and exploitation behavior in search, leading to an improved
search quality.

Keywords Genetic Programming – Estimation of Distribution
Algorithms – Probabilistic Model-Building – Denoising Autoencoders

1 Introduction
Estimation of distribution genetic programming (EDA-GP) algorithms
are metaheuristics for variable-length combinatorial optimization
problems that sample from a learned probabilistic model, replacing the
standard mutation and recombination operators of genetic
programming (GP). At each generation, the idea is to �irst learn the
properties of promising candidate solutions of the parent population
(model building) and to then sample from the model to transfer the
learned properties to the offspring (model sampling) [9].

An example of an EDA-GP is denoising autoencoder genetic
programming (DAE-GP) that uses denoising autoencoder long short-
term memory networks (DAE-LSTMs) as a probabilistic model [25]. In
comparison to previous EDA-GP approaches, it has the advantage that
the model does not impose any assumptions about the relationships
between problem variables which allows the DAE-GP to �lexibly identify
and model relevant properties of the parent population. The DAE-GP
captures dependencies between problem variables by �irst encoding
candidate solutions (in pre�ix notation) to the latent space and then
reconstructing the candidate solutions from the latent space. For model
building, the DAE-GP is trained to minimize the reconstruction error
between the encoded and decoded candidate solutions. For model
sampling, candidate solutions are propagated through the trained
model to transfer the learned properties to the offspring [25].

The DAE-GP uses denoising to prevent the model from learning the
simple identity function [25]. The idea is to partially corrupt input
candidate solutions to make the model robust to noise that is present in
the parent population. The stronger the corruption, the stronger the
generalization of the model [24]. Previous work on estimation of
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distribution algorithms (EDA), where candidate solutions have a �ixed
length of size n, found that exploration and exploitation in search can
be controlled by the strength of corruption [16]. Exploration increases
the diversity of a population by introducing new candidate solutions
into search; exploitation reduces diversity by focusing a population of
candidate solutions on promising areas of the solution space [19].
Adjusting the corruption strength can therefore help to balance
exploration and exploitation leading to a more successful search: we
either increase diversity to overcome local optima avoiding premature
convergence, or we decrease diversity to exploit promising solution
spaces [16].

In this work, we study how corruption strength affects the
exploration and exploitation behavior of the DAE-GP. Wittenberg et
al. [25] used subtree mutation to corrupt input candidate solutions.
Subtree mutation randomly selects a node in a tree and replaces the
subtree at that node with a new random subtree generated by ramped
half-and-half. The use of subtree mutation has the advantage that it
leads to a variation in tree size (the number of nodes in parse
tree) [25]. However, applying subtree mutation complicates the control
of corruption strength: as subtree mutation randomly selects a subtree
to be replaced by a new random subtree, corruption is stronger if the
root of the selected subtree is nearer to the root of the parse tree.
Furthermore, increasing or decreasing corruption strength is dif�icult.

Therefore, this paper introduces Levenshtein edit as a new and
improved denoising strategy. Levenshtein edit is based on the
Levenshtein distance [12] and operates on the string representation of
a candidate solution (pre�ix expression). It uses insertion (add one
node), deletion (remove one node), and substitution (replace one node
by another node) as edit operators to corrupt a candidate solution. The
advantage of using Levenshtein edit over subtree mutation is that we
can accurately adjust corruption strength. The more nodes we edit, the
stronger the corruption, and the more we force the DAE-GP to focus on
general properties of the parent population.

We compare the performance of the DAE-GP with Levenshtein edit
and different levels of corruption strength (2%, 5%, 10%, 20%) to a
DAE-GP with subtree mutation and standard GP, and analyze the impact
of corruption strength on search. We �ind that corruption strength
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strongly in�luences both the performance and the exploration and
exploitation behavior of the DAE-GP: the stronger we corrupt input
candidate solutions, the stronger the exploration. However, exploration
is useful, only if we want to escape from local optima. For the
generalization of the royal tree problem (which is an easy problem with
high locality), we �ind that the DAE-GP with weak corruption
(Levenshtein edit with 5% corruption strength) performs best.
However, when facing more rugged �itness landscapes, a stronger
degree of exploration can be helpful. We therefore believe that the
denoising strategy is the key to the success of the DAE-GP: it allows us
to control the level of exploration and exploitation in search helping us
to improve search quality.

In Sect. 2, we present related work on EDA-GP. We describe DAE-
LSTMs in Sect. 3, where we focus on the architecture, the denoising
strategy, and on model building and sampling. In Sect. 4, we introduce
the experiments and discuss the results. We draw conclusions in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work
We can categorize research on EDA-GP into two research streams [9,
21]: The �irst one uses probabilistic prototype trees (PPT) as a model.
Given the maximum arity a of the functions in the function set (the
interior nodes of a GP parse tree), a PPT is a full tree of arity a where
we set the depth of the PPT equal to the maximum tree depth . At
each node of the PPT, the idea is to �irst build a multinomial probability
distribution over the set of allowed functions (internal nodes) and
terminals (leaf nodes) and to then update the distributions according
the candidate solutions that are presented to the model. In 1997,
Salustowicz and Schmidhuber [20] introduced PPTs as the �irst
probabilistic model in EDA-GP called probabilistic incremental program
evolution (PIPE) [20]. Based on PIPE that evolves univariate probability
distributions, EDA-GP models have been developed that capture
dependencies between nodes in a PPT tree. Examples are the bivariate
estimation of distribution programming (EDP) [28] or the multivariate
program optimization with linkage estimation (POLE) [4, 6]. Hasegawa
and Iba [6] report that POLE needs less �itness evaluations than
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standard GP to solve the MAX, the deceptive MAX, and the royal tree
problem [6].

The second stream of research uses grammars as EDA-GP model [9,
21]. Here, Ratle and Sebag [18] presented stochastic grammar-based
genetic programming (SG-GP) as the �irst grammar-based approach in
2001. SG-GP uses stochastic context-free grammar (SCFG) as a
probabilistic model. The idea is to �irst identify a set of production rules
for a problem with weights attached to the production rules and to then
update these weights according to usage counts of the production rules
in a parent population [18]. Since SG-GP assumes the production rules
to be independent, more sophisticated EDA-GP models capturing more
complex grammars have been developed. Consequently, program with
annotated grammar estimation (PAGE) is an extension that uses
expectation maximization (EM) or variational Bayes (VB) to learn
production rules with latent annotations. A latent annotation can be,
e.g., the position or the depth of a node in a tree [5]. Another extension
is grammar-based genetic programming with a Bayesian network
(BGBGP) that was introduced by Wong et al. [26] in 2014. BGBGP uses
Bayesian networks with stochastic context-sensitive grammars (SCSG)
as a model. Compared to SCFG, SCSG additionally incorporate
contextual information allowing the Bayesian network to learn
dependencies between production rules [26]. To further re�ine the
BGBGP, Wong et al. [27] added (�itness) class labels to the model. The
authors argue that this allows the model to differentiate between good
and poor candidate solutions helping the model to �ind better solutions.
For the deceptive MAX and the asymmetric royal tree problem, the
model outperforms POLE, PAGE-EM, PAGE-VB, and grammar-based GP
in the number of �itness evaluations [27].

One example of an EDA-GP model that does not rely on PPTs or
grammars is the n-gram GP proposed by Poli and McPhee [14], where
n-grams are used to model relationships between a group of n
consecutive sequences of instructions that can learn dependencies in
linear GP. Similarly, Hemberg et al. [7] suggested operator free genetic
programming (OFGP), which learns n-grams of ancestor node chains.
An n-gram of ancestors is the sequence of a node and its n-1 ancestor
nodes in a GP parse tree. However, for the Pagie-2D problem, OFGP
could not outperform standard GP [7].
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Wittenberg et al. [25] recently suggested DAE-GP that uses
denoising autoencoder long short-term memory networks (DAE-
LSTMs) as a probabilistic model. For a generalization of the royal tree
problem, the DAE-GP outperforms standard GP. The DAE-GP can better
identify promising areas of the solution space compared to standard GP
resulting in a more ef�icient search in the number of �itness evaluations,
especially in large search spaces [25]. The authors argue that,
compared to previous EDA-GP approaches, the �lexible model
representation is the key reason for the high performance, allowing the
model to identify in parallel, both position as well as context of relevant
substructures [25].

The idea of using DAE as probabilistic models in EDA has earlier
been presented by Probst [15] who introduced DAE-EDA. DAE-EDA was
designed for problems where candidate solutions follow a �ixed-length
representation [15]. For the NK landscapes, deceptive traps and HIFF
problem, Probst and Rothlauf [16] show that the DAE-EDA yields
competitive results compared to the Bayesian optimization algorithm
(BOA). However, DAE-EDA is better parallelizable, making it the
preferred choice especially in large search spaces. Furthermore, the
authors show that corruption strength has a strong impact on
exploration and exploitation in search. Adjusting the level of corruption
can therefore help to either increase exploration which helps to
overcome local optima, or to exploit relevant solution spaces making
search more ef�icient [16].

3 Denoising Autoencoder LSTMs
DAE-LSTMs are arti�icial neural networks that consist of an encoding
and a decoding LSTM: the encoding LSTM encodes a candidate solution
(a linear sequence in pre�ix expression) to the latent space; the
decoding LSTM decodes the latent space back to a candidate solution.
Since we train the DAE-LSTM to reconstruct the input, the architecture
is also referred to as autoencoder long short-term memory network
(AE-LSTM) [22], where we use denoising on input candidate solutions
to prevent the model from learning the simple identity function.
Denoising transforms the AE-LSTM into a DAE-LSTM. When using DAE-
LSTMs as a probabilistic model in EDA-GP (DAE-GP), we repeat the
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following two steps at each generation: �irst, we train the model to
learn relevant properties of our parent population (model building).
Then, we propagate candidate solutions through the trained DAE-LSTM
to transfer the learned properties to the offspring (model sampling).

In the following sections, we �irst explain the architecture of AE-
LSTMs and the concept of denoising, where we introduce Levenshtein
edit as a new denoising strategy. Then, we describe the training as well
as the sampling procedure where syntax control is used to restrict the
sample space to syntactically valid candidate solutions.

3.1 Autoencoder LSTMs
Figure 1 shows the architecture of an AE-LSTM with one input layer,
one hidden layer (consisting of LSTM memory cells), and one output
layer. It is based on the architecture presented in [25]. x and o represent
the input and output candidate solution of length m and k, respectively.
h is the hidden state at time step t, where the total number of time steps
corresponds to  ( ). The encoding LSTM (left) �irst
sequentially encodes a candidate solution x, with , 
through the encoding function g(x), where each  represents a
function or terminal of a candidate solution in our parent population.
At each time step t (except ), the LSTM memory cell then receives
three inputs: the current input , the previous hidden state  and
the previous cell state  (not shown here). The idea of transferring
information from one time step to the next is to capture long-term
dependencies in training data [8]. After complete processing of the
input candidate solution x, we copy  and , and transfer it to the
decoding LSTM, thus  and . The decoding LSTM
(right) then uses the decoding function d(h) and decodes  back to an
output candidate solution o, with the aim to reconstruct the input
candidate solution x. Using  as input in  helps to further reduce
the reconstruction error [22]. Similar to [22] and [25], we reverse the
input candidate solution x to allow the model to learn low range
correlations in training data.
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Fig. 1. Autoencoder LSTM assuming one hidden layer

3.2 Suggesting a New Denoising Strategy: Levenshtein Edit
The aim of the AE-LSTM is to reconstruct the input. Given that the
hidden layer is suf�iciently large, a trivial way to solve this task is to
learn the simple identity function, which means that the AE-LSTM
simply replicates the candidate solutions given as input. Since we want
to learn a more useful representation of the properties of our parent
population, we apply denoising on input candidate solutions,
transforming the AE-LSTM into a DAE-LSTM. Based on the �irst DAE
presented by Vincent et al. [24] in 2008, the idea is to partially corrupt
input candidate solutions making the model robust to noise that is
present in our parent population.

At each generation g, we use the corruption function c(x) to denoise
the candidate solutions that were previously selected as promising
candidate solutions from population . We can formally describe the
process by

(1)

where  is the corrupted version of the ith candidate solution x in the
training set X (of size N) [25].

As a new corruption function c(x), we introduce Levenshtein edit.
Levenshtein edit operates on the string representation of x (pre�ix
expression) and uses insertion (add one node), deletion (remove one
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node), and substitution (replace one node by another node) to
transform x into . We control the corruption strength by a priori
de�ining a corruption percentage p ( ). Given a function set F,
a terminal set T, and a candidate solution x, with , ,
we corrupt x by iteratively processing each node , where each  has
a chance of p to be corrupted: with uniform probability, we either insert
a random symbol  at index j (insertion), we delete 
(deletion), or we delete  and insert a random symbol  at
index j (substitution). Note that these edit operations may produce
corrupted candidate solutions  that do not follow GP syntax. However,
sampling with syntax control (see Sect. 3.4) ensures that output
candidate solutions o are syntactically valid. Using Levenshtein edit as
denoising strategy has several advantages: similar to subtree mutation
presented in [25], we introduce variance in tree size. This is desirable
since it introduces additional variation into . However, this variation
should not lead to a bias towards larger or smaller trees. When using
subtree mutation as denoising strategy, we randomly select a subtree to
be replaced. Depending on the size of the selected subtree, we easily
corrupt larger or smaller parts of x resulting in a bias in tree size. The
situation is different for Levenshtein edit: here, we randomly choose
denoising operators that iteratively either increase (insertion),
decrease (deletion), or maintain (substitution) the size of x. Thus, for
any p, the expected tree size of  is equal to the tree size of x, which
means that we are able to introduce variation without inducing a bias
in tree size. Furthermore, we can easily control the corruption strength
by adjusting p. The larger p, the stronger the variation, and the stronger
the corruption. The results in Sect. 4 will show that this helps to control
exploration and exploitation in search.
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3.3 Training Procedure
At each generation g, we train a DAE-LSTM (from scratch) according to
the training procedure shown in Algorithm  1. It is similar to the
training procedure presented in [25]. We �irst initialize the trainable
parameters  of our network, where , , and ,  (Algorithm  1,
line 1) denote the trainable weights and biases of the encoding and
decoding LSTM, respectively. Then, we iteratively adjust the values of
the trainable parameters  using gradient descent. Given the
corruption percentage p, we �irst transform the candidate solution 
into  (Algorithm  1, line 4). Then, we propagate  through the DAE-
LSTM, using the encoding function g(x) (Algorithm  1, line 5) and the
decoding function d(x) (Algorithm  1, line 6). We compute the
reconstruction error using the multiclass cross entropy loss function by

(2)

where  is the output candidate solution and  the original (not the
corrupted) input candidate solution. We update the parameters  into
the direction of the negative gradient and control the strength of the
update using the learning rate  ( ) (Algorithm  1, line 7).

We use early stopping to prevent the DAE-LSTM from over�itting.
Given a hold-out validation set U, we stop training as soon as the
validation error , with , converges. We measure
error convergence by observing the number of epochs that the
validation error does not improve. As soon as we reach 200 epochs of
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no improvement, we stop training and use those parameters  for
sampling that minimize the validation error.

3.4 Sampling with Syntax Control
We use the DAE-LSTM with the trained parameters  to sample new
candidate solutions o forming the offspring population . The
procedure is shown in Algorithm  2 and based on [1, 16, 25]. Given 
(Algorithm  2, line 1), we �irst randomly pick a candidate solution x of
our training set X (Algorithm  2, line 2). Then, we corrupt x into 
(Algorithm  2, line 3) using the same denoising strategy as during
training and propagate  through the DAE-LSTM (Algorithm  2, lines 4–
5), where we add the resulting output candidate solution o to 
(Algorithm  2, line 6).

Furthermore, we introduce a syntax control mechanism that only
allows syntactically valid candidate solutions to be sampled. The
mechanism proceeds as follows: at each time step t, with 

, when decoding h back to o (Algorithm  2,
line 5), the DAE-LSTM generates a probability distribution q over the
set of functions and terminals (de�ined by F and T). Similar to grow
initialization [11], we �irst identify the set of functions and terminals
that generate a syntactically valid candidate solution. Then, we set the
classes of invalid functions and terminals in q to zero and normalize the
remaining probabilities in q back to one, where we use the updated
probability distribution to sample .

Without denoising, syntax control is usually not needed since the
complexity of the DAE-LSTM is suf�icient to also learn correct syntax.
However, the stronger the corruption, the more dif�icult it becomes for
the DAE-LSTM to sample syntactically valid candidate solutions, since
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corrupted candidate solutions used as input to the model no longer
belong to the same parent population as X. In these cases, syntax
control is very useful: we prevent the DAE-LSTM from inef�icient
resampling and allow the model to explore new solution spaces, which
can help to overcome local optima and to avoid premature convergence.

4 Experiments
We present the experimental setup for studying the in�luence of
denoising on search. We �ind that the DAE-GP with Levenshtein edit
and  outperforms a DAE-GP with subtree mutation and
standard GP. Furthermore, we show that corruption strength p strongly
affects search: the stronger the corruption, the stronger the
exploration. Adjusting the corruption strength can therefore help to
either exploit or explore relevant areas of the solution space.

4.1 Experimental Setup
For our study, we use the generalization of the royal tree problem
presented in [25] as test problem. It is based on the royal tree problem
introduced by Punch et al. [17] but uses the initialization method
ramped half-and-half [11] to generate target candidate solutions .
The idea is to de�ine a �itness based on the structure of a candidate
solution x by

(3)

where lev is the minimum Levenshtein distance, de�ined by the
minimum number of insertion, deletion, and substitution operations
necessary to transform x into  [12]. Similar to [25], we divide lev by
the maximum size l of x and , resulting in : the
closer x to , the better the �itness, where  means that x
is identical to  [25]. We tune the complexity of the problem by
adjusting the minimum and maximum tree depths  and ,
respectively. The larger the solution space, the more dif�icult the
problem.
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We implemented the experiments in Python using the evolutionary
framework DEAP [3] and the neural network framework Keras [2].
Table 1 shows the GP and DAE-GP parameters. We use the Pagie-1 [13]
function and terminal set and de�ine two different problem settings,
where we �ix the minimum tree depth to  and set the
maximum tree depth to . We choose a population size of
500, use binary tournament selection, and run the experiments for a
total of 100 generations. We use ramped half-and-half to generate both
the initial population and the target candidate solutions  and de�ine
30 different  per problem setting. Performing 5 runs per 
results in a total number of 150 runs that we aggregate per problem
setting and algorithm. Since we consider six different algorithm
con�igurations, we conduct 1,800 runs in total.

Table 1. GP and DAE-GP Parameters

Parameter Setting

function set

terminal set

target cand.
solutions

30 per problem setting

runs 5 per target candidate solution

population
size

500

generations 100

initialization ramped half-and-half

selection tournament selection of size 2

tree depths  and 

variation
operator

GP: subtree crossover with internal node bias (90% functions,

10% terminals), DAE-LSTM: model building and sampling with Levenshtein
edit using  and subtree mutation using 
 [25]

For GP, we follow the recommendations of Koza [11] and use
subtree crossover as variation operator where we set an internal node
bias to assure that 90% of the crossover points are functions. For the
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DAE-GP, we have to a priori de�ine a set of hyperparameters. Note that
we did not conduct a hyperparameter optimization. We set the number
of hidden layers to one and the number of hidden neurons equal the
maximum size l of the candidate solutions used as input to the model.
We found that the complexity of the model is suf�icient to learn complex
relationships in training data while allowing ef�icient model building
and sampling. We split the parent population into 50% training set X
and 50% validation set U, and set the batch size to 25 (10% of X). We
use a learning rate of  and perform adaptive moment
estimation (Adam) [10] for gradient descent optimization. To study the
impact of denoising on search, we vary the denoising strategy
throughout the experiments: we test Levenshtein edit, with 

, and a DAE-GP using subtree mutation, where
previous work recommends to set the depth of the new subtree to 

 [25].

4.2 Performance Results
We �irst study the algorithm success rates for the two problem
complexities ( ) and the six different algorithm
con�igurations. A run is successful as soon as the algorithm �inds a
candidate solution x during search that is identical to the target
candidate solution  ( ). Table 2 shows the average
success rates after 100 generations. Each success rate represents the
average over 150 runs (5 runs for each of the 30 target candidate
solutions ). As expected, the average success rates are higher for 

 compared to : the solution space becomes larger
when choosing larger tree depths making it harder to �ind .
However, the success rates differ strongly depending on the algorithm
considered. For both  and , the DAE-GP with
Levenshtein edit and  performs best, with an average success
rate of 72.67% and 58.67%, respectively. Interestingly, increasing or
decreasing p results in a loss in search success. While the DAE-GP with 

 and  yields similar average success rates compared to
standard GP (51.33% vs. 59.33% vs. 50.00% for  and 38.00%
vs. 35.33% vs. 36.67% for ), we achieve low success rates
using strong corruption: for  and , the DAE-GP with 
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 only �inds 26.00% and 16.67% of the target solutions,
respectively. The DAE-GP with subtree mutation performs worst, with
average success rates of 16.00% and 1.33%, respectively. The high
performance of the DAE-GP with Levenshtein edit and 
indicates that the model successfully identi�ies and models relevant
properties of the parent population and is able to transfer these
properties to the offspring. However, performance strongly depends on
the denoising strategy applied.

Table 2. Average success rates after 100 generations

Algorithm

Standard GP 50.00% 36.67%

DAE-GP Levenshtein edit 51.33% 38.00%

DAE-GP Levenshtein edit 72.67% 58.67%

DAE-GP Levenshtein edit 59.33% 35.33%

DAE-GP Levenshtein edit 26.00% 16.67%

DAE-GP subtree mutation 16.00% 1.33%

Fig. 2. Average best �itness over number of generations for problems of varying complexity.
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Figure 2 plots the average best �itness over the number of
generations. Since we face a minimization problem, we observe a
general decrease in the average best �itness over the number of
generations. The solution space is larger for , resulting in a
best �itness level that is slightly higher compared to . Again,
for both problem settings, the DAE-GP with Levenshtein edit and 

 performs best, con�irming the results from Table 2.
Interestingly, in early generations, the DAE-GP with  �inds
similar best �itness candidate solutions compared to  but then
hardly improves from generation  ( ) and  (

), indicating that the algorithm has already converged. In
contrast, when setting the corruption strength to , we observe a
similar best �itness slope of the DAE-GP and standard GP,
demonstrating a similar search behavior. When using  or
subtree mutation as denoising strategy, the performance is much
worse.

Given the distribution of the best �itness at the end of each run
(generation 100), we conduct several (pairwise) Mann-Whitney U-Tests
to test the hypothesis that the best �itness distributions are from the
same population. Assuming a signi�icance level of 0.05, we �ind that the
DAE-GP with Levenshtein edit and  yields p-values <0.01 for
all pairwise comparisons. The results indicate that this DAE-GP is
signi�icantly better than all other tested algorithms. When using 

 and comparing the DAE-GP to standard GP, we �ind p-values of
0.09 ( ) and 0.58 ( ). Similarly, when setting the
corruption strength to  and comparing the DAE-GP to standard
GP, we �ind p-values of 0.98 ( ) and 0.2 ( ). In both
cases, the results indicate that the best �itness distributions do not
signi�icantly differ from each other, con�irming the observation that
these algorithms generate similar best �itness candidate solutions.

4.3 The In�luence of Denoising on Search
The results above demonstrate that denoising has a strong impact on
the performance of the DAE-GP. To better understand the in�luence of
denoising on search, we study the exploration and exploitation
behavior of the algorithms. Similar to [25], we approximate exploration
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and exploitation by examining the number of new candidate solutions
over generations that have never been sampled before. Exploitation is
stronger, if search introduces a lower number of new candidate
solutions during search. In contrast, the more new candidate solutions
we introduce into search, the stronger the exploration. According to
Rothlauf [19], we need to �ind an appropriate and problem-speci�ic
balance between exploration and exploitation in search. For problems,
where small variations on the genotype lead to small variations in
�itness (high-locality problems), we usually need much less exploration
compared to problems, where the �itness landscape is rugged (low-
locality problems). Thus, depending on the problem at hand, we either
need to increase exploitation, making search more ef�icient, or we need
to increase exploration, helping search to keep diversity high and
allowing to overcome local optima and to avoid premature
convergence [19].

For the generalization of the royal tree problem, we plot results in
Fig. 3. As expected, for both variants, we observe a general decrease in
the number of candidate solutions over generations. Furthermore, the
level of exploration is in general higher for , again because we
face a larger solution space compared to .
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Fig. 3. Mean number of new candidate solutions over number of generations for problems of
varying complexity.

When comparing different denoising strategies with each other, we
notice that the level of exploration and exploitation strongly differs
throughout the search. For Levenshtein edit, we observe that the larger
the corruption strength p, the stronger the exploration. While the DAE-
GP with  strongly decreases and converges towards zero at
generation  ( ) and  ( ), setting
corruption strength to  results in a strong exploration of the
solution space. Interestingly, as noticed in Sect. 4.2, both settings lead to
an inferior performance compared to . The DAE-GP with 

 easily gets stuck in local optima (premature convergence) as
we tend to replicate the candidate solutions given as input. In contrast,
the DAE-GP with corruption strength of  introduces too many
new candidate solutions, resulting in an inef�icient search. Thus, by
setting corruption strength to , we �ind a good balance
between exploration and exploitation in search.

Another interesting observation is that the level of exploration of
standard GP is similar to the one of the DAE-GP, using Levenshtein edit
with . Thus, we can adjust the corruption strength in a way that
allows us to imitate the exploration and exploitation behavior of
standard GP, also yielding similar performance results.

For subtree mutation as denoising strategy, we notice that the level
of exploration is highest throughout the search, yielding the worst
results. We think that the introduction of syntax control (see Sect. 3.4)
is the main reason for the bad performance of subtree mutation
compared to the results published in [25]. Syntax control allows the
DAE-GP to introduce more new candidate solutions into search, which
can be helpful to overcome local optima. However, for the
generalization of the royal tree problem (high-locality problem), the
strong exploration leads to inferior performance. Instead, search with
strong exploitation, as shown for Levenshtein edit , is more
successful.

The results indicate that the denoising strategy is key to the success
of the DAE-GP. It strongly in�luences exploration and exploitation in
search and therefore affects performance. Thus, we believe that the
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denoising strategy should be adjusted depending on the problem at
hand: while weaker corruption helps to improve search quality for
high-locality problems, we expect stronger corruption to be more
successful when we face rugged �itness landscapes (low-locality
problems). Here, a stronger exploration of the solution space can help
to overcome local optima and to avoid premature convergence.

5 Conclusions
The DAE-GP is an EDA-GP model based on arti�icial neural networks
that �lexibly identi�ies and models hidden relationships in training data.
It uses denoising on input candidate solutions to make the model
robust to noise that is present in the parent population. This paper
introduced Levenshtein edit as a new and improved denoising strategy,
allowing us to precisely control corruption strength. Furthermore, we
implemented a new syntax control mechanism for sampling from the
DAE-GP, allowing a higher level of exploration throughout the search.

We �ind that denoising strongly in�luences exploration and
exploitation in search and therefore affects performance. The stronger
we denoise input candidate solutions, the stronger the exploration.
Exploration is especially useful for low-locality problems where we
want to escape from local optima. In contrast, for high-locality
problems, such as the generalization of the royal tree problem
considered in this work, stronger exploitation is needed. Therefore the
DAE-GP with low corruption strength (5%) performs best. The results
show that the denoising strategy is key to the success of the DAE-GP: it
permits us to control the exploration and exploitation behavior in
search leading to an improved search quality.

In future work, we investigate the in�luence of denoising on other
problem domains. We will study if we can dynamically control
corruption strength throughout search. In addition, we think that
Levenshtein edit as denoising strategy can still be improved. The
denoising strategy presented in this paper operates on the string of a
candidate solution, which easily destroys GP syntax. Thus, Levenshtein
edit operating on a parse tree could be a promising approach.
Furthermore, a hyperparameter optimization could further improve
model quality, as well as other architectures, such as the transformer
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architecture [23]. Besides this, future work should investigate if a pre-
training of the model before evolution helps to improve search quality.
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Abstract
Genetic programming is a method to generate computer programs
automatically for a given set of input/output examples that de�ine the
user’s intent. In real-world software development this method could
also be used, as a programmer could �irst de�ine the input/output
examples for a certain problem and then let genetic programming
generate the functional source code. However, a prerequisite for using
genetic programming as support system in real-world software
development is a high performance and generalizability of the
generated programs. For some program synthesis benchmark
problems, however, the generalizability to previously unseen test cases
is low especially when lexicase is used as parent selection method.
Therefore, we combine in this paper lexicase selection with small
batches of training cases and study the in�luence of different batch sizes
on the program synthesis performance and the generalizability of
programs generated with genetic programming. For evaluation, we use
three common program synthesis benchmark problems. We �ind that
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the selection pressure can be reduced even when small batch sizes are
used. Moreover, we �ind that, compared to standard lexicase selection,
the obtained success rates on the test set are similar or even better
when combining lexicase with small batches. Furthermore, also the
generalizability of the found solutions can often be improved.

Keywords Program synthesis – Genetic programming – Generalization

1 Introduction
Genetic programming (GP) [3, 22] is a technique to automatically
generate computer programs. For a given set of input/output examples
(training cases) de�ining the requirements, GP searches in an
evolutionary process for a program that completely ful�ills these
requirements. This procedure has similarities to the standard
procedure in real-world software development, for example, as in test-
driven development [2], where the test cases (e.g., unit tests) are
de�ined �irst and after that the functional source code is written. GP,
which in recent years has made some progress in automatic program
synthesis [11], has the potential to replace the second part of this
process: writing the functional source code. However, this assumes that
GP can �ind solutions for many everyday programming problems and
that these solutions are generalizable which means that they also work
on previously unseen test cases (as in production).

In recent work, the success rates (percentage of runs that �ind a
correct solution) for standard program synthesis benchmark problems
could be increased signi�icantly [9, 14]. This increase is strongly related
to the use of lexicase selection [27], in which the training cases are
evaluated individually instead of aggregating a program’s performance
on all training cases and selecting by this overall �itness value (as in
tournament selection). However, considering the individual training
cases during selection may lead to a strong over�itting on some
benchmark problems [18, 24]. Usually, such solutions generalize poorly
to unseen test cases.

For classi�ication problems, Aenugu and Spector [1] have shown
that a variant of lexicase selection using batches combining a set of
individual training cases usually leads to a better generalization.
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However, there are commonly many more training cases available in
classi�ication than in program synthesis, since in practice a
programmer has to generate all the training cases manually (as there is
no oracle function). So, due to the limited number of training cases, the
choice of the batch size is also limited in program synthesis.
Furthermore, it is still unclear how small batch sizes affect the program
synthesis performance and generalization ability of GP.

Therefore, this work studies the in�luence of small batch sizes used
during selection on the success rates and the generalizability of the
programs generated by GP. For this analysis, we use three common
problems from the general program synthesis benchmark suite [17].

For evaluation, we use a grammar-guided GP approach and use
during selection batch sizes ranging from , which corresponds to
standard lexicase selection, to . To analyze the in�luence of the
batch sizes on the success rates as well as on the generalizability of the
found solutions, we select three problems from the program synthesis
benchmark suite [17] which are known in the literature for their
generalization issues. We �ind in our experiments that using small batch
sizes can lead to similar or even better success rates on the test set
compared to standard lexicase selection ( ). Furthermore, best
generalization rates are achieved with .

In Sect. 2 we give a brief introduction to lexicase selection and
present the relevant work on GP-based program synthesis. Section 3
describes the used benchmark problems and the selection method. In
Sect. 4 we present our experiments and discuss the results before
concluding the paper in Sect. 5.

2 Lexicase Selection in GP-Based Program
Synthesis
In the literature on GP-based program synthesis, variants of lexicase
selection are often compared with other selection methods on a wide
range of program synthesis benchmark problems and the lexicase
variants usually outperform other selection methods like tournament
selection, �itness-proportionate selection, or implicit �itness sharing [8,
10, 12, 13, 15–17, 20, 23–25].
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Algorithm 1 shows the process of selecting an individual for the
next generation with standard lexicase selection [16, 27] as pseudo-
code. First, the training cases are shuf�led randomly (line 1) and all
solutions from the population are considered as possible candidates for
selection (line 2). In the next step, all candidates which do not have the
exact lowest error on the �irst training case are discarded and the �irst
training case is removed from the list (lines 4–5). This step is repeated
until either all cases have been considered or only one candidate
solution is left (while loop de�ined in line 3). Finally, either a random
solution chosen from the remaining candidates will be returned (lines
7–9) or, if there is only a single solution left, the last remaining
candidate solution will be returned (line 10).

Since lexicase selection is computationally intensive in comparison
to other selection methods such as tournament or �itness-
proportionate selection, de Melo et al. [4] suggested batch tournament
selection, which combines the bene�its of tournament and lexicase
selection. Tested on a set of common regression problems, batch
tournament selection achieves a solution quality similar to lexicase
selection but is signi�icantly faster. Another approach that is also based
on batches of training cases is batch lexicase selection suggested by
Aenugu and Spector [1]. For classi�ication problems, they show that
batch lexicase selection can improve generalization. In addition to
batches, the authors introduce also a threshold parameter which allows
individuals to survive the selection process even if they have a larger
error than the best individual on the considered batch (depending on
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the de�ined threshold). So this parameter allows a further adjustment
of the selection pressure (in addition to the selection of the batch size).
A selection method based on similar principles that has been applied to
program synthesis problems, but without analyzing the generalizability
of the found solutions, is summed batch lexicase selection [5].

To prevent pre-mature convergence, Kelly et al. [21] suggested
knobelty selection. Based on a de�ined novelty probability, an individual
is selected either based on its novelty or its performance. For the
performance-based selection, the authors use lexicase selection.

Recently, Hernandez et al. [19] suggested down-sampled lexicase
selection, which operates on a different random subset of the training
cases in each generation. Although down-sampled lexicase selection
consistently achieves better results than standard lexicase selection, it
has not yet been shown that the solutions found generalize better to
unseen test cases [18].

However, to our knowledge, there is no work so far studying the
in�luence of small batch sizes on the success rates and the
generalizability of programs generated with GP on program synthesis
benchmark problems that are known for their low generalization rates.

3 Methodology
To analyze the in�luence of batch sizes on the performance and
generalizability of GP-based program synthesis, we apply a grammar-
guided GP approach to common program synthesis benchmark
problems. In this section, we present the selected benchmark problems
and describe the used grammars as well as the selection method.

3.1 Benchmark Problems
As we want to study if the use of small batches increases
generalizability in the program synthesis domain, we selected three
problems from the program synthesis benchmark suite [17] that are
known for their generalization issues in the literature [24]. The
selected problems are:

– Compare String Lengths: For three given strings, return true if the
strings are sorted in ascending order according to their length.
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Otherwise, return false.
– Grade: For �ive given integer values, where the �irst four values

de�ine the minimum score required to achieve the grades “A”, “B”, “C”,
and “D”, and the �ifth value de�ines the score achieved by a student,
return the grade for this student. Return an “F” if the achieved score
is lower than the score de�ined by the fourth integer value.

– Small Or Large: For a given integer n, return “small” if ,
“large” if , and an empty string if .

As de�ined by the benchmark suite, we use 100 training and 1,000
test cases for Compare String Lengths and Small Or Large, and 200
training and 2,000 test cases for the Grade problem.

3.2 Grammars
In our grammar-guided GP approach, we use context-free grammars
supporting an expressive subset of the Python programming language
including variable assignments, different data types, as well as
conditionals. The used grammars are based on the grammars provided
by the PonyGE2 framework [7] which follow the principle proposed by
Forstenlechner et al. [8] which suggests that program synthesis
grammars should, in addition to some basic data types, only support
the required data types (e.g., the data types speci�ied by a function’s
input and output). With this approach, the used grammars and
consequently the resulting search space can be kept small.

Table 1. Data types supported by the used grammars for each of the studied program
synthesis benchmark problems.

Table 1 shows for each of the studied program synthesis benchmark
problems the data types supported by the used grammars.1 For all
benchmark problems, the basic types Boolean and integer are
supported. For Compare String Lengths and Small Or Large, we support
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in addition also strings. For the Grade problem, we support chars
together with the required functions to process char values instead of
strings as for this problem no complex string handling is necessary.

3.3 Selection Method
To study the in�luence of batch sizes in GP-based program synthesis, we
extend the lexicase algorithm to include batches. Algorithm 2 shows
this extended lexicase variant as pseudo-code.

Basically, this method is similar to standard lexicase selection. The
only difference is that, instead of individual training cases, batches of
training cases of a pre-de�ined size  are generated (line 3). If  is a
divisor of the number of training cases, then all batches are of equal
size. Otherwise, the last batch is smaller. After the batches are created,
all candidates that do not have the exact lowest aggregated error/best
�itness on the �irst batch are discarded and the �irst batch is removed
(lines 5–6). As in standard lexicase selection, this step is repeated until
either all batches have been considered or only one candidate solution
is left (lines 4–7). Finally, a randomly chosen candidate of the list of
remaining candidates (lines 8–10) or the last remaining one (line 11) is
returned.

For , the described method works like standard lexicase
selection. In general, the method is a version of batch lexicase selection
[1] without the �itness threshold [as we discard all candidates that do
not have the exact lowest error/�itness on a considered batch (line 6)]
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and consequently also similar to summed batch lexicase selection [5] as
we aggregate in our experiments the �itness of a batch by calculating
the sum of the errors on the contained training cases.

4 Experiments and Results
To study the in�luence of small batch sizes on the success rates and the
generalizability of programs generated by GP we use in our
experiments a grammar-guided GP implementation based on the
PonyGE2 framework [7]. We set the population size to 1, 000 and use
position independent grow [6] as initialization method. We set the
maximum initial tree depth (for initialization) to 10 and the maximum
overall tree depth to 17. For variation, we use sub-tree crossover with a
probability of 0.9 and sub-tree mutation with a probability of 0.05. A GP
run is stopped after 300 generations.

As batch sizes, we study all divisors of 100, since for the majority of
the considered benchmark problems 100 training cases are provided
(this allows all batches to be equal in size). Finally, since the results in
the program synthesis domain are often subject to high variance [26],
we have doubled the number of runs used commonly in the literature
(e.g., in [17] and [8]) and use 200 runs per con�iguration.

4.1 In�luence on Selection Pressure
First, we study the in�luence of the batch sizes on the selection
pressure. Therefore, we analyze the development of the average best
�itness during a GP run for different batch sizes, where the �itness of an
individual is the sum of its errors on the training cases. Furthermore,
we analyze for all studied batch sizes the average generation in which a
solution that correctly solves all training cases is found for the �irst
time.
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Fig. 1. Average best �itness over generations for the Compare String Lengths problem for all
studied batch sizes.

Fig. 2. Average generation of �irst success on training cases over batch sizes for the Compare
String Lengths problem.
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Fig. 3. Average best �itness over generations for the Grade problem for all studied batch sizes.

Fig. 4. Average generation of �irst success on training cases over batch sizes for the Grade
problem.
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Fig. 5. Average best �itness over generations for the Small Or Large problem for all studied
batch sizes.

Fig. 6. Average generation of �irst success on training cases over batch sizes for the Small Or
Large problem.

Table 2. Success rates on the training ( ) and the test set ( ) as well as the
generalization rate g achieved by the grammar-guided GP approach for different batch sizes 
for all studied program synthesis benchmark problems. Best values are printed in bold font.
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Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the results for the benchmark
problems considered in this study. The plots on the left (Figs. 1, 3, and
5) show the best �itness over generations for all studied batch sizes and
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benchmark problems. The results are averaged over 200 runs. The
plots on the right (Figs. 2, 4, and 6) show the average generation of a
�irst success on the training cases for all studied benchmark problems
and training cases. The dashed regression line illustrates the
development/trend for increasing batch sizes.

We see for all studied program synthesis benchmark problems that
the �itness decreases more slowly over the generations for increasing
batch sizes. The fastest �itness reduction (minimization problem) is
always achieved with batch size  (standard lexicase selection).
Similarly, we observe the slowest �itness reduction for . E.g., for
the Compare String Lengths problem (Fig. 1), for  the average
best �itness is around 12 while for  the average best �itness is
close to zero. Overall, the convergence speed is also reduced for small
batch sizes ( ).

For the generation of �irst success on the training cases we observe
on average increasing values for increasing batch sizes. For the
Compare String Lengths problem (Fig. 2) the success generation
increases from around 60 for  to around 110 for  and for
the Grade problem (Fig. 4) the generation increases from around 170 to
190. For the Small Or Large problem (Fig. 6), the regression line
remains about constant (slight decrease) over the considered batch
sizes. However, the results for this problem are based on only a smaller
amount of data, compared to the other two benchmark problems,
because the success rates on the training set are low for this problem
(see Table 2).

In summary, with an increasing batch size  the selection pressure
decreases. Additionally, the selection pressure can be reduced even
with the use of small batch sizes.

4.2 Analysis of Success Rates and Generalization
To analyze the performance and the generalizability of the solutions
found by GP with different batch sizes, Table 2 shows the success rates
on the training ( ) and the test set ( ) as well as the
generalization rate g achieved by the grammar-guided GP for different
batch sizes  for the considered benchmark problems that are known
in the literature for their poor generalization with lexicase selection
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[24]. As the results are based on 200 runs, we report  and  in
percent. Best values are printed in bold font.

As expected, the success rate on the training set  decreases for
an increasing batch size . Also the success rates on the test set 
are low on all considered benchmark problems for larger batch sizes (

). Nevertheless, using small batch sizes ( ) often
leads to similar or even better success rates on the test set compared to
standard lexicase selection ( ). E.g., for the Compare String
Lengths problem we achieved a success rate of 15.5 with 
compared to only 10 with standard lexicase selection.

Furthermore, for all considered benchmark problems, best
generalization rates g are achieved with . Compared to standard
lexicase selection, we see for the Grade problem and the Small Or Large
problem on average notably larger generalization rates g for .
From a practitioners perspective, a high generalization rate is even
more important than a high success rate as it is essential that the found
programs work also correctly on previously unseen test cases. An
additional check with many test cases is usually not possible in practice
as it is expensive to manually create a large test set. However, if a
program synthesis method is known for producing generalizable
solutions, a programmer can trust this method. If such a method has a
low success rate but a high generalization rate, then the search can be
easily repeated if no successful solution is found in the �irst run.

Overall, we �ind that similar or even better success rates on the test
set can be achieved when combining lexicase selection with small
batches instead of using standard lexicase selection. In addition, best
generalization rates are achieved with .

5 Conclusions
As GP is able to generate computer programs for a given set of
input/output examples automatically, it has the potential to be used in
real-world software development. Similar as in test-driven
development [2], a programmer could de�ine the input/output
examples �irst and GP could then generate the functional source code. A
prerequisite for GP as support system in software development is a
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good program synthesis performance and a high generalizability of the
found programs. However, for some benchmark problems, GP generates
programs that generalize poorly to unseen test cases especially when
standard lexicase selection is used [24]. For classi�ication problems,
however, it has been shown that combining lexicase selection with
batches of training cases can improve generalization [1]. Anyway, using
batches in a program synthesis context is challenging as usually the
number of input/output examples that can be used for training is low.

Therefore, we studied in this work the in�luence of small batch sizes
during selection on the success rates and the generalizability of the
programs generated by GP on common program synthesis benchmark
problems.

We found that with an increasing batch size the selection pressure is
reduced, which can be observed even for small batch sizes (
). Furthermore, we found that, compared to standard lexicase selection,
the achieved success rates on the test set are either similar or even
better when small batches are used. Overall, best generalization rates
are obtained with a batch size .

So we suggest to use small batches with lexicase selection in GP-
based program synthesis as the results are competitive or even better
than with standard lexicase selection and also the generalizability of
the found solutions can often be improved.
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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce an inverse kinematics model for a robotic
manipulator using Genetic Programming (GP). The underlying problem
requires learning of multiple joint parameters of the manipulator to
reach a desired position in the Cartesian space. We present a new
approach to identify a closed-form solution for the Inverse Kinematics
(IK) problem, namely IK-CCGP. The novelty of IK-CCGP is the cooperative
coevolutionary learning strategy. Unlike other GP approaches, IK-CCGP
is not limited to a certain angle combination to reach a given pose and is
designed to achieve more �lexibility in the learning process. Moreover, it
can operate both as single- and multi-objective variants. In this paper,
we investigate whether the inclusion of further objectives, i.e.
correlation and the consistency of a solution with physical laws,
contributes to the search process. Our experiments show that the
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combination of the two objectives, error and correlation, performs very
well for the given problem and IK-CCGP performs the best on a
kinematic unit of two joints. While our approach cannot attain the same
accuracy as Arti�icial Neural Networks, it overcomes the explainability
gap of IK models developed using ANNs.

Keywords Genetic Programming – Cooperative Coevolution – Multi-
Objective Optimization – Inverse Kinematics

1 Introduction
Robotic manipulators are at the center of process automation. Most
applications today like automatic welding or pick and place tasks
require these to operate with high �lexibility in movement [24]. At the
same time, in special use cases with many manipulators in a small arena
like in swarm robotics, we need them to operate in very con�ined spaces.
As a result, a plethora of robotic manipulators were constructed by
many companies, which do not follow the standard 6 degrees of freedom
(DOF) con�iguration. One example, is the 5 DOF KUKA youBot
manipulator that serves as a use case for this paper. By removing one
joint [16], the robot takes up less space and is still quite �lexible. While
these robots ful�ill the �lexibility and compactness criteria, the kinematic
analysis is complicated by untypical joint con�igurations. This is because
the standard methods cannot be applied anymore. Consequently,
understanding the kinematics, i.e., relation between the DOF and the
resulting movement of the rigid body of an arbitrary robotic
manipulator, is crucial.

The general structure of a robotic manipulator is an open kinematic
chain. It consists of multiple, typically rotational joints, which are
connected by links. Non-rotational joints such as prismatic joints are left
out of consideration in this paper. The joint rotation parameters , 

 are variable. In general, a robotic manipulator
operates in a 6-D environment . In this
pose representation, the vector  indicates the position of
the end-effector, while  represents the end-effector
orientation using three Euler angles [13, 21].
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The goal of the forward kinematics (FK) denoted by g is to �ind the
pose of the end-effector given the robot joint angles, i.e., 

. This calculation is straightforward as there is
exactly one pose for every joint-angle combination, feasible or not. A
common standard to describe the kinematic model of a robot is the
Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention, which requires only four
parameters per joint. These are the link length , the link twist , the
link offset , and the joint angle  [25]. For any given rotational link,
three of these quantities are constant, while only  is variable and
de�ines the actual movement [13].

The inverse kinematics (IK) problem aims at the opposite, with the
goal to �ind the robot joint angles given a target pose, i.e., . In
contrast to the FK, there are multiple solutions to the IK problem. This
makes the problem considerably more complex than the forward
kinematics. In general, �inding a closed form solution is of great interest,
i.e., �inding an explicit relationship between a joint variable  and the
elements of the 6-D pose vector X. Since multiple valid joint
con�igurations can be found for a given pose, closed-form solutions
allow for real-time movements and can furthermore provide decision
rules to prefer a particular con�iguration over another [21]. Moreover,
an explicit relationship enables the mathematical analysis of safety-
relevant edge cases. A variety of closed-form solution approaches have
emerged for different applications within the last decades [2, 5].
Classical analytical approaches provide IK solutions in real-time.
However, they are often not applicable to robots with non-standard axis
con�igurations, since such robots do not always have unique solutions to
the IK problem. Modern computational approaches like Arti�icial Neural
Networks (ANN) can overcome this issue, but lack transparency and
explainability. Between these con�licting priorities, �inding a fast,
explainable solution for a non-standard con�igured robot is a complex
task.

In this paper, we develop a novel approach to learn an IK model of a
robotic manipulator. We use Genetic Programming (GP) as the learning
mechanism. GP produces equations that are human-readable and can be
executed in real-time, while still providing explainability and allow the
adaptation of non-standard robotic con�igurations. We propose the
novel Cooperative Coevolutionary Genetic Programming for Inverse
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Kinematics (IK-CCGP) approach, which tackles the need of an IK model
for multiple outputs, i.e., one value per joint of the kinematic chain.

We examined the proposed IK-CCGP on a KUKA youBot with 5 DOF
and performed several experiments on various settings of the problem.
Furthermore, we compare our results with the reported results based
on ANN in [1, 22]. Our experiments show that we can achieve very good
results in certain areas of the workspace. However, an ANN still provides
more accurate solutions with smaller failure rates. Nevertheless, the
solutions produced by GP can considerably contribute to the
explainability of the solutions, which is one of the major goals of this
paper.

2 Related Work
Addressing the IK problem with GP is mainly driven by Chapelle et al.,
who published two papers in 2001 and 2004 [3, 4]. In both papers, the
problem was modeled as a single-objective problem with a length-
penalizing RMSE of the joint angle as a �itness function. All joint
equations were learned sequentially starting from joint one, feeding the
result to the next joint and so forth. The proposed setting reached an
accuracy of  radians for the �irst joint  and  radians for the
last joint . The maximum error on the tested instances was 0.3
radians. Next to the mentioned works, the principles of evolution are
mostly applied to �ind off-line, i.e. not real-time capable, IK solutions for
given robotic manipulators. Parker et al. [19] developed an Evolutionary
Algorithm (EA) model that approximates the joint values for a given
end-pose. This approach incorporates the FK equations and uses the
positioning error between the desired and the learned poses as the
objective to be minimized. Kalra et al. [14] used EAs to �ind multiple
solutions for the IK problem.

Another application of GP in the robotic �ield is the calibration of
manipulators. Dolinsky et al. [8] used GP to approximate an error
function between the desired and the actual position of the end-effector
caused by mechanical inaccuracies of the real-world robot compared to
its simulation. The authors proposed a coevolutionary algorithm, as
multiple joint corrections need to be calculated at the same time which
all mutually affect each other.
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The Arti�icial Neural Networks (ANN) have been applied to the IK
problem for simple manipulators  [9, 12] and additionally for 6 DOF
standard manipulators [6]. These approaches solely give the target pose
as an input to predict the corresponding joint angle values. They mainly
focus on improving the parameters of the model, such as the number of
hidden neurons or the learning rate. Almusawi et al. [1] proposed to
include the current joint con�igurations of a 6 DOF robot in the input
parameters, which improved accuracy, especially for continuous
trajectories such as drawing a circle with a pen. A different error
measure was suggested by Srisuk et al. [22]: Instead of comparing the
learned and desired joint angles of the 4 DOF manipulator, the authors
implemented the FK equations to compute the end-effector pose from
the learned angles. The error function is thus a distance measure
between the learned pose and the desired pose. By incorporating the FK
equations, this approach allows learning the underlying kinematic
behavior without limiting good results to pre-de�ined joint angles. This
helps to overcome the singularity problem of a robot, where multiple
joint con�igurations lead to the same end pose.

In a comparative study, El-Sherbiny et al. [10] opposed different
modern IK approaches, namely ANNs, Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference
Systems and Genetic Algorithms, to solve the IK problem for a 5 DOF
manipulator. ANNs outperformed the other methods. For broader
overview about modern IK approaches, refer to [2, Chapter 6].

3 Genetic Programming-Based Inverse
Kinematics
In the following, we �irst present our approach on modelling the IK
problem using several objective functions. Afterwards, we introduce the
proposed universal, problem-independent algorithm IK-CCGP.

3.1 Fitness Functions to Model the IK Problem
As already mentioned in the introduction, we aim to learn a model to
solve the IK problem. In order to reach a certain pose in Cartesian space,
two different error functions can be utilized during the training of the
GP, which both lead to the same �inal pose: The joint angle error 
and the pose error , where  represents the angle and X the pose.
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In addition, we consider other objective functions such as correlation
coef�icient and dimension penalty, as �irst introduced by [26].

Fitness Function ( ):  describes the difference between the
given and the produced joint value in [rad] and is to be minimized for
each of the joints in the kinematic chain. This objective function
designed to enforce the GP to learn the exact angle values given in the
training data to reach a certain pose. Hence, a genetic program is to be
identi�ied that transforms the input pose into the desired joint angle
value by optimizing for :

(1)

where  refers to the number of data points involved. An alternative to 
 is . Due to the kinematic setup of a robotic manipulator,

multiple joint con�igurations can lead to the same end pose, i.e. more
than one valid solutions exist for the given problem. While the 
error function limits the GP to precisely learn the target joint values to
reach the desired position, the  error function allows for more
�lexibility in the learning process. Instead of comparing each learned
joint value to its given target value, their resulting pose is computed
using the FK equations and compared to the desired pose. We consider
the position and orientation of a pose as separate objectives, since they
also come in different units. Hence, the optimization problem can be
formulated using two objectives:

(2)

where p is a vector of the position parameters  and o a vector of
the orientation parameters .  refers to the combined
pose error function, considering the position and orientation error as
separate objectives. The position error  and orientation error 
use the Euclidean distance between the desired and the learned output.

Correlation Coef�icient ( ): As an additional objective to enhance the
learning process, a transformed version of the Spearman correlation
coef�icient is used as introduced in [26]. It describes the correlation
between the produced and the desired output of a genetic program. The
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main idea behind employing correlation next to the error is to evolve
programs that are not yet numerically meaningful but already produce
results that correlate with the desired output. Ideally, only small changes
in these programs are necessary to produce numerically accurate
outputs. Also, a high negative correlation can contribute positively to the
learning process, as only one mathematical operation is necessary to
invert the results. Therefore, we use the absolute value of the correlation
coef�icient: . When using the angle error  as the �irst
objective,  represents the correlation between the produced and the
desired angle values. For the pose error , three parameters for
positioning and three for orientation, need to be considered. To this end,
one correlation coef�icient is calculated for each position and
orientation. The �inal  is equal to the mean of the two absolute values
of the position and orientation correlation coef�icients.

Dimension Penalty ( ): Dealing with different physical units such as
[rad] and [m] in the same genetic program is a challenging task,
especially since trigonometric functions convert these units. The third
objective  is formulated to guide the algorithm to evolve programs
which do not violate physical laws and match the target unit (i.e., [rad]
for each joint angle of the manipulator). Different implementations of a
dimension penalty in GP can be found in literature [15, 17, 18, 23]. In
this paper, we compute the objectives  and  solely based on their
numerical values without any unit feasibility check. For , we traverse
the GP tree using post-order traversal and check each operation within
an individual for unit matching. Penalties are aggregated throughout the
individual, whereby each infeasible operation increases the penalty
value by 1. Given that an operation is performed on incompatible units,
the unit of the �irst input argument is handed over to the next operation,
i.e. when an angle in [rad] and a length in [m] are added, this operation
is penalized with a value of 1 and the unit [rad] is handed over to the
next operation. Similarly, when an individual produces a unit that does
not match the target unit, a value of 1 is added to the penalty variable.
The objective function for the dimension penalty can be formulated as 

, where  represents the
aggregated dimension penalties produced by non-physical operations
within the individual and  is either 0 or 1, depending on
whether the output unit is equal to the target unit.
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3.2 Cooperative Coevolutionary GP for Inverse Kinematics
Cooperative coevolution is a concept in evolutionary algorithms that
simultaneously evolves multiple so-called subpopulations to solve a
given problem. There are several variants of cooperation between the
subpopulations. In some studies, the evolved solutions in each
subpopulation are merged into a single solution to be evaluated [20]. In
this paper, we keep the solutions separate, but evaluate them in a
combined �itness measure denoted as collective evaluation. Here, one
subpopulation per joint is evolved, while the other subpopulations are
represented each by one representative individual. For the collective
evaluation, we employ the FK equations to minimize the error between
the desired pose and the learned pose in Cartesian space, which also
attained good result in [8, 22]. This is the main idea in the proposed
Cooperative Coevolutionary GP for Inverse Kinematics (IK-CCGP).

Fig. 1. One iteration of the IK-CCGP approach
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Figure 1 depicts one iteration of the IK-CCGP approach, as described
in lines 6-15 in the complete Algorithm 1. The coevolutionary learning
process is de�ined by multiple phases: While one subpopulation is
evolved, the remaining subpopulations stand idle and are not changed.
Global representatives for each subpopulation that is currently not
under training guarantee the common evaluation using the FK
equations. Next to the coevolutionary setting, we employ two important
concepts in our algorithms that contribute to the learning process.

In the �irst concept, we introduce a two phase training strategy. In
the �irst training phase, Function GP (Algorithm 1, line 11) calls a
standard GP algorithm for k generations with crossover and mutation
probabilities  [26]. In case of crossover, either one-point
crossover or leaf-based one-point crossover is chosen at random.
Mutation selects randomly between uniform mutation, node
replacement, insertion mutation and shrink mutation. In the second
phase, we only use mutation for k generations to re�ine the current
individuals in terms of slight changes in the primitives and prevent
uncontrolled growth. Thus, Function MutOnlyGP (Algorithm 1, line 12)
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only selects from mutation operations, i.e. node replacement with a
probability of 2/3 and shrink mutation with 1/3. In both Functions GP
and MutOnlyGP, the archive  is updated according to the Pareto-
dominance criterion. It means that only non-dominated solutions can be
kept in the archive.

For the second concept, we provide information about the angles of
the previous joints to the currently trained joint to steer the learning
process towards a closed form solution. This idea arises from the fact
that there are multiple joint con�igurations for the same pose. Thus,
even when all other joint values are learned using the objective function 

, deviations in only one joint value can lead to an extremely
inaccurate �inal pose. Inverse input transformation reverts the in�luence
of all joints that are located before the currently learned joint in the
kinematic chain. To revert the in�luence of joint i, denoted by , from
the target pose , we compute

(3)

where  denotes the orientation offset,  the link length and  the
position offset of the joint i.  is the transformed target pose in the
coordinate frame of joint , which is used in the training of joint 

. The offset parameters are constant for a given joint.

Algorithm 2, lines 2-6, describes this consecutive transformation for
all joints of the kinematic chain: the training data is parsed through the
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representative of the �irst joint and translates the training data by the
resulting angle values using Eq. 3. The transformed pose is used as input
data for the individual of the second joint and so on.

These two concepts are included in Algorithm 1. The algorithm
requires a set of training data X, the number of joints  and the
subpopulation size N. Additional input parameters are the number of
generations per training phase k and the number of training iterations l.
Initially, one representative is randomly selected from each of the initial
subpopulations (lines 1-4). In the main loop (lines 6-15), the
subpopulations are evolved using the above two-phase training strategy.
The evaluation procedure for an individual in GP and MutOnlyGP calls
Algorithm 2. First (line 1), a list of representatives and the individual to
be evaluated is created in the order of the joints in the kinematic chain.
For example, when joint  is currently trained and the kinematic
chain consists of  joints, the list contains the elements 

, denoted by inds. This list is used to perform the inverse
transformation of the training data in lines 3-6, as introduced previously.
The resulting joint angles  are fed into the FK equations to
compute the resulting pose  (Algorithm 2, line 7). This pose can then
be compared to the true pose X using the objective function .
Depending on the application, additional objectives can be computed.
After k generations of the two-phase training, one representative from
the subpopulation is selected, which is used to determine the joint value
for this subpopulation during the evolution of the remaining
subpopulations. After l iterations of the main loop, the algorithm
terminates and returns a Pareto-dominance-based archive of
cooperative solutions. Each solution is a non-dominated individual of a
subpopulation, together with the representatives of the other
subpopulations that were used during the evaluation and calculation of
the objective values. In general, the proposed approach can be applied to
either the entire kinematic chain of a robot or a kinematic unit within
the kinematic chain that consists of multiple consecutive joints.

4 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate the proposed approach, we take an inverse kinematics
model  for the KUKA youBot as application scenario. The
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function g has the domain 
, which is essentially

the reachable area of the KUKA youBot. The co-domain is given by the
possible range of the joints angles . This manipulator comes
with a special setup: The �irst joint plays an important role as it
determines the plane, in which the target position is located. This plane
can be de�ined by two con�igurations of the base joint  apart from
each other. When the robot bends over itself, the �irst joint is directed
towards the opposite side of the target position. Hence, an angle error of

 can be produced when a GP learns an angle that also
de�ines the plane but is shifted by . We consider two different variants
of input angles of joint 1 for the training of joints : First, the true
joint 1 angle including bend-overs (this requires a bend-over handling
strategy). Second, the projected angle resulting from the projection of
the target pose onto the x-y-plane, which excludes bend-overs. The
projected angle can be calculated with the simple equation 

, where  and 0.024 are known
offset parameters of the �irst joint. The major goals of the experiments
are to �ind out, which combination of objective functions performs best,
and how the proposed IK-CCGP performs on a kinematic unit of two
joints compared to a kinematic chain of three consecutive joints.
Furthermore, we intend to measure to what extent the outcome is
affected by transforming the input data for joints 2 and 3 by the
projected angle of joint 1 compared to transforming by the ground truth
angle of joint 1.

4.1 Data Processing
To generate the training data for the IK problem, we used a FK
implementation for the youBot: For each of the 5 joints, 20 discrete
positions are selected evenly distributed within the movement range of
the joint. For all  combinations of joint values, the end effector pose
in Cartesian space is computed using the FK equations. A robot
simulation environment performs a feasibility check on each data
instance, i.e. whether the con�iguration leads to a feasible pose or causes
intersections of the arm. All infeasible samples are removed from the
training data set, leaving 949,593 feasible data samples within the robot
workspace that can be employed for training the IK-CCGP algorithm. We
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extract a representative training dataset with 10,000 samples evenly
distributed over the entire workspace. For the sake of computational
cost, the algorithms are trained on batches of data with a batch size of
200. The samples per batch are de�ined beforehand to facilitate a fair
comparison between the algorithmic variants. For the �inal evaluation of
the found solutions, we employ 20,000 data samples randomly drawn
from the workspace.

Each training sample incorporates the pose parameters , 
 and corresponding joint angles . As

described in the previous section, we transform the input data for joints 
 according to Eq. 3 to remove the in�luence of previous joints. Figure

2 shows an exemplary distribution of the training data, where (left)
displays input data for training the �irst joint, and (right) input data for
the second joint. It has a planar shape since the in�luence of the �irst
joint is removed. In this way, the target position depends on only two
instead of three variables.

Fig. 2. Data samples in the workspace of the manipulator. Colors represent angle values for joint
2. Left: Input data for joint 1. No transformation. Right: Input data for joint 2. In�luence of the
�irst joint is removed by inverse transformation.

4.2 Experiment Setup
We run experiments in two stages: In preliminary experiments, we
identify the best combination of �itness functions for the given problem
by performing the training of joint 2 on the angle error  and the
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additional objectives  and . We select joint 2 as a use case since a
simple equation is not known beforehand, other than for the �irst joint,
where we either require a bend-over handling technique for the ground
truth angles or use the simple formula for projected angles. The best
combination of objective functions is employed in the advanced
experiments, where we challenge our proposed IK-CCGP approach. To
compare the performance of our approach on different numbers of
joints involved in the coevolution, we test two scenarios: First, we train
the �irst three joints of the kinematic chain of the KUKA youBot, which
includes the base joint and the �irst kinematic unit of joints 2 and 3.
Second, to understand the in�luence of the different joint 1 input
variants ground truth and projected, we take the angle of the �irst joint as
given and evaluate how the proposed approach reacts to the two
different input types. To get an impression about the quality of our
proposed approaches, we only consider the kinematic unit consisting of
joint 2 and 3 in this scenario. Since the orientation of a pose is mostly
determined by the last two joints, we optimize and evaluate the outcome
of the experiments only on the position error  and leave the
orientation error out of consideration. This makes a total of three
experiment instances for advanced experiments: IK-CCGP-3 that applies
our approach on the �irst three consecutive joints of the kinematic chain,
IK-CCGP-2G and IK-CCGP-2P using ground truth (G) and projected (P)
joint 1 input data respectively applied to the kinematic unit of joints 2
and 3.

All experiments use the same function set 

, where  represents the input of unary operators. The terminal set 
varies for each experiment and consists of the six parameters that de�ine
the (ground truth or projected) target pose and additionally a set of
constants  containing the offset parameters of the joints that are
currently trained:  + . For each algorithmic
variant, 31 independent runs are performed. The parameters are set as
follows: In the single-objective optimization, we use tournament
selection with a tournament size of 3. We use NSGA-II algorithm for
multi-objective optimization [7]. The population size is 
for all experiments. We use crossover and mutation probabilities of 0.5,
except for the mutation-only phase, with a mutation probability of 1.0.
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The leaf-biased crossover selects a leaf with a probability of 0.8. The
maximum depth of a solution tree is set to 20 with a maximum of 30
nodes. The preliminary experiments execute ten algorithmic iterations,
one of which consists of ten generations of crossover and mutation
followed by ten generations of mutation-only, summing up to 200
generations in total. As the advanced experiments intend to solve a more
complex problem and coevolution requires more time for mutual
adjustment between the subpopulations,  iterations of the IK-
CCGP algorithm are performed, where each subpopulation is trained for 

 generations in each phase of the two-phase training. This makes
a total of 800 generations for IK-CCGP-2G and IK-CCGP-2P and 1200 for
the three joint experiment IK-CCGP-3. All algorithms are implemented
using the deap-framework version 1.3.1 [11] and the pint package1

version 0.16.1.

4.3 Preliminary Experiments
In the preliminary experiments, we test the performance of the
combinations of objectives , , 

 and . We always include the error
function , since it is the main objective we want to minimize. The
individual with the lowest angle RMSE according to  on the
evaluation dataset is selected as the best solution for each of the 31
runs. Thus, for each experiment variant, 31 RMSE values are employed
to determine the quality of the learned solutions. We conduct the
pairwise Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank sum test with a level of
signi�icance  = 0.05 to compare the general performance of the
different objective function variants.

The results of the statistical test indicate that the multi-objective
variant ,  is superior to the single-objective variant 

. This implies that the correlation as an additional objective
enhances the quality of the results. The combination 
yields the worst results. The three-objective variant, that also
incorporates correlation, can partially compensate the drawbacks of the
dimension penalty objective. Nonetheless, it is outperformed by the
two-objective variant using , .
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4.4 Advanced Experiments
Based on the preliminary experiments, all advanced experiments are
conducted using the combination of objectives .

Figure 3 (left) shows the convergence behavior of the position error
for the advanced experiments. This data is deduced from the training
process, which starts 400 generations later for IK-CCGP-2G and IK-CCGP-
2P, as they do not include the training for joint 1. From this plot, one may
infer that experiment variant IK-CCGP-3 performed the worst. Especially
the zigzag pattern of the gray curve indicates that the learning process
did not follow a continuous improvement, but rather oscillated around a
slowly declining curve. This behavior can be explained by the fact that
joint 1 is an additional variable in IK-CCGP-3. Since the �irst joint de�ines
the plane in which the �inal position lies within the workspace, errors in
this joint can lead to large deviations in the �inal position. It can be
observed that it is of great advantage when the angle value of the �irst
joint is already known, as for IK-CCGP-2G and IK-CCGP-2P. In this way,
the algorithm only operates towards �inding the correct position on the
prede�ined plane, which shrinks the search space tremendously. IK-
CCGP-2G and IK-CCGP-2P follow more the expected �itness development
with poor results in the beginning, which rapidly improve in the �irst
quarter of the evolution process and converge towards the end. In
general, both experiments produce position errors in the magnitude of a
few centimeters.

For further analyses, we select the solution with the smallest
position RMSE among the 31 experiment runs for each of the
experiment variants. Figure 3 (right) displays the distribution of
position errors on the evaluation dataset for these best solutions. It
becomes apparent that the best solution of IK-CCGP-3 performs the
worst over all other solutions, with a median error of 0.0671 m. The
other variants range between 2 and 3 centimeters of median error. No
severe difference between using the ground truth or projected joint 1
angles as input data can be observed. The overall best solution with an
RMSE of 0.0343 m, a maximum absolute error (MAE) of 0.1712 m and a
median error of 0.0213 m was obtained by experiment variant IK-CCGP-
2P.
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Fig. 3. Results of the advanced experiments. Left: Convergence behavior of the three experiment
variants. Right: Error distribution on the evaluation dataset with 20,000 samples using the best
solution of each experiment variant.

Furthermore, we analyze the percentage of large error values of
more than 0.1 m. Again, IK-CCGP-3 with 28.3% has the largest
percentage of error. The approach with the smallest percentage of large
errors is IK-CCGP-2P with , compared to IK-CCGP-2G with .
Figure 4 gives additional clues about the distribution of large errors
within the workspace. For all data samples which caused large position
errors, the original positions are plotted to identify problematic regions.
The IK-CCGT-2P algorithm had mainly problems �inding joint values for
positions at the top of the reachable area and very few outliers in the
remaining workspace. Additionally, IK-CCGT-2G produced large errors at
the bottom of the workspace and the edge of the reachable area.

The algorithm found more consistent solutions throughout the
workspace when the projected joint 1 angles were given as inputs, i.e.
IK-CCGT-2P, compared to the ground truth angles in IK-CCGT-2G. An
explanation for this observation is that IK-CCGT-2G is trained on the
ground truth data of joint 1. Thus, it was possible that the algorithm
received input values of joint 1 that were  apart but arrived at
positions that are very close to each other, once with a bend over and
once without. To the contrary, IK-CCGT-2P received very consistent input
angles of joint 1, i.e. positions that are very close to each other also
originated from the same joint 1 angle. This continuous input helped the
algorithm to learn a consistent formula for most positions within the
workspace. Two possible explanations for the cluster of large errors
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above the center of the x-y-plane with z-values between  and 
 arise from this assumption: First, these positions can only be

reached by a bend over due to the kinematic con�iguration of the robot.
Or second, the algorithm has issues learning joint angles that completely
extend the arm to the top.

Fig. 4. Distribution of large position errors 0.1 m evaluated on 20,000 data samples. Left: IK-
CCGP-2G. Right: IK-CCGP-2P, z values of cluster in the center range from  to 

4.5 Discussion
Our main goal to prefer genetic programming over ANNs in this paper is
the explainability of the produced solutions. However, the accuracy is
the typical criterion that an IK model is assessed on. Most IK models
developed with ANNs are evaluated using continuous trajectory
tracking: once the start position of the trajectory is found, the
subsequent positions are close to the current position. Our evaluation
method uses 20,000 independent positions instead of a continuous
trajectory, which makes it dif�icult to compare our accuracy to ANNs.
Nevertheless, multiple papers show that the position error of ANNs is in
the magnitude of millimeters, while the best solution developed by our
approach has a median error of 2.13 cm [1, 22]. Since the existing GP
approaches for the IK problem use an angle error in [rad], a fair
comparison between our approach using position errors in [m] and the
existing GP approaches is not possible [3, 4]. Even though the position
accuracy of our approach leaves space for future research, we obtain
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human-readable equations that can be analyzed mathematically. This is
especially necessary for manipulator operations in safety-relevant areas.
An equation obtained by experiment IK-CCGP-2P for joint 3 is 

. The

numbers are known offset parameters of the joints. Due to the
transformation of input poses,  only takes on the values 1.570 or 

 for joint 3. Since  can be assumed, the
equation evaluates to 

. Thus, our algorithm

developed an equation in which  only depends on x and the
orientation parameter  as well as the sign given by . This equation
is more comprehensible than the usually multidimensional matrices
produced by ANNs. Nevertheless, it makes use of non-physical
operations, such as , where an angle and a length are added.
This is an expected behavior, as the dimension penalty objective was not
optimized in our approach.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposes the IK-CCGP approach to solve the inverse
kinematics problem using genetic programming. The main goal is to
overcome the explainability gap of ANNs. A cooperative coevolutionary
setting using a two-phase training strategy was introduced. To include
information about the joint angles of previous joints, we employed
inverse transformation of training data. We furthermore introduced
different objective functions, one of which employed the FK equations to
compute the pose from the learned joint angles. We evaluated the
proposed approach by developing an IK model for the 5 DOF KUKA
youBot manipulator. In preliminary experiments, we identi�ied the
combination of objectives error and correlation, , as �itting
for our purpose. In advanced experiments, we tested the IK-CCGP
approach in three scenarios. The experiments for learning three
consecutive joints of the kinematic chain performed worst. On the other
hand, experiments that learned a kinematic unit of two joints generated
promising results in the magnitude of a few centimeters of position
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error. The proposed approach overcomes the explainability gap of ANNs
and is generally applicable to a variety of robotic con�igurations. For
future research, further analysis of the resulting equations, such as a
boundary value analysis, can be conducted. Moreover, the remaining two
joints of the kinematic chain can be analyzed using a geometric IK
approach. This can decrease the overall position error compared to the
current position error.
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Abstract
Development is fundamental for living beings. As robots are often
designed to mimic biological organisms, development is believed to be
crucial for achieving successful results in robotic agents, as well. What is
not clear, though, is the most appropriate scheduling for development.
While in real life systems development happens mostly during the initial
growth phase of organisms, it has not yet been investigated whether
such assumption holds also for arti�icial creatures. In this paper, we
employ a evolutionary approach to optimize the development—
according to different representations—of Voxel-based Soft Robots
(VSRs), a kind of modular robots. In our study, development consists in
the addition of new voxels to the VSR, at �ixed time instants, depending
on the development schedule. We experiment with different schedules
and show that, similarly to living organisms, arti�icial agents bene�it
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from development occurring at early stages of life more than from
development lasting for their entire life.

Keywords Adaptation – Evolutionary Robotics – Embodied cognition –
Development – Body-brain evolution

1 Introduction and Related Works
Phenotypic development is pervasive in nature and it can happen in
different dimensions, e.g., lifetime body adaptations to cope with
environmental seasonal changes [1], brain plasticity through
learning [2], body training [3], behavioral environmental regulation [4],
etc. Additionally to these forms of development, there is a very
fundamental one: growth. Notably, growth starts during morphogenesis
and may continue for a long period during the lifetime of a creature,
according to its species. In humans, the �luctuations of phenotypic
growth depend on genetic and environmental factors during
prepubertal and pubertal development [5]. Because of the complexity of
these factors, the dif�iculty of establishing growth standards has been
discussed [6]. Moreover, different body traits develop at distinct ages.
For instance, while the signi�icant height growth happens until
adolescence [7], male muscle mass peaks around their 20 to 30 years
old [8].

Curiously, while body growth in animals is rapid in early life, it then
progressively slows, and the reasons for this are not yet quite
understood [7], though its association to possible advantages of delaying
fertility maturation has been discussed [9]. Furthermore, animal brain
development is lifelong, happening prenatally, during infancy and
adolescence, and even in adulthood [10]. In fact, because of its
complexity, the human frontal cortex is not fully developed until the mid
twenties [4]. Note that this developmental maturation does not
necessarily mean growth in the brain, but a better organization of the
neural structures, requiring some form of pruning [4]. Interestingly,
synaptic pruning—i.e., removing some of the connections in the neural
network constituting the brain—has been shown to be potentially
bene�icial also for evolved arti�icial agents [11, 12].

While the dynamics of growth, including the interplay between body
and brain development, is unclear, we could hardly doubt that this
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complex dynamics is fundamental for the behavioral complexity
observed in diverse species. Therefore, the �ield of Evolutionary
Robotics has great motivation to study growth development.
Nevertheless, not only is the �ield focused mostly on evolving the
controller without evolving the body [13], but also has development
received relatively little attention.

Some developmental representations have become popular [14, 15],
but they have been mostly used for morphogenesis only. One instance of
a development study has demonstrated the bene�its of environmental
regulation for lifetime phenotypic plasticity so that bodies and brains of
robots could adapt in response to environmental changes [16, 17].
Another approach experimented with recon�igurable robots that relied
on manually designed bodies [18]. Furthermore, a �ield of research
called morphogenetic engineering has been introduced to promote
models of complex self-architecture systems [19]. Some other examples
of development studies are the use of pre-programmed lifetime changes
that could be compared to growth: investigating the impact of
development on evolvability [20, 21], and exploring the effects of using
stages of morphological development as a way of scaffolding
behavior [22].

Although the aforementioned works represent an important step for
the investigations of development within arti�icial life, there is still a lot
to be explored. There is a pressure for an increase in this type of
investigation, with the purpose of expanding our perspective about how
development can be carried out, and in which conditions determined
effects shall be observed.

Aiming at furnishing the literature with new insights, in this paper
we address a speci�ic question related to growth development: does the
development schedule impact on the effectiveness of evolved agents?
Namely, is a continuous, lifelong development better or worse than a
development that occurs mostly at the beginning of the life of the agent?
To this extent, we design various development representations for 2-D
simulated modular Voxel-based Soft Robots (VSRs) [23] which can be
optimized via suitable evolutionary algorithms (EAs): we hence
combine development with evolution, allowing robots to undergo
alterations on different timescales. Due to their expressive power, VSRs
are ideal for experimenting with morphological development and they
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have already been used in [21, 24]: differently from the present paper,
the two cited works do not study the development schedule, but the
overall impact of development on evolution, in [21], and the possibility
of exploiting environmental feedback for determining the development,
in [24].

Even though our work focuses on morphological development,
involving only the body of the agent, the robot controller is tightly
coupled with its morphology: therefore, we also design evolvable brains
which can effectively control different bodies. To assess the effects of
development, we evaluate the performance of robots in a locomotion
task. For providing more context, our study encompasses also agents
which do not undergo development, considered as a baseline. Our
results show that, for all representations, the most appropriate
scheduling of development for arti�icial agents resembles that of living
organisms. Namely, we �ind that early development yields to better
performing robots than those which experience continuous growth.
Moreover, the comparison with non-developing robots con�irms the
potentially bene�icial effects of development for arti�icial agents.

2 Background: Voxel-Based Soft Robots
We experiment with Voxel-based Soft Robots (VSRs), a kind of modular
soft robots. Each VSR module consists of a deformable cube (voxel),
which can vary in volume in order to achieve movement. The �inal
volume of each voxel is determined by two factors: (a) external forces
acting on the voxel, which is deformable by construction, and (b) a
control signal, regulating active expansion/contraction of the voxel. In
this study, we consider a 2-D variant of said robots that are simulated in
discrete time [25]. Working in 2-D reduces the computational cost of the
simulation, while yielding results that are conceptually portable to the
3-D case.

A VSR is de�ined by its morphology and its controller, describing
respectively the arrangement of voxels in a 2-D grid and the law which
determines each voxel control signal.

2.1 VSR Morphology
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The morphology of a VSR describes the voxel arrangement in a 2-D grid.
Each voxel is a soft deformable square, modeled with (a) four masses at
the corners, to prevent excessive deformations and rigidly connect
neighbors, (b) spring-damper systems, to ensure softness and elasticity,
and (c) ropes, to avoid uncontrolled expansion. We refer the reader
to [26] for further details on the voxel mechanical model utilized.

VSRs accomplish movement similarly to biological muscles, thanks to
the contraction and expansion of individual voxels. The behavior of each
voxel is determined by a control signal and by the interaction with other
bodies, exerting their forces on it, e.g., the ground or other voxels. At
each simulation time step k, the controller feeds every i-th voxel with a
control signal ,  corresponding to maximum requested
expansion, and 1 corresponding to maximum requested contraction. In
the simulator employed [25], contraction and expansions are modeled
as linear variations of the rest-length of the spring-damper system,
proportional to the control signal received.

Voxels are equipped with sensors. We use three types of sensors,
whose readings can be exploited by the VSR controller: (a) area sensors,
perceiving the ratio between the current area of the voxel and its rest
area, (b) touch sensors, sensing if the voxel is in contact with the ground
or not, and (c) velocity sensors, which perceive the velocity of the center
of mass of the voxel along the x- and y-axes (thus corresponding to the
union of a  and a  sensor). We normalize sensor readings in such a
way that, at each simulation time step, the readings  of the i-th voxel
are de�ined in .

2.2 VSR Controller
At each simulation time step k, the VSR controller is fed with the sensor
readings  and outputs the control signals 

 for all voxels.
In this study, we consider two different kinds of controllers: the

phase controller [21, 23, 27] and the neural controller [28, 29]. For both
controllers, in this work, even though we compute the control signal at
each simulation time step, we actually apply it to the voxel every 

 and keep it constant in between variations. In other words,
we employ a step like control signal derived by the original control
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signal. We do this because we aim at preventing vibrating behaviors,
which have been found to be a strong attractor in evolution of VSRs [30].

Phase Controller. In the phase controller, each control signal is
computed from the current time, according to a sinusoidal function.
Namely, the control signal of the i-th voxel at simulation time step k is
computed as , where f is the sine wave
frequency,  is the simulation time interval, and  is the voxel phase.
In most works where they have been used, these controllers have been
optimized only in the phases , whereas f is set a priori to the same
value for each voxel: for this reason, these are called phase controllers.

Note that this is an open-loop type of controller, which does not
exploit sensor readings .

Neural Controller. VSR neural controllers are based on Arti�icial
Neural Networks (ANNs), which are employed to process sensor
readings and produce voxel control signals. Neural controllers have been
demonstrated bene�icial for the achievement of good performance in
VSRs [28, 31], due to their sensing abilities.

We use the distributed neural controller presented in [29], consisting
of a number of fully-connected feed-forward ANNs, i.e., multi-layer
perceptrons (MLPs), one per voxel. At every simulation time step k, each
MLP processes the local sensor readings  together with the
information coming from the neighboring voxels, in order to produce
the local control signal  and the information to be passed to
neighboring voxels. The information passed between neighboring voxels
consists of a vector of  values, or a zero-vector of the same size for
voxels at the boundaries. Such vector is processed with one time step of
delay, i.e., every MLP processes the vectors produced by neighboring
MLPs at the previous simulation time step. The control signal of the i-th
voxel is hence determined as 

, where  is the information output by the i-th voxel

for its neighbor at north (the same for the other three neighbors), 
 is the information output by the neighbor at north

for the i-th voxel (that is its neighbor at south) at previous time step 
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, and  is the vector of the parameters (or weights) of the
MLP.

In this study, we utilize an identical MLP in each voxel, both in terms
of architecture and weights . This design choice arises from the fact
that this controller can be employed for a variable amount of voxels
without any changes, so it is particularly suitable for a developing body.
Moreover, [30] showed experimentally that using the same MLP in each
voxel is not worse than using MLPs with different weights.

3 Development of VSRs
We consider morphological development, i.e., a mechanism according to
which, at given time instants during the life of the VSR, new voxels are
added to the VSR body.

For the purpose of this study, we say that the development of a VSR
is completely described by a schedule and a development function. We
de�ine the schedule as a sequence  of time instants when the
addition of a new voxel occurs. We de�ine the development function as a
function d that, given a number of voxels n, outputs a VSR d(n)
consisting of at most n voxels. We impose the requirements for the
function d that, for all n, (a) the morphology of the VSR d(n) differs from
the morphology of the VSR  for at most one voxel and (b) d(n)
has no more voxels than .

Given a starting size , a schedule S, and a development function d,
we can perform a simulation of a VSR  that starts with a
morphology of (at most)  voxels at  and, at each ,
develops to a VSR  that is not smaller than the previous one.

The main goal of this study is to gain insights into the impact of the
schedule on the effectiveness of evolved developing VSRs. To achieve
this goal, we set the schedule to a few prede�ined sequences, let the
evolution optimize the developing function, and compare the outcomes.

3.1 Representations for the Development Function
For broadening the generality of our experimental �indings, we consider
four different ways of representing the developing function in a way that
allows its optimization by the means of evolution.
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For the ease of presentation, we describe the development function d
in terms of a function , that determines the morphology of the
VSR, and a function , that determines the controller of the VSR.
Moreover, we directly describe how the outputs of  and 

 are computed, given a genotype g and a number n.
Vector-Based Morphology Representation. Given a real vector 

, we obtain a morphology of n voxels as follows.
We denote by  the Boolean matrix describing

the obtained morphology, where the voxel at position i, j is present if and
only if the corresponding element  is set. First, we reshape the
vector  to a matrix  of  real values. Second, we determine the
greatest element of  and set the corresponding element of . Then,
we repeat the following two steps until  elements of 
have been set: (1) we consider the subset of  unset elements that are
adjacent to set elements and (2) we set the element of the subset with
the largest corresponding value in .

Note that, with this representation, it is guaranteed that the
morphology will have exactly n voxels, provided that , a parameter
of the representation, is large enough.

Figure 1 provides a schematic representation of an example of
application of this function with  and .

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the grid-based morphology representation , with 
, , and an example . Dark orange is used to highlight the �irst element

chosen (the one with highest value), whereas lighter orange is used to indicate the other chosen
elements. The gray area indicates the candidate voxels for a possible future development (i.e., 

 with this same ). (Color �igure online)
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Tree-Based Morphology Representation. Given an ordered tree T
in which each node is a number in  and has either 0 or 4 child nodes,
we obtain a morphology of up to n voxels as follows.

Each node of the tree corresponds to an element of the matrix 
describing the morphology and the four children of a node correspond
to the four neighboring elements at north, south, east, and west. Given a
node corresponding to the  element, the �irst child corresponds to 

, the second to , etc.
First, we transform T into a tree  by mapping each node of T to a

node in  being a pair (v, u), where  is the node real value and 
—initially,  for every node in .

Second, we set the root u to . Then, we repeat the following three
steps until n nodes in  have  or there are no more  nodes
with : (1) we consider the subset of nodes with 
and whose parent node has , (2) we choose the node in the
subset with the largest v, and (3) set  for the chosen node and 

 for all the other nodes representing the same position and
with . Finally, we obtain the morphology  by setting the
element —for convenience, we assume that the indexes of the
elements of  can assume values in —and setting every other
element i, j for which there is a  node in  whose relative position
to the root is i, j.

Note that, with this representation, a morphology with less than n
voxels could be obtained for a given tree T. In the extreme case, if T
consists of the root node only, then the morphology will have just one
voxel. On the other hand, the representation is parameter-free and does
not impose an upper bound on the number of voxels in the VSR. Note
also that, for each position of the matrix  there are up to four nodes
in the tree T, but at most one is used depending on ancestors of the
node: i.e., this representation is redundant [32] and exhibits
epistasis [33].

Figure 2 provides a schematic representation of an example of
application of this function with .
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of the tree-based morphology representation , with .
Colors in  nodes represent the value of u, while numbers are the ones of T (not shown here
for brevity). Dark orange is used to highlight the root of the tree, whereas lighter orange is for 

, white for , and gray for . The same colors are used in the
Boolean matrix  and in the obtained VSR morphology. Black cells in  correspond to
nodes that are not present in the tree, hence such cells could never be used with this T,
regardless of n. (Color �igure online)

Vector-Based Phase Controller Representation. Given a real
vector , we obtain a phase controller for a VSR whose
morphology  can be contained in a  grid of voxels as
follows.

First, we reshape the vector  to a matrix  of  real
values. Second we build a phase controller in which the phase  of the
voxel at position i, j, if any, is given by the corresponding element in . If
there is no voxel at i, j, the corresponding element in  does not
contribute to the controller.

Vector-Based Neural Controller Representation. Given a real
vector  and a description of the topology of an MLP consisting on
the numbers  of neurons for each layer (with 

), we obtain a neural controller by simply setting
the parameters vector  of the MLP to .

Note that, since the MLP is the same for all voxels, this controller is
applicable to any VSR, regardless of its morphology, provided that (a) 
is compatible with the dimension  of sensor readings in
the voxels and with the value of  and (b)  is compatible with the
value of . More precisely, given  and , 

 and  must hold. Since  is
determined by the morphology (  in this work, see Sect. 2.1), it
follows that the free parameters for this representations are , m,
and the values of  for .
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Tree-Based Phase Controller Representation. This controller
representation is tightly coupled with the tree-based morphology
representation: in fact, we only use it in combination with that
representation. Given an ordered tree T in which each node is a pair of
numbers  and has either 0 or 4 child nodes, we obtain a phase
controller for the VSR mapped from the v-part of T according to the tree-
based morphology representation, as follows. Let M be the morphology
obtained as described above, we associate with each voxel in the
morphology the  value of the corresponding element in T.

The rationale for this representation, is to tightly couple v values,
determining the morphology, and  values, determining the controller,
by embedding them in the same tree. Together with appropriate genetic
operators, this link should prevent destructive effects resulting from the
misalignment between the part of the genotype describing the
morphology and the one describing the brain [34].

Full Development Function Representations. Summarizing, we
consider the four representations resulting from the following
combinations of a  and a  representation:

– Grid-phase, in which the genotype is a vector : we obtain
the robot by mapping the leading half of  with the vector-based
morphology representation and the trailing half with the vector-
based phase controller representation.

– Grid-neural, in which the genotype is a vector : we obtain
the robot by mapping the leading  elements of  with the vector-
based morphology representation and the trailing p elements with
the vector-based neural controller representation.

– Tree-phase, in which the genotype is a tree T with nodes in  with
either 0 or 4 children: we obtain the robot by mapping the tree of the
�irst elements of T nodes with the tree-based morphology
representation and T with the tree-based phase controller
representation.

– Tree-neural, in which the genotype is a pair  composed of a tree T
with nodes in  with either 0 or 4 children and a vector : we
obtain the robot by mapping T with the tree-based morphology
representation and  with the vector-based neural controller
representation.
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3.2 Evolution of the Development Function
To evolve a development function, we employ a single, standard EA that
we adapt, in the initialization and genetic operators, to the four different
representations presented above.

In our EA, we iteratively evolve a population of  solutions for 
 generations. At each generation, we build the offspring by repeating
 times the following steps: (1) we randomly select the crossover

(with probability ) or the mutation (with probability )
genetic operator; (2) we select one or two parents (depending on the
chosen operator) with a tournament selection of size ; (3) we apply
the operator to the parents obtaining a new individual. Then, we merge
the parents and the offspring, we keep only the  best individuals,
and proceed to the next generation.

For initializing the population, we sample  for each element
of the vector-based representations, and we use the ramped half-and-
half initialization (with depth in ) for the tree-based
representation. For the latter, we sample  for the values of the
nodes.

Concerning the genetic operators, we do as follows. In the vector-
based representations (grid-phase and grid-neural), we use the
extended geometric crossover, where the child  is determined
from the parents  as , where 

 is sampled as , and  is sampled as 
. As mutation, we use the Gaussian mutation, where 

, with betas sampled from .
In the tree-based representations, we use the standard subtree

crossover, which consists in replacing a random subtree of one parent
with a randomly chosen subtree of the other parent: both subtrees are
picked to ensure the child tree has a maximum depth of . As
mutation, we use the standard subtree mutation, in which one random
subtree is replaced with a newly generated tree, ensuring a maximum
depth of  for the child. Only with the tree-phase representation,
with 50 % probability, we apply a noise sampled from  to
each  element of the tree instead of applying the standard subtree
mutation.
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In the combined representation (tree-neural), we do crossover by
applying standard subtree crossover and extended geometric crossover
to the two parts of the genotype. Similarly, we do mutation by applying
Gaussian mutation and standard subtree mutation.

4 Experimental Evaluation
We performed several experiments to answer to the following research
questions: What is the most appropriate development schedule for
arti�icial agents? Does it depend on the representation of the
development function?

For answering to said questions, we evolved development functions
to develop VSRs suited for the task of locomotion, in which the goal for
the robot is to travel as far as possible on a terrain in a given amount of
time. We employed two different development schedules, together with
no development, to be considered as a baseline. A detailed description of
the experimental procedure and results follows.

Concerning the representation, we used the following parameters: 
, , , , and 

 (i.e., we used MLPs with two inner layers
with the same size of the input layer). Regarding the EA, we used the
following parameters:  and  (corresponding to
20000 total �itness evaluations), , , , 

, , and . We veri�ied that, for the chosen
value of  and , evolution was in general capable of converging to
a solution, i.e., longer evolutions would have resulted in negligible
�itness improvements.

To evaluate the effectiveness of an individual, i.e., a development
function, given a schedule S, we proceeded as follows. At the beginning
of the simulation, we (1) used the development function to obtain an
initial VSR  from  and (2) we placed it right above the terrain at
the starting position. Then, at each  during the simulation, we (1)
removed the VSR  from the simulation, taking note of the x-
coordinate  of its leftmost voxel, (2) used the development function
to develop the VSR to  and (3) placed the developed VSR in the
simulation right above the terrain in a position such that its leftmost
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part was at . We stopped the simulation after 210 s (simulated time),
took note of the run distance , as the difference between the initial
and �inal x-coordinate of the center of mass of the VSR, and used  as
�itness.

We removed and added (i.e., re-spawn) the VSR just before and right
after each development because the new voxel might have been added in
positions that con�lict with the current posture of the robot (e.g., under a
foot, “inside” the terrain). As a consequence, each development step led
to a re-spawning of the VSR, where its gait was interrupted.

We characterized the performance of the representations in
conjunction with two development schedules, both encompassing 14
stages: early development , resembling
biological development, and uniform development 

, accounting for continuous growth
(numbers are in s). In addition, to have a baseline for comparisons, we
also employed a non-developmental schedule : in this case
VSRs were initialized according to the initial development, and no voxels
were ever added to them. To ensure fairness in terms of re-spawning (as
such events could slow down the VSR), we interrupted the gait to lift the
VSR in the air according to , even though no development was
occurring.

Concerning the initial size  of the VSRs, we aimed at being as fair
as possible, since larger robots could, in principle, bene�it from having
more power. Hence, we chose , , and 

 in order to have approximately the same weighted
average VSR size during the simulation ( , ,
and ). In other words, the chosen values of  resulted in
all VSRs having approximately the same integral of size over the
simulations.

For each of the  combinations of representation and schedule,
we performed 10 independent, i.e., based on different random seeds,
evolutionary optimizations, obtaining a total of 120 runs. When
comparing results of pairs of combinations, we performed the Mann-
Whitney U test, after having veri�ied the proper requirements, with the
null hypothesis of equality of the means—we report the p-values. Note
that, since we performed multiple pairwise comparisons
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simultaneously, we applied the required Bonferroni corrections for
evaluating the signi�icance of results.

We used 2D-VSR-Sim [25] for the simulation setting all parameters
to default values; in particular, we set the simulation time interval 

. We made the code for the experiments publicly available at
https:// github. com/ giorgia-nadizar/ VSREvoDevo.

4.1 Results and Discussion
The experimental results are reported in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. The most high
level �inding of our experiments is displayed in Fig. 3, which depicts the
distributions of the �itness  of the best individuals at the end of
evolution for each representation and schedule. From such plots, we are
able to compare the outcomes deriving from  and : given
the distributions and the p-values, we can conclude that, in general,
early development is not worse than uniform development, and that for
phase controllers it is signi�icantly better. We can hence infer that
development in arti�icial life is somehow similar to development in real
life, and, even though creatures that continuously grow end up being
larger, such trait does not really bene�it their overall performance. We
hypothesize that early development is more effective as the optimization
of the controller of the agent is favored by the fact that the brain is able
to interact with a �ixed body for a longer amount of time (the last
development stage, which is longer than the other ones). Therefore, we
speculate that evolution �inds a way to optimize the controller for the
last body, since being optimal during this longer stage could result in
more distance gain, hence in higher �itness. On the other hand,
continuous growth seems to hinder brain development, as evolution
cannot �ind an optimal controller to almost equally �it all the bodies the
controller interacts with.

Comparison Against No Development. Reasoning further on Fig. 3,
it is interesting to also compare the results achieved by non-developing
VSRs. From the previous assumptions, we would expect such outcomes
to be signi�icantly better than both early and uniformly developed VSRs,
as in this case the brain is optimized for just one body. However, the
results shown in the plots are less clear, as there is no evident winner
among the non-developed, early-developed, and uniformly-developed
VSRs. We explain these mixed �indings by reasoning on two factors: the
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re-spawning and the lack of development. Concerning the re-spawning,
it likely slowed VSRs down, even though they were not really developing,
preventing them from exhibiting a �luid and effective gait. In addition,
we speculate that the lack of actual development could have been
detrimental for the overall performance achieved, consistently
with [21].

Fig. 3. Box plots of the �itness  of the best development functions at the end of evolution for
different representations (plot columns) and development schedules (color). p-values are shown
above pairs of boxes. We consider  for statistical signi�icance, due to the
Bonferroni correction.

Analysis of VSR Velocity. To gain further insight on the obtained
results, we also measured the velocity of VSRs along development: we
de�ine  as the average velocity achieved by a VSR in its i-th stage of
development. Figure 4 depicts the distribution of the velocity of VSRs
during the last development stage for each representation and schedule.
These outcomes are aligned with the previous �indings: early
development yields to not slower VSRs compared to uniform
development, whereas non developed VSRs tend to exhibit fuzzier
relationships with the others. However, more interesting conclusions
can be drawn if we interpret Fig. 4 taking into consideration that VSRs in
the last (i.e., 14-th) stage have different sizes according to the chosen
schedule, namely , , and . In
fact, we can observe that, surprisingly, larger VSRs do not correspond to
higher velocity. To explain this, we resort to the same motivation
provided before. Namely, early development generates VSRs that are
mostly optimized for the last stage of their lives, not only because the
last robots are bigger in size, but also because the body-brain interaction
is longer.

To conclude the velocity analysis, we provide in Fig. 5 a display of the
 throughout the simulation. From these plots, the previously laid
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hypothesis as to why early development is more successful seems to be
con�irmed. In addition, we can note that both early and uniform
development follow a general growing trend for the velocity, suggesting
that also size plays a signi�icant role in the achievement of good
performance at locomotion.

Fig. 4. Box plots of the last stage velocity  of the best development functions at the end of
evolution for different representations (plot columns) and development schedules (color). p-
values are shown above pairs of boxes. We consider  for statistical
signi�icance, due to the Bonferroni correction.

Fig. 5. Average velocity  (median with lower and upper quartiles across the 10 repetitions)
of the developing VSRs at different stages during the simulation, for different representations
(plot columns) and development schedules (color).

Comparison Among Representations. Last, it is interesting to
reason on the different outcomes produced by the representations we
experimented with, both in terms of �itness  (Fig. 3) and velocity 

 in the last development stage (Fig. 4). We summarize the outcomes
of the statistical signi�icance tests between pair of representations in
Table 1, where we use colored dots (the color encoding the development
schedule) to annotate distributions which are signi�icantly different (

). From the table we can immediately
notice that the results obtained without development almost never
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signi�icantly depend on the employed representation, whereas the
outcomes coming from early or uniform development show more
interesting variety among representations. Taking into account Figs. 3
and 4 and Tables 1a and 1b, we can conclude that the grid-phase
representation is in general not worse than the others, and is
signi�icantly better for a subset of schedules and representations. We
speculate that this could depend on two factors: the direct
representation and the superiority of a phase controller to a neural
controller for developing VSRs. Namely, we hypothesize that it is easier
for evolution to �ind suitable phases values for a growing body, than
optimizing a single MLP to �it all voxels of a wide gamut of bodies.

Table 1. Statistical signi�icance results for different metrics and representations. Each cell is
annotated with a dot if the p-value on the two representations with the same schedule is 

 (due to the Bonferroni correction).

To conclude the discussion on the experiments we show in Fig. 6 an
example of a developing VSR obtained at the end of one evolution with
the grid-phase representation and the uniform schedule: in the �igure,
each frame shows the VSR during a developing stage. The corresponding
video is available at https:// youtu. be/ DD4D20EH1sA.

Fig. 6. View of a developing VSR (uniform schedule with the grid-phase representation). Each
image is taken  after a voxel has been added to the VSR body, to leave time to the robot to
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fall and exhibit its posture on the ground. Voxels color encodes the ratio between its current area
and its rest area (red for contraction, yellow for rest, green for expansion). (Color �igure online)

5 Concluding Remarks
In this work, we investigated the effects of different schedules for
morphological development of Voxel-Based Soft Robots (VSRs), a kind of
modular soft robots. To this extent, we evolved development functions,
i.e., functions which can build and extend VSRs bodies and controllers, to
generate and develop VSRs capable of successfully performing the task
of locomotion. Aiming at achieving general results, our study
encompassed four representations for development functions, based on
different combinations of body-brain encodings, and we also included
non-developing VSRs, as a baseline. Our experimental �indings show
that, similarly to living organisms, VSRs bene�it from early development,
whereas continuous growth tends to hinder the overall performance of
the agent. In particular, we have noticed that, despite having more
power, bigger VSRs deriving from continuous growth are not more
effective than the early developed smaller ones, concluding that an
appropriate development schedule plays a key role in determining the
effectiveness of a VSR.

As an extension of this work, it might be of interest to experiment
with additional representations, e.g., based on neural cellular automata,
and to take into account environmental feedback [24] in development.
Moreover, the concept of early mortality [16] could be introduced in our
framework.
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Abstract
Dynamic job shop scheduling has a wide range of applications in reality
such as order picking in warehouse. Using genetic programming to design
scheduling heuristics for dynamic job shop scheduling problems becomes
increasingly common. In recent years, multitask genetic programming-
based hyper-heuristic methods have been developed to solve similar
dynamic scheduling problem scenarios simultaneously. However, all of
the existing studies focus on the tree-based genetic programming. In this
paper, we investigate the use of linear genetic programming, which has
some advantages over tree-based genetic programming in designing
multitask methods, such as building block reusing. Speci�ically, this paper
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makes a preliminary investigation on several issues of multitask linear
genetic programming. The experiments show that the linear genetic
programming within multitask frameworks have a signi�icantly better
performance than solving tasks separately, by sharing useful building
blocks.

Keywords Multitask – Linear genetic programming – Hyper-heuristic –
Dynamic job shop scheduling

1 Introduction
Job shop scheduling (JSS) is a typical combinatorial optimization problem
and has a large commercial value in manufacturing systems. There are a
set of machines and a set of jobs in the job shop. The job shop processes
the set of jobs by the given machines so that some objectives, such as
tardiness and makespan, are optimized. For dynamic job shop scheduling
(DJSS), there are some dynamic events such as new job arrivals, which
need to be considered when making schedules. In DJSS with new job
arrivals, the information of the new jobs is not known in advance. Such
characteristic requires optimization techniques to be able to make an
instant reaction (e.g., re-scheduling or repairing existing schedules) to the
newly arrived jobs. It also limits the application of some existing exact
optimization algorithms such as branch-and-bound and dynamic
programming whose computation burden may be too large for the instant
reaction.

Hyper-heuristic methods (HH) have been successfully applied to
many applications [18]. They try to search a suitable scheduling heuristic
for a certain problem by selecting or recombining some existing
scheduling heuristics [6]. Different from heuristic methods whose search
space consists of solutions (i.e., complete schedules), HH methods search
in a heuristic space given by users. Speci�ically, the heuristics in JSS are
also known as dispatching rules. It has been shown that HH methods can
obtain more sophisticated and effective priority dispatching rules than
human designed ones in DJSS [1, 5, 28]. Genetic programming-based
hyper heuristic (GPHH) is one of the most popular branches of HH
methods [5, 14]. Speci�ically, for GPHH, scheduling heuristics are encoded
into genetic programming (GP) individuals. These heuristics will be
modi�ied by genetic operators and evaluated on problem instances. The
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performance of heuristics on the problem instances will be regarded as
the �itness of those heuristics. The quality of scheduling heuristics are
improved generation by generation.

Although there have been many advanced techniques to assist GPHH
to �ind more effective heuristics in solving a certain DJSS problem [15,
24–26], it is a tedious and expensive task for GPHH methods to search
effective heuristics for each single scenario. In recent years, some
researchers found that sharing knowledge among different scenarios is a
potential research direction to enhance GPHH in solving different DJSS
scenarios [16, 22]. Given that many DJSS scenarios share similarities in
objective functions or job shop environments, they may require the same
building blocks (e.g., subtrees in tree-based GP) to form an effective
scheduling heuristic.

Evolutionary multitask optimization is an emerging topic of
evolutionary computation area, which aims to fully utilize the search
information among different tasks [20]. The evolutionary multitask
methods will accept more than one optimization tasks and solve them
simultaneously by an evolutionary computation method within a uni�ied
search space. The evolutionary multitask optimization has a wide
spectrum of applications nowadays, such as vehicle routing [2, 29], time
series prediction [7, 11], and robot path planning [21]. The evolutionary
multitask techniques in these applications are validated to be more
effective than solving the problems separately.

To adapt multitask techniques to GPHH methods for dynamic
scheduling, several GPHH-speci�ic multitask techniques are proposed. For
example, Park et al. [16] proposed a niched GP to improve the
generalization ability with different machine breakdown levels (i.e.,
different optimization tasks). Speci�ically, the term “niched” means the GP
method has a light-weight grouping mechanism. Every group in niched
GP is assigned to a speci�ic task. The breeding and selection of GP
population were also designed based on these groups. Besides, Zhang et
al. respectively made an investigation on multitask GPHH methods [23]
and proposed a multitask multi-population GPHH method to design
dispatching rules for dynamic �lexible JSS [22]. To improve the training
ef�iciency and precisely share the search information, Zhang et al. [27]
further proposed a surrogate-assisted multitask GPHH method. Their
designed surrogate model successfully enhances the GPHH in terms of
test performance and convergence speed.
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However, most of existing studies of multitask GPHH are designed
based on tree-based GP [13]. Since the tree-like structures usually only
have one output, GP individuals have to be assigned to a speci�ic task in
the off-the-shelf evolutionary multitask optimization frameworks. On the
other hand, linear genetic programming (LGP) [4], which can reuse useful
building blocks easily, may be more suitable for multitask optimization.
Though LGP has some advantages over tree-based GP in designing
multitask frameworks, none of the existing studies apply LGP to multitask
optimization frameworks.

To consolidate the foundation of applying LGP to multitask
framework, this paper serves as a preliminary work to investigate the
performance and behaviour of linear genetic programming with
multitask optimization frameworks. Basically, this paper makes an
investigation about several key issues of developing multitask linear
genetic programming-based hyper heuristic (LGPHH). These issues are
summarised into the following three research questions:

– Which existing multitask framework (e.g., multifactorial evolutionary
framework and multitask multi-population framework) is most
suitable with LGPHH?

– How effective is LGPHH compared with the existing tree-based GPHH
for multitask DJSS?

– How does multitask LGPHH share information among the individuals
for different tasks?

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives the
introduction to DJSS, LGP, and two existing multitask frameworks.
Section 3 develops two LGPHH-based multitask methods for solving DJSS
problems. The experiment settings and the result analysis are
respectively introduced in Sect. 4 and 5. Finally, Sect. 6 draws out some
conclusions.

2 Background
2.1 Dynamic Job Shop Scheduling
DJSS with new job arrival start with an empty job shop whose set of
machines M are given beforehand. The jobs will come into the job shop to
form the job set J over time. Their information cannot be known until
their arrival. Every job j has a sequence of operations 
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, an arrival time , a due date , and a
weight . The operation  will be processed by a certain machine 

 with a processing time . A machine can only process
one operation at any time and its process is assumed to be
uninterruptable. The operation sequence of job j speci�ies the process
order of those operations.  can only be processed after 

 is completed.
This paper mainly considers the �lowtime and the tardiness as the

performance metrics of the job shop. To formulate these metrics, we
denote the actual starting time of an operation  as  and denote
the �inishing time of job j as , where . The
�lowtime and the tardiness are further speci�ied as maximum �lowtime (

), mean �lowtime ( ), mean weighted �lowtime ( ),
maximum tardiness ( ), mean tardiness ( ), and mean weighted
tardiness ( ). They are formulated as below.

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

Fig. 1. An example program of LGP

2.2 Linear Genetic Programming
LGP [4] is a GP variant which has been successfully applied to
classi�ication [3, 9, 12, 17] and symbolic regression problems [8, 19]. LGP
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individuals are sequences of register-based instructions. The instructions
in a same sequence are executed sequentially to form a completed
computer program. The linear arrangement of instructions and the
sequential execution are two core meaning of the term “linear”. For every
single instruction in LGP, it contains three parts: source register,
operation, and destination register. The values in the source registers
serve as the inputs of the operation. The output from the operation is
assigned to the destination register and passed to the subsequent
instructions. To output the �inal result, at least one output register is
needed for LGP. By default, the �irst register is regarded as the output
register. Figure 1 is a simple example of LGP individual to represent a
mathematical formula “ ”. ,  and  are three
registers. They serve as both source and destination registers. These
registers are initialized by a certain value, such as zero in this example.
The LGP individual can also be transformed into a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) to be more compact.

The evolutionary framework of LGP is quite similar with the one of
standard GP. But because of the different representation, LGP has two
kinds of different genetic operators from standard GP [13]. The �irst type
of genetic operators is macro variation. The term “macro” means that this
kind of genetic operators produce offspring mainly by affecting the total
number of instructions. The other type of genetic operators is micro
variation. Contrarily, micro variation does not change the total number of
instructions, but only changes the primitives inside instructions to
produce offspring.

2.3 Related Work
In the literatures, there are two popular evolutionary multitask
frameworks for existing GPHH methods. One is multifactorial
evolutionary algorithm (MFEA) and the other is multitask multi-
population GPHH (M GP).

Multifactorial Evolutionary Algorithm. MFEA was �irstly proposed
by Gupta et al. [10]. The main idea of MFEA is to use an evolutionary
algorithm with a single population of individuals to solve different
optimization tasks simultaneously. All of these individuals are encoded
into a uni�ied search space and can be transformed into a problem-
speci�ic representation to solve different tasks. To evolve the individuals
for different tasks simultaneously, MFEA introduces four key properties,
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i.e., factorial cost, factorial rank, scalar �itness, and skill factor. Based on
these properties, the effectiveness of an individual in solving a certain
task can be represented by the factorial cost and rank. The individuals
good at solving different tasks can be identi�ied by different skill factors.
The individuals with different skill factors can also make a fair
comparison together based on the scalar �itness. To enable individuals to
share the information among different tasks, Gupta et al. developed an
assortative mating algorithm which allows individuals with different skill
factors to perform crossover with a prede�ined probability. A vertical
cultural transmission is also developed together with the assortative
mating to propagate the skill factor from parent individuals to offspring.

Multitask Multi-population GPHH. M GP is proposed by Zhang et
al. [22], which is a GP-speci�ic multitask optimization framework.
Speci�ically, M GP splits a GP population into several sub-populations,
each for a single task. Every sub-population evolves GP individuals with
the conventional evolutionary framework of GP. GP individuals in M GP
are trained on different problem instances in different generations. GP
individuals in M GP share their knowledge by swapping sub-trees across
different sub-populations. Different from MFEA in which individuals may
change their skill factor (i.e., corresponding task) by imitating different
parents, GP individuals in M GP only evolve for a certain task and will not
migrate to the other sub-populations. To improve the ef�iciency of
multitask learning, M GP further proposes an origin-based offspring
reservation strategy, which only keeps the offspring generated based on
the parent from the corresponding sub-population and discards the other
offspring in crossover. The empirical results show that M GP has a better
performance than MFEA in solving dynamic �lexible JSS problems.

3 Multitask LGPHH
In this paper, we aim to make a preliminary investigation on the
performance and the behaviour of LGP with off-the-shelf GPHH-speci�ic
multitask optimization techniques. Speci�ically, two multitask LGPHH
methods are developed based on MFEA and M GP respectively.
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of MF-LGPHH

3.1 Multi-factorial LGPHH
Multi-factorial LGPHH (MF-LGP) is developed based on MFEA. The
evolutionary framework of MF-LGP is shown in Fig. 2 where the dark
boxes are the key differences from basic LGPHH methods. Initially, LGP
individuals are randomly generated and evaluated on all different DJSS
tasks to identify their skill factors. The minimum ranking among different
tasks is regarded as the �itness of LGP individuals (i.e., scalar �itness). In
every generation, parent individuals are randomly selected from the
population. The offspring are generated by a newly developed LGP-
speci�ic assortative mating algorithm. This algorithm generates offspring
by mutating instructions or exchanging instruction segments of parent
individuals based on the skill factors of parents and a prede�ined random
mating probability (rmp). The skill factors of offspring are also updated
by inheriting from one of the parents. To improve the training ef�iciency,
every LGP individual will be evaluated on only one corresponding DJSS
scenario, which is speci�ied by the skill factor. The performance of LGP
heuristic is regarded as the �itness of individuals. Then, both of parent
and offspring individuals are concatenated into an intermediate
population. The best individuals of the intermediate population will be
selected greedily and form the new population in next generation. To
ensure the �itness of LGP individuals are comparable, all LGP individuals
are evaluated on a same DJSS problem instance.
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To be more speci�ic, the newly developed LGP-speci�ic assortative mating
(shown in Algorithm 1) is designed based on [10] and the three basic
genetic operators of LGP (i.e., crossover, macro mutation, and micro
mutation). The algorithm accepts two randomly selected parents from
the population. If the two parent individuals have the same skill factor or
a randomly generated number is smaller than the random mating
probability, the crossover is performed on the parent individuals to
produce offspring. The skill factors of offspring are updated based on the
vertical cultural transmission proposed in [10]. If the two parents have
different skill factors and the random mating probability is not satis�ied,
macro and micro mutation will be performed. In this algorithm, macro
and micro mutation have the same probability in producing offspring.
Since macro and micro mutation only accept one parent individual each
time, the skill factor of the generated offspring is the same as that of the
parent in mutation.

However, MF-LGP only uses one DJSS problem instance during
evolution, and the performance of MF-LGP may be limited by the
insuf�icient training instances. To have a comprehensive investigation, a
MFEA-based LGPHH with GP selection paradigm is also developed. It
replaces the selection paradigm of conventional MFEA into the one of
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standard GP, which applies tournament selection to select parents and
replaces the old population by offspring. Since there is no concatenation
of parents and offspring, the problem instances can be rotated every
generation. This variant of MFEA-based LGPHH is denoted as MF-LGP

.

3.2 Multitask Multi-population LGPHH
In this paper, we extend M GP to LGP to develop a new algorithm called
M LGP. The �lowchart of M LGP is shown in Fig. 3. The dark boxes in
Fig. 3 also highlight key differences from basic LGP. Basically, it �irstly
initializes multiple populations of LGP individuals randomly. The
individuals in a sub-population are only evaluated on a certain DJSS
scenario. When the stopping conditions are not satis�ied, M LGP
reproduces offspring by origin-based offspring reservation strategy or
basic LGP genetic operators based on a probability speci�ied by a random
mating probability. The sub-populations are then replaced by the
offspring. The DJSS problem instance is rotated every generation. Finally,
the best LGP individuals in the different sub-populations are outputted to
test data.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of M LGP
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Speci�ically, the evolution of M LGP produces offspring by three basic
kinds of LGP genetic operators. The pseudo code of the evolution is
shown in Algorithm 2. To share the search information, the origin-based
offspring reservation strategy proposed by Zhang et al. is also extended to
LGP crossover. When the random number is smaller than rmp, LGP
selects two parent individuals from different sub-populations. Then, LGP
exchanges the instruction segments of the parent individuals and only
retains the offspring from the parent individual of the corresponding sub-
population. The old sub-population will be replaced by the newly
generated offspring population.

4 Experiment Design
4.1 Multitask DJSS Scenarios
Based on the categorization in [22], there are two types of multitask
settings in DJSS, i.e., heterogeneous and homogeneous multitask
optimization. Speci�ically, heterogeneous multitask problems contain a
set of DJSS problems whose optimization objectives are different but
having a same utilization level. On the contrary, the DJSS problems in
homogeneous multitask problems have a same optimization objective but
different utilization levels. We develop three scenarios for each type of
multitask settings. These six scenarios are listed in Table 1. The notation “

” denotes a task whose optimization objective is x and utilization
level is y.

Table 1. Problem settings of the multitask scenarios

Scenarios task1 task2 task3

homogeneous multitask

homoFmean

homoTmean

homoWTmean

heterogeneous multitask

heteFTMax

heteFTMean

heteWFTMean
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There are 10 machines for every problem instance. The new arrival
jobs have a sequence of operations whose length ranges from 2 to 10. The
processing time of operations is a continuous value from 1 to 99. Every
job has a weight. Speci�ically, 20%, 20%, and 60% of the new jobs have a
weight of 1, 4, and 2 respectively. During the simulation, the �irst 1000
jobs will be regarded as warm-up jobs to ensure that heuristics are
evaluated in a steady state of job shops. The performance of a heuristic is
evaluated by the subsequent 5000 jobs. For every scenario, 30
independent runs with different random seeds are carried out, and each
output heuristic is tested on 50 unseen DJSS instances.

Table 2. The terminal set

Notation Description

NIQ the number of operations in the queue of a machine

WIQ the total processing time of operations in the queue of a machine

MWT the waiting time of the machine

PT the processing time of the operation

NPT the processing time of the next operation

OWT the waiting time of the operation

NWT the waiting time of the next to-be-ready machine

WKR the total remaining processing time of the job

NOR the number of remaining operations of the job

WINQ total processing time of operations in the queue of the machine which specializes in
the next operation of the job

NINQ number of operations in the queue of the machine which specializes in the next
operation of the job

rFDD the difference between the expected due date of the operation and the system time

rDD the difference between the expected due date of the job and the system time

W the weight of the job

TIS the difference between system time and the arrival time of the job

SL the difference between the expected due date and the sum of the system time and
WKR

4.2 Comparison Methods
To investigate the three research questions, two comparison methods are
developed. Firstly, a baseline method of LGPHH is adopted. It simply runs
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the LGPHH for each single task separately. In other words, there is no
knowledge transfer among the tasks. LGPHH serves as a baseline for
other multitask optimization techniques. Secondly, the state-of-the-art
GPHH-speci�ic multitask method, M GP, is adopted. M GP is based on
tree-based GP.

Table 3. The mean (and standard deviation) of test performance in all multitask scenarios

Scenario Task LGPHH M GP M LGP MF-LGP MF-LGP

homo
Fmean

1584.4(21.0) 1569.3(10.5) 1577.0(12.8) 1609.8(26.7) 1580.6(13.2)

870.7(6.8) 861.5(2.7) 863.8(3.5) 874.4(6.1) 867.2(5.6)

658.7(1.7) 654.8(1.3) 655.0(1.6) 656.9(2.2) 655.8(1.7)

homo
Tmean

1129.3(8.7) 1125.1(15.1) 1125.3(11.9) 1165.3(26.9) 1134.3(13.8)

427.1(5.9) 415.9(2.1) 417.1(2.9) 429.4(7.0) 419.2(4.2)

218.9(1.7) 215.0(1.1) 215.2(1.0) 217.9(2.1) 215.7(1.3)

homo
WTmean

1817.0(29.4) 1771.6(27.7) 1804.9(27.3) 1839.2(24.9) 1787.5(26.3)

731.1(9.1) 724.5(4.8) 731.2(4.6) 745.5(12.0) 728.5(6.4)

394.3(2.5) 391.5(1.6) 393.8(2.0) 400.2(4.1) 392.6(2.2)

heteFT
Max

4470.5(108.0) 4551.7(173.5) 4450.1(114.2) 4794.1(203.6) 4461.0(96.0)

3945.2(117.3) 3991.2(117.1) 3878.4(90.5) 4272.7(170.8) 3849.6(82.3)

heteFT
Mean

1579.8(10.6) 1570.2(8.4) 1570.1(11.7) 1620.1(31.0) 1572.2(15.0)

1132.9(23.0) 1119.1(9.7) 1121.8(13.5) 1167.0(28.1) 1122.1(14.0)

heteW
FTMean

2793.7(31.7) 2763.7(23.0) 2783.0(34.6) 2813.9(26.0) 2781.5(35.6)

1803.4(30.2) 1771.4(25.6) 1799.4(35.4) 1823.1(26.5) 1792.9(33.8)

Average rank 3.40 2.09 2.51 4.42 2.57

bold font: a method is signi�icantly better than most of other methods on
a certain task.
M LGP: Multitask Multi-population LGPHH; MF-LGP: Multi-factorial
LGPHH;
MF-LGP : Multi-factorial LGPHH with training instance rotation.

The parameters of these methods are designed based on [22].
Basically, the population size and the number of sub-populations vary
with the number of tasks. When there are k tasks, there will be k sub-
populations for the methods based on M GP, and there will be totally 

 individuals for all LGP methods (  individuals for tree-
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based GP methods). The total number of generations is 102 for LGP
methods and 51 for tree-based GP methods. Every LGP individual has a
maximum of 50 instructions. Each manipulates four available registers.
The �irst register is regarded as the output register. To facilitate the
knowledge transfer among tasks, LGP adopts a kind of effective macro
mutation and a linear crossover to produce offspring. Speci�ically, the
effective macro mutation inserts (or removes) an effective instruction
into (from) heuristics, and will remove all ineffective instructions after
mutation. The maximum crossover length and the maximum length
difference of the linear crossover are both 30. Speci�ically, the crossover,
macro and micro mutation rate of M LGP are 60%, 10%, and 25%
respectively. The hyper parameters of tree-based GP are set the same as
the ones of [22]. A terminal set including sixteen terminals is designed for
the GP methods, which is shown in Table 2.

5 Results and Discussion
5.1 Test Performance
To analyze the effectiveness of multitask LGPHH, the test performance of
the �ive methods are compared, as shown in Table 3. A Friedman test with
a signi�icance level of 0.05 is also applied to the test performance
analysis. The average rank below the table shows the overall ranking of
all algorithms based on the Friedman test. The p-value of the Friedman
test on the test performance is 1.3e−08, which means there is a
signi�icant difference among all of these algorithms. Therefore, a pairwise
Wilcoxon test with false discovery rate correction (by the Benjamini and
Hochberg method) and a signi�icance level of 0.05 is further applied to
every pair of these methods. The bold results in the table highlight the
methods which are signi�icantly better than most of other methods.

To answer the �irst research questions, i.e., which existing multitask
framework is suitable to LGPHH, the baseline LGPHH, M LGP and the two
MFEA-based LGPHH are compared. Generally speaking, M LGP and MF-
LGP  have a quite competitive performance with each other. They
show a similar average ranking about 2.5. They also have a signi�icantly
better performance than the baseline method in most of the scenarios
based on the Wilcoxon test. However, the simple combination of LGPHH
and MFEA does not work very well in all these scenarios. Its average rank
is 4.42 among the �ive algorithms. Given that the optimization problems
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in the paper are minimization problems, MF-LGP has the worst
performance in most cases. The results of the three multitask LGPHH
methods imply that simply replacing LGPHH into the existing multitask
frameworks is not always a good way. It is likely for multitask LGPHH to
work poorly, especially when there are some unsuitable designs for
LGPHH in multitask frameworks. Based on the results, it is advisable for
LGPHH to be adopted in M LGP and MF-LGP  which enable LGPHH to
have suf�icient training instances by GP selection methods.

To investigate the effectiveness of multitask LGPHH compared with
tree-based GPHH, M GP, M LGP, and MF-LGP  are further compared.
Basically, M LGP and MF-LGP  are less effective than the state-of-the-
art method, i.e., M GP. The results of the average rank show that M LGP
and MF-LGP  have a bigger value than M GP. It implies that M GP has
a better overall performance than the two LGPHH-based multitask
algorithms. Although the performance of M LGP and MF-LGP  are
quite competitive with M GP in the three heterogeneous scenarios, they
are inferior to M GP in the three homogeneous multitask scenarios based
on the Wilcoxon test. The test effectiveness of multitask LGPHH methods
should be further improved.

5.2 Example Program Analysis
To analyze how LGPHH shares useful knowledge among different tasks,
we sample some example heuristics from all independent runs. Here,
three heuristics from an independent run of M LGP in solving
homoWTmean and two heuristics from an independent run of MF-LGP in
solving heteFTMax are selected. These LGP-based heuristics are
transformed into DAGs and are shown in Fig. 4. The nodes of the DAGs
represent different operations or terminals (oval for operations and
rectangle for terminals). Each node has at most two output edges. These
output edges accept the result from the node that it points to. The “0” and
“1” beside edges respectively denote the �irst and second argument of
operations. The �inal heuristic value is outputted from the top node.
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Fig. 4. Three example programs from homoWTmean and two example programs from heteFTMax
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Fig. 5. Examples of common patterns in heuristics

If we have a closer look on these DAGs, some common patterns with
at least three nodes can be found among the scheduling heuristics from a
same scenario. The common patterns of these scheduling heuristics are
highlighted in grey. Figure 5 shows some example common patterns in
these heuristics. For the tasks of , the three heuristics share
common building blocks of dividing job weight and adding the processing
time of next operation multiple times. These building blocks are also
reused multiple times in these heuristics. It implies that it is advisable to
select the operations with large weight and short processing time in
minimizing the weighted mean tardiness. Besides, LGP-based heuristics
can also share some “high-level” structures of operation combinations.
The “ ” structure is adopted by two of the heuristics at the top of
the DAGs. For the tasks of  and , the two heuristics share a
building block of “ ”. It implies that, to
minimize the maximum �lowtime and tardiness, prioritizing the
operations which are close to the due date (i.e., small rFDD) and have a lot
of remaining work (i.e., large WKR) is a useful strategy. Besides, the
operations which do not suffer from bottle neck machines (i.e., small
WINQ) should also be processed as soon as possible. Averagely, more than
half of the nodes are covered by at least one repeated patterns in these
�ive heuristics. The results validate that LGP-based heuristics can share
useful building blocks and operation combinations in the two existing
multitask frameworks.

6 Conclusion
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This paper makes an investigation of LGPHH methods with different
evolutionary multitask frameworks. To extend LGPHH to two existing
multitask frameworks, we have developed two LGPHH-based multitask
methods, which are MF-LGP and M LGP, based on the characteristics of
LGPHH. These methods are examined on six different multitask scenarios,
including three homogeneous and three heterogeneous scenarios. Some
conclusions are drawn out based on the comparison. Firstly, the results
show that M GP and MFEA with training instance rotation help LGPHH to
have an effective test performance in multitask learning. It implies that
LGPHH is suitable to those frameworks with more GPHH characteristics.
Secondly, the multitask LGPHH methods based on off-the-shelf
frameworks are worse than tree-based GPHH methods in terms of test
effectiveness. Designing a multitask framework to further enhance
LGPHH performance will be our future work. Thirdly, the heuristics in
multitask LGPHH can share some common patterns. These common
patterns can be both of reusable building blocks and operation
combinations. By sharing these common patterns among different tasks,
the multitask LGPHH methods can be more effective than solving these
tasks separately. In our future work, more LGP characteristics will be
considered in the design of multitask frameworks, to further enhance the
performance of multitask LGPHH. For example, LGP individuals can have
multiple output registers to solve different tasks, and some selective
crossovers can be developed based on different output registers.
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Abstract
In this paper, we are interested in ad hoc autonomous agent team
composition using cooperative co-evolutionary algorithms (CCEA). In
order to accurately capture the individual contribution of team agents,
we propose to limit the number of agents which are updated in-
between team evaluations. However, this raises two important
problems with respect to (1) the cost of accurately estimating the
marginal contribution of agents with respect to the team learning
speed and (2) completing tasks where improving team performance
requires multiple agents to update their policies in a synchronized
manner. We introduce a CCEA algorithm that is capable of learning how
to update just the right amount of agents’ policies for the task at hand.
We use a variation of the El Farol Bar problem, formulated as a multi-
robot resource selection problem, to provide an experimental
validation of the algorithms proposed.

Keywords ad hoc autonomous agent teams – multi-agent systems –
marginal contribution – team composition – multi-robots – cooperative
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co-evolutionary algorithms (CCEA) – evolutionary computation –
evolutionary robotics

1 Introduction
When multiple individuals get together to solve a task, it is sometimes
dif�icult to identify who is actually contributing, and who is not. This is
especially problematic when the bene�its are equally shared among
individuals, including with free-riders who invest a minimal amount of
effort. Nature abounds from such examples and various strategies
evolved to mitigate the detrimental cost of free-riding, such as partner
choice or reputation [11, 22].

The problem of identifying the marginal contribution of individuals
has also been studied extensively in cooperative game theory [18].
However, exact methods such as computing the Shapley value [17]
require strong assumptions (e.g. ability to replay coalitions) and
unrealistic computation time, which have led to a �lourishing research
into the design of approximate methods [21, 23, 24]. The basic idea of
such methods is to identify the individual’s contribution by computing
the difference between the group performance with and without this
very individual (e.g. by removing it or by replacing it with an individual
with a default strategy).

In this research, we are interested in ad hoc autonomous agent
teams where agents must act together without pre-coordination [19],
which implies that the environment is non-stationary as all agents
learn in parallel. This requires using methods that can only alter
individuals’ strategy, with neither a default strategy being known nor
the possibility to remove temporarily one particular individual.

Such problem settings have been explored in evolutionary
computation for multiagent systems, and notably with Cooperative Co-
Evolutionary Algorithms (CCEA) which were �irst introduced in [13, 14]
and largely explored since then (see [10] for a review of variants and
applications). In particular, CCEA have been explored in setups
involving multiple robotic agents in tasks such as exploration and
foraging [7] and environment monitoring [15, 16, 25].

In this paper, we address the problem of isolating team members so
as to identify their contribution within the collective. On the one hand,
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one could allow only a single agent to learn at a given time, making it
possible to measure accurately its contribution as other agents’
strategies would remain stationary. On the other hand, several (or all)
of the agents’ policies could be iterated at the same time, possibly
speeding up learning thanks to parallelization.

Balancing between providing accurate estimation of an individual
contribution and parallelization of learning actually depends on the
context at hand. When rewards are sparse and depend on a single
individual’s behavioural innovation, it is preferable to bootstrap
learning with large-scale exploration. However, whenever team
performance increases it is more ef�icient to turn towards a more
conservative search so as to retain previous improvements. Finally, one
less obvious situation arises when the synergy between individuals is
required to improve performance, for example when two robots are
required to open a door, none of which would gain any bene�it by acting
alone.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
problem of team composition in CCEA. Section 3 presents two CCEA
algorithms that enable to tune the number of learning agents within
one learning step. The two algorithms differ with respect to how the
balance between contribution estimation accuracy and learning
parallelization is set: �ixed, or self-adaptive. Section 4 presents the
problem used for evaluation, which is a modi�ied version of the famous
Bar El Farol problem [1] formulated as a multi-robot resource
allocation problem where coordination is required (i.e. several
resources must be harvested and harvesting is extremely bene�icial it
the optimal �ixed number of robots is met). Results are presented in
Sect. 5 for both the ad hoc version of and the self-adaptive versions of
the algorithm.

2 Cooperative Coevolutionary and Team
Composition
In its most simple setup, cooperative co-evolutionary algorithms
(CCEA) rely on a collection of independent evolutionary algorithms,
with each dedicated to optimizing the policy of one particular agent of
the team [4, 5]. Each independent algorithm works to improve the
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performance of one agent’s control parameters using an assessment of
the team performance.

Each algorithm maintains a population of parameter sets, which
de�ine candidate policies for the agent this algorithm is in charge of. At
each generation, performance assessment is computed for various
teams. Then, each instance of the CCEA tries to improve its agent’s
performance by using classic evolutionary operators of selection,
mutation and recombination.

The problem faced by CCEA is thus a black-box optimization
problem, with the additional twist that evaluation is for the whole team,
and optimization is performed at the individual level, thus implying a
weak link between team evaluation and the actual individual behaviour.
De�ining  as the vector containing the parameters provided by each
algorithm of the CCEA, F as the �itness function used to assess team
performance and f the �itness value, we have:

Figure 1 illustrates the learning loop of a simple multi-agent black-box
optimization procedure for cooperative co-evolution. A given algorithm
in charge of a particular agent i will provide policy parameters  for
this agent to be evaluated in a team. These parameters will be evaluated
alongside parameters provided by the other agents. The team is then
evaluated and a �itness value is returned.

Fig. 1. The learning loop of interaction. All agents submit their own parameters independently
for evaluation. They are evaluated at the same time on the environment or task. This return the
�itness f of the whole team. Finally this feedback is used by all agent to update their parameters
submission for next iteration.
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After an evaluation, each agent has to evaluate if the new set of
parameters proposed  has contributed to the team �itness in a
negative, positive or neutral manner. It is necessary to extract from the
�itness , the part which depends only on the parameters of
the agent i, .

From an agent’s viewpoint, an increase in team performance may be
due to others, and may even shadow a decrease in the very contribution
the agent performs. In order to mitigate the intrinsically noisy �itness
evaluation due to team heterogeneity (team composition changes over
time), multiple evaluations of the same set of policy parameters will be
performed for a given agent, so that different versions of  can be
ranked and further selected to create new candidate policies for the
next generation. However, obtaining an exact assessment of one
individual’s contribution to the team remains elusive unless all other
individuals follow static policies. Considering teams formed of n team
agents, with each agent’s evolutionary algorithm maintaining a
population of p candidate policies, complexity would be  at each
generation.

In order to provide results in a reasonable time, CCEA generally
relies on a partial evaluation of agents’ policy contribution, by
evaluating a subset of all possible team compositions at each iteration.
Though such implementation breaks down complexity, CCEA
algorithms have been shown to have a tendency to prematurely
converge to stable states because of a deceptive �itness landscape
created by the choice of collaborators for evaluation [6, 12]. Several
methods have been proposed to address these issues, including
novelty-based rewards to escape local minima [7] or automatically
merging populations when agents’ behaviours are similar to address
scalability issues [8, 9]. However, the contribution of one speci�ic agent
remains approximated rather than precisely measured.

3 Cooperative Co-evolutionary Algorithms
with Limited Team Composition Update
In the simplest case, the global �itness  is the sum of each agent’s
individual �itness  for the current team:
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With  the policy parameters for agent i, and 
, i.e. the team policy parameters composed

of the policies of N agents.
Whenever a single agent updates its policy parameters, the

variation in overall �itness  will be equal to the
variation in the �itness due to the change in behaviour of the agent
concerned . This can be written as:

(1)

With  the performance of all individuals minus the agent i,
assuming  is stationary between t and . Though an exact value
for the contribution of agent i remains unavailable,  gives a proxy
which provides suf�icient information to measure both the direction
and amplitude of the change due to agent i’s new policy.

Assuming agents are independent, the above equation holds true
and can be used as long as only one agent’s policy is changed at a time.
However, this assumption incurs two important limitations:

– The computational cost of iterating over a single agent’s strategy at a
time is high (see previous Section), and there is a trade-off between
the quality of one agent’s contribution estimation and the expected
gain at the level of the team (e.g. whenever a single robot is needed
to signi�icantly improve team performance, trying with all robots is
relevant);

– The task may require coupling between the agents’ behaviour, and
any team �itness improvements may require that several agents
change their policy parameters simultaneously (e.g. moving a heavy
object can only be done with two robots). If not, a CCEA can get stuck
on a local minimum if we assume independence between agents and
change only one agent at a time.
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In order to address these issues and still retain the bene�it of
accurate estimation of the agents’ contribution, we propose a CCEA
algorithm where it is possible to modulate the number of agents that
are updated in-between team evaluations. We use a collection of (1+1)-
GA algorithm where each (1+1)-GA algorithm i provides the policy
parameters  for its corresponding agent i, and the whole team is
evaluated using all agents with their policy parameters, i.e. 

.

Algorithm 1 details the complete CCEA, which runs multiple
instance of (1+1)-GA in parallel, which we will refer to as the CC-(1+1)-
GA  algorithm from now on. Each (1+1)-GA algorithm maintains a
population of two individuals [3], a parent  and a child . Both
are candidate policy parameters for agent i. The parent is replaced
when the child fares better, and a new child is created by applying
mutation on the new parent. Whenever a child fails to outperform its
parent, it is replaced by a new child mutated from the current parent.
The mutation operator depends on the problem (e.g. Gaussian
mutation, bit-�lip, uniform draw).

At each new iteration, k agents are drawn and randomly changed in
the team, with . The k parameter is used to tune the amount
of renewal k/N for the team composition in-between iterations of the
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CCEA algorithm. The k new team members are kept only if they provide
an increase in the team �itness. Therefore, the challenge is to �ind the
most ef�icient size k of the number of team agents to be modi�ied at
each CCEA steps. So far, k is �ixed beforehand by the user, and may
bene�its from prior knowledge on the task regarding possible required
coupling between agents, in terms of number of agents to change
simultaneously to reach the global optimum in terms of team ef�iciency.

However, such prior knowledge may not be available and a relevant
value of k not only depends on the problem (e.g. some problems may
require coupling between agents, others may not), but also on the
current state of the optimization (e.g. broad initial search steps vs.
re�ined tuning near the optimal solution). In order to address this, we
propose the CC-(1+1)-GA , where the k parameter is learned
during the course of evolution (see Algorithm 2). We propose to choose
the number of team members to be updated by using the adversarial
bandit learning algorithm EXP3 (Exponential-weight algorithm for
Exploration and Exploitation [2]) that tracks the success rate of various
possible values for k so far, which means both exploiting the current
best value and exploring alternate values. The goal of the adaptation
mechanism is to converge to the best possible value for k for the
context at hand, i.e. the value that leads to the largest increase of
�itness, whether through rare but important increases or through small
but frequent increases.

As described in Algorithm 2, we de�ine a set of J possible values for k
( ), each associated with a weight  monitoring the
success rate of a particular . Lines 10–13 of the algorithm detail
which  is selected for a particular iteration. We compute the
probability distribution of each  which depends on the weight 
and the parameter  of the algorithm.  favours exploration (i.e.
the choice of  will be almost uniform). On the contrary, 
favours exploitation, taken into account the importance of the weights 

. The �itness gain is normalized between [0, 1] (Line 20) and
then used to update the weight  (Line 21).
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4 The Multi-rover Resource Selection Problem
We de�ine a problem that is a variation of the well-known El Farol bar
problem [1, 24] where each individual must choose a day to go to the
bar among M possible choices with the criterion of not being too
numerous each days. In our setup, we consider the problem where N
independent robots must spread over M resources, and where each
resource has an optimal capacity c in terms of number of robots
necessary to optimally harvest it. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, which
provides an example where each robot chooses a resource.
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Fig. 2. The  robots are represented here as little rovers that each must choose
between  resources. Here the selected agent chooses resource 5. When all robots have
made their choices, the satisfaction for each resources are computed and summed to obtain the
�itness f of the team.

Team performance f is obtained by adding each resource’s
satisfaction . For each resource, its satisfaction  depends on the
number of robots r who chose it. This satisfaction is described by the
following equation:

(2)

where r represents the amount of robots on the resource, M the total
number of resources, and c controls the optimal number of robots
required for the resource.

Fig. 3. Satisfaction function with  of a given resource, depending on the number of
robots that picked it
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The satisfaction function diverges from the original formulation of
the El Farol Bar problem as the best team performance always implies
that the number of robots per resource must be optimal (exactly c
robots per resource), even if it implies some resources are left aside or
only partially �illed. The satisfaction boost for the  case ensures
that �illing a maximum number of resources with the c robots is the
optimal strategy. An example of such function with  is plotted on
Fig. 3.

The �itness of a team is then the sum of the satisfaction for all
resources:

where  is the number of robots at resource m. The robots must
coordinate to optimally �ill a maximum number of resources.

To increase the value of this function, it is then necessary to move
individuals from crowded resources to resources with fewer robots,
up to the extent that resources with the exact number of robots are
favoured.

The number of robots N, the number of resources M, and the
optimal number of robots per resource c can be modi�ied to change the
structure of the problem. In the next section, different instances of this
problem are used to study various properties of the algorithms we
proposed in the previous section. In particular, it is possible to set up
the problem so that either single or multiple changes in the team
composition may always yield too few or too many permutations in the
team distribution over resources for team performance to increase.

5 Results
5.1 Experimental Setting
We use the Multi-Rover Resource Selection problem, with different
number of resources M, number of agents N, and optimal number of
robots per resource c. The three setups used are:

– Setup 1 with , , and . There are many
resources, each requiring a large number of robots. The maximum
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performance could be reached by a team of exactly 
 agents. Given the limited number of

agents, they must spread over a few of the resources (
 resources) so that the team reaches optimal

performance;
– Setup 2 with , , and . The number of robots

involved makes it possible to reach the optimal team performance
value for this setup ( ) if all agents are uniformly spread
over the resources;

– Setup 3 with , , and . There exists several
con�igurations of pairing agents and resources which are local
optima and cannot be escaped by updating only one agent in the
team. Figure 4 gives an example of a sub-optimal con�iguration for
which using  is detrimental. When the algorithm gets into such
a con�iguration, all possible updates of a unique agent will decrease
the team �itness. Escaping such a local optimum requires either
exploring new con�igurations at the cost of a (hopefully temporary)
decrease in team performance (see [7] for example using novelty
search in CCEA, which is out-of-scope of the current paper) or
modifying several agents at the same time (which is possible with 

).

In the following, we use both the CC-(1+1)-GA  algorithm with
either , 10 or 30, and the CC-(1+1)-GA  algorithm (using
EXP3) for learning the value of k in . All experiments are
replicated 32 times. Mean and standard deviation for all algorithm
variants are traced. Evaluations is used on the x-axis to provide a fair
comparison in terms of computational effort.
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Fig. 4. The resource selection problem has local minimums that can’t be escaped by mutating
only one agent. In this example, 60 agents must spread on 7 resources by being 10 on 6 of them.
In the state where 4 resources are selected by 10 agents, 2 are selected by 7, and 1 by 6,
modifying the selection of one agent can only decrease the �itness of the system.

Fig. 5. Performance of the CC-(1+1)-GA  algorithm with either ,  and 
, as well as CC-(1+1)-GA  with . Performance f is plotted as mean (solid
lines) and standard deviation for the three setups considered with respect to the number of
�itness evaluations. Curves are plotted on a x-log scale. There are 32 replications for each
algorithm and for each experiment.

5.2 Fixed vs. Adaptive Methods for Team Composition
Update
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Starting with the three variants of the CC-(1+1)-GA  algorithm, we
can observe different learning dynamics depending both on the value of
k and the setup at hand.

In the �irst setup (Fig. 5(a)), we observe a clear bene�it for using 
 and  during the �irst iterations. But this initial gain in

performance does not allow it to converge faster when using . In
particular, a value of  is extremely deleterious for the
convergence as it fails to reach the optimum value within the allocated
evaluation budget. This tendency is even more visible in the second
setup (Fig. 5(b)). Using larger values for k provides a slight advantage at
the beginning but is quickly lost for both  and .

The outcome is rather different in the third setup (Fig. 5(c)) as using
 allows to reach better performances and prevent the algorithm

to get stuck on a local optimum. Indeed, the algorithm becomes stalled
when using , the structure of the problem making it impossible to
improve team performance without considering coupled synergies
when updating team members.

Figures 5(a) and (b) show that the CC-(1+1)-GA  algorithm
follows the curves of the best performing algorithms using a �ixed value
of k. Figure 5(c) also shows that the adaptive algorithm is able to adapt
to a situation where the CC-(1+1)-GA  algorithm would fail because
of its �ixed k value (here, using  withholds convergence to an
optimal team composition). Overall, dynamically modulating the
number of policies updated in the team composition always results in
performance curves closely matching the best out of the algorithmic
variants using a �ixed value of k. This remains true even when the best
variant with a �ixed k value is outperformed by another variant with a
different value of k, which con�irms the relevance of the adaptive
algorithm to act as an anytime learning algorithm. In other words, the
CC-(1+1)-GA  algorithm presents the best choice when the
problem and the evaluation budget are not known.

5.3 Dynamics of Adapting the Number of Team Agents
to Update
We analyze how the CC-(1+1)-GA  algorithm is changing the value
of k throughout evolution for the three setups at hand. Figure 6
represents the median value of k over the 32 repetitions for each of the
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three experimental setups. We observe that the algorithm switches
between the different values for k, and follows different dynamics
depending on the setup.

Fig. 6. Median value of k over the 32 repetitions for the �irst (left), second (middle) and third
setups (right). Curves are plotted on a x-log scale.

In the �irst setup, the method slightly favours  and 
after a few iterations of exploration. This bias is consistent with the
performances observed for k �ixed, where the  version is less
ef�icient (see Fig. 5). In the second setup, the value of k decreases
during the learning process to stabilize at , allowing for some
�ine-tuning of team composition. The third setup displays somewhat
different dynamics for the value of k, quickly switching from one value
to the other. The difference in performance between the different group
sizes is not large enough to make a clear-cut choice, and the method
chooses k uniformly at each step without impacting the performances.

5.4 Sensitivity of Meta-parameters
As described in Algorithm 2, CC-(1+1)-GA  uses two meta-
parameters, which are:

– , the set of possible values for k;
– the egalitarianism factor  that determines at each step whether k

should be chosen at random (uniform sampling), or selected with
respect to the weights of the k values, obtained from the cumulative
�itness gain for each particular value of k. The value of  balances
between exploitation and exploration, and the EXP3 algorithm for
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multi-armed bandit problems has been extensively studied
elsewhere [2, 20];

In the previous section, these meta-parameters were �ixed as follow:
the set of possible k was limited to , the egalitarianism
factor  was set to 0.1.

Fig. 7. Sensitivity of the algorithm to meta-parameters. Each column represents one of the
different experimental setups. On the rows, one of the meta-parameter is �ixed and the other
one is varying. On the top, the set of k are �ixed but  varies. At the bottom,  is �ixed but the
set of k varies.

Figure 7 shows the sensitivity of the algorithm with respect to the
different meta-parameters. From top to bottom, the sensitivity to  and
the set of possible k. The general conclusion from this study is that the
algorithm is robust and remains a relevant choice for anytime learning.
Learning curves remain close to what has been shown previously, with
some exceptions for extreme values. In particular, we can observe that:

–  does not have a signi�icant impact on the algorithm, provided that
it is not too small nor too high to ef�iciently modulate the exploration
and exploitation of k’s
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– the algorithm is somewhat also sensitive to the cardinal of the set of
possible values for k. When there are too many possibilities to
explore, the evaluation of each choice takes more time and is,
therefore, less accurate if the context changes too fast. The effect of
this exploration can especially be observed for the second setup
where the algorithm is less accurate when the value for k can be
chosen among 30 possible values ( ).

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we present a cooperative co-evolutionary algorithm
(CCEA) that implements a collection of (1+1)-GA algorithms, each
endowed with the task to optimize the policy parameters of a speci�ic
agent while performance is assessed at the level of the team. Our
algorithm acts on team composition by continuously updating a limited
number of team agents, depending on the task at hand and the level of
completion. Therefore, the main contribution of this paper is to
describe an algorithm with a self-adapting team composition update
mechanism used throughout learning.

We showed that modulating through time the number of new
policies added to the current team makes it possible to provide ef�icient
anytime learning, without requiring a priori knowledge on the problem
to be solved. Moreover, we show that the algorithm can deal with
problems where coupling between agents during learning is mandatory
to improve team performance.

Experimental validation was conducted using a variant of the El
Farol Bar problem, a famous problem in collective decision making,
which was modi�ied to capture a multi-agent resource selection
problem. Our algorithm is indeed also relevant for multi-robotic setups,
which have been recently studied using various CCEA algorithms [7–9,
15, 16, 25], and future works are currently being conducted in this
direction.
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Abstract
Program synthesis automates the process of writing code, which can be
a very useful tool in allowing people to better leverage computational
resources. However, a limiting factor in the scalability of current
program synthesis techniques is the large size of the search space,
especially for complex programs. We present a new model for
synthesizing programs which reduces the search space by composing
programs from program pieces, which are component functions
provided by the user. Our method uses genetic programming search
with a �itness function based on re�inement type checking, which is a
formal veri�ication method that checks function behavior expressed
through types. We evaluate our implementation of this method on a set
of 3 benchmark problems, observing that our �itness function is able to
�ind solutions in fewer generations than a �itness function that uses
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example test cases. These results indicate that using re�inement types
and other formal methods within genetic programming can improve
the performance and practicality of program synthesis.

1 Introduction
Program synthesis, the automatic construction of a computer program
from a user speci�ication, is a challenging and central problem in the
�ield of arti�icial intelligence (AI) [7]. Programming has been classi�ied
as “AI-hard” [35] since all problems in AI can reduce to programming,
and thus our progress in program synthesis serves as a good
benchmark for how close we are to achieving general arti�icial
intelligence [21]. In addition, program synthesis has broad applications
in software engineering. For example, software development often
entails refactoring old code to improve structure or readability without
affecting behavior, which program synthesis can help automate. In
addition, program synthesis can allow non-programmers to ef�iciently
perform computational tasks [3].

Two of the main approaches to program synthesis are stochastic
search through genetic programming [14], and formal veri�ication
methods such as symbolic solving [7]. However, solver-based methods
do not scale beyond small programs such as introductory programming
problems [9], and many current approaches are constrained in
scope [21]. In this paper, we propose a new program synthesis model
which leverages pre-existing code, in the form of functions that we call
“program pieces”, and synthesizes the high-level program structure.
This model allows for an approach that incorporates re�inement type
checking [32], a formal veri�ication method, into genetic programming
search.

Genetic programming (GP) is a search technique that begins with an
initial population of programs from the search space, and evolves and
combines the most “�it” programs through non-deterministic processes
similar to biological evolution to move towards an optimal
solution [25]. In particular, GP proceeds in generations, where in each
generation the search selects the most �it programs and varies them to
get a new generation of more evolved and more �it programs. In GP
systems, the performance of the search depends heavily on the �itness
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function, since incorrect programs need a good heuristic to optimize [7,
22]. A common �itness function is the program’s accuracy on a set of
example inputs and outputs. However, having a large set of examples is
computationally expensive [6], while a small set of examples leads to
under-speci�ication and often the wrong generalizations [7].
NetSyn [17] showed that using neural networks to learn a �itness
function can improve GP performance. This suggests that there is still
room for improvement in the design of the �itness function.

On the other hand, formal veri�ication methods can be used to
synthesize programs through symbolic proofs of satis�iability and
correctness. One example of a formal veri�ication method is re�inement
type checking [32], which is a stronger form of type checking that can
enforce predicates on types. Speci�ically, a user can de�ine stricter input
and output types for a function using re�inement types, so that the
re�inement type check enforces expected preconditions and
postconditions. The liquid type system [28] allows for ef�icient static
checking of re�inement type safety, without requiring every expression
to be manually annotated. However, as mentioned above, formal
methods alone do not scale well beyond small programs.

Our key idea in this paper is to improve scalability by decomposing
programs into program pieces, which are functions provided by the user
or imported from a library. We form candidate programs by composing
program pieces. By abstracting away logical units of code into these
program pieces, we reduce the search space for the synthesis, thus
enabling us to solve larger synthesis problems. Furthermore, this
allows users of our system to make use of built-in functions or external
libraries, which can provide complex logic for free.

An additional bene�it of this decomposition is that we can use
re�inement types to specify the input and output types of program
pieces, which speci�ies the overall intended behavior of the program we
want to synthesize. In our proposed system, we use re�inement type
checking as a �itness function within our GP algorithm. In particular, we
de�ine a novel �itness function based on the number of errors that
result from the re�inement type check, so that programs with fewer
errors have better �itness. Using this �itness function, we observe that
the GP search converges towards a program that has no type errors,
which we consider to be correct since the re�inement types specify the
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intended behavior. In addition, unlike �itness functions based on input-
output examples which are under-speci�ied as mentioned above,
re�inement types provide a formal speci�ication of the entire input and
output spaces.

We present the following contributions in this paper:

– A general-purpose program synthesis model that synthesizes
programs by composing preexisting program pieces

– A �itness function on programs composed of pieces that enables GP
to �ind good programs, derived from the number and type of errors
that result from re�inement type checking

– An evaluation of the new �itness function in this model

We evaluate the performance of our proposed �itness function
against a �itness function that uses accuracy on input-output examples.
We �ind that on average, with our re�inement type-based �itness
function, the GP search �inds solutions in about 20% fewer generations
than when we use input-output examples.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: �irst, we outline
our methods, including how we translate the re�inement type check
into a �itness function (Sect. 2). Next, we describe our experiments and
results (Sect. 3). Finally, we discuss related work (Sect. 4) and
conclusions (Sect. 5).

2 Method
We will present our method in 4 sections. First, we describe our
program synthesis model, de�ining program pieces and introducing a
running example (Sect. 2.1). Next, we outline our base genetic
programming (GP) algorithm and how it synthesizes programs
(Sect. 2.2). Next, we brie�ly introduce re�inement types and
LiquidHaskell (Sect. 2.3). Then, we present our new �itness function,
describing how we integrate information from LiquidHaskell into the
base GP algorithm (Sect. 2.4).

2.1 Program Synthesis Model
In our program synthesis model, programs are composed of program
pieces, which are functions provided by the user or imported from
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built-in and external libraries. As a running example, we consider a list
�iltering problem that we call FilterEvens: given a list of integers,
return a list containing only the even integers from the input. The
example below, and subsequent examples, will use Haskell syntax [11].
A user might provide the following 3 program pieces:

Example 1 Program pieces for FilterEvens

1.
condition takes in integer x and returns true if x is even, false
otherwise.

 

2.
condition takes in integer x and returns true if x is odd, false
otherwise.

 

3.
filterEvens takes in an array of integers xs and returns the
array containing all members from xs for which condition is
true.

 

A correct program would consist of pieces 1 and 3. Note that piece 2 is
not ultimately needed; a user will not have complete knowledge of the
implementation, so they may include pieces that the synthesis
algorithm chooses not to use.

2.2 Genetic Programming Algorithm
In the context of program synthesis, genetic programming evolves a
population of candidate programs over time to �ind an optimal
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program [14]. Candidate programs are de�ined by their chromosome, a
sequence of integers representing the indexes of the program pieces
that compose that program. For example, using our FilterEvens
problem de�ined in Example 1, the chromosome  corresponds
to this program consisting of piece numbers 1 and 3:

Example 2 Program de�ined by chromosome [1, 3], which uses the
correct condition to �ilter a list to only contain even integers

A sketch of our base genetic programming algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1. We provide a set of parameters  which includes the
population size, chromosome length, mutation and crossover rate for
variation, tournament size, and elite size, and parameter G, the number
of generations to run for. We also provide a �itness function f, which
computes a heuristic representing how “good” each candidate solution
is, along with a set of input/output examples X which we use to test
candidate programs to compute �itness (described in more detail
below).

The algorithm proceeds in the following steps, labeled with the
corresponding line numbers in Algorithm 1:

– Generate individuals (1): Let |c| be the chromosome length and |P|
the number of program pieces; both are provided in the parameters.
We generate a random individual by generating |c| random numbers,
each in the range [0, |P|). This list represents the chromosome for
that individual. We repeat the process  times to generate
an initial population.

– Compute �itness (2, 6): We use the provided �itness function f to
compute �itness for each individual in the population.

– Selection (4): To select individuals for variation, we use tournament
selection [4]. The tournament size t is provided in the parameters .
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We will run  tournaments, where each tournament selects
t individuals at random from the population and selects the
individual with best �itness. Thus, individuals with higher �itness are
more likely to be selected for variation.

– Variation (5): We use two variation operators to create new
individuals.

Mutation [23]: With probability equal to the mutation rate, we
mutate an individual as follows. Given a chromosome c, we choose
an index uniformly at random from [0, |c|), and change it to a new
value, also chosen uniformly at random from the range of possible
values [0, |P|), to get new chromosome .
Single-Point Crossover [24]: With probability equal to the
crossover rate we create two new individuals as follows. Given two
chromosomes  and , we choose an index uniformly at random
to be the crossover point p. We create new individuals  and 
such that  contains the left part of , up to index p, and the right
part of , from index  to the end, and vice versa for .

– Replacement (7): We use an elitism strategy [26] to update the
population. Let e be the elite size provided in the parameters . We
choose our new population to consist of the e individuals from the
current generation before variation with the best �itness, plus the 

 individuals after variation with the best �itness.
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Fitness Function. In our base algorithm, we use a standard �itness
function: the candidate program’s accuracy on the example test cases
X [14]. In particular, given some chromosome c, �itness is given by

Under this �itness function, programs which perform better on the
example cases will have higher �itness. However, there are potential
problems with using input-output examples, as mentioned in Sect. 1.
This �itness function only speci�ies a program’s intended behavior for a
small set of examples, and a solution that succeeds on these examples
may not necessarily generalize to others [13]. This leads us to explore
re�inement types as an alternate way to compute �itness.

2.3 Re�inement Types and LiquidHaskell
Re�inement types are types that further restrict the space of possible
values by specifying a predicate. For example, we can express the
filterEvens function from our running example using re�inement
types as follows, indicating that it takes a list of integers as input and
outputs a list of even integers:

Example 3 LiquidHaskell Re�inement Type Speci�ication for
filterEvens

LiquidHaskell [34] is a plugin for Haskell which supports re�inement
types, including static checking of re�inement type safety using a
symbolic solver such as Z3 [20]. We can express a function like
filterEvens in Example 3, and LiquidHaskell will verify at compile
time that filterEvens satis�ies the re�ined type. In this case
LiquidHaskell checks that the output of filterEvens is always a list
of even integers. If the check fails, LiquidHaskell outputs errors
showing which re�inement type speci�ications were not satis�ied. This
static checking is able to not only restrict integer values, but also
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enforce properties of lists and other complex types, so it is applicable to
a broad range of functions.

2.4 Re�inement Types Fitness Function
For certain types of problems, such as the FilterEvens example we
have de�ined, re�inement types are able to express the intended
behavior of the program. Because this is a symbolic check, it veri�ies
that behavior over all valid inputs without relying on example test
cases.

To make use of this property, we leverage LiquidHaskell’s
re�inement type checking to de�ine a new �itness function for the GP. To
do so, we require that the user provide a re�inement for each program
piece. Since re�inements are based only on the intended behavior of a
function, and do not depend on the implementation, we assume that
users will be able to provide re�inements even for library functions that
will be used in the synthesized code.

A naive �itness function that simply runs the LiquidHaskell type
check would return a binary value (0 if it fails, 1 if it passes), which
does not work well as a heuristic. Instead, we can look more closely at
LiquidHaskell’s output, which includes syntax errors and re�inement
type errors, to construct a more �ine-grained function.

Syntax Errors. We assume that individual program pieces, which
are often built-in functions or library functions, are free of syntax
errors. Under this assumption, the only syntax errors that can be
produced by combining program pieces are multiple de�inition errors
(for pieces that have the same name and function signature), and
missing de�inition errors (for pieces that were declared in other pieces
but don’t appear in the solution). The maximum number of syntax
errors that can result is equal to the length of the chromosome.

Re�inement Type Errors. Re�inement type checking is only
performed after regular syntax checking, so no re�inement type errors
are reported if a program has incorrect syntax. Otherwise, if the
program has no syntax errors, LiquidHaskell will report one error per
re�inement (i.e. per function signature) that is not satis�ied. Thus, the
maximum possible number of re�inement type errors is also equal to
the length of the chromosome.
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Fitness Function. We construct our �itness function using a linear
scale based on the number and type of errors reported. In addition, we
follow the principle that syntax errors are generally “worse” than
re�inement type errors; syntax errors indicate structural issues like
duplicated or missing program pieces, while re�inement type errors
mean that the program has the right structure.

Therefore, for a given chromosome c (with length |c|) where
LiquidHaskell produces s syntax errors and t re�inement type errors,
we calculate the following �itness function:

(1)

From Eq. 1, programs that have syntax errors always have �itness 
while programs that have no syntax errors will have �itness . A
program that has no syntax or re�inement type errors, such as the
program given in Example 2, has a �itness value of 1 and is considered
to be correct.

As another example, consider the program in our FilterEvens
speci�ication with the chromosome [2, 3]. We include the LiquidHaskell
re�inement type speci�ications as well:

Example 4 Program de�ined by chromosome [2, 3], which uses the
incorrect condition, �iltering the list to contain odd integers

This program compiles without syntax errors, but the filterEvens
re�inement type speci�ication is not satis�ied as the given condition
yields odd instead of even integers. Thus, this program produces 0
syntax errors and 1 re�inement type error, resulting in a �itness value of 
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. This program is given a higher �itness than, for example,
one that is missing a condition function, which would cause syntax
errors.

We will use this �itness function with our original GP algorithm as
described in Algorithm 1.

3 Experiments and Results
In this section we present an evaluation of our new �itness function
based on re�inement type checking. Our goal is to assess whether it can
provide a performance and scalability improvement over two baselines:
a standard �itness function based on input-output examples, and
random search. In Sect. 3.1 we specify our benchmark problems and
what program pieces we use in the synthesis. In Sect. 3.2 we describe
our experimental setup. Next, in Sect. 3.3 we outline the results of our
evaluation. Lastly, in Sect. 3.4 we discuss limitations of our technique
and possible threats to its validity.

3.1 Program Synthesis Problems
We use a set of 3 program synthesis problems for evaluation. Some are
adapted from a general program synthesis benchmark suite [9] and
expanded for our program synthesis model as described below. All of
them have the property that their behavior can be expressed using
re�inement types. For program pieces, we chose building blocks that are
likely to be part of the standard library for any language, such as
checking if an integer is even or �iltering a list, as well as domain-
speci�ic functions that the user would provide, such as a function that
joins two sorted partitions used in sorting algorithms. Below are the
problem speci�ications and a high level description of what program
pieces are included.

1. List Filtering (adapted from Count Odds in [9]): Given a list of
integers, �ilter the list and return 3 new lists containing just the
even integers, just the odd integers, and just the integers greater
than 2. We provide several possible �iltering conditions as program
pieces, including the correct ones as well as others that are not
needed for the correct solution.
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2.
Insertion Sort: Given a list of integers, sort them in ascending
order using insertion sort. We provide several possible conditions
for determining when to insert, as well as a skeleton for the sort.
The skeleton provides the control �low, so our search needs to �ind
the correct conditions and operations to �it into the skeleton.

3.
QuickSort: Given a list of integers, sort them in ascending order
using quicksort. We provide a skeleton for the sort function, as in
Insertion Sort, as well as different possible ways of partitioning the
list for quicksort.

3.2 Experimental Setup
For each selected program synthesis problem, we run 60 trials and
report performance as the number of generations taken to �ind a
solution. We compare the following 3 variants of GP search:
1.

Re�inementTypes (RT): GP search using our new �itness function
based on counting errors from re�inement type checking (Eq. 1).

2.
IOExamples (IO): GP search using a baseline �itness function using
accuracy on a set of input-output example cases, as described in
Sect. 2.2. For each problem, we choose a small ( ) but diverse
set of examples. Speci�ically, we ensure that the example sets cover
all execution paths in a correct solution.

3.
RandomSearch (RS): Random generation of individuals. To make
this comparable with GP search, we proceed in generations, where
pop_size individuals are randomly generated and evaluated per
generation. As with GP search we can report the number of
generations taken to �ind a solution. Thus, the total number of
�itness evaluations is the same (pop_size * generations), so
the running time is approximately equal as well. We include this as
a baseline to verify that GP is well suited to our program synthesis
model and provides an improvement over naive random search.
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We also run each problem on 3 different search space sizes to
evaluate scalability; we vary the size of the search space by including or
excluding different optional program pieces which are not needed in a
correct solution.

The common parameters that we used for all experiments is shown
in Table 1. Note that for ease of implementation, we terminate searches
after 20 generations and report a run as having taken 20 generations if
it does not �ind a solution.

Table 1. Experiment parameters

Parameter Value

Mutation rate 0.3

Crossover rate 0.8

Tournament size 3

Elite size 2

Population size 20

Max generations 20

Number of trials 60

We tuned the max generations and population size to �ind a setting
in which most trials �ind a solution before reaching the max generation
limit. We did not tune the other parameters.

Our implementation, including problem speci�ications and program
piece speci�ications for each problem, is available on GitHub1.

3.3 Results
Table 2 shows the results of our experiments. For each problem and set
of program pieces, the search space size is calculated as , where
|P| is the number of program pieces and |c| is the length of the
chromosome. We present the sample mean  and standard deviation s
of the number of generations taken to �ind a solution for each �itness
function.

The p-values shown in the table come from comparing the two
speci�ied variants using the Mann-Whitney U nonparametric test [18],
which tests the null hypothesis that two sets of samples have the same
population distribution (in particular, the probability that a random
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member from population 1 is greater than a random member from
population 2 is 1/2). The p-values have also been adjusted for multiple
hypothesis testing using the Bonferroni correction to decrease the
likelihood of Type I error [1]; speci�ically, we multiply p-values by 2, the
number of simultaneous hypotheses we are testing.

Table 2. Experiment Results. We run 60 trials per problem, search space size, and variant and
record the number of generations taken to �ind a solution. We report the sample mean  and
standard deviation s. The p-values come from the Mann-Whitney U nonparametric test and
have been adjusted using the Bonferroni correction for multiple hypothesis testing. p-values
less than 0.05 are in bold.

Problem Search Generations to �ind solution

Space
Size

Re�inement
Types

IO
Examples

Random
Search

s s s

List Filtering 5.9e4 8.2 5.4 10.5 6.6 14.2 6.8 0.065 0.000

1.0e5 12.5 6.2 14.8 5.9 15.9 6.0 0.046 0.002

1.0e6 12.8 6.6 16.7 5.0 17.8 4.6 0.000 0.000

Insertion
Sort

1e5 5.4 4.8 8.4 7.1 8.4 6.5 0.042 0.010

1.6e6 8.0 5.7 8.9 6.9 11.4 6.9 0.700 0.008

1.8e7 9.4 7.0 13.1 6.7 16.4 5.1 0.008 0.000

QuickSort 2.6e5 9.3 6.1 11.1 7.3 12.7 7.0 0.181 0.005

5.3e5 10.3 6.2 14.6 6.3 15.8 6.5 0.000 0.000

1.0e6 9.0 6.2 17.2 4.8 15.5 6.5 0.000 0.000

We can see from the table that in general, RefinementTypes
�inds a solution in fewer generations than the two baselines. Across all
the experiments, RefinementTypes achieves an average
improvement of 20% over IOExamples and 32% over
RandomSearch. The p-values show that the improvement is
signi�icant ( ) in most cases.

We hypothesize that a key reason for the performance improvement
is the difference in �itness values for programs that have syntax errors.
For IOExamples, all programs that have syntax errors have a �itness
value of 0 since the �itness evaluation is not able to run at all (the
program cannot be interpreted). We can see in Fig. 1a that for
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IOExamples, many candidate programs (all those with syntax errors)
have �itness values of 0, and there are not many distinct �itness values.
On the other hand, the RefinementTypes �itness function provides a
heuristic even if there are syntax errors, as seen in Fig. 1b, where there
are four distinct �itness values for programs with syntax errors (�itness 

). This is helpful because among programs that have syntax errors,
some are still closer to correct (e.g. less errors) and the
RefinementTypes �itness function can capture that. Therefore, in
areas of the search space corresponding to programs that have syntax
errors, the new �itness function can still guide the GP search whereas
those programs are all evaluated to be equally “un�it” by the
IOExamples �itness function. In the trial shown in Fig. 1, the search
using IOExamples is unable to �ind a solution after 20 generations,
whereas the additional heuristic information provided by
RefinementTypes allows the GP search to �ind a solution after 10
generations.

Fig. 1. Scatter plots of population’s �itness values over time (generations) for (a) IOExamples
and (b) RefinementTypes �itness functions. Each plots was generated from one trial run on
the QuickSort problem with the same search space size and population size. Each point (g, f)
represents an individual in generation g with a �itness value of f, and the opacity increases with
the number of individuals with �itness value f.

We also see from the table that the p-value generally remains below
0.05 as the search space size increases, which shows that the
performance improvements that we observe can potentially scale to
larger problems as well.
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3.4 Threats to Validity
We note that re�inement types are not applicable to every problem; for
example, some string manipulations, such as the Double Letters
problem from [9], would be dif�icult to express using re�inement types
since they involve complex dependencies between indices of the string.
In addition, we observed that the GP search overall runs an order of
magnitude slower in terms of wall-clock time when using the
re�inement type check rather than example cases as a �itness function.
We did not optimize our implementations; in particular, there are many
I/O operations that may be unnecessary in a better implementation, so
this difference may change after optimization.

4 Related Work
Since the �itness function is so integral in GP search, many researchers
have studied different ways of de�ining the �itness function.
NetSyn [17], mentioned in Sect. 1, uses a neural network to learn a
better �itness function based on input-output examples.
C����B���� [2] explores evolving the �itness function along with
candidate programs during GP. Hemberg et al. [10] show that it is
possible to improve search performance by using domain knowledge
extracted from the problem description to construct the �itness
function. Implicit �itness sharing [19], in which multiple individuals that
solve the same example case must “share” the reward, can also improve
search performance by preserving population diversity. Another related
approach is behavioral programming [15, 16], which introduces the use
of the full execution trace of a candidate program in the evaluation
stage rather than relying solely on a scalar objective �itness function.

Others have investigated using formal methods like model checking
and Hoare logic for program veri�ication as the basis for the �itness
function in GP [8, 12]. Our approach similarly uses formal methods for
the GP’s �itness function, but we use re�inement types, which are often
less verbose and require less manual annotation than Hoare logic; with
LiquidHaskell, it is very easy to de�ine and verify re�inement types for
program pieces [33].

Prior works have also explored re�inement types and their
applicability to program synthesis. S������ [27] uses re�inement types
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for program synthesis without GP by decomposing the type
speci�ications and solving local type constraints. Fonseca et al. [5]
suggest an approach for combining GP with re�inement types, including
a possible �itness function for re�inements expressed in their
programming language; however, they do not present any experimental
data or results.

A similar approach for improving practicality of program synthesis
is program sketching, where a user provides a partially-complete
template of a program, and the synthesis algorithm �ills in the missing
low-level details [29]. This has been implemented successfully for
certain problem domains in systems like S����� [31] and
P������ [30], which achieve better ef�iciency because the search space
is restricted. Our approach is analogous but inverted: the user provides
building blocks and the synthesis algorithm �inds a correct composition
of those building blocks. This has the same bene�it of restricting the
search space and can be useful in situations where a user does not have
enough knowledge of the program structure to build a sketch.

5 Conclusions
Our results show that it is possible to express complex programs such
as sorting using our program piece-based model. Using this model for
program synthesis, we can make use of re�inement type checking to
express correctness properties of the program. We show that in this
model, using re�inement type checking to evaluate �itness within GP
search can provide an improvement over using an example-based
�itness evaluation. These results merit further investigation into
different approaches to achieving scalability in program synthesis as
well as different ways of incorporating symbolic solving within GP
search. In future work, we hope to evaluate a wider set of benchmarks,
including more complex problems with larger search spaces. We also
hope to further explore ways to formalize and potentially automate the
construction of program pieces, for example by searching the standard
library, or using GP to “�ill in” missing pieces.
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Abstract
Model diversity is essential for ensemble classi�iers, which make
predictions by combining predictions from multiple simpler models.
While ensemble classi�iers often outperform single-model classi�iers,
their success crucially depends on the ensemble’s construction. Genetic
programming (GP) is a powerful evolutionary algorithm that can evolve
populations of simple classi�iers; however, standard GP algorithms
produce populations of models with correlated predictions. Recent
work in the broader evolutionary computing community has begun
focusing on methods for evolving diverse populations, such as MAP-
Elites [24], which can evolve populations that are diverse in a low
dimensional behavior space. In this work, we demonstrate a novel
technique for using MAP-Elites to create diverse GP populations, which
can be used as ensemble classi�iers. We demonstrate the utility of our
framework, which we call Neuro-MAP-Elites, by comparing it with
other classi�ication algorithms across a diverse set of classi�ication
datasets.
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1 Introduction
Ensemble classi�iers, which make predictions by combining multiple
simple models, outperform single model classi�iers for many
supervised learning tasks. The importance of diversity in ensemble
classi�iers is well documented, however in general it can be challenging
to create diverse ensemble classi�iers in a principled way. While there
may be various notions of diversity, for ensemble classi�iers it is
speci�ically error diversity - meaning that individual classi�iers make
errors on different samples - which matters most [7].

To see the bene�it of error diversity, consider a toy problem
consisting of only three samples and a set of limited classi�iers, each of
which can only classify two of the three samples. In this scenario, we
can construct an optimal ensemble from three limited classi�iers, as
long as they are maximally diverse with respect to the errors they
make. Conversely, if even two of the three classi�iers make the same
error, then the ensemble will not be correct in all cases (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Bene�it of ensemble diversity. In this toy example, each classi�ier can only achieve a
maximum accuracy of 67%. However, as long as there is diversity in the errors made, a majority
vote classi�ier constructed from these imperfect classi�iers will achieve perfect accuracy.

The fact that evolutionary algorithms (EAs), such as genetic
programming, produce populations of solutions makes them seemingly
ideal for ensemble creation. However, many standard EAs for evolving
classi�iers lose diversity as evolution proceeds, causing the predictions
of the individuals in the �inal population to be strongly correlated. This
limits our ability to create an effective ensemble classi�ier directly from
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a �inal population. In practice, we can run an EA many times and create
a diverse ensemble by selecting the best individual from each run to be
in the �inal ensemble, however there are drawbacks to this method. In
addition to being wasteful by not using all models from each run, there
are other issues with this approach. For example, it is possible that if
the standard algorithm is run too long that independent trails will
converge to the same or similar solutions, and if it is not run long
enough, the individuals will not be �it enough to be useful in an
ensemble.

Within the �ield of evolutionary computing, there are many
examples of the utility of creating diverse sets of solutions as opposed
to focusing on a single best solution, such as evolving adaptable robot
controllers [10], playing card games [8, 12], and generating video game
content [14]. Many of these results rely speci�ically on the MAP-Elites
algorithm, a niching EA, which represents the population as a discrete
grid of cells and assigns solutions to cells based on their behaviors [24].

In MAP-Elites, candidate solutions only compete with other
candidates assigned to the same cell, which allows the population to
maintain diversity as evolution proceeds. The mapping from solutions
to cells is facilitated by behavior descriptors, which maps solutions to a
low dimensional behavior space. The behavior space is then partitioned
into cells, and solutions are assigned to the cells in which their behavior
descriptors lie. This partitioning of the behavior space helps prevent
MAP-Elites populations from converging to a set of highly similar
solutions by preserving diversity in the behavior space [24].

De�ining effective behavior descriptors is an essential aspect of
MAP-Elites, as they determine the sorts of diversity which will be
produced. As mentioned above, when creating ensemble classi�iers, we
are particularly concerned about diversity with respect to the
classi�ication errors made. Given a �ixed set of samples to be classi�ied,
error information can be represented naturally as a high dimensional
binary indicator vector, with length equal to the number of samples.
Our method relies on a variational autoencoder (VAE) to learn a low-
dimensional representation of the high dimensional error vectors.

The main contribution of this work is Neuro-MAP-Elites (NME), a
novel framework based on MAP-Elites, for evolving ensembles of
classi�iers with greater error diversity. Using linear genetic programs
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(LGPs) as our classi�ication model, we show that NME can be used to
create diverse populations of classi�iers and further that these more
diverse populations make more effective ensemble classi�iers.

2 Background
In this section, we provide some brief background on the techniques
upon which NME is based.

2.1 Linear Genetic Programming
In general, genetic programming (GP) seeks to evolve computational
models for making predictions [5]. There are many variants of GP,
based on different representations for the computational models being
evolved, such as tree GP [19], Cartesian GP [22] and linear GP (LGP) [5].
In this work, we use LGP for our genetic programming model, as it
provides good performance on a wide range of classi�ication tasks [5,
30]; however, any GP variant can be used with our method. In this
section, we give a general overview of LGP, and in Sect. 3, we provide
more speci�ic details on the speci�ic LGP implementation used in this
work.

Simply put, LGP is a type of GP where computational models (i.e.,
programs) are represented as sequences of instructions, often
resembling imperative programs [5]. Generally, programs have access
to a number ( ) of writable computation registers used when
executing their instruction sequences. Programs also have some
registers designated as input registers, which, as their name suggests,
contain input values to the program. In the context of classi�ication
tasks, these input values are the features of the samples that we are
classifying. The input registers may be implemented by designating a
subset of the writable computation registers as input registers or as a
separate set of read-only registers. Instructions typically involve
mathematical operations on values stored in registers and result in
either information being written to registers, or changes to the
program execution (such as skipping instructions). Programs perform
classi�ication of samples as follows: �irst, the samples’ features are
loaded into the input registers, next the instructions are executed, and
�inally the �inal state of the computation registers is then transformed
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to a prediction. The transformation of the �inal state of the computation
registers may be done in many ways and is dependent on the problem.
In the simple case of binary classi�ication tasks, a common approach is
to designate a single computation register as the output register, and
then compare the value of the �inal register to a prede�ined threshold to
obtain the prediction (i.e., if  predict class 1, else
predict class 2). In this work, we combine LGP with the MAP-Elites
algorithm to help create diverse populations.

2.2 Map-Elites
Map-Elites is an EA designed to evolve diverse populations of solutions
in a single run [24]. More speci�ically, Map-Elites falls under the
umbrella of quality diversity algorithms, which are EAs designed to
evolve populations of high-performing solutions which are also diverse.
The way Map-Elites works is fairly straightforward – instead of using an
unstructured population, as is typical in EAs, MAP-Elites used a
structured grid population to maintain diversity. The structured grid
contains a number of cells equal to the maximum population size. Each
cell begins empty and may contain no more than one solution during
the execution of the algorithm. When a new candidate solution is
created, there is a two-step process to determine if the candidate
solution is added to the population. First, a behavior function maps the
candidate solution to a single cell. The candidate solution then
competes with the current solution in this cell, or if no solution
currently occupies the cell, the candidate solution is automatically
added. The simplest way to implement the competition is by simply
selecting the solution with the highest �itness and breaking ties
randomly.

An essential part of MAP-Elites is determining the mapping from
solutions to cells. To this end, when evaluating a possible solution, a
behavior descriptor is produced, in addition to a �itness score. The
behavior space is a low-dimensional vector, typically 2D, used to
represent a solution in the behavior space. The behavior space is
partitioned into (usually equal sized) cells so that a program is assigned
to the cell in the behavior space in which its descriptor lies. The reason
for using low-dimensional descriptors is that higher dimensional
descriptors lead to problems stemming from the curse of
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dimensionality. Speci�ically, the problem is that if we divide each
dimension into k regions (boundaries for the cell), then the total
number of cells for a d-dimensional descriptor will be . If we instead
try to �ix the max population size at N, then there can only be 
regions per dimension. In practice, we typically want at least ten
regions per dimension, so we must stick to low-dimensional
descriptors or use other variants of MAP-Elites, such as MAP-Elites-CVT
[32].

2.3 Variational Autoencoders (VAEs)
VAEs are a powerful probabilistic modeling framework for
representation learning [18]. The VAE framework assumes that high
dimensional observed data are generated by a random process acting
on unobserved latent factors. VAEs are composed of two feed-forward
neural net models, often called the encoder and decoder networks. The
encoder network learns to infer a distribution over low-dimensional
representations of the high dimensional data, and the decoder learns a
generative model from latent factors to the samples from the original
high dimensional space.

To train a VAE, the weights of both the encoder and decoder are
optimized together, using an unsupervised objective. During training,
the high-dimensional original data x are passed through the encoder,
which outputs a probability distribution over encodings of x.
Speci�ically, this is done by outputting a mean vector , and variance
vector , which are interpreted as parameters to a Normal
distribution with a diagonal only co-variance matrix. A sample is then
drawn from this distribution, and the sample is fed into the decoder,
which aims to reconstruct the original sample x by outputting . The
loss function used to train a standard VAE is known as the evidence
lower bound (ELBO), and contains two terms. The �irst is the
reconstruction error , which measures the reconstruction
quality. In the loss function, this term incentivizes the VAE towards
learning low-dimensional encodings, which are informative about the
high dimensional representation. The other term is the KL divergence
between the distribution output by the encoder, and a standard Normal
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distribution . This term encourages
representations that are approximately normally distributed.

While it may seem bene�icial to only focus on the �irst objective—
which is essentially what is done in basic autoencoders [17] – the
second objective provides regularization and encourages the encoder
to learn smoother encodings. This means small changes in the latent
features produce small changes in the high dimensional space, and
similar high dimensional vectors are encoded to nearby locations in the
low dimensional space. Further, it also produces latent spaces in which
the samples are approximately normally distributed, which is useful for
some downstream tasks.

There have been many modi�ications made to VAEs since their
original proposal. Here we brie�ly mention a VAE variant called -VAE
[16], which is used in this work. -VAE follows the original VAE design
but employs a modi�ied version of the ELBO loss function. In -VAE,
the loss contains a constant , which controls the relative weight of the
two terms in the standard VAE loss. The bene�it of -VAE is that it
allows us to control the trade-off between the two terms in the ELBO.
Speci�ically, the -VAE loss function is: 

.

2.4 Ensemble Classi�iers
Traditionally, GP approaches to classi�ication rely on outputting the
single best program as the �inal predictive model. However, it has been
argued that since these algorithms produce populations of programs
that are all adapted to the target task, it is logical to make use of the
entire population in the �inal model [13, 29]. One major issue which
must be addressed when evolving ensembles is the maintenance of
diversity amongst the individual solutions, as predictive diversity has
been shown to be crucial in ensemble creation [7].

In work from the GP community on evolving ensembles, there are
generally two approaches; of�line approaches, which construct the
ensemble directly from a �inal population, and online approaches,
which gradually build the ensemble during evolution [13]. With of�line
approaches, it is necessary to actively design the population structure
to encourage diversity and prevent convergence to a population of
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identical or similar individuals. In online approaches, while not strictly
necessary, diversity preserving populations can be bene�icial [29].

More recently, others have used EAs with explicit diversity
mechanisms to create ensemble classi�iers. Boisvert and Sheppard [4]
use an approach based on novelty search [21], to evolve diverse
ensembles of decision trees. In this work, the population is represented
as a variable-sized archive, and new candidate solutions are added to
the archive if they meet a criterion based on novelty and �itness.
Cardoso et al. [9] also used novelty search in the space of neural
network architectures to create diverse ensembles. In their work, the
novelty metrics were based explicitly on error diversity. To the best of
our knowledge, our work is the �irst to apply MAP-Elites and GP to
create ensemble diversity.

3 Our LGP Implementation
In this section we describe the speci�ic details of the LGP
implementation used in this work. In our implementation of LGP, all
instructions have the format

where op is one of the functions in the operator set {ADD, SUBT, MULT,
PDIV, SNIG, QUIT}, and  refer to
registers which store �loating point values (see Table 1 for information
on the operators).

Table 1. Operators from LGP system. dest refers the destination register and src1, src2 refer to
source registers.

Operators Description

ADD

SUBT

MULT

PDIV if 

else 

SNIG if , skip next instruction (skip next if greater)

QUIT do not execute any more instructions
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In our system, all registers are writable, including the input
registers. Programs have access to a total of  registers,
where  is the number of features in the dataset. This setting
was determined empirically and worked well with the variety of
datasets we tested. Others have advocated using a constant multiple of
the number of features [5], however we found that for datasets with
many features, this method provides too many registers, and evolution
takes much longer to �ind good solutions. For initialization, the �irst
register is set to 0.0, the following nine are set to constant values, and
the remaining  registers are set to the feature values of the
sample which is being classi�ied. Any binary features are represented
using 1.0 to represent true and 0.0 for false. A program’s prediction is
based on the �inal value of the �irst register; values greater than 0 are
interpreted as a prediction that the class label is “1”, values less than 0
are interpreted as a prediction that the class label is “0”. Programs that
end execution with 0 in the �irst register are interpreted as not having
made a prediction; when computing a program’s �itness, no prediction
is always scored as an incorrect prediction.

Variation. In our LGP algorithm, we produce variation in programs
through both micro and macro mutations. Our macro mutation
operator replaces a randomly selected instruction with a new randomly
generated instruction, and our micro mutation operator randomly
changes either the operator, destination register, or one of the source
registers of a randomly selected operation.

When generating random instructions, new instructions obey the
following rules, which allows for ef�icient evolution and ensures all
mutations result in legal programs. The �irst rule simply ensures all
instructions refer to valid registers and operators by enforcing bounds
on their range. This second rule is that when generating a random value
for a destination register of a program, the maximum value is one
greater than the current maximum value of a destination register in
that program. This rule is inspired by the progressive complexi�ication
proposed in NEAT [31] and is designed to encourage mutations to have
a higher chance of being effective (Table 2).

Table 2. Rules for random instruction creation. Rule 1 ensures that generated instructions are
always legal and meaningful. Rule 2 encourages mutations to have a higher change of being
effective. In rule 2,  refers to the largest integer representing a destination register
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in the program for which the instruction is being generated, and is taken to be 0 in the case of a
program with no instructions.

Rule Description

Rule 1

 

Rule 2

Fitness. A program’s �itness is its balanced accuracy score on the
training data, which is computed from the number of true positives
(TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN): 

. The balanced accuracy score provides a
good dataset agnostic measure of the accuracy of a classi�ier, as it is
normalized to account for imbalanced classes [26].

Behaviors. To use MAP-Elites with LGP, we must de�ine suitable
behavior descriptors for the LGP programs. Previously there has been
only limited work using MAP-Elites together with LGP, such as [11]. In
our experiments using basic MAP-Elites with LGP, we use three
behavior descriptors to categorize program behaviors: the number of
features, instructions, and registers used by the program. The number
of instructions counts only instructions that affect the �inal output of
the program, and the number of registers counts the number of unique
destination registers used in effective instructions, both of which of
indicative of a programs complexity (see Table 3 for information on the
descriptors used with each variant).

Table 3. Behavior descriptors used with each variant of MAP-Elites.

ME Type # of features # of registers # of instructions VAE encoder

Basic ME 0 X X   

Basic ME 1  X X  

Basic ME 2 X  X  

Neuro ME    X

4 Neuro MAP-Elites
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This section details the Neuro MAP-Elites (NME) algorithm, an of�line
approach to evolving diverse GP populations, which can be used as
accurate predictive ensembles. We begin by outlining an ideal high-
dimensional behavior descriptor appropriate for any classi�ier,
particularly linear genetic programs. We then propose a low-
dimensional approximation that can be used with MAP-Elites to create
accurate ensemble classi�iers.

The primary motivation behind our behavior descriptors is that
classi�iers are designed to make predictions on samples coming from
some distribution. When we describe the behavior of a classi�ier, what
really matters is how it behaves on samples from this target
distribution. This is similar to the idea of program semantics, which has
previously been studied in the context of GP [1, 2, 20, 23, 25]. The main
innovation in this work is proposing a methodology for creating a low-
dimensional encoding that captures this notion of behavior.

If we consider a simpli�ied case in which the target distribution is
uniform over a �inite dataset, we can create a high dimensional
descriptor of a classi�ier behavior by recording its predictions on all
samples. In this case, the high dimensional descriptor gives a complete
description of the classi�ier behavior. The question of whether it is
possible to obtain a complete low dimensional description of the
behavior is equivalent to the question of whether it is possible to
compress the high dimensional descriptors to a �ixed low dimension
without loss - which in general is not possible. This means that for any
low dimensional behavior descriptor, some programs with different
prediction behaviors will be mapped to the same point in the low
dimensional space. The goal of our method is to provide a low
dimensional approximation to the ideal high dimensional descriptor. To
this end, we employ a VAE which learns to compress the high
dimensional ideal descriptors into low dimensional approximations.

The proposed NME algorithm can be divided into 3 phases; mining
solutions, VAE training, and a �inal MAP-Elites run using the encoder to
generate behavior descriptors (see Fig. 2 for an overview of the
algorithm.)
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Fig. 2. Overview of Neuro-MAP-Elites. (Phase 1) Create an archive of classi�iers and record
their predictions on training samples. In our implementation, we create this archive by running
MAP-Elites multiple times using various simple descriptors. (Phase 2) A VAE is trained to
compress the prediction vectors to a low-dimensional descriptor which can be used to map
programs to cells in MAP-Elites. (Phase 3) Run MAP-Elites, using the encoder network to
produce behavior descriptors when mapping programs to cells.

4.1 Mine Solutions
The goal of the �irst phase of NME is to draw a sample from the
distribution of errors produced by ‘good’ programs, which can be used
in phase two to train the VAE. In general, and depending on the speci�ic
problem, what constitutes a ‘good’ solution may vary. In this work, we
consider any solution which is present in a �inal population and obtains
a balanced accuracy score greater than 0.5 on the training data. To
create the sample, we run a basic version of MAP-Elites using various
descriptors (Basic ME0, Basic ME1, Basic ME2), and record the
predictions made by each individual in the �inal populations on all
training samples.

4.2 VAE Training
The goal of the second phase is to learn a low-dimensional
representation of samples from the distribution of errors produced by
‘good’ programs. To this end, we use the prediction vectors from
solutions produced in the �irst phase as training data and train a -VAE
to encode these vectors into a 2-dimensional representation to be used
as a behavior descriptor in MAP-Elites.

Initially, when training the VAE, we used cross-validation to select
the optimal  values for each dataset from values in the range 

. We found for all datasets that the optimal  was in 
, so when running �inal experiments, we reduced the
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range of  values tested to only those . For each , we repeat
�itting the VAE �ive times, using different random seeds, as we found
that the random initialization impacted the VAEs’ ability to learn good
representations. The VAE that created the highest entropy distribution
in the latent space was selected from these �ive �itting trials. We
experimented with using two and three dimensions for the latent
space; however, all experiments in this work are based on two
dimensions, as we did not �ind better performance from increasing the
latent space to three dimensions.

The VAE that created the highest entropy distribution in the latent
space was selected from these �ive �itting trials.

4.3 MAP Elites with Encoder
In the �inal phase, we rerun MAP-Elites, however instead of using the
basic descriptors (as in phase 1), we now use the encoder network of
the VAE (trained in phase 2) to produce the descriptors. The encoder
takes as input a binary prediction vector made by a program on the
training data and outputs a 2-dimensional real-valued encoding of the
prediction vector. As the encoder was trained as part of a VAE, the
distribution of encodings should be approximately a unit normal
distribution. We take advantage of this fact when partitioning the latent
space into bins to use with MAP-Elites, and set the bin boundaries so
that each bin has equal probability mass under a normal distribution.

5 Experiment Setup
To test the ef�icacy of our method, we compared the predictive accuracy
of our method against other standard supervised learning techniques
across a diverse set of datasets.

5.1 Dataset Selection
In this work, we use a subset of datasets from the Penn Machine
Learning Benchmarks (PMLB) repository [26] which contains a large
collection of curated datasets for machine learning evaluation and
comparison. PMLB contains a wide assortment of datasets suitable for
various machine learning tasks. In this work, we considered datasets
that contain a binary classi�ication task. As our algorithm produces an
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ensemble classi�ier, we are particularly interested in how it performs
relative to other ensemble classi�iers. To this end, we selected the
datasets based on the performance of a standard ensemble classi�ier:
random forest [6]. Speci�ically, we selected two datasets where random
forest performs much better than other standard classi�iers, two
datasets where random forest performs much worse, and �inally two
datasets where all the tested standard algorithms do poorly (see
Table 4).

For all classi�iers, the datasets were �irst partitioned into a “full
training’ and a test set (75%–25% split). The “full training’ set is
further partitioned into training and validation sets (75%–25% split).
The training sets are used to �it the models, the validation sets are used
to determine model hyperparameters, and the test sets are used to
compute the �inal metrics.

Table 4. Datasets used for classi�ier comparison. See [26] for dataset details.

Dataset Dif�icult for RF Dif�icult for other ML

Breast X

Monk2 X

HV_without_noise X

HV_with_noise X

GAMETES_Epistasis X X

Parity5+5 X X

To demonstrate the ef�icacy of our method, we compare the
performance achieved by classi�iers generated with NME against the
performance of standard machine learning classi�iers, as well as genetic
programming classi�iers evolved using a classic version of MAP-Elites.

5.2 Standard Machine Learning Classi�iers
All experiments using standard classi�iers used the classi�ier
implementations from scikit-learn [27], as well as scikit-learn utilities
for tuning their parameters1. Speci�ically, we considered the following
�ive standard machine learning classi�iers (scikit-learn names in
parentheses); random forest (RandomForestClassi�ier) [6], k-nearest
neighbors (KNeighborsClassi�ier), logistic regression
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(LogisticRegressionClassi�ier) [3], Gaussian naive Bayes (GaussianNB)
[15] and support vector machine classi�iers (SVC) [28].

5.3 Map-Elites Classi�iers
For both basic MAP-Elites and NME, we tested two methods of creating
a �inal classi�ier from the �inal population. In the �irst method, the �inal
classi�ier is simply the single program with the best �itness from the
�inal population. If multiple programs are tied for the best �itness, the
program with the fewest effective instructions is selected (if there is
still a tie, the winner is chosen randomly). In the second method, an
ensemble is created by combining all programs in the �inal population
with �itness above a threshold t (t is chosen to maximize the accuracy of
the majority vote classi�ier on the training data). The ensemble
classi�ier outputs the prediction of the majority of the programs, with
ties broken randomly. We also considered other methods of combining
programs to create the �inal classi�ier, such as weighting the programs
by their �itness, but this did not improve results.

All runs of MAP-Elites used a  grid for the population and
ran for 1 million evaluations.

6 Results
In this section we present results comparing NME with the variants of
basic MAP-Elites described in Table 3. In addition to our results on
ensemble accuracy (Sect. 6.3), we show results supporting our methods
in Sects. 6.1 and 6.2.

6.1 VAE Ef�icacy
One possible concern with this methodology is how well the learned
encoding captures the information from the original high dimensional
descriptors. To investigate this, we examine the decoders’ ability to
reconstruct the original high dimensional descriptor from the 2-
dimensional encoding. Averaged across all datasets, the decoders were
able to correctly reconstruct over 88% of the predictions, with the
reconstruction ability varying from just below 80% to nearly 100% on
the various datasets (see Table 5).
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Table 5. Accuracy of VAE at reconstructing predictions. Percent scores indicate the percentage
of bits in the error vectors correctly reconstructed by the VAE. Higher scores indicate that the
learned descriptors are more informative about the ideal high dimensional descriptors.

Dataset VAE prediction reconstruction

Breast 98.88%

HV_without_noise 90.25%

HV_with_noise 89.66%

Monk2 89.19%

Parity5+5 84.94%

GAMETES_Epistasis 79.67%

Mean 88.76%

6.2 Diversity Comparison
Here, we compare the predictive diversity of ensembles of LGP
programs created by basic variants of MAP-Elites, as well as our
proposed NME method. We de�ine the predictive diversity as the
average Euclidean distance between prediction vectors within the
ensemble. To obtain these results, we conducted 50 independent runs
of each MAP-Elites variant (Table 3).

The results from comparing predictive diversity (Table 6) support
our claim that NME produces more diverse populations. We found that
across all datasets, the average diversity produced by NME in a single
run was greater than both (1) the diversity of an ensemble created by
combining all �inal populations created from the three variants of basic
MAP-Elites and (2) the diversity of the single best run of basic MAP-
Elites. Further, these results show that for four of the six datasets
tested, the least diverse single run of NME was still more diverse than
the most diverse run of basic MAP-Elites (Table 6).

Table 6. Comparison of LGP prediction diversity with top 2 scores in bold. Here we show the
diversity scores obtained from running basic ME 120 times and combining the �inal populations
(Multi), the highest diversity score obtained in a single run (Best Single), the average diversity
score from a single run (Mean Single), and the lowest diversity score from a single run (Worst
Single). Across all datasets, NME produced populations with the the most diversity. For many
datasets, the least diverse single run of NME was more diverse than all variants using basic
MAP-Elites.

Basic ME NME
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Dataset Multi Best Single Mean Single Mean Single Worst Single Basic ME NME

Dataset Multi Best Single Mean Single Mean Single Worst Single

GAMETES 4.67 5.74 3.85 7.64 5.78

HV_noise 7.62 7.54 6.27 8.69 7.93

HV 4.83 5.18 4.26 7.11 5.66

Breast 3.28 3.74 2.97 4.29 3.58

Monk2 3.51 4.21 3.29 4.64 4.11

Parity5+5 3.98 4.64 3.76 6.85 5.34

6.3 Ensemble Accuracy
Measured across all datasets, our method compares favorably against
both the traditional machine learning classi�iers and LGP classi�iers
evolved using MAP-Elites with basic LGP descriptors.

However, no method is a clear winner across all of the datasets (see
Table 7). On the two datasets which were selected for being easy for
random forest (Breast and Monk2), random forest was the most
accurate. On one of the datasets, which was signi�icantly harder for
random forest than other standard classi�iers (HV_without_noise),
multiple methods achieved perfect accuracy, including NME partial
vote; on the other (HV_with_noise), multiple standard methods
outperform all evolved classi�iers. Finally, on the datasets which were
dif�icult for standard methods (Parity5+5 and GAMETES_Epistasis),
evolved classi�iers outperformed the standard ones, although in only
one of these (GAMETES_Epistasis) was the NME classi�ier the best.

Another �inding evident from Table 7 is that of the methods tested
that evolve ensembles, those created with NME signi�icantly
outperform ensembles created with the basic variants of MAP-Elites.
This is despite the fact that basic MAP-Elites can produce high-quality
single solutions, sometimes better than the single solutions produced
by NME. This result supports our hypothesis that NME generates
populations with more meaningful diversity and that this diversity is
bene�icial for creating ensembles.

Table 7. Comparison of balanced accuracy scores of common machine learning classi�iers and
evolved classi�iers. Best scores for each dataset are indicated in bold.
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Dataset RF KNN LR GNB SVC ME-Best ME-Vote NME-Best NME-VoteDataset RF KNN LR GNB SVC ME-Best ME-Vote NME-Best NME-Vote

Breast .950 .564 .500 .949 .500 .939 .579 .913 .943

Monk2 .987 .709 .447 .456 .697 .729 .502 .642 .785

HV .646 .637 1.00 .523 .949 1.00 .426 .986 1.00

HV_noise .575 .520 .974 .526 .854 .687 .495 .709 .802

GAMETES .499 .515 .486 .513 .486 .495 .516 .510 .569

Parity5+5 .594 .601 .463 .463 .473 1.00 .494 .891 .986

Mean .709 .591 .645 .572 .660 .808 .502 .775 .848

7 Discussion
Using representation learning techniques in combination with quality
diversity methods provides a promising avenue for creating diverse
classi�ier ensembles. In this work, we have provided a method for
extending MAP-Elites for use with high dimensional descriptors by
learning low dimensional approximations to the true descriptors. Here,
we focused on diversity with respect to the errors made, but there are
other possible high dimensional descriptors that could be used with
our method.

One in particular, is information about features used by each
classi�ier. In a similar manner as the high dimensional binary error
vectors, information about the features used by a classi�ier can
naturally be represented as a binary indicator vector, which could be
compressed by a VAE. There are two main reasons why it may be
bene�icial to use this methodology with feature information; the �irst is
for working with data with missing or noisy features, and the second is
to improve our understanding of what features tend to co-occur in
effective classi�iers. This second use is perhaps the most interesting and
relies on the generative model portion of the VAE (sometimes called the
decoder), as opposed to the encoder portion used in NME. If we use a
simple generative model, such as a single-layer neural network, we can
inspect the model to gain insight into the relationships amongst
features.

Another possible direction for this work is to explore other methods
for compressing the ideal high-dimensional descriptor outlined in this
work. The design of VAE models has recently received much attention
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from the representation learning community, and it is possible that
novel architectures may be more suitable for use in our algorithm. In
our experiments, we limited the VAE latent dimension to two, as we
found that was suf�icient for encoding most of the information in the
prediction vectors for most datasets. Clearly, this may be limiting,
particularly when the number of samples used for creating the
prediction vectors is large. In future work, we plan to examine the
relationship between the number of samples included in the high
dimensional descriptor, the dimensionality of the encoding, and the
performance of NME.

One limitation of our current work is NME requires greater
computational resources than traditional GP methods, as it requires us
to create an initial set of solutions and train a VAE, before evolving the
�inal population with MAP-Elites. In our current implementation, we
create the initial set of solutions by running basic variants of MAP-
Elites multiple times, which is a major cause of inef�iciency. In future
work, we plan to experiment with more ef�icient ways to create the
initial solution set; in particular by using more ef�icient machine
learning classi�iers in this step. We also plan to implement a cyclical
version of NME, which can continuously alternate between phase two
(training VAE) and phase three (MAP-Elites with encoder), until a
stopping condition is met. This will hopefully reduce the amount of
effort needed in phase 1, as the solution set used to train the VAE will
be updated as NME proceeds. By improving the ef�iciency of NME, we
can make it more practically competitive with non-evolutionary
classi�iers and lead to greater adoption of GP by the larger machine
learning community.
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Abstract
Recently it was shown, using the typical mutation mechanism that is used in
evolutionary algorithms, that monotone conjunctions are provably evolvable
under a speci�ic set of Bernoulli  distributions. A natural question is
whether this mutation mechanism allows convergence under other
distributions as well. Our experiments indicate that the answer to this question
is af�irmative and, at the very least, this mechanism converges under Bernoulli 

 distributions outside of the known proved regime.

Keywords Evolvability – Genetic programming – Monotone conjunctions –
Distribution-speci�ic learning – Bernoulli  distributions

1 Introduction
Automating the creation of computer programs that perform intelligent
operations has been driving the research in evolutionary programming and in
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machine learning – though the approaches used are oftentimes different.
Slightly more than a decade ago, these two �ields came closer with the
introduction of the framework of evolvability by Leslie Valiant [16].

Evolvability formulates evolution as a learning process and is a framework
for a special type of local search method that ultimately develops individuals
(that is, computer programs) that have high �itness within their environment.
In other words, the goal is to develop a function that has high predictive
accuracy on an unknown function c that we want to learn from training
examples.

We continue the study of a simple and intuitive class of Boolean functions,
that of monotone conjunctions, within the framework of evolvability.

1.1 Monotone Conjunctions and Representation
A monotone conjunction is a function that combines a set of variables with a
Boolean AND. For example, the function  returns  if the
�irst, second and �ifth variable are satis�ied simultaneously on a truth
assignment , otherwise it returns . When we
are working in a space with n Boolean variables, an intuitive representation for
monotone conjunctions is that of a bitstring of length n, where a 1 (resp. 0) in a
particular bit indicates the presence (resp. absence) of the speci�ic variable in
the function. For example, when , we can represent the function 

 as: . With  we denote the size of a
monotone conjunction h; the number of variables that are contained in h.
Hence, in our example, .

On the Importance of Conjunctions Within Machine Learning.
Conjunctions, as well as disjunctions, are perhaps the most basic classes of
Boolean functions that act as building blocks for more complex functions. Even
though these classes of functions are simple, nevertheless they have
exponentially many functions on n Boolean variables and therefore provide a
basic testbed for various ideas, as well as for understanding general bounds
that are proved in the context of machine learning. Furthermore, learning
algorithms for such basic classes of functions may provide insights for more
sophisticated algorithms or even extend naturally to algorithms for richer
classes of functions in certain contexts.

As an example, within the Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) model of
learning [15], learning functions that are disjunctions of a constant number k of
conjunctions can be achieved with a learning algorithm that is merely used for
learning conjunctions [11]. The idea is that a disjunction of k conjunctions 

 can be converted to a conjunctive formula, where each
clause has at most k literals1 via the distributive law as shown below:
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Therefore, for every selection (allowing repetitions) of k literals 
 over the original set of n Boolean variables , one

can create a new variable  whose value is de�ined by 
. Hence, an ef�icient distribution-independent

algorithm for learning conjunctions from the set , may also learn
such richer functions ef�iciently, but this time over the broader set of the y
variables, which are  in total.

1.2 Related Work and Motivation
Using a simulation argument, a hallmark result in evolvability is one by Vitaly
Feldman where it has been shown that evolvability is equivalent to learning
using correlational statistical queries under a �ixed distribution [5]. However,
this simulation result, as has also been pointed out by Feldman, is not
necessarily the most intuitive or ef�icient approach for designing evolutionary
algorithms. At the same time intuitive evolutionary mechanisms are desirable
and sought for; see, e.g., [9, 12]. In this context, it is perhaps not surprising that
one of the simplest, non-trivial, classes of Boolean functions, that of monotone
conjunctions, has received a lot of attention and their evolvability has been
studied.

In particular, Leslie Valiant gave a swapping-type algorithm for learning
monotone conjunctions when the distribution was uniform over , when
he introduced evolvability [16]. We outline this swapping algorithm in Sect. 3.1.
The analysis of this algorithm was simpli�ied in [3]. Eventually it was shown
that this algorithm converges for Bernoulli  distributions (de�ined in
Sect. 3), characterized by any , where the uniform distribution is a
special case obtained for . Meanwhile, another direction of research
towards the learnability of monotone conjunctions has explored the power of
parallel statistical queries by means of recombination [7], and of horizontal gene
transfer [14].

On the other hand, the problem of learning monotone, or not, conjunctions
has been studied within genetic programming (GP) as well. In this direction [9,
10] have explored tree-like representations for learning monotone
conjunctions under the uniform distribution in the realistic (for machine
learning and evolvability) case, where the number of training examples are
upper bounded by some polynomial of the input parameters. There has also
been done additional work on exploring the learnability of monotone
conjunctions, but some of these algorithms may have unrealistic assumptions
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for the framework of evolvability. For example, the algorithm in [13] uses a
genetic approach in which the updates depend on the number of bits in which
the candidate solution and the input differ. As another example, in the case of
[6] it is assumed that the learner has knowledge of the exact �itness value of
various hypotheses.

Along the lines of genetic programming, another mechanism that has been
studied is the one inspired by the standard mutation mechanism that is
encountered in (1 + 1) evolutionary algorithms (EAs). This mechanism
considers all the bits in the bitstring representation of a monotone conjunction
(recall the discussion from Sect. 1.1) and tosses a coin that succeeds with
probability 1/n in each bit. Whenever the coin toss succeeds, the bit at the
particular coordinate is �lipped. This algorithm has been shown to converge
under product distributions where each variable is satis�ied with the same
probability p (called Bernoulli  distributions; see Sect. 3), when p takes
values in  [2]. A natural question that we try to answer in this
paper is the following one:

Does the mutation mechanism that is inspired by the (1+1) EA allow the
evolvability of monotone conjunctions under a broader set of distributions,
compared to what is currently provably known?

Our experimental �indings indicate that the answer is af�irmative.
Structure of the Paper. Section 2 summarizes the computational models

that come together in our work. Section 3 provides details on the problem that
we study as well as a brief discussion on a related algorithm to our work, from
where we draw inspiration on providing speci�ic values to certain parameters
that govern the evolutionary mechanism that we study. Section 4 provides
details on the implementation of our method and how we de�ine successful
executions. Section 5 presents the values of certain parameters that we use in
the experiments as well as discusses the results of our experimental study.
Section 6 concludes our work with a summary and ideas for future work.

2 Computational Models Relevant to Our Work
We now describe brie�ly the computational models that are relevant to our
work. Before we do that, however, we make a remark on the terminology.

Remark 1 (Terminology) A candidate solution of an optimization problem, in
EAs/GP is typically called an individual. On the other hand, in machine learning,
a candidate solution to a learning problem, is typically called a hypothesis (or a
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model). One may use these terms interchangeably and in particular in our case
these correspond to Boolean functions (or, if you prefer, to computer programs).

2.1 Evolutionary Algorithms and Evolving Programs
Evolutionary algorithms is a class of algorithms that develop solutions to
optimization problems of interest. The development of these solutions
proceeds in an iterative manner, such that candidate solution(s) from one
iteration to the next are typically obtained after applying modi�ication
operators on the representation of the candidate solution(s) of the previous
iteration. The function that is being optimized is called a �itness function. The
idea is that the higher the �itness value of a particular individual (solution) is,
the better the individual is for our purposes; i.e., as a solution to the
optimization problem that we solve. The simplest mechanism that creates such
solutions is shown in Algorithm 1, where we see that given an individual
(candidate solution) x encoded as a bitstring of length n, a mutated version  is
obtained from x after tossing n times a coin that succeeds with probability 1/n,
and upon success of each coin toss, the respective bit in the binary
representation of x is �lipped. This modi�ication mechanism is called a mutation
as it tries to mimic in an elegant and compact way the way mutations occur in
nature, and thus allows this algorithmic scheme to explore the binary search
space in a randomized way. If  is at least as �it as its parent x, then  is
selected to be the solution used for the next generation; otherwise, x is selected
for one more generation. This way, the different solutions that we obtain across
the different iterations (also known as generations) monotonically increase the
�itness values that correspond to them. The interested reader may �ind
additional discussion and several interesting results in [4].

A closely related �ield to EAs is that of genetic programming (GP) [8].
Similarly to EAs, the goal of GP is to develop a solution/individual that
maximizes a �itness function. However, in the case of GP, the individuals
correspond to different functions (computer programs), rather than to mere
numerical points or truth assignments, from the domain of the �itness function.
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The most usual representation of these individuals is with the use of tree
structures, as then on one hand such a representation is convenient (in a
manner similar to decision trees) and on the other hand it is easy to de�ine
modi�ication operators inspired by nature, such as mutation and
recombination, and give rise to new individuals to be considered as candidate
solutions that may survive in the next generation.

Our work in this paper falls under the broader umbrella of supervised
machine learning, where the goal of the learner is to develop a function that
approximates well some ground truth function. In other words, the goal of the
learner is very well aligned with the goal of GP. On the other hand, the functions
that we consider in our case have a very natural representation using bitstrings,
as it was discussed in Sect. 1.1, and thus we can ultimately use Algorithm 1.

2.2 Supervised Machine Learning and Evolvability
In supervised machine learning the learner is typically presented with a set 

 of training examples that exhibit the behavior of some
ground truth function c on certain instances of the domain . Based on this
information, the learner forms a hypothesis (or a model) h that approximates
the ground truth c. For example, one typical approach for selecting a hypothesis
h from a set of possible hypotheses , is that of empirical risk minimization,
where the  that is selected is the function that has the best predictive
accuracy on the training examples  that were given to the learner.

Evolvability on the other hand is a special framework for supervised
machine learning. In particular, in evolvability, the learner only gets to know
how well their hypotheses approximate the ground truth function c, based on
aggregate information that is computed from training examples. This
information is equivalent to a noisy estimate of the risk (error rate) of the
various hypotheses. The idea is that evolvability casts the whole process of
evolution as a learning problem and the modi�ications that occur on the
individuals (hypotheses) during the evolution should be favoring the �ittest
ones for survival to the next generation. In that sense, the encoding of the
individuals at the genotype level cannot depend on individual experiences, but
rather on some aggregate signal that is received from the environment, which
thus describes how �it the particular individual is for this environment.
Algorithms for evolvability are called ecorithms.

After this brief high-level discussion on supervised learning and evolvability,
we will now provide more details for the framework of evolvability. We are
looking at Boolean functions where the output values  and  are
represented by 1 and  respectively. Evolvability works in a local search
fashion, where at each step of the evolution a (parent) hypothesis h is
considered together with the hypotheses that are obtained after applying a
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mutation operator on the particular (parent) hypothesis h, forming a
neighborhood N(h). Eventually, each hypothesis in the neighborhood N(h) is
evaluated using a �itness function, called performance, and ultimately this
function is driving the search. For a target function c that we are trying to learn2

and a distribution  over , the performance of a hypothesis h, also
called the correlation of h and c, is

(1)

Note that from the above de�inition we also have that:

(2)

An approximate value  of  is obtained empirically for
each hypothesis using a sample S; we denote this value with  for brevity.
Then, for a real constant t, called tolerance, we obtain the sets:

(3)

Hence, for the next iteration, a hypothesis from the set  is selected, should 
. Otherwise, a hypothesis from  is selected; note that 

since  always contains the parent hypothesis h. Thus, while the set  of
deleterious mutations is needed for partitioning the neighborhood N(h), it is of
little interest as no hypothesis will ever be selected from . The goal of the
evolution is to produce in -time a hypothesis h such that

(4)

3 The Learning Problem that We Study
We are interested in learning monotone conjunctions in the framework of
evolvability. In particular, we focus on Bernoulli  distributions  over 

. These distributions are speci�ied by the probability p of setting each
variable  equal to 1. Thus, a truth assignment  has
probability . Given a monotone conjunction c that we want
to learn and a hypothesis h, we can partition the variables that appear in either
c or h as shown below:

(5)
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Therefore, the x’s are mutual variables, the y’s are called undiscovered (or
missing) variables, and the w’s are the wrong (or redundant) variables.
Variables in the target c are called good, otherwise they are called bad. Given
this decomposition, we can calculate the quantity  under
a  distribution, with the following two observations:

–  and : This happens on truth assignments where the 
’s are satis�ied, the ’s are satis�ied, and at least one of the ’s is falsi�ied.
Therefore, this will happen with probability .

–  and : Similar analysis implies that this will happen
with probability .

Adding the above two we get: 
. As a consequence, (2)

reduces to,

(6)

De�inition 1 (Short, Medium, Long) Given integers q and , a monotone
conjunction f is short when , medium when , and long
otherwise.

De�inition 1 partitions the class of functions that we want to learn in three
groups and will allow us to de�ine a criterion (Criterion 1) that we will use in
order to determine if a particular experimental run is successful or not. We will
also need the following de�inition.

De�inition 2 (Best q-Approximation). A hypothesis h is called a best q-
approximation of c if  and 

.

3.1 A Related Algorithm: The Swapping Algorithm
Before we discuss details of our implementation, we brie�ly describe a related
algorithm to our work, the swapping algorithm for monotone conjunctions, that
was introduced by Valiant in [16].

The swapping algorithm has been shown to converge [1] under Bernoulli 
 distributions that are characterized by any  using the general

evolutionary scheme that was described in Sect. 2.2, where at every step of the
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evolution the neighborhood N(h) is partitioned into the sets , , and 
, and selection �irst favors the set , otherwise the set . The

algorithm is important for our work because we intend to use some of its
parameters and ideas in the evolutionary mechanism that we want to study.

In the swapping algorithm, the neighborhood N(h) of a monotone
conjunction h is the set of monotone conjunctions that arise by adding a
variable (neighborhood ), removing a variable (neighborhood ),
or swapping a variable with another one (neighborhood ), plus the
conjunction itself. Thus,  As an
example, let , and . Then, , 

, and 
. Note that  in

general. Finally, for the parameters q and  that appear in De�inition 1, the
swapping algorithm uses the following values:

(7)

4 Implementation
Regarding the implementation, our starting point is the algorithm for the
evolution of monotone conjunctions that was used in [2], which in turn is based
on the (1 + 1) EA (Algorithm 1). Our evolutionary mechanism is shown in detail
in Algorithm 2. This algorithm is known to converge [2] to a hypothesis that
satis�ies (4), which is the goal for evolution, for Bernoulli  distributions
that are characterized by . However, we are interested in
studying this evolutionary mechanism, at the very least, for other values of p
that characterize Bernoulli  distributions and it is this particular case that
we explore in this paper. Below we explain the functions that appear in
Algorithm 2.
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E�������H��������� returns the performance  of a hypothesis
h. In the experiments we do that using (6), by using the values m, u, and r, of the
mutual, undiscovered, and redundant variables.

The function M����� takes as input the bit vector that represents the initial
hypothesis, �lips each bit with probability 1/n, and returns the new mutated
hypothesis. This is the mutation mechanism that was described in Algorithm 1.

The function US����� is responsible for selecting uniformly at random a
hypothesis from the two that are passed as parameters. In particular, the two
hypotheses are h and , where h is the initial hypothesis and  the mutated
one that occurred from function M�����.

Finally, we would like to make the following remark. As discussed in
Sect. 2.2, the evolutionary mechanism has access to a noisy value ,
that is obtained from an appropriately large sample S, as a proxy for the true
value  for some hypothesis h. However, by using (6) directly in
E�������H��������� we obtain the true value exactly. We argue that this
should not be a problem, as the neighborhood is split into the sets , ,
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and  based on the tolerance t. The idea is that when one may try in the
future to prove rigorously our experimental �indings from Sect. 5, it should be
enough to identify the minimum non-zero difference in the performance
between any two hypotheses in the hypothesis space. Assuming this value is
equal to , then by setting the tolerance equal to  and requiring
approximation of each  to be done within  of their true value,
then the sets , , and , will be entirely correct in the partitioning of
the hypotheses in the neighborhood, to bene�icial, neutral, and deleterious.

4.1 Setting the Parameters q and 
Two important parameters that we use in Algorithm 2 are the parameters q and

 and the values that we use are given by (7). Regarding q, its value has been
the same in [1–3] and therefore it is only natural to maintain this de�inition in
our work as well. Regarding , we introduce it because it was useful for
proving the convergence of the swapping algorithm when . One of the
ideas from [1] is that when the function c that we want to learn is of medium
size (i.e., ) and the distribution  is governed by some 

, then convergence is proved when a hypothesis h is formed that is a
best q-approximation of c (per De�inition 2). Hence, our hope is that this
phenomenon will transcend from the swapping algorithm where it has been
proved to work, to the (1+1) EA mechanism that we explore in this work.

4.2 Guessing a Good Value for the Tolerance t
Beyond q and  for which we use the values of (7), another important
parameter for evolution is that of the tolerance t. As the algorithm that we use
(Algorithm 2) comes from [2], we use the values indicated by [2] in the proved
regime; i.e., when . In the unproved regime (i.e., when 

) we attempt to use the tolerance that is indicated in [1]
which allows the swapping algorithm to converge for every  that
characterizes the Bernoulli  distribution that governs the instances. In
particular, the tolerance in [1] is

(8)

where . Regarding the quantity , if  we have

(9)

When , the quantity  is de�ined by �irst looking if p is of the form 
, with , or if p belongs to a sub-interval of [1/2, 1) of the

form ; in other words, we care about the two consecutive
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points from the family of points  (with ) that contain p. It
is this latter case which corresponds to the values of  that we examine
in this work in the unproved regime (i.e., ). Note that the
interval of interest  is obtained for .
Eventually, a quantity that is good enough for our purposes is to set

(10)

In other words, using (9) and (10) we can de�ine

(11)

Now, one can use (11) in (8) and compute the desired tolerance that will be
used for the experiments depending on the p that we want to test.

4.3 Successful Executions
The following criterion was used for proving convergence in [1] and we adopt
it.

Criterion 1 (Success Criterion) We de�ine a single run to be successful if we
accomplish the following:
(a)

When c is short, identify c precisely.
(b)

When c is medium, generate a best q-approximation of c.
(c)

When c is long, generate a hypothesis h such that .

Therefore, for a given Bernoulli  distribution and a given target c, we run
Algorithm 2 in an endless loop until we satisfy our Criterion 1. In fact, we
consider such an execution successful if we satisfy Criterion 1 for 10 consecutive
iterations, thus signifying that the solution that we have found has some notion
of stability and therefore it is not the case that we satisfy perhaps Criterion 1
during one iteration but then in a subsequent iteration the hypothesis drifts
away and evolves to a solution that has performance less than .

Remark 2 (On the Strictness of the Success Criterion) Criterion 1 is probably
more strict than what is really needed in some cases. To see this, consider the
following situation: say, ,  ( ), and the target function
that we want to learn is . Then, according to Criterion 1,
this is case (a), and we would like to evolve h such that . However, the
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hypothesis  is very different from c (as none of the
variables that appear in h also appears in c) but nevertheless, using (6), we see
that it holds . In
other words, even if  does not satisfy the stringent requirement of case (a) of
our criterion for successful execution, since  it nevertheless satis�ies
(4) which is really the goal of evolution, as it has performance at least .

5 Experimental Results and Discussion
Using Algorithm 2 we perform experiments3 for  distributions such that 

, where . By testing the values 
 we can understand the rate of convergence when p is in

the regime of proved convergence (based on [2]). Moreover, we can also use
these numbers as baselines for forming conclusions regarding the rate of
convergence when we perform experiments under distributions  that are
characterized by values of p, when p is outside of the known regime of 

 where we have proved convergence.

5.1 Details on the Experimental Setup
Dimension of the Instance Space. In all of our experiments we set the dimension
of our instance space to be equal to . This value of  allows a
rich hypothesis space while at the same time it allows the repetitive execution
of Algorithm 2 in a fairly reasonable amount of time for our experiments.

Target Sizes that we Test. For each p value mentioned above we generate
targets that have sizes taken from the sets , and  shown below:

(12)

In particular, the target sizes from the set  are used for testing case (a) of
Criterion 1, the target sizes from the set  are used for testing case (b) of
Criterion 1, and the target sizes from the set  are used for testing case (c) of
Criterion 1. Note that when , then . In such a case we consider the
set  to be empty. That is, the target size that is indicated as having size 
is available in the set  where now .
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Epochs (Repetitions). For each pair  that we test, we perform 100
different epochs (repetitions) starting from the empty hypothesis (i.e., h is a
bitstring of length n where each entry has the value of 0) until convergence. The
epochs smooth the experimental results and allow us to better understand the
average case of execution.

Numerical Values of the Parameters  and t. Table 1 summarizes the
values that the parameters , and t obtain, when  for 

.

5.2 High-Level Summary of Results
We note that in every single one of our experiments we were able to satisfy
Criterion 1. Table 2 presents the average number of iterations that was
necessary so that we can satisfy Criterion 1 in every case that we tested.

Table 1. Values of q, , and tolerance t corresponding to each probability p that we tested in our
experiments. Note that the values for the tolerance t should be multiplied by . In every case the
dimension of the instance space is .

p 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

q 3 4 5 7 9 12 16 26 55

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 6

t 13.3 17 26.2 8.05 3.81 3.79 6.62 2.33 1.09

Table 2. Average number of iterations until convergence (as computed using 100 epochs), depending on
the target size and the probability used. Note that when , then  and therefore in these
situations it is the case that  as well as . Therefore, some values may be
repeated or appear out of order. However, for uniformity we keep these rows everywhere in accordance to
the presentation of the sets , and  in (12) from Sect. 5.1. In addition, when ,
then  and hence  as we use rounding in order to treat decimals (i.e., 

).

Target
size 

Probability p

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

1 9355.3 8240.16 6109.52 4494.06 1846.62 292.16 263.67 231.91 264.03

2 18373.48 13234.84 8878.63 6757.35 3460.26 1275.46 1189.7 413.5 432.55

q/4 9355.3 8240.16 6109.52 6757.35 3460.26 2377.29 2285.82 1251.94 1147.72

q/2 18373.48 13234.84 8878.63 13631.78 6485.19 4388.57 4522.01 2340.74 1482.84

3q/4 18373.48 22613.09 22200.21 15894.43 11988.98 7071.61 6480.98 3718.52 2071.57

q 39011.15 33743.87 40434.23 37737.39 26736.85 15716.76 15174.42 6951.12 3826.76

12.56 13.56 14.82 15.67 24303.88 23337.84 28692.53 7449.52 3608.87

39011.15 33743.87 40434.23 37737.39 24303.88 23337.84 28692.53 9728.63 4553.08
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Target
size 

Probability p

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

39011.15 33743.87 40434.23 37737.39 24303.88 23337.84 28692.53 14651.58 9382.01

12.56 13.56 14.82 15.67 17.2 20.4 27.54 39.87 102.61

12.49 13.78 14.4 15.04 17.15 20.53 25.37 38.43 100.97

12.67 13.68 14.93 14.79 16.88 20.8 25.24 38.15 92.61

13.03 13.9 14.92 14.45 17.31 20.72 25.4 38.95 97.44

n 12.22 13.93 15.04 14.77 17.21 20.87 25.92 37.27 94.81

On the Convergence against Long Targets. As it can be seen from Table 2,
case (c) in Criterion 1, corresponding to , is perhaps the easiest one
to accomplish. The intuitive reason from the work of [1] is that q and  have
been selected in such a way, so that any hypothesis h that has size q, regardless
of its composition of good and bad variables among the q variables that it
contains, will satisfy the equation . In particular, the
intuitive idea is that c and h contain enough many variables and hence they
make positive predictions on a small subspace of the n-dimensional hypercube 

. As a consequence c and h agree almost everywhere, since almost
everywhere they make a negative prediction. As a further consequence, their
correlation is at least . Indeed, in our experiments when ,
regardless of the underlying value of p that governs the distribution, we see
that h satis�ies the criterion  very quickly.

On the Convergence against Short and Medium Targets. Moreover, quite
remarkably, based on the results shown in Table 2 for short and medium
targets, the evolutionary mechanism that we study appears to be converging
faster to a solution that satis�ies Criterion 1 when p is outside of the known
proved regime of . As characteristic examples one can compare
the entries corresponding to  versus , or  versus 
.

The conclusions that we draw for the different values of p that we test are
similar. Therefore in Sect. 5.3 below we focus on one particular case where 

, while in Sect. 5.4 we complement Table 2 and the discussion of
Sect. 5.3 by showing boxplots with more re�ined information on the
convergence rate of every case that we tested.
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Fig. 1. Iterations until convergence when  and . In Fig. 1a we focus in the
situation where  which covers case (a) of Criterion 1, even though q is
different for the different p values; see, e.g., Table 1. When  the convergence is very fast for all
cases. In Fig. 1b we see the complete picture for target sizes between 1 and .

5.3 Details on the Convergence When 
Figure 1a presents the average number of iterations against target sizes up to 

 when  and . Table 1 informs us that for 
, , and  we have , , and  respectively.

Even though these values of q are different, nevertheless, they all correspond to
the situation where the target is short – case (a) of Criterion 1 – and for this
reason we decided to put labels on the x axis that are related to q. Of course,
since the q values are different, one can also consider a plot similar to Fig. 1b
and be able to see the complete picture for target sizes between 1 and 
in each case. Regardless if one uses Fig. 1a or b, we observe that (i) the
algorithm converges for every target size, and (ii) the rate of convergence when 

 is very similar to what we observe for  and  where it
has been proved that the algorithm converges. Similar results are discussed
below for other values of p.

5.4 Further Details on the Experiments of Every  Pair
Tested
We complement Table 2 and the discussion of Sect. 5.3 by providing further
statistics for the executions of Algorithm 2. Figure 2 presents boxplots regarding
the number of iterations that was needed so that Criterion 1 was satis�ied for
every , with  and for every target size that
belonged to one of the sets , and  that were described in (12). (Due to
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space limitations we omitted the case for .) Each boxplot shows the
median value for the execution of the algorithm regarding a particular 
pair. Furthermore, the thick part of the boxplot indicates the range of values
that belong between the 25  and the 75  percentile. The whiskers are drawn
so that they are in 1.5 times the inter-quartile range and �inally in some cases
we may also see some outliers which correspond to executions that took
unexpectedly long/short time.
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Fig. 2. Boxplots of iterations needed until convergence when  and for probabilities 
. The x-axis corresponds to target sizes generated according to the

sets , , and  that are presented in Sect. 5.1; these sizes depend on p as they depend on the
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parameters q and  which ultimately depend on p. Furthermore, when , the convergence is
very fast and thus the deviation from the median of the iterations is insigni�icant.

5.5 Discussion
As a summary, for every value  with  that
characterizes a Bernoulli  distribution, Algorithm 2 satis�ied the goal of
evolution and converges to a function that satis�ies (4). This is true against any
target function that we tested. Moreover, the average case analysis indicates that
the running time needed to converge to such a good solution is in fact
comparable to the running time that is needed (on average) by a simpler
variant of this algorithm, that is obtained when the algorithm is tested against
values of , where it is has been proved that the algorithm
converges ef�iciently [2].

Implications. One �irst implication of these experimental results is that the
(1+1)-EA variant that we examined, appears to be equally powerful as the
swapping algorithm which provably evolves monotone conjunctions for
Bernoulli  distributions governed by any  satisfying (4). A second
implication is that the success criterion that we set beforehand (Criterion 1)
indeed appears to capture fairly accurately what is happening on successful
executions that also generate stable solutions. As a consequence of these two, a
third implication is that the experimental convergence that we explored
motivates future work for a formal approach on rigorously proving the
convergence of the algorithm under Bernoulli  distributions for values of 

 outside of the known proved regime, which is 
based on [2]. Fourth, somehow surprisingly, the experimental results suggest
that the convergence of the algorithm is actually faster in the unknown regime
compared to the known one, when the target is short or medium (i.e., for target
sizes that are expected to be dif�icult); e.g., compare the results between 

 and  in Table 2.

6 Conclusions
We studied the evolvability of monotone conjunctions under Bernoulli 
distributions using the standard mutation mechanism that appears in (1+1)
EAs. We extended the algorithm introduced in [2] by drawing inspiration from
the convergence properties of the swapping algorithm under such
distributions [1]. Our experiments indicate that the extension we proposed
allows the formation of hypotheses that approximate well any target function c
under arbitrary Bernoulli  distributions since the computed solutions in
our experiments were stable and more importantly satis�ied the goal of
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evolution required by (4) in every combination  that we tested. In the
future, it would be interesting to prove rigorously this experimental result, as
well as explore the convergence of this (1+1) EA-based mutation mechanism
under distributions beyond Bernoulli .
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based on this representation to solve their learning tasks. This paper
introduces BEACS (Behavioral Enhanced Anticipatory Classi�ier
System) in order to handle non-deterministic partially observable
environments and to allow users to better understand the
environmental representations issued by the system. BEACS is an ALCS
that enhances and merges Probability-Enhanced Predictions and
Behavioral Sequences approaches used in ALCS to handle such
environments. The Probability-Enhanced Predictions consist in
enabling the anticipation of several states, while the Behavioral
Sequences permits the construction of sequences of actions. The
capabilities of BEACS have been studied on a thorough benchmark of
23 mazes and the results show that BEACS can handle different kinds of
non-determinism in partially observable environments, while
describing completely and more accurately such environments. BEACS
thus provides explanatory insights about created decision policies and
environmental representations.

Keywords Anticipatory Learning Classi�ier System – Machine learning
– Explainability – Non-determinism – Building Knowledge

1 Introduction
Explainability has now become an important concern for automated
decision making in domains such as healthcare, justice, employment or
credit scoring, among others. Deep Learning models are widely used in
these domains, because of their ability to extract relevant features from
complex data. However, they are not intrinsically explainable and
require the use of post-hoc models to shed light on their decisions.
Models exist that are, by design, more explainable, but at the cost of
reduced performance in solving tasks: performance is thus balanced
with explainability. The approach developed in this paper aims at
enhancing the performance of such models while enabling them to
provide more explanatory elements regarding their decisions.

We are interested in Reinforcement Learning models. Among
intrinsically explainable Reinforcement Learning models, Anticipatory
Learning Classi�ier Systems (ALCS) are rule-based machine learning
algorithms that are based on the cognitive mechanism of Anticipatory
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Behavioral Control [19]. ALCS build their population of rules (called
classi�iers) by comparing successive perceptions of their environment
in {conditions-actions-effects} tuples [11]: ALCS try to
anticipate the consequences of an action according to their
environmental situations. ALCS do not depend on a stochastic process
to learn new tasks: Anticipatory Behavioral Control enables them to
learn new tasks immediately, from the anticipation they built, giving
insights to explain the use of the classi�iers created by the system.

The work presented in this paper focuses on the ability of ALCS to
deal with non-deterministic environments used in reinforcement
learning problems, while making the classi�iers of ALCS more
explainable. Non-determinism can take different forms [16]: perceptual
sensors can have irrelevant random attributes, be noisy or insuf�icient
to determine the exact state of the environment (referred to as the
Perceptual Aliasing Issue); the results of actions can be uncertain;
rewards from the environment can be noisy. In particular, non-
deterministic properties of the perceptual sensors or regarding the
results of actions bring about aliased states, which are environmental
states related to these forms of non-determinism. These aliased states
prevent ALCS from achieving their task, if they cannot detect such
states and build appropriate classi�iers to deal with them.

This paper introduces BEACS (Behavioral Enhanced Anticipatory
Classi�ier System) which aims to strengthen both the performance and
the explainability of ALCS in non-deterministic, partially observable
environments. The objective of BEACS is to build complete and accurate
representations of its environment (via its population of classi�iers),
regardless of the non-deterministic properties of the environment,
while being able to ef�iciently solve the task learned.

In Sect. 2, the main principles of Anticipatory Learning Classi�ier
Systems are presented along with the mechanisms allowing them to
handle non-determinism. After an analysis of these principles and
mechanisms, BEACS is introduced in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents a study
of the capabilities of BEACS through a thorough benchmarking on the
different mazes used as test-beds in the literature. The results achieved
by BEACS are discussed in Sect. 5, before concluding in Sect. 6.
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2 Related Works
2.1 Principles of ALCS
As illustrated in Fig. 1, ALCS classi�iers are mainly made of a 
tuple (consisting of a condition component C, an action component A
and an effect component E), a mark that speci�ies states for which the
classi�ier has failed to anticipate, a measurement of the quality of
anticipation q, and lastly, a prediction of the expected reward r [18].

Fig. 1. Illustration of a classi�ier Cl of an ALCS in a maze environment, if the provided
observations are the eight squares adjacent to each position starting from the North and
clockwise. The hash is a wildcard that corresponds to all possible items in the condition and
indicates there are no changes in the effect.

Assessment of anticipation quality, and prediction of the expected
rewards of classi�iers are respectively done using the Anticipatory
Learning Process and Reinforcement Learning.

Hence, the Anticipatory Learning Process is used to discover
association patterns within the environment by means of the 

 tuples. These tuples are built by comparing perceptions
retrieved successively. ALCS classi�iers are created or updated based on
the differences between these perceptions. Reinforcement Learning is
used to compute the expected rewards in order to �it the classi�iers to
the task being learned, and provide more adaptive capabilities to ALCS.

ALCS manage their population of classi�iers by looping between
perceiving new sensory inputs, evolving their population of classi�iers
thanks to both learning paradigms, and interacting with the
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environment by performing an action from the set of classi�iers
matching the current perception (for further details, refer to [6]).

ACS2 [6] is an enhanced version of Stolzmann’s Anticipatory
Classi�ier System (which was the �irst ALCS) [18]. It includes a genetic
generalization mechanism to remove specialized attributes in the
condition components of classi�iers [2]. ACS2 also includes new action
selection policies [3] to improve the evolution of the most general and
accurate classi�iers. Different exploration strategies of ACS2 were
compared in [12] and an action planning mechanism was added to this
model [21] in order to speed up the learning process. [13] replaced the
reinforcement component of ACS2 by a mechanism that maximizes the
averaged rewards, while [4] used a learning classi�ier system dedicated
to approximating the optimal state values of the transitions learned
between states of the environment. In parallel, two other ALCS were
developed: YACS implements different heuristics from ACS2 to focus on
the most relevant attributes in the condition and effect components of
classi�iers, as these attributes could be uncorrelated [9]; MACS
implements a new attribute in the effect component of its classi�iers to
enable the system to discover new patterns from its environment [8].

Fig. 2. Illustration of a classi�ier  having a Behavioral Sequence to bridge the aliased green
state from a non-aliased blue state, as well as a classi�ier  enhanced by PEP to represent the
environmental transitions from the PAI state, according to the classi�iers representation in
Fig. 1.

2.2 ALCS and Non-determinism
To allow ALCS to deal with non-deterministic environments, Behavioral
Sequences (BSeq) [18] and Probability-Enhanced Predictions (PEP) [5]
have been proposed, as depicted by Fig. 2. BSeq and PEP have both
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been integrated to ACS2 in [15] and [16]. They are triggered by
classi�iers that get both a correct anticipation and an incorrect
anticipation in a unique state (i.e. in an aliased state).

BSeq enable the ALCS to bridge states that are related to the
Perceptual Aliasing Issue using sequences of actions. However, BSeq do
not enable the ALCS to build a complete and accurate representation of
their environments as some states are skipped, and BSeq cannot
promote the best decision policies because sub-optimal sequences of
actions could be favored [17]. BSeq also imply a �iner control of the
population of classi�iers by the ALCS, because the more these
sequences are built, the more the population of classi�iers will grow
[15].

PEP were introduced in ALCS to deal with aliased states: PEP enable
the prediction of an ensemble of anticipations, enabling the model to
build a complete model of their environment. All items in the effect
component of the  tuple are replaced by PEP: they consist of
an associative array in which keys are symbols related to the expected
perceptive attributes, and values represent their probabilities to be
anticipated by the classi�ier. The probabilities p, corresponding to the
encountered aliased state, are updated in all the PEP as follows: 

, where  is an update rate, and all probabilities
are then normalized. Nevertheless, both the probabilities computed in
PEP and the sets of anticipated states they describe can be incoherent
with the environmental settings of the ALCS: nonexistent states can be
described by PEP (due to the combination of multiple associative
arrays) and the computed probabilities are sensitive to their update
parameter and the retrieved perceptions [17].

BEACS (Behavioral Enhanced Anticipatory Classi�ier System) is
hereby introduced, with the goal of improving both the explainability of
the system and its performance in non-deterministic partially
observable environments. BEACS couples, for the �irst time, both
Behavioral Sequences and PEP approaches to handle learning tasks in
such environments, while each of these approaches is also improved.
Because the Perceptual Aliasing Issue (PAI) is a type of aliasing that
PEP manage, this coupling is based on the detection of PAI [17]. BEACS
is therefore based on the state-of-the-art PEPACS that integrated PEP in
ACS2 [16].
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Fig. 3. Illustration of PEPACS and BEACS classi�iers enhanced by PEP and EPE in Woods100 to
represent the environmental transitions from the PAI state, according to the representation
depicted in the Fig. 1.

3 Behavioral Enhanced Anticipatory Classi�ier
System
3.1 Enhancing PEP into EPE
PEP enhancements resulted in Enhanced Predictions through Experience
(EPE). Both PEP and EPE have the same goal of allowing classi�iers to
anticipate several states, but they differ in the representations they
employ. As depicted in Fig. 3, EPE consists in an associative array whose
keys are the perceptions anticipated by the classi�iers, and whose
values are the number of occurrences when these perceptions have
been anticipated. As a result, because each anticipated state is explicitly
described and counted, EPE provides more detailed information than
an effect component with multiple PEP. Moreover, this method does not
require a dedicated learning rate to be set up, and the probabilities of
each anticipated perceptive item can be retrieved.

BEACS triggers the construction of EPE classi�iers (i.e. that uses
EPE) by using the same aliased state detection mechanism as PEPACS.
EPE classi�iers are constructed similarly to PEP enhanced classi�iers in
PEPACS, with two exceptions: they are tagged with the aliased states
that trigger their creation; their effect component is merged from those
of their two parents, and the number of occurrences of each
anticipation are summed. The number of occurrences of a given
classi�ier is only updated when this classi�ier anticipates several states,
otherwise a default value of 1 is set to the unique anticipation.
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Classi�iers that cannot subsume each other and correspond to the same
aliased state (due to their condition, mark, and aliased state tag) are
used to avoid the generation of useless EPE classi�iers.

The anticipation of several states can lead to over-generalization,
where enhanced classi�iers can be used in non aliased states because of
the genetic generalization pressure. To prevent this issue, PEPACS
completely replaces the enhanced effects of genetic generalization
offspring with the anticipation of the current perception, at the cost of a
knowledge loss and a reduced learning speed, as the system may have
to gradually rebuild the enhanced effect. BEACS does not replace the
enhanced effects. Instead, BEACS exploits the aliased state tag to
control the evolution of EPE classi�iers if they have been over-
generalized: they are specialized from their aliased state tag instead of
using the current perception; they can directly learn new anticipations
from their aliased state tag only, by adding states they failed to
anticipate to their EPE (the related counters are set to 1).

Finally, the mutation operator used in the genetic generalization
mechanism was modi�ied to consider the semantics of the wildcard
used in ALCS: this wildcard corresponds to all possible perceptive
attribute in the condition, and indicates the related attribute from the
condition does not change in the effect (e.g. Fig. 1). Hence, a perceptive
attribute can be generalized via mutation, only if the associated
attribute of the effect does not predict both a change and an absence of
change. This modi�ication aims at preserving the coherence of BEACS
classi�iers by preventing the creation of such contradictory classi�iers.

3.2 Coupling EPE with Behavioral Sequences
Allowing ALCS to distinguish PAI states (states related to the Perceptual
Aliasing Issue) from other aliased states detected by the system is the
�irst step towards coupling EPE and Behavioral Sequences. This
differentiation is then used to condition the creation of behavioral
classi�iers (classi�iers with a Behavioral Sequence). It enables BEACS to
control more precisely when BSeq should be used and ultimately, the
evolution of its population. The Perceptual Aliasing Issue occurs in
partially observable environments when the system cannot
differentiate states that are truly distinct. The goal is to focus on states
reachable from a PAI (and different from it): these reachable states
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should be more numerous than the number of actions that lead to
distinct states (when the same action lead to different states, only the
most anticipated state is considered). Both the set of reachable states
and the number of actions can be computed with the help of EPE
classi�iers.

To do so, the most experienced classi�iers for each single action are
retrieved from the set of classi�iers that matches the current perceptive
input (with respect to their marks and their aliased state tags), by
computing the product of their experience and their cubic quality (this
power is used to widen differences between classi�ier qualities). If
these most experienced classi�iers exist for all possible single actions
and are experienced enough (according to a user de�ined threshold),
the set of reachable states and the number of actions that are related to
a perceptive change are computed using the  tuple of these
classi�iers and the current perception.

While the detection of aliased states occurs at a classi�ier scale, the
detection of PAI states should occurs at the scale of a set of classi�iers.
To avoid unneeded computational operations, BEACS does not attempt
to detect the PAI states as soon as an aliased state is detected by a
classi�ier: the PAI states detection occurs at the end of the anticipatory
learning process. As BEACS also needs time to �it its classi�iers to its
environment in order to discover transitions between states, the
occurrence of the detection of PAI states is similar to the way the
genetic generalization takes place (as described by [6]): it depends on 

, a user parameter representing the delay between two such
consecutive detections, and an internal timestamp  (added to each
classi�ier) measuring the current delay. All states detected as PAI or no
longer being PAI are registered in a list.

3.3 Enhancing the Behavioral Sequences
Once the use of Behavioral Sequences is triggered by the detection of
PAI states, behavioral classi�iers are built thanks to the penultimate
classi�ier selected by BEACS in the state  and candidate
classi�iers in state s(t) that successfully anticipated state .
These candidate classi�iers are temporarily stored by BEACS, until all
the classi�ier anticipations have been considered in the Anticipatory
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Learning Process. Then, if state s(t) has been registered as a PAI state,
the  tuples of the behavioral classi�iers are made of: the
condition component of the penultimate classi�ier, a �ine-tuned effect
component from the candidate classi�iers and the penultimate
classi�ier, and both action components in a sequence, while other
internal parameters are set to default. The �ine-tuned effect component
is computed by replacing each anticipated change of the penultimate
classi�ier and the candidate classi�iers with the related perceptive
attributes of state , and then by removing all effect attributes
that match the condition component.

BEACS also stamps its behavioral classi�iers with the PAI state that
triggered their construction. If a state previously detected as PAI is no
longer related to PAI, all behavioral classi�iers related to this state are
removed from the population of classi�iers. This enables BEACS to
adaptively build and delete behavioral classi�iers as PAI states are
detected, thus avoiding needless population growth.

As opposed to [14, 15], BEACS no longer discriminates behavioral
classi�iers that lead to a loop between identical states: it is up to the
reinforcement component of BEACS to �it the use of these classi�iers,
instead of decreasing their quality while their anticipations are correct.
Thereby, the Anticipatory Learning Process used by BEACS is the same
for all classi�iers and the mechanism that prevent such loops has been
removed.

BEACS genetic generalization mechanism was also extended to
prevent the use of behavioral sequences in states unrelated to the
Perceptual Aliasing Issue. To do so, behavioral classi�iers are indirectly
generalized through mutation by comparing the condition components
of the offspring: if one perceptive attribute is generalized in one
condition component and not in the other, the related perceptive
attribute in the other can be generalized. This indirect generalization
avoids building useless behavioral classi�iers that would match states
that do not lead to PAI states. Because behavioral classi�iers can contain
EPE, their mutation operator follows the modi�ication introduced in
Sect. 3.1 to preserve the meaning of the classi�iers.

Finally, BEACS Reinforcement Learning component uses the concept
of Double Q-Learning [10] to adapt the rewards predicted by the
classi�iers to the length of the action sequences in order to promote the
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usage of the shortest Behavioral Sequences. Each classi�ier Cl uses two
estimators (  and ) to compute its reward prediction Cl.r, by
using the immediate reward , the discounted maximum payoffs
predicted in the next time-step  and , the discount
factor , the reinforcement learning rate , the number of actions in
the Behavioral Sequence , the maximal length of Behavioral
Sequences  and a con�igurable difference . Even if both
estimators converged to the same value,  allows BEACS to be biased
in favor of the shortest sequences. The prediction reward of a classi�ier
is scaled, so that the highest reward of one predictor is given when the
sequence is made of a unique action, while the difference between the
two estimators is used to decrease the prediction reward according to
the length of the sequence of actions. Classi�iers prediction rewards of
an action set are updated as described by the Algorithm 1.

BEACS was tested with a set of mazes, which are widely used as
reinforcement learning benchmark [1]: the obtained results are
presented in the following section.

4 Performance in Maze Environments
4.1 Experimental Protocol
Using the maze benchmark from [15], the experimental protocol is set
in order to address the following questions:

– Can BEACS detect PAI states in order to ef�iciently build classi�iers
with Behavioral Sequences?
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– Does the coupling of Behavioral Sequences with EPE in BEACS enable
the system to build (a) complete representations of its environments,
and (b) ef�icient decision policies?

– To what extent are the probabilities derived from PEP and EPE
consistent with the non-deterministic properties of the
environments?

– Can BEACS ef�iciently control the evolution of its populations of
classi�iers to alleviate the growth of its population due to the use of
BSeq?

The benchmark is made up of 23 mazes of different complexities
(due to the occurrence of PAI states for instance). To make the learning
and the solving of the task more complex, the results of actions have a
25% chance of being uncertain, in which case the system performs a
random action without knowing which one.

The goal of BEACS in these mazes is to construct a complete and
accurate representation of its environment, by moving one grid-cell at a
time, and in either eight adjacent positions, while attempting to reach
the exit as fast as possible. Its perceptive capabilities are limited to the
eight squares adjacent to each position. Its starting position in the
mazes is random (but distinct from the exit).

BEACS is compared with BACS [15] and PEPACS [16] (control
experiments) on the maze benchmark, as they are the state-of-the-art
ALCS using Behavioral Sequences and PEP, respectively. For each maze
of the benchmark, 30 runs were performed using each of these three
ALCS. A run �irstly consists of a succession of 5000 trials, that are
constrained explorations until the exit or the maximal number of
actions (100) are reached:  is set to 0.8 for the -greedy policy used to
select actions; the learning rate of the Anticipatory Learning Process
and Reinforcement Learning, , is set to 0.05; the PEP learning rate of
PEPACS is set to 0.01; the maximal length of the Behavioral Sequences
of BACS and BEACS is set to 3;  of BEACS is set to 1000 to manage
the PAI states detection. Then, the ALCS are switched to pure
exploitation (i.e. no Anticipatory Learning Process) and have 500 trials
to bootstrap an ef�icient decision policy ( , ) and 500
more trials to stabilize the rewards ( , ), before recording
the number of actions required by the ALCS to reach the exit for 500
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more trials ( , ). Other ALCS-related parameters not
described here are initialized to the default values provided in [6]. A
detailed learning parameters analysis could be considered for future
work to emphasise their role in the building of environmental
representations and decision policies by ALCS.

4.2 Metrics
For each experiment, the following metrics were collected for the 3
ALCS: the size of populations of classi�iers along with the ratio of
reliable classi�iers within the populations, the average number of steps
required to reach the exit, the knowledge ratio, and the average EP-
accumulated error (EP stands for Enhanced Predictions). The list of
states considered as PAI states by BEACS was also collected.

The knowledge ratio is the ratio of correct transitions learned by at
least one reliable classi�ier to all possible transitions. Only transitions
that led to environmental changes are included.

The average EP-accumulated error is a new required metric because
knowledge ratios only provide information about symbol occurrences
in PEP, and not about the environmental �itness of the computed PEP
probabilities: for each possible transitions in the maze using a unique
action, theoretical probabilities associated with the reachable states are
�irst computed given the non-deterministic properties of the maze.The
difference between each PEP item of the effect component of the most
experienced and reliable classi�ier (if one exist, otherwise the most
experienced as de�ined in Sect. 3.2) and the corresponding theoretical
probabilities are then computed. These differences are �inally
accumulated and averaged over the number of possible transitions,
before being divided by the length of the effect component to get the
average error by EP. In the case of EPE, a normalization of the counters
associated to a perceptual attribute of interest can provide probabilities
that are equivalent to those obtained by PEP.

All metrics were averaged over the 30 runs, for each environment.
The obtained averages were compared with p-values computed by
Welch t-test with (Welch-) Satterthwaite degrees of freedom
(signi�icance threshold 0.05) [7].

4.3 Performance
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Can BEACS detect PAI states in order to ef�iciently build classi�iers with
Behavioral Sequences?  

According to the environmental properties of the benchmark mazes,
there were 1590 PAI states and 9810 non-PAI states throughout all
experiments. BEACS has correctly identi�ied 1490 of the 1590 PAI
states, missed remaining 100 PAI states and incorrectly categorized 23
states as PAI. Thus, the balanced accuracy of the PAI state detection of
BEACS is approximately .

Fig. 4. Knowledge ratio achieved by BEACS, BACS and PEPACS. The higher the knowledge
ratios, the better the performance. The use of PEP or EPE respectively permits PEPACS and
BEACS to build complete representations of their environments.

Does the coupling of Behavioral Sequences with EPE in BEACS enable the
system to build (a) representations of its environments, and (b) ef�icient
decision policies?
Figure 4 illustrates the knowledge ratios achieved by BEACS, BACS and
PEPACS: BEACS and PEPACS were globally able to build complete
representations of their environments, although PEPACS performed
better than BEACS in 7 mazes, equally well as BEACS in 15 mazes (at
least ) and worse than BEACS in the remaining maze. BEACS
did not achieve full knowledge of its environments in any of the
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experiments in two environments (MazeE1 and MiyazakiA) where it
reached, at most,  and  respectively. PEPACS achieved full
knowledge of its environments in every maze at least once.

Figure 5 shows the average number of steps required by the three
ALCS to reach the exit. BEACS performed better than BACS in 20 mazes,
equally well as BACS in the 3 remaining mazes ( ). BEACS
performed better than PEPACS in 12 mazes, equally well as PEPACS in 3
mazes ( ) and worse than PEPACS in the 8 remaining mazes.

To what extent are the probabilities derived from PEP and EPE consistent
with the non-deterministic properties of the environments?
The average EP-accumulated errors for each maze and ALCS are
depicted in Fig. 6. BEACS has the lowest average EP-accumulated errors
across all environments. BACS obtains, for 21 of the 23 environments,
lower errors than PEPACS and larger errors than PEPACS for
Cassandra4 4 and MazeE1. Therefore, the probabilities computed
from the EPE of BEACS are the most consistent according to the non-
deterministic properties of the environments.

Fig. 5. Average steps to exit achieved by BEACS, BACS and PEPACS. The lower the average
number of steps, the better the performance. BEACS is globally more ef�icient than BACS and
PEPACS to reach the exit in non-deterministic mazes.
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Can BEACS ef�iciently control the evolution of its populations of
classi�iers to alleviate the growth of its population due to the use of BSeq?

Figure 7 shows the size of the populations of classi�iers created by
BEACS, BACS and PEPACS, as well as the ratios of reliable classi�iers
within these populations. In 21 environments, BEACS populations are
smaller than BACS populations while in the remaining two mazes,
BEACS populations are larger. BEACS populations are smaller than
PEPACS populations in 15 environments and larger for the 8 remaining
mazes. BEACS has the highest ratios of reliable classi�iers in 19 mazes
and shares the highest ratios with PEPACS in Woods101.5 ( ).
PEPACS has the highest ratios of reliable classi�iers in the remaining
environments: MazeE1, MiyazakiA and Woods100.

5 Discussion
Some states related to the Perceptual Aliasing Issue are impossible to
detect due to the aliasing detection mechanism.
BEACS is the �irst ALCS to successfully detect when an aliasing state is
related to the Perceptual Aliasing Issue. However, analyzing the 100
states that were not detected as PAI states revealed a limit: 90 of these
states were not even detected as aliased. This is explained by the fact
that truly distinct states in an environment can yield the same
perceptions as well as the exact same environmental transitions to
other PAI states. Because ALCS detect aliasing when several states are
reachable for a state-action pair, such PAI states cannot currently be
detected by BEACS or any ALCS.
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Fig. 6. Average EP-accumulated errors given the non-deterministic mazes, highlighting the
gaps of the probabilities computed by PEPACS with the environmental settings. The lower the
average EP-accumulated errors, the more accurate the environmental representations. The
representations built by BEACS are more accurate than those of BACS and PEPACS.

BEACS Balances Performance and Explainability
Behavioral Sequences (BSeq) and Enhanced Predictions through
Experience (EPE) are used together to improve both performance and
explainability of ALCS. BEACS intends to generalize the results reported
for both approaches in a range of environments with varying
characteristics and non-deterministic properties that have never been
tested in previous studies.

First of all, although the number of learning steps used in the
experiments is not set up according to the complexity of the benchmark
mazes (this complexity refers to, for instance, the size of the maze or its
non-deterministic properties), BEACS outperforms BACS and is globally
more ef�icient than PEPACS (as shown in Fig. 5). However, its
performance suggest that its reinforcement component could be
further improved to promote the use of the shortest sequences of
actions, since BEACS used, at most, one extra step in the environments
in which PEPACS performs better than BEACS. Correlating the achieved
results of the ALCS with the intrinsic properties of each maze could be a
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direction for future research to improve their reinforcement
component.

Then, even if BEACS performs slightly worse than PEPACS overall
(up to about 4% worse on average over all environments), it is able to
create complete representations of its environments (as seen in Fig. 4).
The Behavioral Sequences are responsible for the observed
discrepancies between PEPACS and BEACS. Indeed, their use implies
that the system explores and �its these sequences to its environment at
the expense of representation construction, which is thus slowed as
Behavioral Sequences do not build reliable classi�iers in PAI states.

However, the probabilities derived from the set of anticipations in
BEACS classi�iers are closer to the expected theoretical probabilities
than those of BACS and PEPACS (as illustrated in Fig. 6): BEACS
environmental representations are thus much more accurate than those
of PEPACS and BACS. The probabilities computed by PEPACS are worse
than those of BACS in 21 of 23 environments, even though PEPACS, as
opposed to BACS, includes the PEP-mechanism to build accurate
representations. In other words, BACS unreliable classi�iers in aliased
states may better describe the probability to anticipate next states than
PEPACS reliable classi�iers. This highlights the sensibility of the
probabilities computed by PEPACS with regards to the experience of
the system, when the system suffers from uncertainty in its action
rather than relying on the experience of the system to make the
probabilities converge, as BEACS does.

BEACS Explainability Assessment
BEACS computes its probabilities from EPE through experience, hence
the larger the number of learning steps, the more accurate the
probabilities. BEACS anticipations therefore provide new insights into
classi�ier explainability by ensuring the reliability of the environmental
representations: BEACS classi�iers can reliably be chained to trace the
possible causes of a particular event. However, as environments get
more complex due to non-deterministic properties or perceptive inputs
related to high-dimensional search spaces, populations of classi�iers
grow. The smaller the population of classi�iers, the more BEACS is
explainable. Thus, further works should focus on mechanisms
ef�iciently reducing the populations of classi�iers, such as compaction
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[20], by exploiting the knowledge acquired in BEACS population of
classi�iers.

Fig. 7. Size of the populations of classi�iers built by BEACS, BACS and PEPACS, along with the
ratios of reliable classi�iers within these populations. Small classi�iers populations are easier to
manipulate to extract knowledge. The higher these ratios, the more advanced the learning as
the populations converge.

Moreover, the representations used by BEACS to describe the
classi�ier conditions and effects are kept unspoiled. This was possible
thanks to the new mutation operator introduced in the genetic
generalization mechanism, but at the expanse of the building of less
general classi�iers. Re�ining these representations to both highlight the
changes in ALCS environments and build more general classi�iers is a
direction for future research.

6 Conclusion
This paper introduced BEACS (Behavioral Enhanced Anticipatory
Classi�ier System) as an alternative machine learning model to solve
reinforcement learning tasks, in an effort to increase both the
performance and explainability of Anticipatory Learning Classi�ier
Systems. BEACS couples Behavioral Sequences (BSeq) and Enhanced
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Predictions through Experience (EPE) to handle non-deterministic,
partially observable environments, which are common in the real
world. While Behavioral Sequences enable ALCS to bridge states which
cannot be distinguished by perception alone (known as the Perceptual
Aliasing Issue) using sequences of actions, Enhanced Predictions
through Experience allow ALCS to build multiple anticipations in non-
deterministic states (i.e. aliased states).

BEACS is the �irst ALCS integrating a mechanism to distinguish
states related to the Perceptual Aliasing Issue from all other aliased
states. This allows the system to know when Behavioral Sequences
should and should not be used, as BSeq can be used to deal with PAI but
not with other types of aliasing. The construction of classi�iers using
BSeq has been enhanced and now provides a better control of these
classi�iers. The length of sequences of actions is taken into account to �it
these sequences more ef�iciently to the environment. BEACS uses the
EPE mechanism to build more accurate and explainable
representations of its environments. The EPE classi�iers aim at
describing precisely each states encountered by the system, according
to the environmental properties. Finally, by adaptively deleting,
generalizing, and specializing its classi�iers, BEACS can better frame the
expansion of its population.

The results of a thorough experimental protocol using maze
environments show that BEACS (1) is the only ALCS that builds
complete and accurate internal representations of its environment
when faced with non-deterministic environmental properties such as
the Perceptual Aliasing Issue or uncertain results of action, (2)
describes more precisely the states anticipated by the classi�iers along
with their probabilities to be anticipated, (3) builds ef�icient decision
policies to solve the learning tasks and (4) provides explanatory
insights about created decision policies and environmental
representations to its user.

Future works should focus on the management of classi�iers
populations, to ease the interpretation of these populations through
compression, visualization or generalization, as well as the assessment
of different Reinforcement Learning mechanisms that can be embedded
within ALCS.
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Abstract
Human code is different from code generated by program search. We
investigate if properties from human-generated code can guide
program search to improve the qualities of the generated programs,
e.g., readability and performance. Here we focus on program search
with grammatical evolution, which produces code that has different
structure compared to human-generated code, e.g., loops and
conditions are hardly used. We use a large code-corpus that was mined
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from the open software repository service GitHub and measure
software metrics and properties describing the code-base. We use this
knowledge to guide the search by incorporating a new selection
scheme. Our new selection scheme favors programs that are
structurally similar to the programs in the GitHub code-base. We �ind
noticeable evidence that software metrics can help in guiding
evolutionary search.

Keywords Program Synthesis – Program Search – Software Search –
Grammar Guided Genetic Programming – Genetic Programming –
Grammatical Evolution – Mining Software Repositories
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1 Introduction
A recent study [23] identi�ied several problems in program search with
grammatical evolution (GE, [18]). For example, conditionals or loops
are often not effectively used since the �itness signal does not guide the
search towards these complex structures [23]. Instead, small building
blocks are combined and the search iteratively evolves very specialized
programs. The authors come to the conclusion that “the current
problem speci�ication and especially the de�inition of the �itness
functions do not allow guided search, as the resulting problem
constitutes a needle-in-a-haystack problem” [23]. They state that a
main challenge for future research in program search is to �ind new
ways that help to guide the search.

In this article we focus on the question of how knowledge gained
from human-generated code can be used as an additional bias to guide
program search with GE. In most current GE approaches, general
programming knowledge is only incorporated into the evolutionary
search process via the BNF grammar. In effect, the evolved solutions are
often unreadable as well as “bloated” [22] and therefore, hardly
maintainable or testable. We extend the current approaches and
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investigate the possibility to use software metrics from an existing
code-base to guide the search with GE for program search problems.
Our work is a �irst step to evaluate the question how general
programming knowledge can be used to guide an evolutionary search
towards programs that are similar to human-generated programs.

Therefore, we mined a code-corpus, consisting of 211,060 real-
world and high-quality Python functions. We use this human-generated
code and measure the frequencies of software metrics that describe
properties of the code in the code-base. Then, we propose multiple GE
variants where the additional knowledge about code properties is used
as an additional signal to guide the search. Our results show that
additional information can help guide the program search.
Furthermore, we gain valuable insight on how future approaches can be
improved. For example, we learn that setting too many additional
objectives is detrimental, because the conventional �itness signal is
obfuscated.

In Sect. 2, we present related work. In Sect. 3, we describe how we
mined the code-base from GitHub. Furthermore, we analyze the code-
base and describe relevant software metrics. Section 4 describes our
experiments and discusses the results. The article ends with concluding
remarks (Sect. 5)

2 Related Work
Sobania and Rothlauf [23] state that a main challenge for future
research in program search is to �ind better �itness signals and problem
representations that help to guide the search. Petke [16] suggested to
use existing code produced by software developers to develop new
search operators. She discussed the idea that the knowledge gained
from analysis of existing code-bases could be a form of template during
mutation (similar to [17]). Hemberg et al. [9] proposed to add domain
knowledge and novelty as an alternative �itness signal. The authors [9]
extracted knowledge from program search problem de�initions and
used the gained knowledge to guide the search.

A larger number of studies investigate challenges in program
search. For example, Dijkstra noted that the use of test cases does not
allow to appropriately measure generalization [4]. For program search
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based on genetic programming, this is investigated in a recent
paper [21]. Other challenges in program search have been collected by
Krawiec [13]. He discusses the large search space, context-dependent
behavior of functions, and multiple ways to describe desired
functionality (see also multiple-attractor problem described in [1]).
Forstenlechner et al. [7] found that some program search problems are
easy, but others could not be solved at all by their approach. To study
these differences in performance, Sobania and Rothlauf [23]
empirically analyze GE search behavior on program search tasks. In
their experiments, they �ind that GE is not able to solve program search
tasks that use loops or conditions. Also, they note that mutations often
lead to worse solutions and more complex code structures. In their
experiments, they were not able to evolve code that was capable of
solving moderately complex problems while being structurally similar
to human-generated code. This means that not only the structure of
evolved programs is complex in most cases but also that the functions
are combined in ways that do not lead to functioning programs. They
conclude that the search is often more similar to a needle-in-a-haystack
problem and that GE searches in the wrong areas of the search space in
these cases. Furthermore, [22] compared Python functions generated
by different initialization methods for GE and GP with around 50,000
human generated functions mined from GitHub. They �ind large
differences in the structure of abstract syntax trees (ASTs) as well as in
how functions are combined between automatically and human-
generated code. For example, software developers tend to use a limited
set of language elements most of the time, whereas initialization
approaches randomly combine the available functions and terminals,
being only restricted by the rules de�ined (e.g., in the GE grammar). The
authors suggest to evolve code that imitates human-generated code by
incorporating perplexity pressure into the �itness function. The paper
states that it is possible to evolve code that looks human-generated but
the authors do not evaluate the generated code on real problems. Note
that our code corpus subsumes this, and is more than four times larger,
since we do not limit the number of function arguments.

3 GitHub Code Corpus
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In our experiments we use human-generated code in the programming
language Python that was mined from the software repository hosting
service GitHub. Python is a widely used programming language and
there are many open source projects freely available on GitHub.
Furthermore, it is comparatively easy to parse Python source code.

On GitHub, users are able to rate software repositories. We only use
repositories with 150 or more positive user ratings (“stars”). We cloned
a total of 10,723 repositories that met the aforementioned search
criteria. Then, we iterated over every Python �ile in the repositories and
extracted all functions. Next, comments and empty lines were removed
from the extracted functions. Furthermore, we do not use class
methods because they often perform very basic tasks (e.g., changing
class attributes). Overall, our code-corpus consists of 211,060 real-
world and high-quality Python functions.

We use widely known software metrics to perform a descriptive
analysis of the code-base, investigating the question if there are certain
similarities in high-quality human-generated Python code that could be
useful to help in guiding an evolutionary search. The software metrics
are described in Sect. 3.1 and the results of the descriptive analysis are
presented in Sect. 3.2.

3.1 Software Metrics
To investigate the properties of the source code, we use the following
well known software metrics. We apply the metrics either directly on
the source code representation or on its abstract tree representation,
commonly referred to as the abstract syntax tree (AST) representation.

– Lines of code (LOC): The number of lines of a given function
(comments and empty lines are not taken into account).

– Cyclomatic complexity: The number of paths through the program
(e.g., an if statement leads to two independent paths). The minimum
cyclomatic complexity is 1 [14].

– AST depth: For an AST, this is the length of the longest non-
backtracking path from the root of the tree to any tree node in the
AST [12].

– AST tree size: The number of nodes in an AST.
– Lexical diversity: The ratio of the number of AST node types over

the number of AST nodes [11] (i.e., number of different nodes in the
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AST tree divided by the size of the AST tree).

For more details and examples regarding the metrics please refer
to [22].

We used the Python module radon1 to calculate the LOC and the
cyclomatic complexity. To get the AST depth, number of AST nodes, and
lexical diversity, we �irst generated an AST object using astdump2 for
each of the functions in the code-corpus. Then, we recursively iterated
over each of the AST objects to calculate the respective metrics.

3.2 Descriptive Analysis of the Code Corpus
We present and discuss the results of the descriptive analysis of the
GitHub code-base. We calculate the different software metrics for each
Python function in the code-base and count the respective frequencies.
Lexical diversity is a continuous metric and therefore we use
“bucketing”. We count the frequencies of the lexical diversity in
intervals with a size of 0.01: 

. For example, the
lexical diversity of a program in the code-base is 0.483, so the absolute
frequency of programs with a lexical diversity  is
increased by one. LOC, cyclomatic complexity, AST depth, and number
of AST nodes are discrete values and we count the respective
frequencies without bucketing. Figures 1a–e plot the relative
frequencies of the programs in the code-base over the respective values
of a software metric.
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Fig. 1. Software metrics for the functions in the GitHub code-corpus

Figure 1a presents the results for LOC. We can observe that the
frequency of programs decreases with increasing LOC. The frequency of
very small programs with only few LOC is very high—  of the
programs have between 2 and 21 LOC and the median number of LOC is
6.

Figure 1b shows the results for cyclomatic complexity. Similar to the
results for LOC, we observe that the complexity is low in the majority of
programs.  of the programs have a cycolmatic complexity between
1 and 10 and the median complexity is 2.

Results for AST tree depth are presented in Fig. 1c. The highest
frequency can be observed for an AST tree depth of 5 and the median
depth is 8.  of the programs have an AST tree depth between 2 and
12.

The number of AST nodes is presented in Fig. 1d and is more
diverse compared to the previous metrics.  of the programs have
between 2 and 215 AST nodes. The median number of AST nodes is 51.

Last, Fig. 1e presents the results for the lexical diversity. Buckets are
numbered from 1 to 100. We can see several “spikes”. For example, the
relative frequency of programs with a lexical diversity between 0.5 and
0.51 (bucket 50) is about , while the frequency between 0.51 and
0.52 (bucket 51) is only about . These spikes can be explained
by the small bucket size and, as a consequence, a high variance. Lexical
diversity measures “vocabulary richness”, meaning that a low lexical
diversity indicates simplicity and repetition of the same concepts. The
peak for the lexical diversity of 1. can be explained by trivial or very
short programs (e.g., return input). The median lexical diversity is 0.37
and the �igure shows that many programs have lexical diversities
around this value. This indicates that human software developers rely
on repeatedly using a limited set of language elements to solve a
problem.

In summary, code that received positive ratings (“stars”) by human
programmers has several similarities in its structural properties. Often,
it consists of short code with a low complexity where certain concepts
are used repeatedly. These �indings are in line with our expectations
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since it is common to reduce complexity of code by breaking down the
code into several smaller functions. Please note that our brief
descriptive analysis only investigates what a majority of GitHub users
rate as “good and useful code”. This does not mean that programmers
should aspire to write such code—for example, it is an ongoing
discussion if a lower number of LOC and a higher degree of
modularization are desirable [2, 6, 20]. Furthermore, we want to point
out that our evaluation does incorporate certain human biases—for
example, people possibly avoid to use complex code or may not
evaluate it positively. However, this is in line with the goal of this article:
we seek to evolve simple, understandable code that looks like human-
generated code. Therefore, it seems appropriate to use the metrics
evaluated in this section to guide evolutionary search with the goal to
improve the readability and maintainability of the generated code.

4 Experiments
It is an open question how additional information can be appropriately
added to an evolutionary search to increase search performance.
Furthermore, it is not clear what kind of information is helpful. In our
experiments, we use the frequency distributions of the software
metrics gained from the GitHub code-base and test multiple methods
how this additional knowledge can be added to the search. We present
our experimental setup (Sect. 4.1) and discuss the results (Sect. 4.2).

4.1 Experimental Setup
We �irst introduce a baseline algorithm referred to as base, a standard
GE algorithm with widely used parameters. The parameters for base
are presented in Table 1. Note that we use a large maximum tree depth
of 30 which allows us to observe a relatively unconstrained search
behavior. We do not allow wrapping during mapping and instead use a
high initial genome length. Our algorithm uses tournament lexicase
selection [24], where a subset of the population is compared
sequentially on multiple test cases. If some programs have identical
performance on all test cases, we randomly select one of these
solutions.
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Table 1. Baseline parameters

Parameter Value

Generations 80

Initialization Random initialization with valids and no duplicates [15]

Initial genome length 1,000

Population size 1,000

Variation operators Subtree crossover ( ), subtree mutation ( ), crossover and

mutation are only applied on valid individuals and limited to
codons that are used during mapping from genotype to phenotype

Selection Tournament lexicase selection (tournament size 10)

Elite size 5

Max. tree depth 30

We will also evaluate an alternative version of base denoted as base_
17. In base_ 17, we set the maximum tree depth to 17 [12] to

limit the size and complexity of the evolved code. Furthermore, we add
parsimony pressure to the selection scheme—if there are multiple
solutions with identical performance, we always select the smallest
solution.

We compare the two aforementioned baseline approaches with four
alternative variants, where the selection operator differs from the
baseline approaches. The overall idea for the variants is to guide the
search by conventional test case �itness in half of the cases and towards
programs that have similar structures than the programs in the GitHub
code-base in the remaining half of cases. Thus, in these variants, we use
the conventional lexicase selection mechanism of base only in  of
the cases. In the remaining , we use an alternative selection scheme
—a tournament lexicase selection where the conventional test case
vector is replaced with a vector of the relative frequencies of software
metrics. Therefore, we calculate the software metrics presented in
Sect. 3.1 for each of the evolved programs and look up the relative
frequencies of these software metrics measured in the GitHub code-
base. As a result, we get a vector with relative frequencies for each
evolved program. We use this vector within a lexicase selection scheme
and select the programs with the highest relative frequencies. This
means that programs with software metrics that are more frequent in
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the GitHub repository are favored over programs with less frequent
metrics.

In metrics50, the vector of the relative frequencies of software
metrics consists of lines of code, cyclomatic complexity, AST depth, AST
tree size, and lexical diversity. The metrics used in metrics50 describe
the structure of the programs in the GitHub code-base. However,
information about the type of instructions that are used in the GitHub
code-base is not included into the search. Therefore, we introduce
metrics50+ngrams. metrics50+ngrams is working like metrics50, except
that frequencies of n-grams of ancestors are evaluated in the alternative
selection scheme as well. An n-gram of ancestors in an AST tree is the
sequence of a node i and its  ancestor nodes (parent,
grandparent, great-grandparent, etc.) on the same branch [10, 19]. We
evaluated n-grams of ancestors with  and  in the AST
representations of the programs in the GitHub code-base. Every
program can have multiple values (e.g., the programs AST has 5
different n-grams, some of them occur more than once). Thus, we count
the 2- and 3-grams for each program; then, we normalize the
frequencies over all 2- and 3-grams in the code-base to get overall n-
gram frequencies. During evaluation, we count the 2- and 3-grams, add
the relative frequencies and normalize over the number of 2- and 3-
grams in the programs AST. Thus, two more values are added to the
evaluation vector in this setup (one value for 2- or 3-grams,
respectively).

The third option of using the knowledge of the GitHub code-base in
an evolutionary search is a multi-objective search with NSGA-II [3]. In
NSGAII, we use the vector with relative frequencies from metrics50 and
append the conventional �itness value to get the multi-objective vector.
Furthermore, in NSGAII+ngrams, we add 2- and 3-gram frequencies to
the multi-objective vector.

In Sect. 3.2 we saw that program metrics possibly could just guide
the search towards simple and non-complex programs. To check this
hypothesis, we introduce a last variant, parsimony50. In parsimony50,
we use the selection mechanism of base with a probability of . In
the remaining , we choose the program with the minimum number
of AST nodes. Table 2 summarizes the variants of the baseline GE
algorithm base that we compare in our experiments.
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Table 2. Overview of the variants of the baseline GE algorithm base that are compared in our
experiments

Name Description

base_ 17 Max. tree depth is set to 17 and parsimony pressure is added to
the lexicase selection scheme

metrics50 An alternative selection scheme is used:  conventional lexicase

selection,  lexicase selection where the test case vector is

replaced with a vector of relative frequencies of software metrics

metrics50+ngrams Same as metrics50, but in addition to the software metrics we also
use 2- and 3-gram frequencies during selection

NSGAII We use the vector with relative frequencies from metrics50 and
append the conventional �itness value to get the multi-objective
vector, 6 objectives

NSGAII+ngrams Same as NSGAII but the multi-objective vector is further
extended with 2- and 3-gram frequencies, 8 objectives

parsimony50 An alternative selection scheme is used:  conventional lexicase

selection, in the remaining , we choose the program with the

minimum number of AST nodes

Note that the elite size is measured by the conventional �itness value
in all variants, which prevents losing the best solutions found up to a
certain point in the search. We evaluate all variants on three program
search benchmark problems—count odds, smallest, and median [8] For
our experiments, we used the PonyGE2 framework [5], including the
respective grammars for program search problems.

Many more variants could be tested. In fact, we did various
experiments with percentages of selection schemes different from 50.
Furthermore, we did a number of experiments with a weighted lexicase
selection scheme to account for different importance of the software
metrics. However, the results did not show that some metrics were
consistently more important than others over multiple benchmark
problems. Due to space limitations, we limit our results to the seven
carefully chosen variants presented above, which we think provide to
the most interesting insights.

4.2 Results and Discussion
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We investigate the possibility to use software metrics from an existing
code-base to guide the search with GE for program search problems.
We present and discuss our results.

Performance. First, we will evaluate the performance of the different
search variants. Figures 2a–c show the percentage of solved test cases
of the best solutions over the number of generations for three program
search benchmark problems—count odds (Fig. 2a), smallest (Fig. 2b),
and median (Fig. 2c) [8]. For each variant, we present the average result
of 100 runs. Figure 2d shows the legend for Figs. 2a–c.

Fig. 2. Percentage of solved test cases of the best solution in a generation over the number of
generations for three benchmark problems; results are the average over 100 runs per variant
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The two baseline algorithms base and base_ 17 evolve the best
programs on all three problem instances. Programs evolved with base
lead, on average, to slightly better results. Thus, limiting the depth to 17
and introducing the parsimony pressure to the selection scheme leads
to a decreased performance.

Results for parsimony50 are worse, compared to the baseline
variants. This is due to the strong parsimony pressure in this variant,
where the smallest programs are selected in 50 % of the cases. As a
consequence, the diversity is reduced.

The performance of metrics50 and metrics50+ngrams are
comparable on the count odds and the smallest problem instance. Both
results are slightly worse than the results of base and base_ 17. On
the median problem instance, metrics50 performs worse and
metrics50+ngrams leads to results that are comparable to base_ 17.
The additional information of 2- and 3-grams in metrics50+ngrams
helps guiding the search towards better solutions in this case.

NSGAII and NSGAII+ngrams led to the worst results on all three
problem instances. Some possible reasons are that there are too many
objectives, and that the conventional �itness signal is too weak and
programs are often selected based on a software metric frequency. This
clearly prevents the search from �inding good solutions.

Overall, the additional information gained from the GitHub
repository does not improve the search performance. However, our goal
is to improve readability and maintainability of the code, not only
performance. Therefore, we will continue with an analysis of the size of
the solutions.

Program Size. Figures 3a–c plot the AST tree size of the best solution
over the number of generations for count odds (Fig. 3a), smallest
(Fig. 3b), and median (Fig. 3c). For each variant, we present the average
result of 100 runs.
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Fig. 3. AST tree size of the best solution in a generation over the number of generations for
three benchmark problems; results are the average over 100 runs per variant

We can see that the best programs found with base are very large
compared to many other variants, especially on the median problem
instance. The second baseline, base_ 17, is able to �ind relatively
small programs and only the programs found with NSGAII and
NSGAII+ngrams are slightly smaller. Our experiments indicate that the
multiobjective approaches with NSGAII and NSGAII+ngrams focus too
much on program structure and this does not allow to �ind high-quality
programs.

The size of the programs that are evolved with metrics50+ngrams
and metrics50 is large in many cases. Interestingly, the high parsimony
pressure in parsimony50 does also not effectively prevent bloat—the
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programs are much bigger than the programs that are evolved with
base_ 17. An explanation for this behavior is that, due to elitism,
bloated solutions will always stay in the population when their
performance is better compared to other programs that were
optimized for their size. The search has to evolve small and highly �it
solutions from time to time to effectively prevent bloat. This can be
seen for metrics50 and metrics50+ngrams on the smallest and for
metrics50+ngrams on the median problems. From time to time the
search �inds small and favorable solutions and then the size of the best
solution in the population decreases drastically. For parsimony50, we
can only observe smaller changes—the code grows over multiple
generations.

Program Content. In the last part of our analysis we want to focus on
the AST node types that are used in the evolved programs. For better
comparability we manually generated a solution. Listing 1.1 shows the
hand-coded solution to the median problem. The code was written by
following the rules of the grammar that is also used by the evolutionary
algorithm variants. Lines 1–4 are prede�ined initializations that are also
in all evolved programs. These lines were only included in the
exemplary code for reasons of comparability to automatically evolved
solutions. Only line 5 would have been evolved by an evolutionary
algorithm.

We will compare the best programs evolved after 80 generations for
the median problem with the hand-coded solution. We limit this part of
the analysis on three variants—base, base_ 17, and
metrics50+ngrams. We selected base and base_ 17 because of the
good performance on all three program search benchmarks (compared
to the remaining variants). metrics50+ngrams was taken into account
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because it was the most successful approach that used the additional
�itness signal and thus, is the most promising of our variants. Table 3
presents the number of AST nodes per node type used in the best
solution after generation 80 on the median problem. Results are
averaged over 100 evolutionary runs per variant. We highlighted the
rows of the node types that we used in the small hand-coded solution.

Table 3. Used number of AST node types for the median problem for three different variants
(base, metrics50+ngrams, and base_ 30); results are the average over 100 runs per variant
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It is very interesting to see that base_ 17 often evolves
programs that use the same node types that are also used in the hand-
coded program. Other node types are rarely used and bloat results from
very few meaningless function calls, e.g., min(in0,in0). This is a
good property if the search gets a clear �itness signal like in the median
problem. On the other hand, it limits the possibility to �ind more
complex solutions. For example, the grammars that we used would also
allow more complex solutions where loops, conditionals, and
comparisons are necessary. To �ind such a complex solution will be
hard when following the conventional �itness signal.

On the contrary, bloat in base is due to various meaningless calls,
e.g., a large amount of useless arithmetic operations. metrics50+ngrams
is a promising approach that allows to evolve complexity but the
amount of bloat is controlled.

In summary, if we take into account both, the performance and the
size of the evolved programs, base_ 17 is the most favorable setting.
In base_ 17, bloat is limited very effectively while the performance
is comparable to base. However, the approach does not help to �ind
complex programs. For example, our results indicate that more complex
non-linear program structures like conditionals and loops are not
effectively used by the current GE approaches (with “general
grammars” that are not optimized for a problem instance)

In our experiments, we �ind evidence that software metrics and n-
gram frequencies can help evolving good solutions, while helping to
limit bloat and allowing for more complexity. Arguably, meta
information such as the software metrics examined in this work may
not be enough additional signal to be effectively exploited by
evolutionary search. This is no big surprise, since it is also hard for
humans to quantify code quality. Overall, our work is a �irst step
towards the goal to effectively use additional input signals to guide the
search towards meaningful complex programs.

5 Conclusion
Creating high-quality code is a complex task, even for humans. The goal
of this paper was to discuss and evaluate the idea of how additional
knowledge gained from a large amount of high-quality human-
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generated code can help in an evolutionary search. We �ind evidence
that meta-information can help in guiding the search. However, the
code metrics used in our experiments are rather simplistic, i.e., they do
not capture the semantics or internal logic of the code.

Future work has to investigate how information from the existing
code-base can be used more effectively to further improve the search
performance. In future work, we will investigate:

– learn transition probabilities from code in code-base,
– use carefully chosen examples from a code repository to help guiding

the search (or initializing it),
– use probabilistic models (e.g., deep learning approaches) to evaluate

the code quality and incorporate this information into the search.
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Interpretability plays an important role in the adoption and acceptance
of machine learning (ML) models. A model is normally considered
explainable if its users can understand the reasons for an output of a
given input and if they can include it into their decision processes.
When a model lacks understandability, its usefulness reduces since it
may be hard to ensure correctness. While the literature has mostly
focused on developing different techniques to explain supervised and
unsupervised machine learning models and neural networks,
reinforcement learning (RL) methods also require explanations to be
adopted by a broad audience. In RL, an agent learns a particular
behavior through repeated trial-and-error interactions with a speci�ic
environment. At each time step, the agent observes the state of the
environment, chooses an action, and in return, receives a reward [23,
51]. RL methods can be dif�icult to understand as they depend on the
way the reward functions are de�ined, on how the states are encoded,
and on the chosen policy. For this reason, different explainable arti�icial
intelligence (XAI) methods have been proposed over the last years.

Explainable arti�icial intelligence (XAI) comprises a set of methods
that aim to highlight the process that a machine learning model
employed to output a prediction using terms interpretable by
humans [3, 13]. Interpretability in this case means the degree to which
humans understand the causes for a model output [36]. It contrasts
with the concept of a black-box which cannot be understood by
humans. Although, interpretability and explainability are usually used
interchangeably, the former is an intrinsic property of a predictive
model, whereas the latter is modeled as post-hoc explanations and thus,
separated from the predictive model [18]. Genetic programming, linear
regression, and decision trees up to a certain depth are examples of
interpretable models, while neural networks and ensemble methods
are considered black-boxes. Post-hoc explanations can be global or local.
While global explanations describe the overall logic of a model
independently of input queries, local explanations try to elucidate the
reasons for an output produced for a speci�ic input query. Post-hoc
explainers can be agnostic or dependent of the underlying approach
used by the black-box. Feature importance is an example of the former,
and is hence used by many explanation methods to describe how
crucially each feature contributes to a prediction, thus helping to
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understand the underlying process. In other words, they use the
weights of each feature as a proxy for explicability. Examples
include Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME) [41]
and SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) [32]. LIME explains a black-
box by weighting the distance between the predictions made by an
interpretable model and by the black-box for a given query instance.
Then, it outputs the contribution of each feature for the prediction.
SHAP, on the other hand, relying on cooperative game theory, describes
how to distribute the total gains of the game to players according to
their contributions, and similarly, it outputs the importance of each
feature for the prediction. Other approaches include partial
dependence plot (PDP) [7] and saliency map [47, 48], for instance.

This paper focuses on explainable reinforcement learning (XRL). We
propose and analyze genetic programming (GP)-based RL (GPRL)
policies for different control tasks (Sect. 3). The policies are programs
representing symbolic expressions. In this work, the proxy used for
interpretability is the size of the expression of the policy, and their
terms (i.e., features). Experimental results (Sect. 4) show that GP-based
RL policies can outperform state-of-the-art neural networks on various
tasks, while being much more interpretable. Furthermore, they also
demonstrate that traditional GP methods require additional support to
solve motion tasks. Map-Elites [38] demonstrates to be a good option
without deteriorating the interpretability of the policies, in contrast
with imitation learning approaches. Source code is available at gitlab. 
inria. fr/ trust-ai/ xrl/ gpxrl.

2 Related Work
Recent years have seen an increasing interest in
explaining reinforcement learning policies. It is mainly due to the
advancement of deep reinforcement learning (DRL) methods. On the
one hand, many works have used decision trees [5, 12, 14, 30, 43] to try
to understand how the state space is segmented into different actions:
decision trees distill the behavior of the neural networks [5, 12, 30]. On
the other hand, other studies rely on symbolic expressions to
represent DRL policies either by program synthesis [22, 52] or by
symbolic regression methods [22, 27, 29, 53, 54]. The former uses
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neural networks to generate the programs while the latter relies mostly
on genetic programming due to its historical performance when
employed as a policy regularizer [22, 27, 53, 54]. For example, Verma et
al. [52] use the base sketch to generate programs that try to mimic a
neural network using the mean squared error as proxy metric. Their
results show that in addition to be interpretable, the policies can
generalize better than the neural networks. Liventsev et al. [31] use
the Brainfuck language to describe policies that are driven by
both genetic programming and by a recurrent neural network (RNN).
Their results show that although this combination lead to better
program structure, they underperform deep reinforcement learning
policies. Also, they might bring sparsity, but not really explainability.
Recently, symbolic regression methods have been used to explain
complex RL tasks. For instance, Wilson et al. [53] showed that GP-based
policies can outperform neural networks in some speci�ic Atari games
tasks. However, their number of operations make them hard to
understand. Also, on Atari games, Kelly et al. [24] used Tangled
Program Graphs (TPG) to evolve a symbolic program that solves all the
games. Much less complex than their deep neural network (DNN)
challengers, their programs allow some explainability of their behavior,
but remain dif�icult to understand globally. Hein et al. [22]
demonstrated that similar performance can be observed on continuous
control tasks, but their approach need sample trajectories to derive the
GP policies. Kubalík et al. [27], on the other hand, got analytical
expressions of the value function by framing the problem as a �ixed
point of the Bellman equation. Therefore, this approach demands
knowledge about the transition function to enable learning. Landajuela
et al. [29] showed that for continuous control tasks, symbolic
regression methods helped by neural networks may outperform neural
networks-only policies. In addition, in the cases where the dynamics of
the tasks are known, the authors proved the stability of the symbolic
policies. Nevertheless, for problems with multidimensional actions, this
process requires pre-trained neural networks.

Table 1 summarizes the main existing works on GP-based RL
policies. While literature has concentrated on evaluating the
performance of RL policies for speci�ic task environments, this work
focuses on studying both the performance and interpretability of GP-
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based RL policies on various control tasks. Furthermore, we also
investigate strategies to handle some identi�ied limitations of
traditional GP approaches when dealing with complex control tasks.

Table 1. Summary of interpretable GP-based RL policies

3 Explainable Reinforcement Learning Using
GP
Reinforcement learning (RL) is usually formalized as a Markov
decision process (MDP), i.e., a tuple ( ), where  and  are
the state and action spaces. At each discrete time step t, an agent
observes the system state  and takes an action . The
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system state then changes to state  with probability 
and the agent receives a reward , for a reward
function . A policy is a function from  into 
that associates to each state the action to be taken in that state (only
deterministic policies are considered in this work).

The solution of an RL problem with time horizon  and
a discount factor  is a policy  that maximizes the expected
discounted cumulative reward over all starting states  and all
realizations of the trajectory starting from  according to the
stochastic state transition p, hereafter called its score, and de�ined as
follows.

(1)

The expectation in Eq. (1) above is estimated from several Monte-Carlo
simulations of the policy at hand with random starting states (more
below).

Explainability. Because there is no formal de�inition of
explainability, a common practice is to use as a proxy the complexity of
the obtained solutions [13, 18]. The size of an expression and the
number of selected features in its formula determine the complexity of a
policy. Each operator and terminal is assigned a given elementary
complexity (see Table 2), and the global complexity is the sum over the
whole formula of these elementary complexities [22]. Furthermore, two
ways are experimented with in this work to obtain simple solutions:
two-objective optimization, with cumulated reward and complexity as
objectives; biased operators that favor removal over additions of terms
in the solution (details in Sect. 4.1).

Bandit-like Evaluation Strategy. GP policies have heterogeneous
sizes and computational costs. In order to obtain an accurate estimate
of their scores, we try to allocate our simulation budget as ef�iciently as
possible, and in particular to run more Monte-Carlo simulations for
promising individuals, using a multi-armed-bandit-like strategy as
follows: a total budget  of simulations is allocated at each
generation (details below). Each individual of the population (i.e.,
policy) is attributed an upper con�idence bound (UCB) value de�ined by 
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, where  is an exploration constant,  is the mean

score of the policy and  is an offset accounting for past simulations of
this policy prior to this generation, and  the number of times this
policy was simulated over all generations. Policies are chosen to be
simulated based on this UCB score, by batches of  policies in
parallel (i.e., the k ones with the highest UCB values are chosen). The
policies with high UCB values are either the ones that have a high score,
or the ones that have been simulated a small number of times. This
process is repeated until the total budget T is exhausted. Individuals
that have never been simulated, and hence have an in�inite UCB value,
are therefore simulated at least once. After each simulation, the UCB
values of the simulated policies are updated:  takes into account the
new score, and  is incremented by one. Note that in case of multi-
objective optimization, this batch strategy is biased toward the best
scoring individuals of the Pareto front – but these are the ones of main
interest here.

Per Generation Simulation Budget. In conjunction with the bandit
like strategy presented above, the global simulation budget per
generation is gradually increased between generations. The reason is
that the differences in scores between different policies are likely to
decrease, and the variance of the scores needs to be decreased to
improve the robustness of the ranking among policies when their
differences become more and more subtle. The detailed
parametrization of this scheduling is available in the code
source (gitlab. inria. fr/ trust-ai/ xrl/ gpxrl).

4 The Experiments
The �irst goal of the experiments is to quantify the
score/interpretability trade-offs when using GP compared to the
traditional direct policy search strategies usually embraced by RL
approaches. Different benchmarks are used, with different levels of
dif�iculty, and GP are compared with state-of-the-art algorithms, either
pertaining to direct policy search, or to classical RL techniques.
Furthermore, two different GP representations are considered in that
respect, classical parse trees [26], and linear GP [8]. Likewise, as the
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literature lacks a recognized measure of interpretability, we will also
deeply analyze and compare the results beyond complexity, regarding
feature importance on the one hand, and exact analytical policies on the
other hand.

4.1 GP Representations
We experimented with two GP representations, and implemented them
in python using the DEAP library [16].

Tree-Based GP. The �irst representation is the standard parse
tree [26], with one point crossover, and a mutation operator that either
adds Gaussian noise to a random ephemeral constant with probability 

, or replaces a random subtree with a randomly generated one (with
probability ). We used non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
(NSGA)-II non-dominated sorting tournament selection based on the two
objectives, score and complexity. But some RL tasks require multiple
continuous actions as output, whereas trees only have one output. In
such contexts, individuals are teams of trees, where each tree
corresponds to one continuous action. All variation operators are
performed on one of the trees of the team, and trees with same index
are crossed-over. Unfortunately, this results in completely independent
action policies, something rather inef�icient.

Linear GP. We thus moved to linear GP [8], that can consider
multiple continuous actions natively (as different registers). In such
context, shared features can arise, improving both the score and the
complexity of the policies. Standard crossovers for linear GP are used
(i.e., exchange of a segment of instructions) and mutation is either an
insertion or a deletion of a random instruction, or a random
modi�ication of an existing instruction. Tournament selection with
tournament size of �ive is used. Furthermore, the probability of
instruction removal is twice that of an insertion, creating a bias toward
small programs (though NSGA-II would also be a viable alternative, not
implemented at the moment).

Hyper-parameters. For both representations, evolution’s
parameters can be found in Table 3. The optimization ends after the
�ixed number of generations is reached. In both setups, it was
experimentally assessed that high crossover rates did not improve the
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score of the resulting policies, while increasing their sizes: a low (or
zero) crossover rate is hence used throughout this work.

Finally, the choice between  and  strategies was based
on preliminary experiments. On the one hand,  tends to be more
robust to noise but consistently forgets the best solution between
generations, which produces high variance and non-monotonic
convergence. On the other hand,  can �ind better solutions, but
it is more subject to noise if individuals are not suf�iciently simulated.
Indeed, some solutions could have good �itness just because of a few
lucky simulations. In our bandit like setup, this issue is less likely to
occur since the individuals are continually tested throughout the
evolution process. So, in the following experiments, we used the 

 schema. Also, these experiments showed us that the
exploration constant  of the bandit doesn’t have that much impact on
the results, and it was set by default to .

4.2 Benchmarks and Evaluation
Open AI gym [9] was used to evaluate all policies here, on three
different control environments: classical control, Mujoco, and Box2D.
While classic control environment proposes easy tasks, Box2D and
Mujoco offer more complex ones.

Choosing the Solution. In the case of multi-objective optimization
(for tree GP), the returned solution is manually chosen from the Pareto
front as the one having the best complexity while being only slightly
sub-optimal in terms of score. An example of such a selected solution
can be seen in Fig. 1. For linear GP, the best individual according to the
score, is returned. In all cases, the score of the returned solution is
computed through 1000 independent simulations. Three runs have
been performed for each setting (i.e., environment and hyper-
parameters as in Table 3), and the best of the three is used in Table 2
and Fig. 2 (low variations between runs were observed). There is also a
Colab Notebook showing the ef�iciency and portability of the symbolic
policies presented in Table 2 at shortest. link/ VHv.
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Fig. 1. A Pareto front found for the Pendulum, and the returned solution

4.3 Baselines
We compare the evolved GP-based policies with the ones obtained
by neural network and Nested Monte-Carlo Search, two state-of-the-art
approaches in RL and games. What is called the “neural network” policy
below is in fact the best performing policy between Proximal Policy
Optimization (PPO) [46], Soft Actor Critic (SAC) [19], or Advantage
Actor Critic (A2C) [37] algorithms. PPO is an on-policy strategy that
optimizes a �irst-order approximation of the expected reward while
cautiously ensuring that it stays closed to the real value. SAC, on the
other hand, is an off-policy algorithm that balances between the
expected return and the entropy. Finally, A2C is an asynchronous
gradient-based algorithm to turn agents’ exploration process into a
stationary one. These methods achieved impressive performance when
used in different application domains. However, these baselines use a
lot of information from the problem, including rewards at each time
step. As this information is not necessarily available in all real-world
settings, we add other methods which use only the total reward per
episode, as the GP methods proposed in this work. These methods
include Nested Monte-Carlo Search (NMCS) [10] and direct policy
search (DPS) [28, 34, 45, 49]. The “DPS” baseline below reports the
best-performing DPS between CMA [20] or NGOpt [35], Population
control [6], Differential Evolution [50], PSO [25], Meta-Models [4], or
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complex combinations that are proposed in Nevergrad [40], including
NoisyRL, SpecialRL, and MixDeterministicRL, de�ined as follows.
MixDeterministicRL runs PSO, GeneticDE and DiagonalCMA and keeps
the best of the three for the second half of the budget. NoisyRL uses a
chaining of a MixDeterministicRL plus a method for �ine-tuning
robustly to noise, and SpecialRL uses a chaining of MixDeterministicRL
combined with population control for �ine-tuning.

In order to reduce the complexity of DPS controllers, we tested (i)
various architectures of neural networks as in [35, 40] (e.g., shallow,
semi-deep, deep), (ii) different sizes of hidden layers, (iii) different
optimization methods, and (iv) different initial step-sizes1, keeping and
plotting only the best result. In spite of being the most versatile tools
with minimum constraints on the environment, we shall see that GP
and DPS are competitive, while GP controllers have the lowest
complexity.

5 Experimental Results
5.1 Quantitative Analysis
Table 2 shows the cumulative rewards of the policies in the various
environments. GP-based policies outperform neural networks for
simple and non-motion tasks. For the motion tasks, GP-based policies
are obviously trapped in some local optimum. Indeed, they only
manage to keep the agent in the upright position as much as possible. It
is due to its high variance compared to the ones obtained by a neural
network, as can be seen in Fig. 3.

We obtained good and relatively compact controllers by DPS, i.e.,
methods only using the total cumulated reward. In short, the scores are
satisfying, competitive with PPO, SAC, and NMCS (sometimes better and
sometimes worse). On the other hand, in spite of testing many
architectures and optimization methods, DPS failed to compete with
the GP-based approaches in terms of complexity, as shown in Fig. 2.

Beyond complexity, we evaluated the interpretability of GP-based
policies through the number of features used in the symbolic
expressions. As can be seen in Fig. 4, for each environment, GP-based
policies does �igure out the most important features to solve the tasks.
Furthermore, they are sometimes easily explainable. For example, for
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the LunarLander environment, the behavior of the agent is Eq. (2): (1)
stops the main engine after landing, (2) reduce rocket’s speed as it
moves close to the platform, (3) stabilize the rocket in its vertical axis
and keep it in the center of the platform, and (4) reduce the speed of
the rocket close to the center of the platform. We can even notice that
the policy ignores the orientation of the rocket when deciding the
action to execute, and decide to repair this “bug” in the policy. On the
other hand, for abstract environments such as the BipedalWalker
similar analysis is dif�icult. However, we can still observe that the
actions strongly rely on their own articulations and not on the
lidar (Eq. (4)).

Table 2. Scores (average cumulated rewards), after each policy was re-simulated 1000 times.
DPS refers to the best result for moderate complexity of Direct Policy Search by Nevergrad, and
NN to the best of PPO, SAC and A2C. For TreeGP and LinearGP we use the best training error of
3 runs and test it; we validated results by rerunning the whole process (including the best of 3)
a second time and got similar results.
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Fig. 2. Complexity of the policies based on expressions’ size. Y-axis is in logarithmic scale

Fig. 3. Cumulative rewards of the solution policies with a more detailed view on the
distributions over the post-evolution one thousand simulations. For graphic comprehension,
inverse double pendulum and Hopper rewards were divided by ten and two respectively

(2)

(3)
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Table 3. Evolution parameters
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Fig. 4. Complexity of the GP-based policy based on both expression’s size and selected features

5.2 Dealing with the Local Minimum Trap
From these experiments, it seems that, on discontinuous search spaces,
GP-based policies have a high risk of converging to some local minima.
Indeed, since changing a unique operation leads to important
programs’ changes, evolution has a hard time to transition from one
local optimum to another. As a result, there is a lack of exploration for
solving the task at hand. Next sections describe how imitation
learning [1, 2] and (QD) [39] could be used to tackle this issue and at
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the same time improve the score of symbolic RL policies – and how
only QD succeeds.

5.2.1 Imitation Learning
Imitation learning aims to accelerate learning by somehow mimicking
successful demonstrations of solutions of the task at hand. In this case,
the agent acquires knowledge by observing a teacher which performs
the target task. The problem can be formulated as a supervised learning
approach in which for a data set mapping states to actions, the goal of
the agent results in minimizing the error of deviating from the
demonstrated output. Formally, from a set of n demonstrations 

 with , an agent learns a
policy  such that , where  is the predicted action by
the teacher. In this work, a pre-trained neural network played the role
of a teacher  and a GP program (the learner) tries to imitate it by
learning a policy  that minimizes a loss , with  being the
mean square error for the continuous tasks and cross-entropy for the
discrete ones. Results of two variants of this approach can be seen
in Table 4. Behavioral cloning (BC) [44] comprises the basic imitation
strategy that uses a static database of trajectories. DAGGER [42], on the
other hand, uses a dynamic set of trajectories and runs additional
simulations of the selected trajectories. None of these trials led to
better result than the one presented in Sect. 4.1. Furthermore, these
trials tend to produce more complex policies, reducing their
interpretability (Fig. 4). This approach was hence abandoned.

Table 4. Mean cumulative rewards of policy obtained by Imitation Learning (left) and Map-
Elites (right) on 1000 simulations

5.2.2 Quality Diversity
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Quality diversity is an optimization algorithm that aims to �ind a set of
strong and maximally diverse solutions [39]. Diversity is measured in
the behavioral space, considering that all the behaviors are equally
important. In this work, in order to maintain and even maximize the
diversity in the population, we rely on the Map-Elites algorithm [38]
and in particular, a variant that takes into account noisy �itness
values [15]. Based on its behavioral features, each individual is placed
on a grid. All selections of individuals are independent, and proceed as
follows: �irst, a cell is uniformly selected among the non-empty cells of
the grid. If there are more than one individual in the cell, a random one
is selected. To avoid too large grids, we use only two behavioral
features, discretize them in ten intervals, and limit the number of
individuals per cell to ten individuals by removing the worst individuals
when new ones are placed there. These aspects, when put together, give
a population size of at most one thousand individuals. To estimate the
behavioral features and scores, at each generation, each new individual
is simulated on three episodes. All the other parameters are the same
from the one presented in Table 3 in the Mujoco and Box2D part. Once
the Map-ELites algorithm round is �inished, a subset of the grid is
selected according to a score threshold, and is the initial population of
the algorithm presented in Sect. 4.1, run for a hundred generations.
This last part aims to �ine-tune the solutions found by Map-Elites and to
reduce their complexity by using NSGA-II. All these experiments were
done with the QDpy library [11]. For BipedalWalker, the behavioral
features are the mean amplitude of the hip1 and hip2 joints (i.e., the
mean of ). For Hopper, the behavioral features are the mean
amplitude of foot and leg joints (i.e., the mean of ).

Table 4 shows the results obtained by employing our QD approach.
For the two locomotion environments, the score of the policies
signi�icantly increased. This improvement is clearly visible for
the Hopper task. Indeed, in this environment, the policy changed from a
static behavior (i.e., tree GP) to a walking one (i.e., QD-tree GP).
Furthermore, the policies remain interpretable with respect to their
degree of complexity and the number of features as can be observed
in Fig. 4.
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6 Conclusion and Further Work
In RL, a policy maps the state of an environment to the actions to be
taken by an agent [51], and the agent must learn the action-state
mapping that maximizes the cumulative rewards. Therefore, some
states may be irrelevant or even inadequate for some policies. As a
result, they may lead to policies that are hard to understand and
explain. Nevertheless, the literature has mostly focused on using
traditional machine learning methods and neural networks in order to
explain reinforcement learning, whereas it is necessary to deeper
understand its functioning and decisions. Likewise, the majority of
works in explainable reinforcement learning has focused on speci�ic
task environments. In this paper, we investigated the use of GP-based
RL policies considering both score and interpretability for several
environments simultaneously. Our approach relied on parse trees [26]
and linear GP [8] to represent the programs combined with a multi-arm
bandit strategy to allocate the computational budget across the
generations. Experimental results on three different types of control
environments show that the GP-based RL policy can have score similar
to state-of-the-art methods (e.g., neural networks), while still being
explainable when considering the size of their expressions, and the
selected features. Furthermore, we observed that standard GP methods
need help to solve motion tasks correctly, as they stay stuck in local
optima. Map-Elites [38] revealed to be an appropriate option without
penalizing the interpretability of the policies. Nevertheless, the size of
the grids determines the quality of the solutions and the convergence
time. Consequently, it may be unsuitable for high-dimension problems.
Bayesian optimization may handle convergence issue by selecting the
grid to explore [17]. Another alternative comprises in incrementally
increases the number of features to train a population to explore both
the features and grids’ size diversity. Further direction also includes the
usage of Tangled Program Graphs (TPG) to enable code reuse. However,
it still misses at the moment some native support for continuous
actions.
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Abstract
Neural networks are traditionally represented in terms of their weights.
A key property of this representation is that there are multiple
representations of a network which can be obtained by permuting the
order of the neurons. These representations are generally not
compatible between networks, making recombination a challenge for
two arbitrary neural networks - an issue known as the “permutation
problem” in neuroevolution. This paper proposes an indirect encoding
in which a neural network is represented in terms of interactions
between neurons rather than explicit weights, and which works for
both fully connected and convolutional networks. In addition to
reducing the number of free parameters, this encoding is agnostic to
the ordering of neurons, bypassing a key problem for direct weight-
based representation. This allows us to transplant individual neurons
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and layers into another network without accounting for the speci�ic
ordering of neurons. We show through experiments on the MNIST and
CIFAR-10 datasets that this method is capable of representing networks
which achieve comparable performance to direct weight
representation, and that combining networks this way preserves a
larger degree of performance than through direct weight transfer.

Keywords Neuroevolution – Indirect Encoding – Neural Networks –
Convolutional Neural Networks – Crossover – Permutation Invariance

1 Introduction
One of the main challenges in neuroevolution is developing an effective
crossover operation. This is in large part due to what is known as the
competing conventions or permutation problem [37]: given any
particular neural network, an equivalent network can be obtained by
permuting the order of the neurons along with the corresponding
weights. In other words, functionally identical networks - that is,
networks with the same computation graph - can have different
representations simply because the units comprising them are de�ined
in a different order. This implies two things: that the representation
contains unnecessary information about the ordering of neurons, and
that the internal representations for two networks are overwhelmingly
likely to be incompatible. Crossover between incompatible
representations will generally be destructive to learned relationships.

Representing the network in a way that is agnostic to the neuron
order, i.e., is permutation invariant with respect to the neurons, can
reduce this problem of incompatible representations. In this paper, we
propose neuron embeddings, an indirect encoding method for
representing a neural network which views the network as unordered
sets of neurons rather than ordered lists of weights (Fig. 1). This builds
permutation invariance directly into the representation. The key to our
approach is that the weights are not �ixed, but are generated
dynamically by individual neurons based on the other neurons present
in the network. This allows neurons not only to be reordered but also
moved between models in crossover operations. A neuron that is
moved will adapt its weights to the new population it �inds itself in. In
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addition, because direct weight representation implicitly contains
information about neuron order, a permutation invariant indirect
representation can be made smaller and more parameter ef�icient.

Our experiments with the proposed representation show that
crossover using neuron embeddings signi�icantly improves the
performance of the resulting network compared to the same operation
done using direct representation. We also propose and demonstrate a
method by which this can be extended to convolutional neural
networks, allowing the network to be permutation invariant with
respect to the ordering of convolutional �ilters.

Fig. 1. A neural network (left) with  hidden units per layer is traditionally represented by
explicitly specifying the weights of the connections, usually as a matrix or tensor  of
dimension  (middle). We propose instead to view the network as sets of neurons

(right), with a neuron j in layer i represented as a vector . Weights are generated implicitly

by calculating alignment coef�icients between neurons. This representation is parameter
ef�icient and there is no explicit ordering within each layer, rendering it permutation invariant.

In the following section, Sect. 2, we will present some context and
motivation and contrast our approach with existing ones. In Sect. 3, we
introduce the proposed concept of neuron embeddings, self-contained
representations of individual neurons, and the corresponding
representation of the network as unordered sets of these embeddings.
In Sect. 4 we present our experiments and results. We �ind that neuron
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embedding representation achieves comparable network performance
to direct representation in fewer parameters, and that crossover with
embeddings preserves a larger degree of functionality than with direct
representation. We provide some concluding remarks in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work
Neuroevolution and Indirect Encoding. Neuroevolution is the application
of evolutionary methods to neural networks. A key component of many
evolutionary algorithms is recombination, but applying it to neural
networks has been challenging because of the permutation problem.
Addressing it has been a central focus of neuroevolution work [35].
Previous methods have approached this by looking for analogous
structures in the network to limit the impact of permutation [37], or by
sorting the neurons based on their connections [5]. However, these
methods do not scale to the sizes of networks in modern deep learning.
We propose that a more ef�icient solution is to build permutation
invariance into the representation, thereby avoiding the problem.

A second challenge for large-scale neuroevolution is the large
number of weights in a neural network, leading to impractically large
genomes if direct encoding is used - that is, if each weight is coded for
individually in the genome. Indirect encoding is an alternative approach
which represents the network using a small number of parameters and
uses rules to generate the weights [31, 38]. This concept has proved
successful at allowing larger networks to be trained with evolution [14,
21, 36]. Modern neural network architectures can also be viewed in this
light; notably, convolution [11, 23] and attention [42] generate large
numbers of effective weights from small numbers of explicit
parameters. We use indirect encoding in our method, generating
weights based on a small number of vector representations.

Permutation Invariance in Neural Networks. Permutation invariance
refers to the property that a function remains unchanged even when
some aspect of it is permuted. Previous work has been done on
introducing various forms of permutation invariance (PI) to neural
networks, primarily focused on allowing neural networks to exhibit
permutation invariance over the inputs. [9] and [45] introduce methods
which use pooling operations to perform permutation-invariant
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operations for set inputs. [2] introduce permutation invariance into the
features themselves by recombining pairs of features. Set Transformer
[25] builds upon these by using self-attention to capture higher order
interactions. Sensory neurons [39] use similar modular units to
produce a PI policy. These methods address permutation invariance in
the inputs rather than the network representation itself. We draw on
these ideas in order to do the opposite - to represent an arbitrary
neural network (which may or may not be permutation invariant with
respect to the inputs) in a manner that is PI to shuf�ling of the neurons.

Neuron-Based Representation. Neuron-based representations have
also previously been employed in the literature, often in the context of
evolving individual neurons [12, 26, 32] or compact representations of
networks [8, 10, 17, 30]. Our work makes use of neuron-based
representation to achieve permutation invariance, but is aimed at
bridging the gap between these two applications. Our aim is not to train
individual neurons in a population-based manner but instead to
represent entire pretrained networks and discover structures which
can be transferred between networks. Compared to previous work on
full network representations, our approach not only represents single
networks but also aims to improve cross-model compatibility between
multiple networks by reducing networks down to transferable units. As
such, the approach we propose is designed to make the individual
neuron representations as self-contained as possible, without any
interaction with network-speci�ic structures such as hypernetworks.

Attention. Attention [42] is a highly successful mechanism which
underpins many modern deep neural networks. The key strength of
attention is its ability to generate a large number of attention scores
using only a small number of parameters, and to do so dynamically,
which can be seen as form of indirect encoding [40]. In addition, it does
so in a permutation-invariant way, by only depending on the features of
the two endpoints. Because of this key property, we base our model on
the attention kernel with appropriate modi�ications. Attention as used
in models such as Transformers [42] operates between the tokens
given as inputs to the network; our method differs in that we use as
endpoints the neurons themselves, generating a set of weights which
are agnostic to the input.
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Model Compression and Tensor Decomposition. Neural network
compression refers to the general goal of reducing the size of a model in
order to reduce the amount of storage or computation required without
signi�icantly impacting performance. One method of achieving this is
through tensor decomposition. Because weights in neural networks
may be represented with tensors, it is possible to express the full tensor
as a product or sum of lower-rank or smaller tensors. Several methods
for providing exact or approximate decompositions exist [1, 20];
commonly used methods include CP [18], Tucker [41] and tensor train
[27] decomposition. The method we describe in this paper can be
viewed as a low-rank decomposition of the weight tensors, similar to
the methods described in [16] and [44]. That is, for a weight matrix 

 with rank r, we approximate  with the product 
 with  and . This reduces the number

of parameters from mn to  [6]. There are two major points of
contrast between our method and other tensor decompositions: �irst,
our primary goal is to generate self-contained representations of
neurons and so the embedding for each neuron is used twice - once to
determine the incoming weights, and once to determine the outgoing
weights. For this reason, our method imposes a symmetry constraint
such that the two embeddings are identical in order to produce a single
representation of the “role” of a neuron. Second, our method is only a
decomposition in the case of the linear dot-product kernel; other
attention kernels allow it to represent a broader class of functions.

3 Method
We will �irst describe how our method works for a simple feedforward
network. Then, we will describe how convolutional neural networks
can be represented as well. In short, we replace all weights in the
network with a set of vector representations of the neurons present in
the network. Weights are then generated in an attention-like way, with
some modi�ications.

It is important that each neuron’s representation contains all the
information necessary to perform its function so that it can be moved
between networks - thus, there is no equivalent to the query, key and
value networks of attention which would need to be external to the
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neuron. This ensures a neuron’s representation is fully self-contained,
allowing it to be transplanted into a second neural network and
generate new weights without requiring information from the original
neural network.

Neuron Embedding. The core idea of our method is to introduce a
learnable vector embedding  for each neuron (Fig. 1). This is simply a
d-dimensional vector which represents the role of the neuron and can
be trained via gradient descent. This is used to generate weight scores
between it and all neurons in the previous layer using a kernel .
We calculate the alignment score  in a manner similar to attention
by using a dot product kernel, and assign this score as the weight. That
is, we take the dot product between the embedding  of neuron i in

layer l and the embedding  of neuron j in layer  [42] with an

optional nonlinearity :

(1)

This is done ef�iciently as a matrix operation by packing the
embeddings for both layers into the matrices  and 

, where  is the number of hidden units in the layer i.
The activation vector  of layer l takes the place of the value function,
giving us:

(2)

This can be implemented simply by assigning the matrix of attention
scores to be the weight matrix . Note that unlike the Transformer
formulation of attention, we use the unscaled dot product here. Scaling
the dot product by  corrects the variance of the product to be 1
when the input embeddings have variance 1; however, we �ind in
practice it is more effective to scale the initialization of the embeddings.
Each component of the embedding is initialized to be normally
distributed with standard deviation  or equivalently variance ,

where d is the dimensionality of the embedding:
(3)
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This ensures the magnitude of the embedding vectors has a mean of 1,
removing the need for scaling.

Bias. In addition to the embedding, each neuron contains a
learnable bias b in order to match the overall function of a feedforward
network. This bias has the same role as the bias in a feedforward layer,
and is added after the weights are applied. Since each bias is speci�ic to
a single neuron, it can be considered part of the self-contained
representation and moved to a different network.

Input Encoding. To generate the weights for the �irst layer, it is
necessary to provide an embedding for each input to the network,
which can be learned from the data [7]. A second possibility is to
provide prede�ined embeddings; for example, through positional
encodings [42]. We tested sinusoidal positional embeddings for one
and two dimensions [42, 43] as well as localized wavelets, but found
that in practice, these �ixed embeddings performed poorly. We allow a
model to learn the input embeddings from the dataset, which can then
be shared with subsequent models trained on the same dataset. This is
important for cross-model transfer, as it provides the two models a
common basis from which to work.

Fig. 2. Representation of a convolutional neuron. The standard representation explicitly
speci�ies all the weights in the kernel. Depthwise separable convolutions provide an
approximate replacement by splitting the kernel into a pointwise convolution, which mixes
information across channels, and a depthwise convolution which applies one spatial kernel per
channel. We replace the pointwise convolution with an implicit representation using neuron
embeddings but keep the depthwise convolution, rendering the network permutation invariant
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to the ordering of �ilters but preserving spatial structure. Each neuron embedding and
depthwise convolution pair represents a single output �ilter.

Encoding Convolutional Networks. Convolutional neural networks
present a unique challenge. For a  �ilter with  input channels,
we have  incoming weights. However, we only have 
embeddings in the layer below. In addition, we would like to do this in a
way that can be encapsulated as a single neuron, allowing it to operate
in a self-contained manner.

Our solution (Fig. 2) is to employ reversed order depthwise
separable convolutions [3]. The standard order is to apply the 
depthwise convolutions �irst, followed by the pointwise convolution to
expand the number of channels from  to . However, in order to
produce self-contained representations, we would like to treat each
pointwise-depthwise pair as a single neuron; for this, we need 
depthwise kernels. Thus, we reverse the order of operations,
performing the pointwise convolution �irst to produce  different
channels in the output, and then assign each channel its own depthwise
convolution. Since the pointwise convolution can be seen as a
feedforward network along the channel dimension, we can represent
this using neuron embeddings, with one embedding per output
channel. Performing the steps in reverse order is also known as a
blueprint separable convolution and exhibits improved training
properties [13].

4 Experiments
We now present a series of experiments designed to test the ability of
our method to represent equivalent networks to direct weight
encoding, and to evaluate its ability to preserve performance under
crossover. We use the MNIST [24] and CIFAR-10 [22] datasets to
evaluate the models. All models were implemented in Python using the
PyTorch library [29], and the code can be found on GitHub at https:// 
github. com/ ryanz8/ neuron-embedding. Experiments were performed
on a single computer with an NVIDIA RTX3090 GPU.

Hyperparameter Optimization. Hyperparameters for the direct
weight representation models were manually tuned following empirical
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guidelines [28, 33] with a small random search over learning rate and
weight decay. As the focus of this paper is on the relative ef�icacy of the
representation methods rather than overall performance, we did not
perform heavy hyperparameter optimization. Rather, we attempt to
showcase the models under similar starting conditions. As such, the
hyperparameters of the neuron embedding representations were
matched to those of the direct representations. This should favor the
direct representation slightly; however, there is the possibility that the
results will differ or the performance gap will be greater under
different hyperparameters.

4.1 Training from Random Initialization
Our �irst experiment tests the ability of our method to achieve
comparable performance to weight encoding when trained from
random initialization. The intent is to test whether neuron embeddings
can be trained the same way as direct weight representations without
any special tuning. We compared two types of architectures: fully
connected and convolutional, each using direct weight representation,
against equivalents using neuron embedding representation. We chose
training settings which yielded high performance after a short amount
of training for the direct weight representations, and used the same
settings without modi�ication for the neuron embedding
representations.

All models unless otherwise speci�ied were trained with cross-
entropy loss [19], using the Adam optimizer on MNIST and SGD with
momentum on CIFAR-10. Network widths are noted in brackets, with
convolutional layers denoted with a superscript c. We test a 2-layer
(400,10) and 5-layer (400,400,400,400,10) feedforward network and a
5-layer convolutional network (16c,40c,1000,100,10) on MNIST, and a
9-layer ResNet (64c,128c,128c,128c,256c,256c,256c,256c,10) [15] on
CIFAR-10 designed based on the results of the DAWNBench benchmark
[4, 28]. For models using neuron embedding, we set the nonlinearity 
to be the identity for faster training. All models use ReLU activation for
all layers except the output. Comparison was done using the best model
found after 2000 steps of training as determined by cross-validation on
a holdout set of 10000 data points. With Adam, we use a one-cycle
learning rate schedule [34] and cosine annealing, with a learning rate of
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0.01 and batch size of 1000 which has been shown to work well in
combination with this schedule [33]. For stochastic gradient descent,
we use linear annealing with a maximum learning rate of 
obtained by hyperparameter search and a batch size of 512. The
dimensionality of the neuron embeddings is set to 64 for fully
connected models and 48 for convolutional models.

Table 1. Performance when trained from random initialization for fully connected (FC) models
and convolutional (conv) models. “Direct” models use direct (explicit) weight representation.
“Sep.” models use reverse order depthwise separable convolutions (blueprint separable
convolutions). “Emb.” models (ours, bolded) use neuron embedding representation.

Dataset Model Parameters Layers Acc. (%) CE Loss

MNIST FC (direct) 318010 2 fc 98.05 0.0672

MNIST FC (emb.) 76416 2 fc 97.43 0.0999

MNIST FC (direct) 417640 5 fc 98.14 0.0710

MNIST FC (emb.) 97536 5 fc 97.44 0.1077

MNIST Conv. (direct) 160070 3 conv 2 fc 99.38 0.0294

MNIST Conv. (sep.) 84750 3 conv 2 fc 99.27 0.03732

MNIST Conv. (emb.) 51598 3 conv 2 fc 99.00 0.0412

CIFAR-10 ResNet9 (direct) 2438794 8 conv 1 fc 89.40 0.3962

CIFAR-10 ResNet9 (sep.) 287818 8 conv 1 fc 88.21 0.4312

CIFAR-10 ResNet9 (emb.) 98298 8 conv 1 fc 86.90 0.4469

The results in Table 1 show that representation using neuron
embeddings is able to achieve comparable performance to direct
weight representation, when using standard training settings without
modi�ication. The slight difference in performance we attribute to the
use of training settings optimized for direct weight representation; as
we will show next, it is not due to the smaller number of parameters
leading to a gap in expressiveness for this problem. We note that
training time is also not impacted, and in some cases is actually reduced
which we attribute to the smaller number of parameters.

4.2 Compression Ability
Our next experiment tests the ability of neuron embeddings to exactly
reproduce the weights of a reference fully connected network. This
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tests the expressiveness of the neuron embeddings. We expect that if
the network is able to reproduce the weights, then performance should
match that of the reference network. We tested different values for d,
the embedding dimension to show the effect of embedding
expressiveness on the �inal accuracy.

To force the embeddings to replicate the weights, we train the
embeddings by minimizing the mean squared loss over all the
generated weights when compared to the reference network. This was
chosen as it corresponds to minimizing the quantity

(4)

That is, it approximates the full-rank decomposition of the weight
matrices normalized by the number of elements. Here  is the
weight matrix for layer i,  and  are the dimensions of , 
and  are the neuron embeddings for the layers  and i, and 
is the Frobenius norm. Models were trained using the Adam optimizer
with a learning rate of 0.002 for 2000 steps.

Results are shown in Table 2. As can be seen, with suf�icient d
models are able to almost exactly match the performance of a directly
encoded network. Insuf�icient expressiveness as a result of a too small d
harms the performance of the network, but even with only 8
dimensions a signi�icant fraction of the knowledge was still represented
(with an accuracy of 65% versus the 10% of random chance). In all
cases, the number of parameters of the neuron embedding model was
smaller than that of the fully connected reference network, despite
being able to match the weights.

Table 2. Results for training to a 2-layer reference network. An embedding dimension of 64 is
suf�icient to match the performance of this network within margin of error, while decreasing
the embedding dimension degrades the performance. MSE refers to the mean squared
deviation of the weights in the neuron embedding representation from the weights in the
reference network. The mean-squared amplitude of the weights in the reference network is
0.0152.

Model Free Parameters Accuracy (%) MSE

Reference 318010 97.48 -

Neuron embedding (64 dims) 76416 97.48 0.00036
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Model Free Parameters Accuracy (%) MSE

Neuron embedding (32 dims) 38208 97.15 0.00053

Neuron embedding (16 dims) 19104 75.08 0.00095

Neuron embedding (8 dims) 9552 65.61 0.00177

Neuron embedding (4 dims) 4776 20.72 0.00414

4.3 Cross-model Compatibility
Our next experiment tests whether neuron-based representations
enable better compatibility between different models. Our goal is to
determine the degree to which the function of a neuron is preserved
when moved to a different setting. This evaluates the potential of this
representation for crossover operations and cross-model transfer
learning.

We trained two models from random initialization, producing two
different networks to act as a source network and a target network. We
then trained two neuron embedding models to replicate the weights of
each direct encoding parent. We use the same learned input encodings
for both neuron embedding models, done by copying the learned input
encodings from the target network to the source network before
training. This did not affect the weights themselves and it was possible
to replicate both the weights of the source and target network to high
accuracy using the same embeddings for the inputs but different
neuron embeddings for all subsequent layers.

We performed this process for both fully connected and
convolutional models. The fully connected models contained 8 hidden
layers with 400 neurons each and a 10 neuron output layer. The
convolutional models consisted of three 3 3 reverse-order depthwise
separable convolutional layers with 20, 40 and 80 neurons, followed by
a 100 neuron fully connected hidden layer and the 10 neuron output
layer.

Neuron Transplant. We tested compatibility for both pairs of models
by transferring a variable number of neurons in the �irst hidden layer
from the source network to the target network, which we refer to as a
crossover operation. If the internal representations are compatible, we
expect models to retain a greater degree of performance under this
operation. Here, a crossover coef�icient of 0.8 indicates that 80% of the
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neurons in that layer of the target network have been replaced and
20% of the neurons remain. A coef�icient of 1.0 indicates that the entire
layer has been replaced with the layer from the source network.
Neurons are chosen in random order for this, and we repeat each
experiment 10 times and report the mean and 95% con�idence interval.
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Fig. 3. Accuracy under neuron transplant for fully connected (top) and convolutional (bottom)
models. Bold lines show the mean over 10 runs, and the shaded region indicates a 95%
con�idence interval for the mean. Crossover coef�icient (horizontal axis) represents the fraction
of neurons in the layer replaced by neurons from another model. We compare two identical
networks encoded in two ways - direct encoding or neuron embedding. At 100% crossover, an
entire layer from the source network is directly transplanted to the recipient network without
any further training. We observe that the same network when encoded with neuron embedding
maintains signi�icantly more performance, and can function even when the entire layer is
replaced.

The results in Fig. 3 show that transplanting neurons in the hidden
layer results in minor loss of performance for both models until roughly
1/3 of the neurons were replaced, after which performance
deteriorates rapidly. When the entire layer was transferred,
performance was close to chance for the direct encoding. This is as
expected as the weights of the layer are adapted to their original setting
and do not store information in a form usable by the new model.
However, in the case of transfer through neuron embedding, we are
able to preserve a larger fraction of the relationships even when the
entire layer is transplanted to a new network.

We stress that the direct representation and the neuron embedding
representation both encode the same networks with the same weights;
thus, the greater information transfer is due entirely to the way in
which the layers are encoded.

Linear Interpolation. To investigate whether these results are an
artifact of the neuron transplant method, we perform a second
experiment, but rather than transferring single neurons we apply linear
interpolation to every neuron in the layer simultaneously. For the direct
representation, we linearly interpolate between the weights of the two
models, and for the embedding representation we linearly interpolate
between the corresponding embedding vectors of the neuron
representation. Results of this operation are shown in Fig. 4. We
observe similar results to the previous experiment for the fully
connected model, suggesting that the representation itself is
responsible for the results. However, we note slightly worse
performance by both representations on the convolutional model. It is
worth noting that the embedding vectors themselves are interpolated,
producing entirely new embeddings; this suggests that it is possible to
perform crossover on the neuron level, as well as on the network level.
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Fig. 4. Model accuracy under linear interpolation for fully connected model (left) and
convolutional model (right). The weights and embedding vectors are directly interpolated by
taking a weighted average, and all neurons in the layer are interpolated simultaneously. We
observe similar results to the previous experiment on the fully connected network. Note that
embedding vectors themselves are being changed; this suggests the possibility of neuron-level
as well as network-level crossover.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we presented neuron embeddings, an indirect encoding
method for representing a neural network in terms of unordered sets of
individual neurons. This is a parameter-ef�icient representation which
is also invariant to permutation of the neurons, allowing for better
compatibility when performing crossover. Our method encapsulates the
role of a neuron into a single self-contained representation which is
used to generate the weights implicitly, allowing them to be transferred
into a second neural network and still preserve some degree of
function, even when the two networks are trained independently. This
opens the door to new possibilities for neuroevolution, as this removes
one important roadblock for crossover in neural networks, and can be
used in conjunction with other methods such as those based on neuron
alignment. In addition, the self-contained nature of the representations
may prove useful for methods which evolve individual neurons, rather
than complete networks. Of interest for future work is the extension of
this method to larger hierarchical structures, which may also enable
more ef�icient neural architecture search.

This work also has potential applications for cross-dataset
knowledge transfer and transfer learning, which we intend to
investigate in more depth moving forward. For example, it may be
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possible to transfer knowledge from multiple models or to improve
upon existing methods of imitation learning. We also would like to
further investigate whether neuron-based representation can aid in
visualizing the patterns and knowledge contained in a neural network.
If this is the case, this could lead to future applications for
interpretability.
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